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ABSTRACT 
 

Two main factors have contributed to Boyle Travers Finniss’s unfortunate 

reputation as the impetuous blunderer who tried to build the Northern Territory’s 

first capital city in a mangrove swamp: firstly, the unrelenting campaign of 

personal vilification in the contemporary (1864 – 1866) Adelaide press 

orchestrated by Ebenezer Ward (an officer of the expedition) and Jefferson 

Pickman Stow (an intending private settler and land agent); secondly, the 

reluctance of modern scholarship to critically evaluate the adverse findings of the 

(1866) Northern Territory Commission of Enquiry – a quasi-judicial body 

appointed by the Governor of South Australia to investigate and report on 

Finniss’s competence as Government Resident and leader of the (first) Northern 

Territory Survey Expedition.  

 

On May 16, 1866, after a ten week hearing, the Commission found the six 

charges brought against Finniss (gross mismanagement and maladministration; 

desertion of his post; failure to select a suitable settlement site; causing the death 

of a defenceless Aboriginal prisoner) proven to a greater or lesser extent.  The 

findings had no legal ramifications, but were serious enough to warrant 

immediate revocation of all Finniss’s Northern Territory appointments.  His 

subsequent resignation ignited a controversy which continues, albeit much less 

vociferously, to the present day.  

 

The most authoritative accounts of the Finniss controversy run to no more than a 

few pages in general works on Northern Territory history and focus almost 

exclusively on the inappropriateness of Finniss’s choice of Escape Cliffs and the 
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Adelaide River as major settlement locations.  There have been few, if any, 

balanced attempts to understand Finniss’s motives in making such decisions, or 

to assess the totality of his Northern Territory endeavours - a deficit in the 

historiographical record which this thesis seeks to address by evaluating the 

scope and validity of the many allegations of misconduct levelled at Finniss in 

the Adelaide press, and in the evidence presented to the Commission of Enquiry.  

By assessing such allegations in context, which is to say as integral parts of 

Finniss’s evolving settlement strategies, this thesis is able to provide an expanded 

perspective on the complex interaction of the many personal and environmental 

factors which generated the Finniss controversy and ultimately led to his recall. 

 

The results of these analyses show that while Finniss did have a case to answer 

the extent of his culpability was not conclusively established by the Commission 

proceedings.  Indeed Finniss’s carefully reasoned defence proved so effective 

that all three Commissioners were forced to concede the possibility that Escape 

Cliffs and the Adelaide River might ultimately prove to be the best and healthiest 

settlement sites available on the northern coast.  Equally clear from the analyses 

is the fact that Finniss had neither the temperament nor the physical stamina to 

command an expedition in the field.  Reconciling the many inconsistencies 

between his settlement instructions and the exigencies of the Northern Territory 

climate and terrain required a blend of interpersonal, practical and 

entrepreneurial skills which Finniss simply did not possess.  
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INTRODUCTION 

“Hell in the mangroves”?1 

Escape Cliffs, the location on the Cape Hotham peninsula chosen by Boyle 

Travers Finniss as the site of the Northern Territory's first capital city, was 

rejected because it failed to meet the expectations of the Adelaide Land Order 

Holders, the majority of whom had never set eyes on the disputed area but who, 

in reaching a consensus on the issue, had been influenced by disparaging reports 

on its utility and potential by two individuals: Ebenezer Ward and Jefferson 

Pickman Stow. 

 

Ward and Stow were two of Finniss's most vociferous and implacable opponents.  

Both men were journalists and both had achieved minor celebrity status in South 

Australia prior to going to the Northern Territory.  Ward was the author of The 

Vineyards and Orchards of South Australia - an authoritative book on the 

colony’s wine industry.  Stow was a founding member of the Gawler Humbug 

Society, an association which was dedicated to satirising “humbug in all 

departments, social and political”,2 and which fostered the publication of the 

satirical newspaper The Bunyip.3  Both men appeared before the Commission of 

Enquiry and gave evidence which was at times so damning that it sparked heated 

exchanges with Finniss during cross examination. 

                                                 
1 Ernestine Hill, The Territory (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1951), 83.  The full quote 
concerning the state of affairs at Escape Cliffs is: “Hell in the mangroves – idleness, drunkenness, 
slander, discontent, rumour, rebellion, and spite”. 
2 Brian Samuels, “Flam! Bam!! Sham!!! The Gawler Humbug Society”.  Journal of the 
Historical Society of South Australia No. 18 (1990): 135-142. 
3 The Bunyip was sub titled the Gawler Humbug Society’s Chronicle. 
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Aged 26 when he joined the Northern Territory Expedition, Ward was a 

precocious and highly articulate young man with Bohemian tendencies and a 

passion for Shakespeare and theatrical life.  Many Finniss supporters believed his 

subversive behaviour at Escape Cliffs and his machinations in Adelaide were the 

root cause of Finniss’s undoing.  In an outburst in the Legislative Assembly in 

October 1866, the temperance campaigner Thomas Reynolds4 accused Ward of 

being “the curse of the (Escape Cliffs) settlement” - the one man who alone was 

responsible for Finniss's recall.  “If he had not been sent to the Northern 

Territory,” Reynolds told the House, “there would never have been any occasion 

for the recall of Mr Finniss”.5   

 

The clash between Ward and Finniss was essentially a collision of two oversized 

egos.  Ward, who was the Expedition’s Chief Clerk and Accountant, took 

exception to Finniss’s dictatorial attempts to run the expedition on military lines 

and was suspended and eventually discharged for using the Coronial Inquest on 

the death of an Aborigine shot in an encounter at the River Camp as a means of 

questioning Finniss’s operational competence and challenging his authority.6 

 

At 34 Stow was eight years older than Ward - less flamboyant but equally 

articulate.  Finniss believed him to be the more dangerous “agitator” of the two, 

“because he bears the prestige attaching to being the brother of the Attorney 

                                                 
4 “Teapot Tommy” Reynolds.  Reynolds was the uncle (by marriage) of Fred Litchfield – one of 
Finniss’s most loyal supporters. 
5 Register, 13 October 1866, 2. 
6 During this encounter, which was invariably referred to as “Pearson’s Fight”, two aborigines 
were killed and another seriously wounded. 
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General”,7 and accused him of “using all his powers of sneering and sarcasm to 

discourage the attempt to form a settlement”.8  Stow had arrived at Escape Cliffs 

aboard the relief vessel SS South Australian9 as the representative of some 20010 

Land Order Holders and almost immediately began condemning the settlement 

location for its many obvious deficiencies – the isolated situation of the Cape 

Hotham peninsula,11 the prevalence of swamps and large areas of land subject to 

flooding, and the complete lack of “open country, pastoral land, elevation, 

agriculture, commerce, surface water, [and] building materials.”12  

 

Finniss was fully aware of the difficulties posed by the Escape Cliffs location but 

held that its many deficiencies could be remedied in the same way that similar 

deficiencies in the location chosen for the site of the city of Adelaide had been 

overcome.  In his verbal summation to the Commission Finniss said that “attacks 

as noisy and reiterated” as those made on him had been made against Colonel 

Light when he had selected Adelaide as the site of the South Australian capital and 

Port Adelaide as its port. 

 

                                                 
7 Boyle Travers Finniss, “Arnhem Land in 1865.  A letter from B.T. Finniss”.  South Australiana 
Vol 12 No 1 (March 1973), 8.  Randolph Isham Stow was Attorney General from 22 July 1864 to 
22 March 1865.  See Jefferson Pickman Stow, The voyage of the Forlorn Hope from Escape 
Cliffs to Champion Bay 1865: with the author’s account of the first Northern Territory settlement 
and of the condition of Western Australia (Adelaide: Sullivan’s Cove, 1981), 8. 
8 Boyle Travers Finniss, “Arnhem Land in 1865.  A letter from B.T. Finniss”.  South Australiana 
Vol 12 No 1 (March 1973), 8.  Henceforth “Arnhem Land in 1865”. 
9 The SS South Australian arrived at Escape Cliffs on 5 December 1864.  Ward returned to 
Adelaide aboard the same vessel.  
10 Commission Evidence, South Australia Parliamentary Paper (henceforth SAPP)  17 (1866): 
“South Australia: Report of Commission appointed by the Governor-in-Chief to inquire into the 
management of the Northern Territory Expedition; together with Minutes of Evidence and 
Appendix”.  Stow’s evidence, Question No. 1493. 
11 The peninsula is a virtual island in a vast expanse of flood plain and is cut off from 
communication with “the back country” during the wet season. 
12 Stow, Stuckey and Bauer to Finniss 16 December 1864, SAPP 15 (1865-1866).  “Northern 
Territory Correspondence: correspondence from B.T. Finniss, Esq., Government Resident, 
Northern Territory to the Hon. H. Ayers, Chief Secretary”, 6. 
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Then too it was said that the land of the plains would produce nothing and that 

the chief part of the suggested port was under water […] but I believe it is 

sufficient to appeal to the common knowledge of everybody, to say that a tract 

of land comprising more than half a million of acres, watered by a river deep 

enough for large vessels for more than fifty miles and for light steamers for more 

than 100 miles from its mouth, in part consisting of swamp and alluvial flat and 

in part of low hills rising […] to an elevation of 800 feet, must be suitable for a 

settlement.13  

 

Finniss would later be supported in his assessment of the economic potential of 

the Adelaide River region by a succession of local, interstate and international 

authorities14 – most notably by the renowned South Australian scholar Sir 

Archibald Grenfell Price, who believed that in selecting the Adelaide River 

valley, “Colonel Finniss was in fact fifty years ahead of his time”.15 

 

There are however strong grounds for suspecting that in the first instance 

Finniss’s selection of the Adelaide River had more to do with expediency than 

with economic potential.  In the seven-week period following the arrival of the 

Henry Ellis16 Finniss made a series of questionable operational decisions which 

alienated his officers and so exhausted and disillusioned his men that they were 

incapable of settling at any other location.  This fact was carefully hidden from 

the Commission and never emerged as evidence; but writing to the Chief 
                                                 
13 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s summing up, xxi. 
14 See Government Resident’s Report.  “NT Agriculture comparing the Adelaide to the Pearl 
River near Canton and the Mekong (Donnai) in the vicinity of Saigon” (3 February 1889): 6.  See 
also “Report of the visit of the Government Resident, Messrs Holtz and Yam Yan to the Adelaide 
River”, Northern Territory Times and Gazette (NTTG), 30 March 1889, 2.  See also M.W. 
Holtze, “The capabilities of the Northern Territory for tropical agriculture”.  Proceedings of the 
Royal Geographical Society of Australia, South Australia Branch, 5 No. 18 (1889): 19. 
15 (Sir) Archibald Grenfell Price, The history and problems of the Northern Territory, Australia 
(Adelaide: A.E. Scott, 1930), 14. 
16 The Henry Ellis was the barque chartered to transport the expedition to the NT.  She arrived in 
Adam Bay on the 20th June 1864. 
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Secretary in October 1864 to refute demands that the expedition move elsewhere 

Finniss stated: 

 

it was utterly impossible for me to move again; my men were exhausted with the 

fatigues they had undergone; food was getting scarce and illness from exposure 

beginning to show itself.17 

 

An equally significant factor in Finniss’s decision to settle the Cape Hotham 

peninsula was the intractability of the relatively large Aboriginal population 

encountered in the Adelaide River valley.  These people were members of the 

Larrakia and Wulna language groups who, unlike the Kaurna18 of South 

Australia, showed little inclination to assist the Europeans in the work of 

colonization or to be assimilated into their world.  Cultural differences at the 

River Camp – Finniss’s first depot on the flood plain some 56 kilometres 

upstream - eventually sparked an armed confrontation in which one European, 

Surveyor William Pearson, sustained several spear wounds and two Aborigines 

were shot dead. 

 

The Cape Hotham peninsula - a relatively small area19 surrounded on all sides by 

sea and swamp - seems to have appealed to Finniss’s military instincts as a place 

from which the Aborigines could be easily expelled and prevented from 

reoccupying.20  In September 1864, following the spearing of two of the 

expedition’s horses, he launched a punitive raid on an Aboriginal camp on the 

                                                 
17 Finniss to the Chief Secretary, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865).  “Northern Territory 
Correspondence: correspondence relative to the settlement of the Northern Territory of South 
Australia”, 41. 
18 “Kaurna” is the term used by Tinsdale for the language group in the Adelaide area. 
19 50 square miles or 130 square kilometres. 
20 See Charles Bright, Article II, Argus, 10 January 1865, 5. 
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eastern shore of the peninsula.  Dombey, an Aboriginal “chief” whose mimicry 

had offended Finniss at the River Camp, was captured and, in accordance with 

Finniss’s prior instructions, killed.21  Thereafter whenever Larrakia and Wulna 

bands were sighted on the peninsula or in its immediate vicinity, heavily armed 

parties were dispatched to harass them and drive them away. 

 

Incomplete reports of the first of these confrontations (Pearson’s Fight) reached 

Adelaide in October 1864 and caused “considerable consternation”22 by 

managing to convey the impression that the settlement was in imminent danger 

of attack by hundreds of ferocious Aborigines inhabiting the surrounding 

countryside.23  A relief expedition comprising some 42 men under the command 

of Surveyor Robert Henry Edmunds was hastily organized and sailed for the 

Northern Territory aboard the SS South Australian on 29 October 1864. 

 

The arrival of the South Australian at Escape Cliffs in December 1864 gave 

Finniss the chance to rid himself of Ebenezer Ward and several other 

malcontents.  At a loose end for some three months, Ward had been able to 

devote the full force of his not inconsiderable intellect to ridiculing Finniss's 

character and undermining his authority.  Ward disembarked in Adelaide on 1 

January 1865, and it is perhaps no coincidence that nine days later H.B.T. 

Strangways,24 the pugnacious member for West Torrens, called a meeting of 

                                                 
21 Alfred Searcy, In Australian tropics: 14 years sub-collector of customs, Port Darwin, Northern 
Territory and now clerk assistant of House of Assembly, South Australia, 2nd Edition (London: 
George Robertson & Co., 1909), 284. 
22 “The settlement of the Northern Territory by South Australia” by Robert Henry Edmunds, State 
Library of South Australia (D Piece Archival): D8043(L) (1864-1866).  “Diary of Robert Henry 
Edmunds”, Preamble, n.p. 
23 Edmunds Diary, Preamble, n.p.  See also Bright, Article V, Argus, 19 January 1865, 5. 
24 Henry Bull Templar Strangways.  Strangways was a lawyer by profession.  At the time of the 
Land Order Holders’ Meeting he was a member of the Opposition but had previously served in 
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Land Order Holders.25  Ward was present at the meeting as a “shareholder” but 

did not speak.26  Strangways’ motion “not to allow the site of the capital to be 

decided on until a proper examination of the country had been made”27 was 

carried and later adopted as official Government policy, thus effectively 

extinguishing any hopes Finniss may have had of official sanction for his Adam 

Bay development plan.  When apprised of the outcome of the meeting and the 

extent of the Government’s support for the land holders Finniss immediately 

suspected collusion between Strangways and Stow. 

 

[The similarity between] the views expressed by the deputation [of land holders] 

and those conveyed to me by Mr. Stow lead me inevitably to the conclusion that 

his letter to me was a counterpart of what he had previously written to Adelaide 

and on which the land holders seem to have acted.28 

 

Years later Finniss expressed the belief that Stow had, from the outset, conspired 

with Captain John Hart, the colonial Treasurer and Minister responsible for the 

development of the newly acquired Northern Territory, to effect the removal of 

the settlement to the Victoria River.29   

 
                                                                                                                                    
three Ministries as Attorney General and Commissioner of Crown Lands.  His diatribes in 
Parliament earned him the nickname of “The Thunderer” - see E.L. Grundy’s letter to the Editor, 
Register, 4 January 1865, 3. 
25 That Ward and Strangways had met and discussed the situation at Escape Cliffs prior to the 
meeting is suggested by the remarks of some of the land holders present.  See the report of the 
meeting, Advertiser, 11 January 1865, 2. 
26 Advertiser, 11 January 1865, 2. 
27 Adelaide Express, 11 January 1865, 2.  The complete text of the motion was: “That a 
Committee consisting of five of the holders of land orders in the Northern Territory be appointed 
to prepare an address to the Governor, requesting him not to allow the site of the settlement or of 
the capital to be decided on until a proper examination of the country has been made and reported 
to and approved by the Governor and Executive Council, and to cause such examination to be 
made without delay”. 
28 Finniss to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 1 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 11. 
29 B.T. Finniss, “General Remarks on the Northern Territory”, quoted in Peter F. Donovan, “The 
Northern Territory Company: an example of colonial power”.  Journal of History and Politics 1 
(1973): 17. 
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In his correspondence with Finniss, Stow was careful never to specifically refer 

to the Victoria in this context, 30 but there can be no doubt that this was his 

intention.  Conversations with Queensland’s Surveyor General, the famous 

overland explorer Augustus Charles Gregory, while the South Australian was 

loading horses and sheep in Brisbane, appear to have convinced Stow that as a 

location for permanent settlement, the Victoria River was eminently more 

suitable than the Adelaide.31   

 

Hart’s32 involvement in these machinations is an open question.  In his defence 

summation Finniss directly linked Hart to the Victoria River intrigues, declaring 

that Stow had  

 

imbibed the opinion either from the then Treasurer Captain John Hart – who had 

endeavoured to impress that opinion upon myself before starting [for the 

Northern Territory] - or from Mr Gregory whom he had seen at Brisbane, that the 

Victoria was the best place for the formation of the settlement.33 

 

Later still Finniss would openly accuse Hart of being party to a conspiracy to 

sabotage his Northern Territory endeavours, supporting his accusations with an 

elaborate (but plausible) scenario involving the powerful Northern Territory 

                                                 
30 The letters concerned were undoubtedly written by Stow but were countersigned by John 
Stuckey and Jacob Bauer, the other two free settlers who arrived by the SS South Australian.  A 
report by the Advertiser’s “Special Correspondent”, who was undoubtedly Stow, published on 3 
January 1865, suggests that the Victoria should be examined before surveying the Escape Cliffs 
site.  Stow writing anonymously (as “Our Own Correspondent”) in the Register did promote the 
Victoria as a better site.  See Register, 3 January 1865, 2. 
31 Advertiser, 31 July 1865, 3. 
32 During the Escape Cliffs period, Hart was Treasurer in three successive Ministries: 15 July 
1863 to 22 July 1864 and 22 July to 4 August 1864 under Henry Ayers; and 4 August 1864 to 22 
March 1865 under Arthur Blyth.  On 23 October 1865 he formed his own Ministry which 
survived until 27 March 1866. 
33 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s summing up, xx. 
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Company, a consortium of land holders, of which Hart and other influential 

supporters and promoters of the pastoral industry were major shareholders.34  

Finniss believed that having predicted the failure of the Wakefieldian (closer 

settlement) elements of the Northern Territory colonization scheme, the 

Company had attempted to minimise shareholder losses by using the Northern 

Territory Fund (the moneys which had accrued from the sale of NT land orders) 

to explore the interior for good pastoral lands “that they might in the course of 

events take advantage of new circumstances and change the whole character of 

the undertaking”.35 

 

As a back bencher, Hart had been an opponent of annexation and northern 

development.  His volte face on the issue coincided with his elevation to the 

Ministry and seems to have been made on the proviso that South Australia 

incurred no expense in developing its newly acquired Territory.36  Today it is 

unclear why it was the Treasurer rather than the Chief Secretary or the 

Commissioner of Crown Lands who was given the responsibility for Northern 

Territory affairs; but it may have had something to do with Hart's undoubted 

abilities as a business entrepreneur.  Hart belonged to a unique and ancient 

commercial class - the merchant venturer; as a ship owner and speculator in the 

myriad commodities and consumer items which both sustained and enhanced the 

economy of British Empire, he had acquired his fortune by the speediest but most 

financially perilous route.  Retiring from the sea in 1846 Hart had devoted 

                                                 
34 Finniss does not name the Company concerned but there is no doubt that his remarks were 
directed at the Northern Territory Company and its Directors.  See Donovan, “The Northern 
Territory Company: an example of colonial power”: 13. 
35 B.T. Finniss, “General Remarks on the Northern Territory”, quoted in Donovan, “The Northern 
Territory Company”: 17. 
36 Observer, 18 July 1863, 8. 
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himself to various shore based commercial enterprises - of which the most 

successful was his flour mill at Port Adelaide.37   

 
The myriad impracticalities of the commercial (entrepôt) dimensions of the Hart 

settlement plan continue to intrigue historiographers to the present day.38  The 

limited emphases on such dimensions in Finniss’s Escape Cliffs correspondence 

suggest that he regarded them as secondary development factors and that he saw 

his primary role as providing for the settlement of “an agricultural population”,39 

which, on the basis of his South Australian colonization experience, meant a 

community of yeoman farmers; hence his preoccupation with the agricultural 

potential of the Adelaide River valley.   

 

Finniss’s other major preoccupation was health, which he regarded as “a sine qua 

non to successful settlement”.40  On the basis of George Windsor Earl’s 

proscription against “land-locked harbours”,41 which were thought to be the main 

source of malaria, Finniss could, with some justification, claim that the Cape 

Hotham peninsula was “the healthiest part of the north-west coast within 

reasonable proximity to a secure harbour”,42 and that, far from being the obstacle 

to settlement perceived by the land holders, the very narrowness of the peninsula 
                                                 
37 Australian Dictionary of Biography: 1966-2005 (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 
1966), 355. 
38 See for example Christine Doran, “Colonising the Territory”.  Northern Perspective 11 No.2 
(1990): 14-21. 
39 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss Summation xxv. 
40 Finniss to Ayers, 1 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 12. 
41 George Windsor Earl, the foremost authority on all things North Australian, had attributed the 
failure of the British Admiralty settlement at Port Essington to “its deficiencies in [salubrity]”.  Earl 
blamed the periodical and often fatal outbreaks of fever at the settlement on “the malaria caused by 
stagnant air and water which is generated more or less in all land-locked harbours within the 
tropics, and should therefore be avoided for the future as sites for settlements”.  See Memo from 
G.W. Earl, SAPP 36 (1864).  “Settlement of Northern Territory: instructions to Boyle Travers 
Finniss, Esq, Government Resident of  the Northern Territory of South Australia, and the several 
officers under his command; together with extracts from letters etc from Messrs. Earl, Helpman and 
Pascoe”, 9-10.  
42 Finniss to Ayers, 1 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 12. 
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was a vital factor in its salubrity, with both its eastern and western shores being 

open to the beneficial effects of the prevailing winds.43 

 

Convinced that his interpretation of the Hart settlement plan was the only 

feasible development scenario, Finniss continued surveying sections at Escape 

Cliffs (on the Cape Hotham peninsula and at the Narrows) and in the Adelaide 

River valley, while simultaneously attempting to placate his political masters (the 

Dutton Ministry) by exploring the west coast down to the Victoria River.  

Predictably he could find no place as salubrious and with as much potential for 

development as Cape Hotham.  Tiring of the ongoing controversy the Dutton 

Government recalled him and sent John McKinlay, then South Australia’s most 

famous resident explorer, to Escape Cliffs to search for a more appropriate 

settlement location. 

 

Hart was not involved in Finniss’s recall.  He had retired to the ‘opposition’ 

benches in March 1865 following the fall of the Blyth Government, and 

remained there until he formed his own Ministry some seven months later.  

When Finniss arrived in Adelaide in February 1866 it was to discover that his old 

adversary was now Chief Secretary and Premier.44  In a process unprecedented in 

the annals of the colony's jurisprudence, Hart ordered Finniss to appear before a 

specially convened Commission of Enquiry to answer charges of 

mismanagement and misconduct. 

 

                                                 
43 Ibid.  The Cape Hotham Peninsula is approximately 10kms wide and 16kms long. 
44 Finniss arrived in Adelaide on 13 February 1866 aboard the barque Ellen Lewis. 
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As Finniss aged he saw the hand of John Hart in all his misfortunes.  Writing to 

his youngest son Freddy (Frederick Robe Finniss) in 1891 he lamented: 

 

Captain Hart sent me to the Northern Territory on purpose to crush me and he 

had the non-conformists on his side as well as the squatters. […] Reflect how I 

have been sacrificed to the wiles of such a scoundrel [as Ebenezer Ward] by 

men who became my enemies. […] Have you got the report of the Commission 

which was appointed to ruin me? […] Stow was bitter against me because he 

applied to join the first expedition as a chainman and I recommended him but 

Hart objected strongly.  Stow thought I was his enemy for I never told him Hart 

had objected to my recommendation.45 

 

The animus was not mutual.  While it is clear from Hart’s diary that he did not 

hold Finniss in any great esteem, his comments, though critical, are by no means 

pejorative.46  It is however interesting to note that it was Hart rather than his 

Treasurer (Walter Duffield), who took personal charge of establishing the 

Commission and framing the charges.47  Finniss’s fate was sealed at the 

“Government Offices” on the evening of 15 February 1866 when, after a hard 

fought day in the Assembly, Hart, Duffield, and the Attorney General (James P. 

Boucat) met to draft the charges against him and to establish the Commission.48  

There is some suggestion that the Governor, who was present at the Government 

Offices that same evening, was also party to these discussions.49 

 

                                                 
45 Finniss to his son Freddy dated 4 November, 1891.  K.T. Borrow Private Collection.  Chief 
Secretary’s Office South Australia Item No. 96.  Copy in the possession of the author. 
46 John Hart, diary entry for 5 January 1865. 
47 John Hart, diary entry for 15 February 1866. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid. 
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The Commission was to be organized along the lines of a Parliamentary Select 

Committee with three Commissioners hearing evidence and delivering a final 

report to the Governor in Chief.  Of the initial Government nominees (Randolph 

Stow, William Milne and Samuel Davenport)50 only Milne was eventually 

appointed.  Despite the fact that Milne was a Hart supporter his appointment was 

opposed by Jefferson Stow, who had meanwhile returned to Adelaide after a 

perilous 2500 nautical mile open-boat voyage from Escape Cliffs to Geraldton in 

Western Australia.  In a personal conversation with Hart, Jefferson Stow 

threatened to “expose”51 certain information which was in some way detrimental 

to Milne’s appointment.  Hart sent Stow packing52 but did nothing to prevent him 

from contributing substantially to the Prosecution proceedings, a fact which was 

not overlooked by Finniss in his summation: 

 

I have no doubt of the sincerity of [Mr Stow’s] opposition [to me] – he has shown 

it by the disinterested assistance he has rendered to the Government 

representative during the whole course of this Enquiry; and if his zeal has led 

him, without pay, to devote so much of his time to support the Government 

charges against me, you can judge whether it was likely to be less active or 

demonstrative when he was a resident at Escape Cliffs.53 

 

It is important to put the Commission of Enquiry into its proper context.  Its 

stated purpose was to give Finniss the opportunity to reply to his many critics,54 

but its primary role was to force his resignation so that he might be replaced by a 

                                                 
50 Hart’s diary, entry for 16 February 1866.  Finniss considered Davenport a friend and supporter 
which is probably why Davenport declined the appointment. 
51 Hart’s diary, entry for 19 February 1866.  Hart does not elaborate on the substance of the 
complaint. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Commission evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s summing up, xx. 
54 Hart’s diary, entries for 15 February 1866 and 8 March 1866. 
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more vigorous and committed expedition leader.55  Broader policy issues such as 

the efficacy of the settlement plan itself were not on the agenda of any of the 

three Ministries concerned.56  Indeed the Dutton Government had effectively 

endorsed the Hart settlement plan by despatching the McKinlay expedition to 

“explore the country thoroughly and to report as to the best places for settlement, 

and the most suitable localities for a capital”.57  In the event, McKinlay fared no 

better than Finniss and was lucky to escape with his life from the flooded 

savannahs of Van Diemen Gulf.  While Finniss was arguing his case before the 

Commission, McKinlay’s men were killing and eating their horses in a desperate 

attempt to escape a seemingly endless succession of swamps and bogs on the 

flood plains of the Mary and Alligator Rivers. 

 

The six charges against Finniss were multi-faceted and in some instances 

overlapped each other by a considerable margin.58  This was undoubtedly 

deliberate and designed to leave no loophole for Finniss to exploit with his 

debating and oratorical skills.   

 

The Commission conducted 18 hearings over the period 9 March to 11 May 

1866.  A total of 22 witnesses were called – 14 for the prosecution, 8 for the 

defence.  The prosecution witnesses included three officers and two land agents 

                                                 
55 Two individuals were already lobbying for the position: William Bloomfield Douglas - the Port 
Adelaide Harbourmaster and Collector of Customs; and George Windsor Earl - the Assistant 
Resident (Law) Councillor at Province Wellesley on the Malay Peninsula.  See Hart’s diary entry 
for 25 August 1865, PRG 218 (1865-1875), n.p. and see also Robert Reece, “The Australian 
career of George Windsor Earl: letter to Daly, 6 June 1865”.  Journal of Northern Territory 
History Issue No. 3 (1992): 16. 
56 Dutton, 22 March to 20 September 1865; Ayers, 23 September to 21 October 1865 and Hart, 
22 October 1865 to 27 March 1866. 
57 Ayers to Finniss, 21 September 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 19.  McKinlay arrived at Escape 
Cliffs on 5 November 1865, aboard the Ellen Lewis. 
58 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Report of Commission, 2.  Charge 2 essentially 
reiterates each of the other charges. 
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and were generally of a higher calibre than the witnesses for the defence, who 

were all labourers.  In their report, which was delivered on 16 May 1866, the 

Commissioners noted that the personal animosity displayed by some prosecution 

witnesses was so great that their testimony was of little value.59  All six charges 

were found to be proven – four unanimously and two (Charges 2 and 3, which 

related to mismanagement and site location) by a majority of two to one.  The 

dissenting voice was that of the Chairman, Captain William Littlejohn 

O’Halloran, who found that Finniss had “faithfully (and almost literally) [sic] 

carried out his instructions with regard to the site for a settlement”60 and that the 

“site chosen for port and capital may prove (with the aid of Asiatic and Creole 

labour) [sic] to be the best that offers on the northern coast”.61 

 

Principal Sources 

An edited transcript of the verbatim evidence presented to the Commission was 

published in South Australian Parliamentary Paper (SAPP) No. 17 of 1866.  

SAPP No.17 also contains the Prosecution and Defence summations; the minutes 

of individual hearings; the Commissioners’ reports; and a comprehensive series 

of appendices which reproduce many of the documents referred to in evidence. 

 

The generally haphazard nature of the evidence is perhaps a reflection of the 

quasi judicial nature of the hearings.  By mutual consent no professional lawyers 

were engaged by either side.  Finniss represented himself and Frank Rymill, a 

Hart protégé who was the Chief Correspondence Clerk at the General Post 

                                                 
59 Ibid., 3. 
60 Ibid., 3. 
61 Ibid., 4. 
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Office, acted as Prosecutor.  On certain (perhaps most) occasions, Rymill was 

prepared for the day’s proceedings by Hart and (ex Attorney General) Randolph 

Isham Stow.62  It was probably at these briefing sessions that Jefferson Stow’s 

opinions were canvassed. 

 

Other contemporary sources include: personal diaries and letters; newspaper 

articles/editorials and “Letters to the Editor”; and the collection of South 

Australian Parliamentary Papers, printed between 1864 and 1867, which 

comprises the bulk of official correspondence relating to the Escape Cliffs 

settlement.63   

 

The most relevant and comprehensive personal diaries are those compiled by 

Ebenezer Ward, Robert Henry Edmunds and Alfred Charles Webling.  Ward’s 

diary is an extraordinary document.  A mixture of formality and scurrilous 

burlesque it spans the establishment phase of the Escape Cliffs settlement.  Ward 

was either an eye witness to, or an actual participant in, every major event which 

occurred before the arrival of the SS South Australian.  The diary purports to be a 

daily record of events but in some instances there is clear evidence of 

interpolation.  Interpolation is also evident in a number of entries in R.H. 

                                                 
62 Hart’s diary, entry for 8 March 1866.  Randolph Isham was Jefferson Pickman’s older brother.  
The youngest Stow brother, Wycliffe, was at Escape Cliffs as a labourer. 
63 Specifically: No. 17 of 1866 which contains the official record of the Commission proceedings; 
Nos. 36, 36A, and 163 of 1864, which contain Finniss’s Instructions and a portion of the 
(incomplete) first mail; Nos. 15 and 89 of 1865, which contain the bulk of Finniss’s official 
correspondence relating to his feuds with Humbert, Ward, Goldsmith, and Stow, as well as 
specific details of Pearson’s Fight and the Chambers Bay Punitive Raid; Nos. 83 and 134 of 
1866; and 79 of 1868 which contain details of Alaric Ward’s murder, Finniss’s exploration of the 
Daly and Victoria Rivers, and the handover of authority to J.T. Manton; Nos. 18 and 84 of 1865, 
which contain details of the Marine Surveys of Northern Territory waters conducted by 
Hutchison and Howard; and finally, Nos 80 of 1866 and 16 of 1867 which contain Manton’s 
correspondence relating to his rapprochement with the Larrakia and Wulna peoples of the Cape 
Hotham peninsula, and his explorations of Port Darwin and the major river systems of Van 
Diemen Gulf. 
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Edmunds’ diary, which spans the consolidation phase of the settlement.  Thirty-

year-old Edmunds was the surveyor in charge of the relief party which arrived at 

Escape Cliffs in December 1864 aboard the SS South Australian.  Edmunds 

wrote two diaries, both of which are extant: an original or “Field Diary” (referred 

to in this thesis by that name), written at Escape Cliffs,64 into which he 

transposed his daily rough notebook jottings; and an expanded and somewhat 

sanitized version of the Field Diary entitled “The Settlement of the Northern 

Territory by South Australia”, which was written in Adelaide circa 1868,65 and 

which is the reference cited (as “Edmunds’ Diary”) by most commentators.  

Edmunds was the only surveyor to participate in all Finniss’s surveys.  He 

surveyed the northern section of the Cape Hotham peninsula, the Narrows, and 

the country sections in the vicinity of Fred’s Pass.  Alfred Charles Webling was 

the “Tide Watcher” aboard HMSS Beatrice, an occupation which required him to 

make tidal observations in, and presumably to compile tide tables for, designated 

marine survey areas.66  Twenty-seven-year-old Webling was a member of 

Beatrice’s crew for the entire duration of her Northern Territory voyages.  His 

diary provides an unbiased and alternate perspective on Finniss’s many troubles 

ashore.  With the loss of the Yatala (the expedition’s utility vessel) Beatrice was 

the settlement’s only means of maintaining contact with Adelaide and the world 

at large, and of undertaking the various explorations demanded by the South 

Australian Government.  Webling’s diary is thus a critical element in 

                                                 
64 And during the abortive McKinlay expedition.  The few leaves from Edmunds’ rough 
notebooks which still survive suggest that they were written in the field. 
65 Edmunds’ Diary was written sometime after the wreck of the SS South Australian in New 
Zealand waters in 1867. 
66 D. D’Arcy Webling, ed., The journals of Alfred Charles Webling: narrating experiences and 
descriptions of early South Australia, particularly the Port Augusta region of Spencer Gulf, and 
the Escape Cliffs Settlement, Adelaide River, in the Northern Territory, from voyages aboard HM 
Schooner Beatrice during 1862-1866 (Weston Creek, A.C.T.: Genie Publishing, 1995), vii.  
Henceforth Webling’s Journals. 
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understanding the complicated sequence of Beatrice’s voyages in Northern 

Territory waters and assessing their overall significance. 

 

Finniss himself kept a number of (incomplete) rough diaries which supply 

important information about the period of frenetic activity associated with the 

establishment of the River Camp and his attempts to discharge the Henry Ellis 

within her lay days to avoid demurrage charges.  These rough diaries are the only 

extant documents to record specific details of his abortive Daly Ranges 

(overland) exploration and to confirm the fact that for a period of about a 

fortnight, following his return to camp from this expedition, he was incapacitated 

(and most probably seriously ill) with six infected tropical ulcers on his legs.  

This illness appears to have precipitated the decision to settle at Escape Cliffs by 

forcing Finniss to confront his own physical inadequacies.  It is also via the 

medium of these rough diaries that some light is shed on the identity of the 

Aboriginal man Dombey who was murdered by William Patrick Auld at 

Chambers Bay in September 1864.67 

 

Of the other extant diaries, the King diaries and the diary of Captain John Hart 

are undoubtedly the most important.  Stephen King Sr. kept a diary at the River 

Camp,68 which recorded (amongst other things) interactions with visiting 

Aboriginal bands.  King Sr.’s comments are important because of his 

consistently high personal reputation with all the warring factions.  His son, 

                                                 
67 Finniss Supplementary Journal, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 
527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”, n.p. 
68 Assistant Storekeeper’s Diary (the title is a misnomer: Assistant Storekeeper, John Davis, was 
never present at the River Camp), Government Records of South Australia (Government Record 
Group): GRG 44/49 (n.d.).  “Storekeeper’s/Assistant Storekeeper’s Diary”, n.p. 
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Stephen King Jr. who arrived on the South Australian also kept a diary,69 which 

records a number of instances of Finniss’s conceit and selfishness which King Jr. 

personally witnessed whilst caring for his ailing father.  Fortuitously the 

surviving volumes of John Hart’s diary cover the initial stages of the 

Commission proceedings.  Terse and to the point, the daily entries relating to 

Finniss are indicative of the fact that the Hart Ministry had lost all confidence in 

his Northern Territory endeavours.  The diary entries also depict Hart devoting a 

not insignificant portion of his time to what appear to be his private business 

concerns - the fact notwithstanding that he was the colony’s Chief Secretary and 

Premier.70 

 

Personal letters are a most valuable source of information for anyone wishing to 

research the Escape Cliffs period.  These are available from two main 

repositories: archival collections71 and contemporary newspapers.  The Finniss 

Archival Collections are quite extensive but contain relatively few personal 

letters.  Finniss was an intensely private person and, during the course of his 

Escape Cliffs sojourn, committed few of his inner feelings to paper.  A notable 

exception is a sequence of three letters, which reveals his declining confidence 

levels as he becomes more deeply mired in the Escape Cliffs controversy.  The 

gloomy tone of his first letter, which was written to his daughter Julia,72 reflects 

his mood in August 1864 during the Escape Cliffs establishment phase.  The men 

                                                 
69 Stephen King Jr.: Diary, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 627 
(1830-2003).  “Stephen King: Summary Record”, n.p. 
70 Hart’s diary, entry for 3 January 1865. 
71 The main archival collections sourced by this thesis are held by the State Library of South 
Australia and the Government Records of South Australia. 
72 Julia Howard Finniss.  Julia was Finniss’s second daughter.  His eldest daughter, Fanny Lipson 
Morgan, died of typhus in May 1865 while Finniss was at Escape Cliffs, Advertiser, 1 June 1865, 
2.  The news of her death must have reached Finniss by the Ellen Lewis together with the letter 
recalling him to Adelaide. 
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are “hungry and exhausted”; the “natives” are “treacherous and now hostile”; 

Ward and Goldsmith (the Surgeon and Protector of Aborigines) are “cowardly 

curs” who are continually “attacking” him; healthwise he is at the end of his 

tether: “unless the Government pays me better and supports me, I must leave, for 

my health will not stand the exposure and bad food and worry”.73  The other two 

letters in the sequence - 5 April 1865 and 5 May 186574 - are actually 

components of a single confidential letter addressed to Governor Daly.  In the 

first letter Finniss is confidently proclaiming Escape Cliffs to be the best site for 

a capital “on the whole coast of this colony”, and making plans for its future 

prosperity - “the means of getting a population and a revenue” - including a trip 

abroad - to Singapore or Batavia (Djakarta) to make arrangements for “the 

importation of Chinese or coolie labour”.75  Three days after writing this letter 

Finniss received his first official reprimand.76  Previous official letters had been 

supportive, but following the almost simultaneous arrival in Adelaide of the third 

(Beatrice) and fourth (South Australian) Northern Territory mails - each with 

more questionable and worrying details of the site location and the Dombey 

killing - the Executive Council had written to Finniss expressing its extreme 

displeasure with his leadership and lack of genuine achievement.77  The tone of 

Finniss’s third letter - written some three weeks after the receipt of this rebuke - 

is one of resignation.  It is almost as if Finniss realizes that he cannot possibly 

survive the storm of bad publicity constantly appearing in the newspapers: 

 

                                                 
73 State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 527/5/218 (n.d.).  “Finniss to 
Julia Howard Finniss, 15 August 1864”. 
74 “Arnhem Land in 1865”, 7. 
75 Ibid., 7. 
76 Via Beatrice which arrived at Escape Cliffs on 8 April 1865. 
77 Ayers to Finniss, 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 61–64. 
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I already perceive that as far as my pecuniary prospects are involved I am likely 

to be sacrificed.  Still I know that I am right [sic].  My vindication will come, I do 

not fear that.  I foresaw a great deal that has occurred because it was precisely 

what happened on the settlement of South Australia. […] The reports of my ill 

health, of my want of energy, of the disorganization of the party are the 

inventions of unscrupulous, envious, jealous men.78 

 

The King, Bennett, and Auld Archival Collections also hold a number of 

important private letters.  One such letter from King Sr. to his wife concerning 

Finniss’s military conceits and excesses at the River Camp is marked “Please 

burn this when perused”.79  John William Ogilvie Bennett’s letters to his 

parents80 are the epitome of filial piety.  Bennett was an incurable romantic 

addicted to the manners and customs of Scottish society as depicted in the novels 

of Sir Walter Scott.  Something of the trauma he constantly faced in the officers 

mess for his elaborate royalist views and his unquestioning allegiance to the 

Government Resident, can be glimpsed in letters he wrote to his close friend, 

W.C.M. Finniss.81  Bennett was persecuted to such an extent that (B.T.) Finniss 

made a special plea to the Commission of Enquiry on his behalf.82  W.P. Auld’s 

unquestioning allegiance to Finniss is also evident in his private letters, which 

are invariably paeans of praise to “the Colonel”.83  Deeper insight into Auld’s 

personality and character traits can however be gleaned from his newspaper 

letters, which although published anonymously are not difficult to identify. 

                                                 
78 Finniss to Daly, 5 May 1865.  “Arnhem Land in 1865”, 7. 
79 Stephen King, Sr. to his wife Martha, 7 August 1864: PRG 627 (1830-2003).  “Stephen King: 
Summary Record”, n.p. 
80 John William Ogilvie Bennett to his father, 22 April 1865, State Library of South Australia (D 
Piece Archival): D7425(L) (1864-1865).  “John William Ogilvie Bennett: Bennett Papers”, n.p. 
81 Finniss’s eldest surviving son, William Charles Maxwell Finniss. 
82 J.W.O. Bennett to W.C.M. Finniss, 9 December 1864: D7425(L) (1864-1865), n.p.  See also 
Finniss’s summation, Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866), xvii. 
83 Express, 16 December 1864, 3. 
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The extent to which the Finniss expedition was exposed to the forces of 

saturation journalism was unprecedented.  Similar colonization attempts - at 

Camden Harbour in Western Australia and at Somerset in Queensland - although 

reported in the press - were spared the intense public scrutiny to which Finniss’s 

proceedings were subjected.  That the contemporary press had enormous 

influence on the public mind and an ability to force radical changes in 

government policy had been amply demonstrated during the Crimean War (1854 

– 1856) when the despatches of the (London) Times war correspondent, W.H. 

Russell, led to major changes in the organization and administration of the 

British army and the discrediting of its Crimean Commander-in-Chief, Lord 

Raglan.84  It was now Finniss’s ill fortune to be exposed to this “vast and 

preponderating power” of the Fourth Estate.85 

 

Following the Times lead, the Adelaide newspapers provided a public forum for 

a mix of official correspondence, individual personal experience, editorial 

opinion, letters to the editor, and on-the-spot reportage under the “Our Own 

Correspondent” by-line.  Each newspaper also ran a rudimentary digest of minor 

current events on its editorial page.  Such columns were invaluable in tracing 

micro-historical events such as Auld’s various incarcerations and his (usually 

successful) bail applications.  In addition, the Register and the Bunyip ran racy 

gossip style columns (entitled “Talk on the Flags” (flagstones) and “Talk of the 

                                                 
84 Christopher Hibbert, The destruction of Lord Raglan: a tragedy of the Crimean War 1854-
1855 (London: Penguin Books, 1963), 219 passim. 
85 George Boyce, James Curran and Pauline Wingate, eds., Newspaper history from the 
seventeenth century to the present day (London: Constable, 1978), 23. 
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Wags”, respectively), which provided a less formal perspective on issues of 

public concern. 

 

The arrival of a Northern Territory mail saw the publication of large quantities of 

material under each of these categories.  Personal letters were usually published 

without attribution or under a pseudonym, but in many instances it is possible to 

identify the authors by data matching embedded references.  Thus William 

McMinn was the anonymous correspondent who alarmed the Adelaide populace 

with his vivid descriptions of the formidable physique and supposed cannibalistic 

propensities of the Adelaide River Aborigines.  Samuel Baker was the author of 

the “Hardy Labourer” letters;86 Arthur Hamilton was most probably 

“Cosmopolite”; R.H. Edmunds was “Woolnah”.  Charles Hulls was the 

Register’s “Our Own Correspondent”.  The “Our Own Correspondent” articles 

written by Ward and Stow for the Telegraph and the Advertiser respectively and 

published as part of the South Australian’s mail (January 1865) effectively ended 

Finniss’s career.  Adding to Finniss’s loss of credibility at this critical time was 

the series of articles written for the Melbourne Argus by the journalist Charles 

Bright, who had accompanied the South Australian on her circumnavigation 

voyage specifically to report on the progress of the settlement.  When reprinted 

in Adelaide Bright’s articles added fuel to the growing controversy with their 

unfavourable descriptions of the Escape Cliffs location and Finniss’s capabilities: 

“Mr Finniss is too much bound up in routine – too little energetic, active, and apt 

                                                 
86 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Baker’s evidence, Question No. 4252. 
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- precisely the wrong man for a place where of all things, present, instant, 

decisive action is most urgently called for”.87 

 

Precluded from responding directly to such criticism by his official position 

Finniss could do little to defend himself publicly.  Extracts from his private 

letters would occasionally appear in the newspapers88 but his main defence - the 

reams of official correspondence written in vindication of his Adam Bay 

proceedings which might have presented matters in a much more favourable light 

- had (from January 1865) been withheld from publication in an effort to defuse 

the developing controversy over the Escape Cliffs site and his increasingly 

belligerent attitude towards the Adam Bay Aborigines.89 

 

The prime responsibility for ensuring amicable relations with the local 

Aboriginal groups lay with the expedition’s Surgeon and Protector of 

Aborigines, Dr Francis Edward Goldsmith - an individual who was so testy and 

quarrelsome that he had difficulty maintaining amicable relations with even his 

fellow officers.  Goldsmith’s official instructions required him to gain “the 

confidence and respect of the natives” by learning their language and by applying 

his “medical knowledge in the cure and relief of any of them suffering from 

disease”.90  There is no indication that Goldsmith ever conformed to either of 

these instructions, though in his defence it must be noted that he was at the River 

Camp for only a few weeks before relations were severed in the aftermath of 

Pearson’s Fight.  A collection of Aboriginal words in the notebook Finniss kept 
                                                 
87 Charles Bright, “Article V”, Argus, 19 January 1865, 5. 
88 The publication of which was presumably orchestrated by his eldest son William. 
89 Register, 17 December 1864, 2. 
90 Instructions from Commissioner of Crown Lands to Protector of Aborigines, SAPP 36 (1864), 
11. 
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at the River Camp suggests that he (Finniss) was among the first Europeans to 

attempt to learn the local language.91  The personal name Nyalunja which 

appears in the same notebook is perhaps indicative of the fact that Finniss had 

made contact with the individual who was later identified by J.W.O. Bennett as 

the paramount chieftain (Traditional Owner) of the River Camp area.   

 

By September 1866 Bennett had become so fluent - presumably in both 

languages92 - that according to James Thomas Manton he could “make any of the 

natives understand all our wishes, determinations and displeasures”.93  At some 

stage - possibly during this period, or alternatively during his sojourn at Fred’s 

Pass in 1869 - Bennett had gleaned sufficient data from his Aboriginal 

informants and mentors to enable him to map clan/tribal territories along the 

Adelaide River and to identify their associated “chiefs”.94   

 

The Literature 

The Larrakia and Wulna Language Groups 

Correlation of J.W.O. Bennett’s tribal “localities” and associated nomenclature 

with usage of specific areas on the Adelaide River floodplain by the modern day 

Wulna descent group was an important element in the (1991) Limilngan Wulna 

Land Claim processes.  Claim Book authors David Ritchie and Toni Bauman 

noted that while it was not uncommon to find discrete or empirical descriptions 

                                                 
91 Finniss Notebook, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 35/647/1-2 
(n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Miscellaneous Notebooks/Journal Entries”, 158.  Most of the words are in the 
Wulna language. 
92 Bennett, “Vocabulary” in Taplin, 29. 
93 Manton to Chief Secretary, 3 December 1866, SAPP 16 (1867–1868).  “Northern Territory 
Dispatches: from J.T. Manton, Esq., Acting Government Resident, Northern Territory, to the Chief 
Secretary (Hon. A. Blyth)”, 2. 
94 Bennett, “Vocabulary” in Taplin, 29. 
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of tribal territories, it was not possible to establish with any degree of certainty 

the extent and location of the relevant tribal boundaries.  This is consistent with 

the “instant of contact” picture of tribal society afforded by a number of Escape 

Cliffs and early Port Darwin documents which concern this thesis,95 and which 

depict a fractal or organic inter-linkage between language groups, far removed 

from the conventional European concept of individual tribal groups each with its 

own unique tribal culture and fixed and impermeable territorial boundaries.  The 

existence of similar dynamic societal structures in Aboriginal groups across 

Australia has been argued (sometimes controversially) by a number of 

anthropologists;96 but principally by L.R. Hiatt and (the lawyer/anthropologist) 

Marc Gumbert.97   

 

David Ritchie had previously noted evidence of tribal intermingling and 

extensive cross cultural linkages in his 1980 study of the Wairuk Community at 

Humpty Doo.98  As an emergent entity (a mixed tribal or “hinterland Aboriginal” 

community)99 in post-contact Aboriginal society, the Wairuk Community had 

been studied by Basil Sansom as part of the Humpty Doo Land Claim.  Sansom 

                                                 
95 See Chapter 5 of this thesis for a more detailed discussion on the Larrakia and Wulna language 
groups. 
96 See L.R. Hiatt, “Local organization among the Australian Aborigines”.  Oceania Vol. 30 
(1962) and M.J. Meggitt, Desert people: A study of the Walbiri Aborigines of Central Australia 
(Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1974).  See also K. Maddock and M. Howard, eds., Aboriginal 
land rights traditionally and in legislation: A “case study” in Aboriginal power in Australian 
society (St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1982), 55-78.  Also, D. Bell, Daughters of the 
Dreaming (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1993). 
97 Marc Gumbert, Neither justice nor reason: a legal and anthropological analysis of Aboriginal 
land rights (St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1984).  Gumbert postulates that all tribal 
individuals had as their birthright multiple overlapping rights to many land areas and numerous 
religious/sacred sites. 
98 David Ritchie “We bin all mix in together” (BA Honours, La Trobe University, Melbourne, 
1980), 62. 
99 David Ritchie, “A painful wrench for a European mind: land claims and representations of 
history and Aboriginal tradition in the Darwin hinterland” (PhD., La Trobe University, 
Melbourne, 1998), xxv. 
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had identified an individual, Jacki Wandi (Jack Wandi Liwajurra),100 as “the last 

known survivor of the Woolner”.101  However during the course of Ritchie’s 

study he (Ritchie) was able to identify the Kenyon family of Humpty Doo as a 

legitimate Wulna descent group, and over a period of years made their 

experiences of the Northern Territory land rights process (together with those of 

the Majar family of the Marranunggu Community at Woolaning) the subject of 

his PhD thesis, “A painful wrench for a European mind”.102  Ritchie’s thesis is 

essentially an anthropological work; however it does make a number of 

speculative but very plausible assertions about Larrakia and Wulna society both 

at and after the instant of European contact, which are relevant to this thesis.  In a 

relatively short space of time following the settlement of Port Darwin, the 

essentially peaceful equilibrium which had prevailed during the Escape Cliffs 

period was shattered by warfare on a tribal scale.  Ritchie attributes the ongoing 

conflict to the Larrakia’s attempts to monopolize access to European goods and 

technologies, and sees the (1869) murder of J.W.O. Bennett as an integral part of 

such inter-group machinations.103  Bennett’s murder apart, later and more 

specific observations of similar destabilization processes in the Daly River region 

would suggest Ritchie’s assumptions are correct.104  From a demographic 

perspective, the only contentious issue raised by Ritchie’s thesis is his failure to 

                                                 
100 Ritchie, “A painful wrench”, 33. 
101 B.L. Sansom, “Humpty Doo Land Claim Report”, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 
Canberra, (1976): 17. 
102 Ritchie, “A painful wrench”.  The title is derived from a W.E.H. Stanner quote concerning the 
difficulty of deriving an accurate timeline of events from purely oral evidence.  See Ritchie “A 
painful wrench”, xix. 
103 In May 1869 J.W.O. Bennett was fatally speared at Fred’s Pass when his camp was attacked 
by a group of six Aborigines, which included the Larrakia men, Meepingee and Lormequal; and 
the Wulna man, Lialoonmia. 
104 Ritchie, “A painful wrench”, 35. 
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address Millner’s reference to the Larrakia as “the tribe from the vicinity of 

Escape Cliffs and Cape Hotham”.105 

 

The tribal warfare period is also covered in some considerable detail by 

Samantha Wells in her PhD thesis “Negotiating Place in Colonial Darwin”.106  

Like Ritchie, Wells positions the events of this period within the broader 

framework of Larrakia strategies designed to secure for themselves - via an 

alliance with the more powerful and technologically advanced Europeans - a 

position at the apex of the hinterland tribal hierarchies.  Like Ritchie, Wells sees 

the ensuing events - the raids and counter-raids, and the subsequent (1886) 

vilification of the Wulna as “the murderers of nearly all whites killed in the 

Territory”107 - as the conscious and deliberate manipulations of an embryo 

Larrakia polity.  If such was indeed the case the Larrakia leaders - the “chiefs” 

Nurlunga and Miranda - exhibited a remarkable degree of foresight and political 

skill.   

 

Wells is particularly concerned to refute the widely held view that the Larrakia 

were a consistently friendly people who had never suffered unduly at the hands 

of the Europeans.108  This notion which is commonly asserted by both academic 

and popular historians appears to be an exaggeration of Ernestine Hill’s (c.1953) 

statement that “never in seventy years have the peaceful Larrakia committed a 

                                                 
105 Millner to Commissioner of Crown Lands, 23 July 1866, State Records of South Australia 
(Government Record Group): GRG 24/58 (1866), n.p. 
106 Samantha Wells, “Negotiating place in colonial Darwin: interactions between Aborigines and 
whites 1869–1911” (PhD., University of Technology, Sydney, 2003). 
107 Register, 2 July 1886, 7. 
108 Wells, “Negotiating place”, 23-25. 
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serious crime against the white people in Darwin”.109  In challenging the image 

of the Larrakia as a docile and conciliatory “appendage” 110 to white settlement, 

Wells points to the tensions which developed at Port Darwin within a few weeks 

of the arrival of Goyder’s survey party, and to the alleged indiscriminate 

shooting of Aborigines following the spearing of Bennett and Guy at Fred’s Pass.  

Additional evidence in support of Wells’ assertions will be presented in Chapter 

5, where it will be argued that the Neurlunger family - a prominent Larrakia 

dynasty - not only physically resisted the incursions of the Finniss expedition at 

Adam Bay, but also assumed a major leadership role in the post-contact 

positioning of the Larrakia people as the dominant Aboriginal tribal group in the 

Port Darwin region. 

 

Academic and Popular Narratives 

Finniss's seventeen month Escape Cliffs sojourn while arguably one of the Northern 

Territory's most controversial history episodes, is also one of the least studied.  

Source documents are almost as diverse as they are abundant; yet there is no single 

comprehensive account of the period, which is at once detailed and authoritative; 

Escape Cliffs historiography and narrative have yet to advance beyond the realm of 

the essay or of the prelude to accounts of the settlement of Port Darwin or of other 

more general aspects of Northern Territory history. 

 

Academic Narratives 

                                                 
109 Ernestine Hill, The Territory (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1951), 99. 
110 Wells, “Negotiating place”, 30. 
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Academic narratives of the Finniss controversy fall into two categories: thematic 

and chronological.  Bessie Threadgill’s South Australian Land Exploration,111 

Frank Clune’s Overland Telegraph,112 Robert Reece’s “Palmerston (Darwin) Four 

Expeditions in Search of a Capital”,113 and Cleve Charles Manhood’s “The Life of 

Boyle Travers Finniss”114 fall into the latter category; Lenore Coltheart’s “Australia 

misère”115 and Janet Dickinson’s Litchfield’s Gold116 into the former.   

 

From a factual perspective it is difficult to fault Bessie Threadgill’s study, which 

appears to have been the first academic chronological narrative of the Finniss era.  

Threadgill, a Tinline Scholar at Adelaide University,117 was the first to sense in 

Finniss’s Escape Cliffs proceedings a degree of rationalization and deliberate 

misinterpretation of official instructions.  Threadgill believed that Finniss was 

acting under a “strong presupposition” in selecting Escape Cliffs - that his 

reluctance to seek alternate settlement locations was due either to “fear or apathy” 

and that by the time public opinion forced him to look elsewhere his mind was 

closed to all other possibilities.  Threadgill’s intuition was most probably correct.  

Finniss seems to have had an understanding with either Daly or Ayers (or both) to 

settle somewhere on the Adelaide River; but his initial decision to occupy the Cape 

Hotham peninsula was the result of illness and operational incompetence.  With the 

                                                 
111 Bessie Threadgill, South Australian land exploration 1856 to 1880 (Adelaide: Public Library 
Museum and Art Gallery of South Australia Historical Compilations No. 3, 1922), 104-105. 
112 Frank Clune, Overland Telegraph: an epic feat of endurance and courage (Sydney: Angus 
and Robertson, 1955). 
113 Robert Reece, “Four expeditions in search of a capital”, in The Origins of Australia’s capital 
cities, ed. P. Stathan (Sydney: Cambridge University Press, 1990). 
114 Cleve Charles Manhood, “The life of Boyle Travers Finniss: 1807–1893” (M.A, University of 
Adelaide, 1966). 
115 Lenore Coltheart, “Australia misère: the Northern Territory in the nineteenth century” (PhD., 
Griffith University of Queensland, 1982). 
116 Janet Dickinson, Litchfield’s Gold: the life of Fred Litchfield (Self published, 1988). 
117 Miss Threadgill was also the Assistant Archivist at the South Australian Archives.  See 
“Digging Up the Past”, Register, 9 October 1924, 13. 
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realization that a twin settlement at Escape Cliffs and the Narrows was within the 

ambit of his instructions and that, given the many contradictory factors posed by the 

Northern Territory’s climate and terrain, such a configuration was the best possible 

compromise to meet the health, harbour and transport requirements of an entrepôt 

town, Finniss’s “mind [was] strongly determined in favour of making [Escape 

Cliffs] the capital”.118  A cursory inspection of the dangerous approaches to Bynoe 

Harbour and the mangroves and mud banks which choked the inner harbour of Port 

Darwin had been enough to warrant their exclusion.119   

 

Threadgill perceives “a certain passive rectitude”120 in all Finniss’s proceedings but 

especially in his 1865 surveys of Port Darwin and the Victoria River which she 

singles out for her most subtle censures.  Finniss’s three day investigation of East 

Arm and the Elizabeth River is described as “an effort to satisfy the peremptory 

demands of his critics by taking a short cruise to Port Darwin in the Beatrice”;121 a 

three week exploratory voyage along the west coast in August 1865 (during the 

course of which he discovered and named the Daly River) “satisfied his utmost 

expectations of [the Victoria River] as ‘one of the worst and most unsafe rivers for 

navigable purposes on the coast’ ”;122 with his faith in the utility and potential of 

Escape Cliffs strengthened “one hundred fold … the Government Resident of the 

Northern Territory [then] proceeded to Timor in all serenity for supplies and 

roofing material”.123 

                                                 
118 Finniss to Ayers, 13 August 1864, SAPP 163 (12 October 1864).  “Reports from Northern 
Territory: extracts from a private letter from B.T. Finniss, Esq., Government Resident, Northern 
Territory, to the Hon. Henry Ayers, Chief Secretary, South Australia; together with official 
correspondence, etc.(12 October 1864)”, 1–3. 
119 Finniss to Ayers (n.d.), SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 44. 
120 Threadgill, South Australian land exploration, 95. 
121 Ibid., 95.  The duration of the trip was some seven days. 
122 Ibid., 97. 
123 Ibid., 97. 
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It is ironical if somewhat predictable that Finniss’s (1865) explorations, which 

added considerably to the store of information about the Territory, have not been 

more widely acknowledged.  Today, because of his failure to promote them as 

genuine achievements at the Commission and the (uncharacteristic) brevity124 of his 

official reports, Finniss’s explorations have all but been forgotten.  Of all the 

Escape Cliffs narratives reviewed under this section only one text – Frank Clune’s 

Overland Telegraph – accords Finniss’s exploratory work anything more than a 

passing reference. 

 

The inclusion of Clune’s popular narrative at this point in the discussion needs 

some explanation.  Its well balanced narrative and sympathetic treatment of Finniss 

- unusual in popular histories of the period - suggest that it was researched and 

ghost written by Clune’s long time collaborator, the celebrated and controversial 

scholar P.R. (Inky) Stephensen.  The Stephensen-Clune narrative sees J.W.O. 

Bennett’s 1865 “Sketch Map of the North Territory Country”, 125 which charts 

Finniss’s explorations eastward to the Mary River (Auld) and westward to the 

Finniss and the Daly Rivers (Litchfield) as “sufficient proof for posterity that Boyle 

Finniss was not as inefficient as his detractors alleged.  With his very limited 

resources he made a substantial and accurate exploration of a large part of the 

                                                 
124 Finniss’s report on Pt Darwin is miniscule.  Finniss to Ayers, 2 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-
1866), 13.  His report on the Victoria River was more expansive but formed only a small portion 
of his account of the whole cruise.  Finniss to Ayers, 1 Sept 1865, SAPP 83 (26 January 1866).  
“Dispatches from Northern Territory: from Government Resident to Hon. Chief Secretary”, 8-10.  
The brevity is perhaps a deliberate ploy to minimise their potential as alternate settlement 
locations. 
125 J.W.O. Bennett, “Sketch map of the North Territory Country in the vicinity of Adam Bay 
constructed by J.W.O. Bennett Draughtsman from data and instructions furnished by The Hon 
B.T. Finniss L.Col V.M.F. Govt Resident Northern Territory”. 
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Northern Territory”.126  Stephensen-Clune is particularly scathing about the 

parsimonious attitude of the Adelaide Government – the “stingy […] and slothful 

poohbahs of the South […] who left Finniss and his party to fend for themselves on 

the tropical shore with no means of obtaining provisions or further instructions”.127  

Supply ships were “few and far between” and the settlement’s horse plant – never 

more than twenty two128 – was insufficient “for sending out strong exploring parties 

into country inhabited by warlike natives”.129  There is a great deal of truth in these 

criticisms: the horses shipped aboard the SS South Australian in Brisbane were 

inferior; ships promised by the Government never arrived and provisions were 

always short; but the most blatant example of penny-pinching (which the 

Stephensen-Clune narrative overlooks) was the sorry tale of the Yatala, the 

expedition’s utility vessel, which was sold to the Northern Territory Expedition in 

such a decrepit condition that she was abandoned in Kupang harbour (West Timor) 

in November 1864.  Despite being made aware of the vessel’s loss in February 

1865130 the Ayers Ministry made no attempt to replace her. 

 

It is probable that Stephensen’s sympathetic treatment of Finniss owes much to his 

own life experiences.  Intellectual, literary adventurer, political rebel, Stephensen 

was the “wild man of Australian letters”.131  In 1942 he and fifteen other members 

of the Australia First Movement were interned without trial for the duration of 

World War 2, for suspected fascist sympathies and was forced to appear before a 

                                                 
126 Clune, Overland Telegraph, 128. 
127 Ibid., 126. 
128 Stephensen-Clune says never more than 12, but see Finniss to Ayers 2 May 1865, SAPP 15 
(1865-1866), 13, where Finniss puts the number at 22. 
129 Clune, Overland Telegraph, 123. 
130 Hart to Walters, 24 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 69. 
131 Craig Munro, Inky Stephensen: Wild man of Australian letters (St Lucia, Brisbane: University of 
Queensland Press), 1992. 
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specially convened Commission of Enquiry.132  Little wonder that he was the first 

scholar to declare Finniss a scapegoat.133 

 

The Stephensen-Clune narrative is not without its inaccuracies and omissions.  

Beatrice and Yatala did not carry stores and livestock and sail west-about to Adam 

Bay as claimed;134 both vessels sailed east-about; neither carried livestock, but 

Yatala carried some extra stores for the Finniss expedition.  The author is unaware 

of the Yatala’s abandonment in Kupang harbour.135  He confuses the Escape Cliffs 

townsite (North Palmerston), which is atop a ten metre high cliff and not subject to 

flooding, with the Narrows townsite (South Palmerston), which is located on the 

fringe of the mangrove forest at the base of the Cape Hotham peninsula and which 

is subject to (partial) inundation at spring tide.136   

 

C.C. Manhood is similarly confused about the topography of the Cape Hotham 

peninsula.  In his 1966 thesis “The Life of Boyle Travers Finniss (1807 – 1863)” he 

describes the Finniss expedition’s first glimpse of the settlement location in the 

following terms: “The entrance to the river appeared dangerous; as the tide ebbed a 

desolate mudflat was exposed leaving Escape Cliffs, a hillock thirty feet above sea 

level, the only high ground in a swamp”137 - a description which is untrue even in 

                                                 
132 Australian Dictionary of Biography, Online Edition: Australian National University, “Percy 
Reginald Stephensen (1901–1965)”, available online from 
http://adbonline.anu.edu.au/biogs/A120084b.htm; [18/04/2010]. 
133 Clune, Overland Telegraph, 127.  Stephensen like Finniss was made to face a Commission of 
Enquiry - the Justice Clyne Enquiry into his alleged pro-fascist sympathies during the 1930s. 
134 Beatrice was a marine surveying vessel (a topsail schooner); her officers were Royal Navy 
men but her crewmen were merchant seamen.  Her running costs were shared equally by the 
Colonial Office and South Australia. 
135 Yatala hogged (broke her keel) on being careened - a critical indicator of the poor state of the 
vessel.  The keel - normally the strongest part of any vessel - was too weak to support the 
Yatala’s weight when she was beached for repairs. 
136 Clune, Overland Telegraph, 122. 
137 Manhood, “The life of Boyle Travers Finniss”, 201. 

http://adbonline.anu.edu.au/biogs/A120084b.htm;%20%5b18/04/2010
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the most general sense, but which nevertheless has become a recurring motif in 

Escape Cliffs literature.  Escape Cliffs is not an isolated hillock in a swamp.  It is 

the most prominent feature on the western shoreline of the Cape Hotham peninsula 

- a low tableland approximately 12kms long and 8kms wide.  The peninsula is a 

virtual island; overland access is possible only from the south east via a narrow 

corridor of sand dunes and chenier ridges which skirts the headwaters of Wiltshire 

Creek.  Marine swamps account for approximately one quarter of the peninsula’s 

total area; Billy’s Swamp, a large wet season (freshwater) swamp several hectares 

in extent, is located a few kilometres south east of the settlement site.  Contrary to 

evidence given by Stow and other Prosecution witnesses to the Commission,138 the 

surface of the tableland is comparatively level – a fact attested to by the shallow 

nature of its drainage patterns.139  As Finniss correctly pointed out, even in its 

pristine state the peninsula tableland comprised an area of land “sufficient for the 

survey of a city as large as London”.140 

 

While it is the largest work on the Finniss controversy to date, Manhood’s 

chronological narrative is also the most inaccurate and unbalanced.  Its anti-Finniss 

sentiments are quite extreme.  Manhood sees Finniss as a scapegoat; but at the same 

time adopts a tone which in many instances borders on contempt.  His factual errors 

are too numerous to list; but it is his blatant contextual errors which are the most 

serious and misleading.  In some instances quotes used to support his assertions do 

not refer to the events depicted or discussed.  Thus when discussing the 

establishment of the River Camp – Finniss’s first upriver depot - Manhood uses a 

                                                 
138 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Stow’s evidence, Question No. 1326.  See also 
Hamilton’s evidence, Question No. 844. 
139 For much of its upper course Billy’s Creek is so shallow as to be virtually undetectable.  
140 Finniss to Ayers, 1 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 12. 
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quote which relates specifically to the establishment of the Escape Cliffs camp.141  

Similarly, the remonstrances142 quoted in support of his claim that J.T. Manton 

(Finniss’s second in command) was one of the first to protest when Escape Cliffs 

was declared the official site of Palmerston, were not made until some twelve 

months after the Palmerston declaration, and were an expression of Manton’s 

reluctance to undertake rural surveys in the Koolpinyah area.  Quotes from the 

Commission evidence supposedly relating to the poor quality of the floodplain land 

are likewise out of context.  Arthur Hamilton’s statement: “You would be over your 

ancles [sic] in mud whenever you walked out of doors”,143 applies not to the rural 

(Fred’s Pass) surveys but to the township surveys at the Narrows.  Similarly George 

Warland’s comment: “I would not take it at a penny a mile in the Northern 

Territory for any kind of stock”,144 applies not to the Adelaide River floodplains but 

to an area in the Port Darwin hinterland which was surveyed by G.W. Goyder in 

1869. 

 

Manhood’s attempts to stereotype Finniss as atypical of the new colonial middle 

class are equally as flawed.  His assertion that Finniss was an anachronism - an 

intellectual fossil who was “out of his depth in trying to adjust to the tide of 

changing ideas flowing through the national life of England after the American and 

                                                 
141 Manhood, “Life of Boyle Travers Finniss”, 203.  The source of the quote is Finniss’s letter to 
Ayers, 13 August 1864, (12 October 1864), 1.  “My mind is strongly determined in favour of making 
this the capital”.  A preceding paragraph reads: “I am at Escape Cliffs … where I am anxious to see 
all assemble (from the River Camp) as soon as possible”.  Manhood erroneously links the quote to 
Finniss’s initial intention to form his main depot at Beatrice Hills. 
142 Manhood, “Life of Boyle Travers Finniss”, 224. 
143 Manhood, “Life of Boyle Travers Finniss”, 225.  Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866): 
Hamilton’s evidence, Question No. 854. 
144 Manhood, “Life of Boyle Travers Finniss”, 225.  Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866): 
Warland’s evidence, Question No.1217.  Warland made the comment in answer to questions about 
his overland trip to Port Darwin. 
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French revolutions” - has little or no factual basis.145  Finniss’s formative years 

(from age 6 to 26) were spent in the United Kingdom during the period leading up 

to the (1832) Reform Bill – so it is difficult to see how he could have escaped 

exposure to such major societal changes.  As South Australia’s first Premier Finniss 

became a champion of democracy - successfully defending Cabinet autonomy 

against Governor MacDonnell’s attempts to subordinate it to the authority of the 

Executive Council.  Of the myriad descriptions of typical Victorian era character 

traits in Houghton’s The Victorian Frame of Mind, 1830 – 1870, the one which 

accords most closely with Finniss’s persona is supplied by Havelock Ellis: “they 

were men of great character; […] often dominated by a single aim, with difficulty 

taking up new positions, but inflexibly tenacious of the position once attained – 

qualities of inestimable value in ages of ferocious struggle”.146 

 

Robert Reece’s text “Palmerston (Darwin): Four Expeditions in Search of a 

Capital” wisely avoids the pitfalls of personality.  His uncomplicated chronological 

narrative gives a clear overview of the interlocking events leading up to Finniss’s 

recall and is probably the most succinct and comprehensive summary of the Finniss 

controversy to date.  Reece’s factual errors are minimal147 but his narrative is 

marred by an over-reliance on works which emphasise the flooded nature of the 

terrain.  His description of Escape Cliffs as “a slight escarpment” surrounded by 

low lying land which in the “wet season would become one vast swamp” appears to 

                                                 
145 Manhood, “Life of Boyle Travers Finniss”, 2. 
146 Havelock Ellis, “The Nineteenth Century, an Utopian retrospect”, in The Victorian Frame of 
Mind: 1830-1870, ed. Walter E. Houghton (New Haven and London: Published for Wellesley 
College by Yale University Press, 1957), 151. 
147 Robert Reece “Four expeditions in search of a capital”, 301.  Reece, has Stuckey and Bauer 
returning to Adelaide in January 1865 aboard the SS South Australian.  Bauer was drowned in the 
Adelaide River in October 1866.  Stuckey returned on the Ellen Lewis arriving at Adelaide in 
February 1866. 
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have been culled directly from Manhood.  Elsewhere in his text Reece seems to be 

asserting that it was the extreme difficulty experienced by Manton’s party in 

surveying the flooded Fred’s Pass area “which finally discredited Finniss in the 

eyes of his own party and ultimately the Government”.148  The Fred’s Pass area is 

flood prone but was never flooded while Manton’s party was surveying there.  

Survey of the upper floodplains had general Government approval149 and was thus 

unlikely to have been a contentious issue in Adelaide even if the Government had 

knowledge of it, which they did not.  Reece has overlooked the time delay factor in 

researching his narrative.  The Government’s decision to recall Finniss was based 

on information current up to 6 May 1865, the date of the Bengal’s departure for 

Sourabaya.  The Fred’s Pass surveys were not commenced until some three months 

later.   

 

Finniss lost the battle for his reputation at Escape Cliffs by failing to control the 

senior officers’ mess - the one forum where he could legitimately have used 

tradition and protocol to dominate his detractors and suppress their disloyalty and 

subversive activities.  In Adelaide, Finniss’s loss of credibility in the higher 

Government echelons was an incremental process keyed to public reaction to the 

arrival of the various Northern Territory mails and returnees.150  The release of his 

embargoed correspondence (SAPP 89 of 1865) in one fell swoop in July 1865 only 

served to exacerbate his situation.  For the Dutton Ministry the last straw appears to 

have been a combination of three factors: the receipt of Stow’s masterfully worded 

letter of condemnation;151 the revelation of the grim circumstances of the Dombey 

                                                 
148 Ibid., 302. 
149 Ayers to Finniss, 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 64. 
150 Ward and Bright (SS South Australian); Goldsmith and Pearson (Bengal); Stow (Forlorn Hope). 
151 Advertiser, 31 July 1865, 3. 
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killing;152 and Finniss’s calculated responses to the free settlers’ letters,153and to the 

Executive Council’s stern reprimand of his Escape Cliffs proceedings.154  Cabinet 

deliberations were long and intense155 and, if the letter recalling Finniss is any 

criterion, intrinsically flawed; one of the main reasons for ordering him back to 

Adelaide was his failure to substantially “advance the settlement of the country” 

over the five month period from December 1864 to April 1865 – the period of his 

most intense and sustained surveying activity at the site the Ayers Government had 

given him the sole authority to select.  Finniss did not challenge the inconsistency 

either in writing or at the Commission, but it is unlikely to have escaped his 

attention. 

 

The factual elements of Lenore Coltheart’s 1982 PhD thesis “Australia misère”, 

which relate to Escape Cliffs, are in the main creditable and well researched.  As 

with many thematic narratives however, the various sequences of events – their 

causes, interactions and ramifications - are sometimes unclear and under-

developed.  Her Escape Cliffs narrative does not address the initial phases of the 

expedition – the establishment of the River Camp and the decision to occupy the 

Cape Hotham peninsula - but effectively begins with the arrival of the SS South 

Australian and focuses almost exclusively on Finniss’s defence of the site and his 

interaction with his many critics.   

 

                                                 
152 The findings of the Edmunds, Howard, Ninnes Board of Enquiry, which were part of the 
Bengal’s mail. 
153 Chronicle, 26 August 1865, 5. 
154 Express, 19 August 1865, 3. 
155 Advertiser, 16 August 1865 and 25 August 1865, 2. 
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Coltheart’s central argument is that Finniss was “a victim of historiography”,156 

which is to say that in her opinion the judgements subsequently made by 

historians on Finniss’s Escape Cliffs proceedings have been harsher “than at his 

own trial”157 thereby arbitrarily transforming the “failure” at Escape Cliffs into 

the Escape Cliffs “fiasco”.158  Coltheart would appear to have based her 

argument at least partially on Archibald Grenfell Price’s assertion that “Finniss 

was damned most heartily by contemporary opinion and subsequent 

historians”.159  Price was such an eminent scholar that his assertions are rarely 

challenged; but at the time this comment was made (c.1930) Finniss had in fact 

escaped damnation by all but one “subsequent” historian – Bessie Threadgill, 

whose subtle criticisms have been assessed above.  Somewhat surprisingly 

contemporary (newspaper editorial) opinion on Finniss after his recall was only 

mildly adverse and in many instances positively supportive, with most of the 

blame directed at the Government.  As the Daily Telegraph noted: 

 

Here we cannot but give it as our opinion that the South Australian Government 

committed a great oversight and must bear the onus of it, in sending out an 

expedition to establish a permanent settlement on an unexplored coast, the 

physical character of which depended on vague and uncertain reports.160 

 

And: 

 

After all the time spent and money wasted in taking the evidence we cannot 

perceive that Mr Finniss has really anything to answer.  If the country is of the 
                                                 
156 Coltheart, “Australia misère”, 119. 
157 Ibid., 105. 
158 Ibid., 104. 
159 Price, The history and problems of the Northern Territory, 13. 
160 Daily Telegraph, 4 May 1866, n.p. 
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character described by the majority of the witnesses it was not in the power of 

that gentleman to make it better.161 

 

A key factor in Coltheart’s “victim of historiography” analysis is the imputation 

that Finniss was blamed by historians “not only for the problems of his own term 

of office but for the stalemate of the (next) five years”.162  Coltheart is the only 

modern scholar to make such a claim.  Twentieth century historians writing 

about the five year stalemate are unanimous in blaming the Government, using a 

variety of terms such as “colossal bungling […] ignorance, ineptness, vacillation, 

inconstancy of policy and disregard of its appointed agents’ advices”.163  Her 

assertion that the absurdity of Finniss’s reliance on Old World values such as 

social position and hierarchical authority “in the unknown bush […] earned for 

him the contempt of men who sought most of all the status of bushman”,164 is 

completely contrary to the evidence.  At Escape Cliffs, it was the expedition’s 

bushmen who were Finniss’s closest confidants and most ardent supporters.  

Auld’s undisputed status as a “bushman” earned him few accolades and little 

respect from the expedition’s officers who saw his elevation to de facto deputy 

expedition leader as a threat to their own Old World values – especially their 

hierarchical authority. 

 

Coltheart repeats Manhood’s unsubstantiated claim that Finniss was a cultural 

anachronism and attempts to add more substance to the hypothesis by linking it 

to the declining role of ex-British military personnel in colonial administration 

                                                 
161 Ibid. 
162 Coltheart, “Australia misère”, 118. 
163 F.H. Bauer, “Historical geography of white settlement in part of northern Australia.  Part II”, 
Divisional Report 64/1”, Canberra, C.S.I.R.O. (1964), 64. 
164 Coltheart, “Australia misère”, 117. 
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generally.  There were however no sharp demarcation lines between cultural 

strata in Victorian society but rather a blending of old and new elements across 

the decades.  As the historian George Kitson Clark has pointed out: 

 

Victorian England [was] a community in which powerful forces both creative and 

dissolvent were at work.  In 1850 not all of them had penetrated very far.  In fact 

the England of 1850 resembles […] the pre-industrial pre- democratic 

unreformed England of the 18th century more closely than we have been 

pleased to imagine and on the surface it seemed to stay that way during the 

long golden hours of the Victorian interlude.  Certainly the 18th century lingered 

at the top of society so obstinately and as self confidently as it did anywhere in 

the social pattern of Victorian England.  A wanderer from the 1750s would have 

found much to wonder at and not a little to fear in the England of the 1850s.[…] 

but when he reached those who might be considered to be at the head of 

society he might feel himself to be reasonably at home.  Many of them would be 

the grand children of men he had known; nor would many of their thoughts and 

habits be altogether strange to him.165 

 

Finniss erred badly in trying to enforce military discipline in such a remote bush 

setting but it is instructive to note that in the beginning the greater proportion of the 

men were prepared to accept his military foibles.  There were many private 

expressions of dissent and many anonymous complaints in the press (which were 

never taken seriously by editors/proprietors), but there was no open defiance until 

Ebenezer Ward refused to drill on Sundays.  It was Ward’s small victory which was 

the catalyst for the discrediting and ultimate dismantling of Finniss’s elaborate 

military apparatus. 

 
                                                 
165 George Kitson Clark, The Making of Victorian England (Meuthen & Co, London, 1962), 206.  
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Litchfield’s Gold, Janet Dickinson’s biography of Frederick Henry Litchfield, is 

organized thematically under headings such as: “Problems with Rations”, 

“Personnel Problems”, “Aboriginals” etc, and is the most holistic treatment of the 

Finniss period yet attempted.  Litchfield arrived in the Territory on the Henry Ellis 

and departed somewhat unwillingly (under subpoena as a witness in the trial of 

William Patrick Auld) on the Ellen Lewis; he was a prominent member of the 

“Finnisite” faction, and succeeded Auld as the expedition’s premier bushman 

following Auld’s return to Adelaide (via the Bengal) in May 1865.  Litchfield 

probably owed his appointment (as an expedition labourer) to family connections; 

his father, an ex British Army officer, had served as a Sub-Inspector of Police under 

Finniss.  Litchfield was older and more mature than Auld and was probably a better 

bushman.  Though derided by Bessie Threadgill his overland explorations from 

Escape Cliffs were extensive and important and resulted in the discovery of the 

Finniss River and the upper and middle reaches of the Daly; it was on this latter trip 

that traces of gold were discovered in the Finniss. 

 

Litchfield’s Gold has few factual errors but its chronology is sometimes confused as 

in the case of Auld’s Malacca Creek and Whitestone Creek encounters with the 

Aboriginal peoples of the floodplain, which are placed after, rather than before, 

Pearson’s Fight.166  There is however one factual error in Litchfield’s Gold which is 

has become common currency in Darwin’s rural community, and especially in the 

local adventure tourism industry: viz, the suggestion that Fred’s Pass was named 

after Fred Litchfield.  Fred’s Pass was discovered and named during Finniss’s one 

and only overland exploring expedition by a party which included Finniss, Auld 

                                                 
166 Dickinson, Litchfield’s Gold, 28-29.  There were several encounters with Aborigines on the 
Cape Hotham peninsula after Pearson’s Fight but none on the floodplains. 
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and Freddy, but not Fred Litchfield.  The event (including the naming) was 

recorded by Finniss in his supplementary diary167 and by Freddy in his 

reminiscences.  These entries show unequivocally that the pass was named, as 

Freddy puts it, “after myself as being the first to enter it”.168 

 

Popular Narratives 

The popular literature on Escape Cliffs is less extensive than might be expected - 

given the magnitude of the Finniss controversy.  The deficit is however amply 

offset by the hyperbole and sensationalism which seem to be the hallmark of the 

genre.  Beginning with Alfred Searcy's In Australian Tropics, popular authors have 

had a field day with the Finniss “fiasco”.  Searcy recounts how the settlement ran 

short of rifle ammunition because of Finniss’s supposed fondness for target practice 

- a situation that “might have been a bit awkward” had “the niggers” gotten wind of 

it.169  The rifles Searcy was referring to were percussion muzzle loaders; once 

loaded, percussion firearms must be discharged within 24 hours to preclude the 

possibility of a misfire - hence the target practice.170  There can be no doubt Searcy, 

a self-professed “sportsman”, knew the true facts of the matter but made no effort to 

incorporate them into his narrative.  

 

Frank Clune and Ernestine Hill show even less restraint.  Clune (The Forlorn Hope) 

writes:  

 
                                                 
167 Finniss Supplementary Diary entry for 10 July 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group): PRG 527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”, n.p. 
168 Freddy’s reminiscences, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 
35/643 70/204 (n.d.).  “F.R. Finniss: Reminiscences”, n.p. 
169 Alfred Searcy, In Australian tropics, 284. 
170 Percussion firearms use an external percussion “cap” which ignites the charge via an 
extremely fine bore hole into the firing chamber.  This bore hole is very susceptible to clogging. 
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Escape Cliffs, 30 feet above sea-level was a hillock - the only high ground in a 

morass of swamp.  The wet season had set in and most of Palmerston city was 

under water.[...] Finniss instructed the surveyors [to peg] out the city blocks in the 

ooze.  Meanwhile the land-cranks of Adelaide got busy selling options on the 

blocks to a gullible public, eager to get rich without working.  Mugs in hundreds 

bought Mangrove Allotments "on spec", thinking themselves lucky to be in on the 

ground floor.171 

 

It would appear that this was one manuscript which escaped P.R. Stephensen’s 

editorial pen.  Hill paints an equally flamboyant picture.  In her perennial best seller 

The Territory, she describes the settlement as:  

 

a camp in the noisome mangroves by a dead coral reef, a well of swamp water 

and a few log huts [where] the sailors regaled on rum [and] one half of the 

unloaded stores washed away, the rest rotted on the sand - bags of flour and split 

peas awash with every tide [...] hell in the mangroves - idleness, drunkenness, 

slander, discontent, rumour, rebellion and spite.172 

 

An inevitable consequence of such journalistic exaggeration has been a small but 

steady escalation in the number of systemic errors appearing in the more recent 

literature, for example: Douglas Lockwood (The Front Door)173 and Gordon Reid 

(A Picnic With The Natives)174 have J.W.O. Bennett involved in the 1864 punitive 

raid against the Chambers Bay Aborigines - Bennett supposedly telling the horse 

party not to shoot any “blackfellows” within 50 miles of his camp.175  There were 

                                                 
171 Frank Clune, The Forlorn Hope: a sea saga of the sixties (Melbourne: Hawthorn Press, 1945), 
10. 
172 Hill, The Territory, 83. 
173 Douglas Lockwood, The front door: Darwin 1869-1969 (Adelaide: Rigby, 1984), 23-24. 
174 Gordon Reid, A picnic with the natives: Aboriginal-European relations in the Northern 
Territory to 1910. (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1990), 33. 
175 Lockwood, The front door, 23-24. 
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two punitive raids - the first in September 1864 following the spearing of horses; 

the second in August 1865 following the murder of Alaric Ward.  The first raid was 

led by F.R. (Freddy) Finniss, the second by F.H. Litchfield.  Bennett was not 

involved with either party.  It was R.H. Edmunds who, when surveying at Manton's 

up-river camp 176 in August 1865, told D.B. Wiltshire not to shoot any 

“blackfellows” within 50 miles of the camp.177   

 

Ernestine Hill (The Territory)178 and Kim Lockwood (Big John)179 attribute the 

September 1864 punitive raid against the Chambers Bay Aborigines to the pilfering 

of “some old bags and empty tins” - and suggest that the murder victim may have 

been a woman.180  The pilfering of bags and tins occurred in August 1864 at the 

River Camp and was the precursor to the spearing of William Pearson (Pearson's 

Fight).  The individual killed (by W.P. Auld) at Chambers Bay was an Aboriginal 

man who was well known to Auld and other members of the punitive party.  

Margaret Goyder Kerr (The Surveyors)181 and Frank Clune (Overland Telegraph) 

confuse the 1864 River Camp (on Tommy Policeman Plain) with Manton's 1865 

Dry Season survey camp (near Goat Island). 182  There were in fact three river 

                                                 
176 The up-river surveys were conducted in the Fred's Pass area in the 1865 Dry Season.  Manton's 
survey camp was then situated on the floodplain north of Goat Island. 
177 Edmunds’ Diary, entry for 7 August 1865.  Wiltshire had been sent from Escape Cliffs in the 
settlement gig to inform Manton’s party about the brutal circumstances of Alaric Ward’s murder. 
178 Hill, The Territory, 84. 
179 Kim Lockwood, Big John.  The extraordinary adventures of John McKinlay: 1819-1872 
(Melbourne: State Library of Victoria, 1995), 106. 
180 Hill, The Territory, 84 and Lockwood, Big John, 106. 
181 Margaret Goyder Kerr, The surveyors: the story of the founding of Darwin (Adelaide: Rigby, 
1971), 18. 
182 Clune, Overland Telegraph, 123. 
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camps; the third one (Manton's 1865 Wet Season camp) was situated in the vicinity 

of Sergison's Landing.183 

 

The most pervasive of all the systemic errors (in both academic and popular 

narratives) are those relating to the voyage of the expedition ship, Henry Ellis.  

Janet Dickinson (Litchfield's Gold), Leith Barter (“No Place for a City”), Peter 

Donovan (Land Full of Possibilities) and Cleve Manhood (“Life of Boyle Travers 

Finniss”) all blame Finniss's lack of supervision of the embarkation process for the 

large quantity of stores and livestock left behind when the Henry Ellis sailed.  The 

fact of the matter is that to accommodate all the stores and livestock initially 

procured for the expedition, a much larger vessel was required.  The Henry Ellis 

was not chartered by Finniss but by the Treasurer – (retired master mariner) Captain 

John Hart, who often personally supervised the fit-out and provisioning of Northern 

Territory charter vessels.184  Bob Reece (NT Dictionary of Biography),185 Leith 

Barter (“No Place for a City”), Peter Donovan (“Land Full of Possibilities”) and 

Cleve Manhood (“Life of Boyle Travers Finniss”) all depict the voyage to Adam 

Bay as a troublesome experience.  There was trouble aplenty amongst the ship's 

crew but apart from Finniss's attempts to drill his officers on the poop deck in 

periods of relatively calm weather, there was little for the expedition members to 

complain about.  A close inspection of the principal sources will show that the 

evidence of some of the more hostile witnesses appearing before the Commission 

of Enquiry, which painted a dismal picture of conflict and disharmony aboard the 

                                                 
183 Threadgill, South Australian land exploration, 1856 to 1880, 93.  The reference is clearly 
meant to relate to the River Camp at Spirit Creek.  No surveying was ever carried out at that camp 
- Kerr, The Surveyors, 18 and Clune, Overland Telegraph, 123. 
184 See the charter document: “Settlement of Northern Territory”, SAPP 36 (undated but issued in 
1864), 5-6. 
185 Robert Reece, Northern Territory Dictionary of Biography.  Volume One: to 1945 (Darwin: 
Northern Territory University Press, 1990), 96. 
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Henry Ellis, is not corroborated in contemporaneous accounts of the voyage written 

by those self same witnesses.186 

 

The Commission of Enquiry: an overlooked historiographical factor. 

Escape Cliffs historiography has been little influenced by the Commission of 

Enquiry.  While the Commission findings are rarely omitted from Escape Cliffs 

narratives, its evidence and its evidentiary processes have yet to be critically 

examined.  Its judicial status was somewhat less than that of a Royal Commission 

but more than that of a Parliamentary Select Committee; and while it may have had 

all the elements of a show trial its purpose was not to find a scapegoat for the 

shortcomings of the Hart settlement plan187 but to replace Finniss with a more 

energetic and amenable expedition leader.  Summary dismissal was not an 

appropriate severance option for Finniss - given his high and otherwise untarnished 

public reputation and the six month suppression of his official correspondence.  The 

quasi-legal character of the Commission was however a major tactical blunder and 

deprived the Hart Government of what was arguably its best chance to discover the 

essential facts about the environmental dilemmas posed by the Northern Territory’s 

climate and terrain.  The lesser adversarial processes of a Parliamentary Select 

Committee would have placed Finniss himself on the witness stand and exposed 

                                                 
186 Robert Reece, Northern Territory Dictionary of Biography Volume One, 96; Leith Barter, “No 
place for a city: Boyle Travers Finniss and the Establishment of the Escape Cliffs Settlement”.  
Northern Perspective Vol. 11 No.2 (1988): 1-11 and Peter F. Donovan, A land full of possibilities: 
a history of South Australia's Northern Territory (St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1981), 
54. 
187 Donovan, A land full of possibilities, 60; Barter, “No place for a city”: 24 and Manhood, “Life 
of Boyle Travers Finniss”, 246. 
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him to cross examination by the Commissioners, a situation which he wisely 

avoided in the course of conducting his own defence.188   

 

Finniss’s biographer and most strident critic C.C. Manhood was the first of two 

historians to examine the Commission proceedings in some detail.  Unfortunately 

Manhood’s account is marred by a number of major errors, not the least of which 

are his assertions that William Patrick Auld was a defence witness and that the 

procedural rules of the Commission prohibited Finniss from taking the witness 

stand.189  As noted earlier Manhood appears to have followed Stephensen-Clune’s 

lead in categorising Finniss as a scapegoat – but on the somewhat specious basis 

that a guilty verdict would exonerate the Government from any liability for the 

₤40,000 which had been expended up to that point in time.   

 

As discussed above Lenore Coltheart believes that the propensity of subsequent 

historians to “judge (Finniss) more harshly than at his own trial” has made him “a 

victim of historiography”.190  In “Australia misère” she uses the Commission 

charges as thematic devices to facilitate discussion of the Finniss controversy, but 

makes no attempt to analyse or evaluate any portion of the associated evidence.  Of 

particular interest to this thesis however, is her brief discussion on agrarian 

settlement and land speculation.  Coltheart perceives a crucial flaw or inconsistency 

in the strategic vision of the Hart settlement plan - a lack of consensus or common 

                                                 
188 In closing the Defence evidence phase Finniss did offer to submit to cross-examination but his 
offer was rejected by the Chairman.  Register, 3 May 1866, 6. 
189 Manhood, “Life of Boyle Travers Finniss”, 246. 
190 Coltheart, “Australia misère”, 105. 
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purpose as to how such inter-related aspects of the land settlement process should 

be prioritised within the matrix of coalface decision making.191   

 

The many ideological differences stemming from Finniss’s sustained emphasis on 

agrarian settlement were neither fully articulated nor understood by the Adelaide 

planners - nor by Finniss himself.  Resolution of the Escape Cliffs controversy was 

essentially a matter of balancing a number of interconnected factors - the 

speculative forces unleashed by the Northern Territory Act, the agrarian settlement 

obligations inherent in the Wakefieldian colonization plan, and the environmental 

and social dilemmas posed by the peculiarities of the Northern Territory’s climate 

and terrain, and the area’s indigenous inhabitants.  As noted earlier, the opportunity 

to strike such a balance came with Finniss’s recall and might have been relatively 

painlessly achieved (by conventional Parliamentary Select Committee procedures) 

had the Hart Ministry been amenable to compromise and conciliation and exhibited 

a genuine desire to uncover the truth about Northern Territory settlement, however 

unpalatable it may have been.  Equally probable, following his own exoneration (in 

1860 and 1862) by two Select Committees for his involvement in the Great 

Northern Copper Mine financial scandal, Hart may have been somewhat sceptical 

about the efficacy of conventional Select Committee processes to elicit the truth.  

 

Scapegoat or Scapegrace? 

Anti-Finniss Sentiment in the Literature. 

                                                 
191 In her words “between common aspirations (agrarian settlement) and specific policies (land 
speculation)”, Coltheart, “Australia misère”, 126. 
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19th century histories of South Australia are almost completely devoid of “anti-

Finniss” sentiment.  In the contemporary literature, references to Finniss's 

Palmerston rarely run to more than one or two euphemistic sentences - a trend 

which is most evident in the numerous potted biographies and vignettes on Finniss's 

life and times, which were published around the turn of the century.192  Historical 

summaries of the period are similarly sanitized and truncated - either in deference to 

the sensibilities of surviving “Cliffites” and/or as a natural under-reaction to the 

bitter squabbles over Northern Australia which had been front page news in 

Adelaide for decades.193 

 

Historiographical analysis and informed criticism of Finniss's proceedings at 

Escape Cliffs (and elsewhere) did not begin until the 1920s.  Entering the veritable 

labyrinth of archival material which had accumulated over the intervening years, 

Bessie Threadgill 194 and (later) A.G. Price195 emerged with contrasting views on 

Finniss and the question of his culpability.  Threadgill saw a vain, selfish Boyle 

Travers Finniss scheming and sulking at Escape Cliffs in defiance of his explicit 

orders, selecting useless flood-prone land in mosquito ridden swamps, while 

surrounding himself with cronies who told him only what he wanted to hear.  Price 

saw a completely different Finniss - a visionary, fifty years ahead of his time, who, 

having selected the best possible site in the circumstances defended it to the last.   

 

                                                 
192 See for example J.J. Pascoe, ed., History of Adelaide and vicinity: with a general sketch of the 
province of South Australia and biographies of representative men (Adelaide: Hussey & 
Gillingham, 1901), 295 and Rev. John Blackett, The early history of South Australia: a romantic 
experiment in colonization (Adelaide: Vardon & Sons Ltd., 1907), 330. 
193 See for example Edwin Hodder, The history of South Australia from its foundation to the year 
of its Jubilee; with a chronological summary of all the principal events of interest up to date 
(London: Sampson Low, Marsden & Company, 1893), 383-384. 
194 Threadgill, South Australian land exploration, 90-100. 
195 Price, History and problems, 12-14. 
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Anti-Finniss sentiment received a major impetus in 1936 with the publication of 

Charles Price Conigrave's North Australia,196 and reached its zenith in 1966 with 

the completion of C.C. Manhood's “Life of Boyle Travers Finniss”.  Conigrave was 

a Territory resident for some 15 years (circa 1913 - 1928), working (amongst other 

things) as a Northern Territory Fisheries Inspector, and, if family tradition can be 

believed, acting Administrator for a brief period of time.197  The scope and subject 

matter of North Australia are indicative of detailed historical research over a 

substantial interval, making it likely that the book was written (or at least 

researched) in Sydney while Conigrave was Secretary of the Australian Historical 

Society.  With neither surviving “Cliffites” nor media over-exposure to restrain 

him, Conigrave did not mince words on the subject of Boyle Travers Finniss: 

 

Looking back dispassionately over the records...one concludes inevitably that 

much of the failure must be laid directly against Colonel Finniss, who [...] was 

singularly ill-fitted, temperamentally [...] for such an onerous duty. 198 

 

A few pages on when commenting on Finniss's interminable squabbles with Ward 

and Goldsmith, he makes the following extraordinary comparison with Sir Hudson 

Lowe, the tyrannical Governor of the island of St Helena during Napoleon 

Bonaparte's exile: 

 

Lord Rosebery in his The Last Phase, which deals with the tragedy of Napoleon at 

St Helena, wrote, ‘St Helena was infested with rats and Sir Hudson Lowe.'  

                                                 
196 Charles Price Conigrave, North Australia (London: Jonathan Cape, 1936), n.p.  North 
Australia was the peripatetic Conigrave's second (and last) foray into the Australian adventure-
travel genre so successfully exploited by authors such as Ion Idriess and Frank Clune. 
197 Following the Commonwealth's acquisition of the Territory in 1911, the office of Government 
Resident became that of Administrator. 
198 Conigrave, North Australia, 68. 
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Colonel Finniss seems to have been a prototype of Sir Hudson's and generally an 

`impossible man', in so far that every action was misconstrued and the basest 

motive always attributed by him to the most harmless and innocuous conduct on 

the part of the officers and men under his command.199 

 

Not even death itself, it seems, can diminish Boyle Travers Finniss's propensity for 

making deadly enemies. 

 

By virtue of its size alone (c. 50,000 words), C. C. Manhood's thesis has dominated 

the historiography of Escape Cliffs for some 40 years; to this day, the validity of its 

many derogatory assertions on the character and integrity of B.T. Finniss and his 

proceedings at Escape Cliffs (and elsewhere) remain unchallenged.  Finniss is 

depicted as an abject failure in his every sphere of endeavour - a vain, arrogant, 

blundering, anachronistic fool who squandered his opportunities in the worlds of 

commerce, politics and the bureaucracy.  Vain, arrogant and blundering he most 

certainly was, but so too were many of his contemporaries.  One need look no 

further than the Crimean War to see how his Sandhurst classmates fared in their 

hour of travail.200  If, as Manhood suggests, Finniss was not in tune with the new 

spirit of the age, just who was?  Manhood supplies no answers; he neither presents 

nor discusses any aspect of contemporary British and colonial society which might 

support his assertions.  The name which springs immediately to mind is that of 

Darwin’s founder, George Woodruffe Goyder; but in 1864 Goyder too was under 

                                                 
199 Ibid., 72. 
200 See for example the extraordinary conduct of the British officers at the battles of the Alma, 
Balaclava and Inkerman in Christopher Hibbert's The destruction of Lord Raglan, 58-59; 116-117 
and 126-127.  To name but two instances of vanity arrogance and blundering: the insanity of the 
charge of the light brigade, which was a direct outcome of a bitter personal feud between Lords 
Cardigan and Lucan, and; the confusion and disarray amongst General Sir George Brown’s 
regiments attacking the Russian positions caused by the vain and extremely short sighted Brown’s 
refusal to wear his spectacles in public. 
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something of a cloud for having ruined many otherwise successful pastoralists with 

his over-optimistic assessments of the stock carrying capacity of sheep runs in the 

colony's North.201  There can be no doubt whom contemporary South Australians 

would have chosen as epitomizing the temper of the times.  In 1864 the name on 

every South Australian's lips was John McKinlay - the renowned bushman who in 

1862 had led the second successful transcontinental expedition.202  But McKinlay 

too was irascible, dictatorial, and a poor decision maker; and in the Big Wet of 

1866 his reputation foundered along with all his supplies and his 46 horses on the 

endless muddy flood plains of the Mary and Alligator Rivers.  If Finniss's career 

indicates anything, it is that he was unquestionably a man of his era - sometimes 

ahead of the common temper, sometimes behind.  He was neither a Sir Hudson 

Lowe, nor for that matter, a Henry John Temple;203 like the great bulk of colonial 

society he was somewhere in between - flawed, fallible, and as vulnerable as the 

rest of his contemporaries to the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune. 

 

A more recent and better balanced biography is the Jenny Booth–Keith Borrow 

collaboration B.T. Finniss, First Premier of South Australia.204  This is a substantial 

and generally well-researched publication which draws on original sources in the 

State Library of South Australia, and others which, prior to his death in 2005, were 

part of the extensive collection of Escape Cliffs archival material and memorabilia 

                                                 
201 Hodder, The history of South Australia from its foundation to the year of its Jubilee, 383-384. 
202 By 1864 the reputation of South Australia’s most famous explorer - John MacDouall Stuart – 
had been irreparably tarnished by his chronic alcoholism. 
203 Henry John Temple was the great British statesman and Prime Minister, the Viscount 
Palmerston. 
204 Jenny Booth and Keith Borrow, B.T. Finniss, First Premier of South Australia (Adelaide: 
Published by the authors, 2001). 
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in the possession of Finniss's great grandson, Keith Travers Borrow.205  The work 

comprises some 18,000 words, approximately two thirds of which concentrate on 

Finniss's career prior to 1864 - a period which had been the particular focus of 

Keith Borrow's researches for many years.  The Escape Cliffs segment is somewhat 

less well researched and indeed, incorporates a number of the systemic errors of its 

many predecessors – C.C. Manhood included.206  Overall, B.T. Finniss, First 

Premier of S.A. is too restrained and cautious to succeed as a riposte to Manhood if 

that indeed was its purpose.  It does however; provide a balanced perspective on 

Finniss's financial affairs.  For much of his life, it seems, Finniss was heavily in 

debt207 and thus unable to profit from the numerous and sometimes spectacular 

rises in Adelaide property values - a fact which caused him much lamentation and 

introspection, and which was undoubtedly a motivating factor in his seeking the 

post of Northern Territory Government Resident.   

 

Anti-Government Sentiment in the Literature. 

Archibald Grenfell Price, Ross Duncan, and F.H. Bauer were among the first of the 

more prominent modern historians to criticise the decisions taken by the various 

South Australian Government Ministries during the initial phases of Northern 

Territory settlement; to a greater or lesser degree all three scholars are critical of the 

                                                 
205 Keith Travers Borrow's grandmother was B.T. Finniss's third daughter Emily Anne (1844-
1929).  The majority of the original material relating to B.T. Finniss and the Northern Territory 
Survey Expedition which is today available at the Mortlock Library was once part of the Borrow 
collection. 
206 eg: the alienation of his men during the "quarrelsome" voyage of the Henry Ellis, the failure to 
properly supervise the loading of the stores and livestock in Adelaide, and the "swampy" nature of 
the Escape Cliffs site, Booth and Borrow, B.T. Finniss, First Premier, 42-43. 
207 Practically everything he owned, including his life assurance policies, was mortgaged or 
otherwise sequestered. 
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Blyth Ministry’s208 repudiation of the Escape Cliffs site.  Price believed “the main 

fault lay in the fact that the land holders condemned [Finniss’s] selection of the 

Adelaide River region, and that the southern Ministries failed to support their own 

expert and repudiated his choice”.209  Duncan was of a similar mind, suggesting 

that Escape Cliffs was “perhaps wrongly [condemned]”.210  Bauer who, alone 

amongst the three, seems to have actually visited Escape Cliffs believed that the site 

was healthy, possessed “good port potentialities (although they were at a distance of 

a few miles from the town site) [sic] and commanded the entrance to the Adelaide 

River, in the valley of which there was much land thought suitable for grazing and 

agriculture.”211   

 

Alan Powell is one of the more prominent modern historians who disagree with 

Bauer’s assessment.  In Far Country: a short history of the Northern Territory,212 

Powell who has extensive first hand knowledge of the site expresses a contrary 

opinion: “it is hard to see how anyone who knows the site could disagree with the 

comment of explorer John McKinlay that ‘as a seaport and city this place is 

worthless’ ”.213  Powell nonetheless believes Finniss was made “a scapegoat for the 

blunders of the government that had sent him north”.214   

 

                                                 
208 August 1864 to March 1865.  Blyth was Premier and Commissioner of Crown lands.  Ayers 
was Chief Secretary and Hart was Treasurer.  See “Ministries”, The Blue Book of South 
Australia, 1867, 4-5. 
209 Price, History and problems, 13. 
210 Ross Duncan, The Northern Territory pastoral industry 1863–1910 (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 1967), 28. 
211 Bauer, “Historical geography of white settlement”, 53. 
212 Alan Powell, Far country: a short history of the Northern Territory (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 1982), 79. 
213 Ibid., 79. 
214 Ibid., 80. 
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Peter Donovan also believes that Finniss was “chosen as the scapegoat to bear the 

responsibility for the failure of the initial survey expedition”.215  Donovan, whose 

contribution to Northern Territory foundation history has arguably been more 

influential than that of any other modern scholar, is also highly critical of the South 

Australian Government’s role in the early phases of settlement.  In the Escape Cliffs 

section of his 1976 MA thesis Land of Promise216 Donovan argues that the Blyth 

Ministry’s decision to reject the Escape Cliffs site and to commit the Northern 

Territory Survey Expedition to exploration of the coastline and interior was “an ill 

considered instruction determined as it was by incomplete and biased information 

from the Territory and the wishes of interested parties in Adelaide”.217  While he is 

careful not to adopt Bessie Threadgill’s sardonic tone Donovan appears to have 

followed her lead in casting Finniss’s major (1865) explorations as farcical 

exercises in procrastination:  

 

Finniss himself examined the coast to the Victoria River.  Nothing persuaded him 

to alter his choice [of Escape Cliffs].  By this time his position as leader of the 

survey party was untenable; the government had vetoed his choice of a capital site 

but he refused to look for another.  The government had no alternative but to 

remove Finniss.218 

 

Finniss did not refuse to look for another capital site; he searched the coastline of 

the western Top End conscientiously if somewhat reluctantly; but in a display of 

pique and disingenuousness unworthy of a leader – especially a leader in such a 

                                                 
215 Donovan, A land full of possibilities, 78. 
216 Peter F. Donovan, “Land of promise: a history of South Australia's Northern Territory" (Ph.D., 
Flinders University, Adelaide, 1976).  “Land of promise” is still catalogued as a Ph.D. thesis but 
was subsequently downgraded to a Masters Thesis. 
217 Donovan, “Land of promise”, 127. 
218 Ibid., 130-131. 
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remote and isolated situation - he refused to accept responsibility for selecting any 

site other than Escape Cliffs. 

 

if the Government and shareholders in the purchase of land […] prefer the reports 

and judgements of their own particular agents to mine, I am relieved of future 

responsibility with regard to the selection of a suitable site.219 

 

It was this sullen insouciance which was seized upon by Threadgill and which 

ultimately eroded the value of Finniss’s major explorations, the extent and calibre 

of which were unknown to the Dutton Ministry at the time the decision to recall 

him was taken.  While noting the deleterious effects of the “inadequate 

communications between the north and south coasts”220 Donovan - like Robert 

Reece - has overlooked the concomitant time-delay factor in his historiographical 

analyses.  The Dutton Ministry was aware of only the first of Finniss’s major 

explorations – the examination of Port Darwin’s East Arm and Elizabeth River; and 

any value or potential221 which knowledge of this exploration may have had was 

completely eclipsed by the avalanche of bad news that accompanied it.222  The most 

succinct and accurate assessment of the circumstances of Finniss’s recall was made 

by Finniss himself – most probably during the return voyage of the Ellen Lewis.  “I 

am” he wrote, “a victim to credulity, envy, malice, and the incapacity of our 

Government”.223 

 
                                                 
219 Finniss to Ayers 1 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 11. 
220 Donovan, A land full of possibilities, 58. 
221 Finniss to Ayers, 2 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 13.  The most positive aspect of this 
second Port Darwin exploration was the discovery of a corridor of fertile land linking the head of 
East Arm with the Fred’s Pass area. 
222 In particular, Stow’s letter of condemnation and authentic details of the Dombey killing, which 
correspondence reached Adelaide in August 1865 as part of the Bengal’s mail. 
223 State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 527/6/5 (n.d.).  “Finniss 
Papers”, n.p. 
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Donovan’s extensive historiographical work in the 1970s effectively de-

mythologised the story of the Northern Territory.  Donovan was the first major 

scholar to see the Territory’s chequered history as a field worthy of detailed and 

extensive academic research rather than something to be perennially summarised as 

a cautionary tale of economic development gone awry; or as an endless source of 

colourful “wild west” anecdotes to be exploited by the popular literati.  Donovan’s 

work perhaps goes to the other extreme - erring on the side of sobriety and 

pragmatism as in his landmark publication A land full of possibilities: a history of 

South Australia’s Northern Territory.  This is a lightly edited version of his thesis 

and, until the publication of Jack Cross’s Great Central State (2011), was one of 

only two comprehensive academic accounts of 19th century Northern Territory 

history; the other - Alan Powell’s Far Country – is more or less located in the 

middle range of the narrative spectrum in that it manages, by the adroit use of 

thematic sequences, to retain something of the Territory’s exotic texture and flavour 

without compromising authenticity.  

 

Great Central State 

Published in 2011 Great Central State - a history of the Northern Territory from 

Annexation to the Commonwealth take-over in 1911 - is the product of over 40 

years research by its author, Jack Cross of Adelaide.  Cross begins his history 

with a brief discussion of the Asian entrepôt ideology in support of the 

narrative’s meta-theme - the popular and deep seated aspiration of permanent 

unification between the Northern Territory and South Australia to form "the 

Great Central State".224  Cross does not address the issue of how South 

                                                 
224 Jack Cross, Great Central State (Kent Town, South Australia: Wakefield Press, 2011), 1-4. 
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Australians intended to overcome the main obstacle to such a concept, the Royal 

Letters Patent225 which clearly stated that the Northern Territory was to be 

developed as a separate colony and not as a permanent extension to South 

Australia’s wastelands; neither does he provide specific details of the emergence 

of a “great central state” philosophy in South Australian history as something 

other than a generic and oftentimes “talked about” idea.   

 

The Asian entrepôt ideology as a dynamic factor in Northern Territory settlement 

is examined at page 78 of this thesis and is revealed to be so much “puff” – a 

much inferior and short lived substitute for the “new society ethos” of the 

original South Australian land-sales promotion campaign.  A more substantial 

context for the philosophical concept of a great central state is to be found in the 

furore generated by the proposed ceding of the Northern Territory to the 

Commonwealth following federation.226  Cross himself writes about “the great 

central state” rationale behind the formation of groups in South Australia 

opposed to the hand over,227 but not until the concluding sections of his 

history.228 

 

The bulk of the 100 page section of Great Central State which concerns this thesis 

is essentially a cause and effect narrative of the vicissitudes of the Finniss 

Expedition.  Cross presents his readers with a mosaic of overlapping themes and/or 

                                                 
225 SAPP 36 (1864): “Settlement of Northern Territory: instructions to Boyle Travers Finniss, 
Esq, Government Resident of  the Northern Territory of South Australia, and the several officers 
under his command; together with extracts from letters etc from Messrs. Earl, Helpman and 
Pascoe”, 4. 
226 Peter A. Howell, South Australia and Federation (Kent Town, South Australia: Wakefield 
Press, 2002), 282. 
227 Evening Journal, 8 February 1907, 2.  Two such organizations were the Great Central State 
League and the Land Grant Railway League. 
228 Cross, Great Central State, 372. 
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linear event sequences which illustrate (with a high degree of accuracy) specific 

aspects of Finniss’s Northern Territory proceedings and which, in the aggregate, 

paint a comprehensive picture of the roles Finniss, Ward, Goldsmith, and Stow, and 

a host of minor characters, played in the demise of the Escape Cliffs settlement.  

There is very little argumentation and not much that is new or revelatory.  Cross’s 

expository technique, which is based on that of his mentor Douglas Pike, is to 

support his many “generalizations” with “judiciously chosen examples” with a 

view to “fill[ing] out the story and mak[ing] the history live”,229 which in 

expository terms means the detailed backgrounding of conflict situations and the 

insertion at appropriate intervals of biographical vignettes of “lesser” protagonists - 

a technique which has been mildly criticised by some reviewers as digressive,230 

but which does succeed in breathing life and verve into what would otherwise be a 

mere chronological record of events which have many times appeared in print, 

albeit in a more generic form.  By inserting into his narrative, vignettes of “lesser” 

individuals such as Ward and Goldsmith, Cross has taken tentative first steps 

towards rectifying a deficiency in Escape Cliffs narrative history, which has 

hitherto seen such “secondary” characters represented as little more than names on 

paper. 

 

Cross views himself as a ‘raconteur lecturer’231 – a style which is certainly 

reflected in his prose and which has won modest praise from several reviewers, 

but which is characterized by a somewhat meagre supply of footnotes to support 

his “generalizations”.  These are dangerous waters which Cross does not always 
                                                 
229 Cross, Great Central State, XII. 
230 Russell McGregor, “South Australia’s Northern Territory”.  History Australia Volume 10 
Number 7 (August 2013): 264–266. 
231 Inside History.  23 31 August 2012; Available [Online]:  www.insidehistory.com.au/tag/issue-
23.  [Accessed 17 May 2016]. 

http://www.insidehistory.com.au/tag/issue-23
http://www.insidehistory.com.au/tag/issue-23
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navigate successfully.  The narrative flows but the cost to academic credibility 

can sometimes be quite high.  A case in point is his lively coverage of the (1864) 

formation of the two land companies - one in Adelaide, the other in London - 

which, in an effort to replicate George Fife Angus’s spectacular financial success 

during the preliminary phases of South Australian settlement, bought unsold 

Northern Territory land orders.232  Cross opens his account by claiming that the 

formation of both land companies was orchestrated “behind the scenes” by 

members of the Ayers cabinet.  This may well be true, especially in the case of 

the Adelaide Company but the assertion nonetheless needs to be argued and the 

argument needs to be referenced.  It is less likely to be true in the case of the 

London Company because of the formidable difficulties of communicating 

between the two cities in 1864.  A close reading of the correspondence233 quoted 

by Cross in support of his generalization reveals that the London Company was 

formed on the initiative of Alexander Elder (brother of the more famous Thomas, 

who was a major shareholder in the Adelaide Land Company) and South 

Australia’s Agent General, G.S. Walters, a situation which, as a key element of 

Cross’s proposition,234 surely warrants a separate and appropriately referenced 

line of enquiry.   

 

Freeing Cross’s narrative from the shackles of a rigorous footnote regimen has 

also facilitated the introduction of a number of factual errors concerning the 

behaviour of Ward, Goldsmith, and Stow.  Cross asserts that “after Ward’s 

suspension in April the store was ordered to stop feeding him [and] his tent was 
                                                 
232 Cross, Great Central State, 35–41. 
233 Walters to The Commissioner for Crown Lands and Immigration 23 March 1864, SAPP 89 
(14 July 1865), 82 and 83. 
234 “That both Land Companies were formed behind the scenes by individual ministers”, Cross, 
Great Central State, 35 and 36. 
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repossessed”.235  Ward was suspended on 20 September 1864236 following a 

drunken rant aimed at Finniss (who was in bed at the time but not asleep); he was 

allowed to retain his tent and his seat in the officers’ mess until 9 December 

1864, two days after the SS South Australian arrived with Ayers’ letter 

authorising Finniss to dismiss him.  He was without rations and accommodation 

until 11 December 1864, on which date he shipped aboard the South Australian 

as a passenger.237  As to Goldsmith, Cross’s generalization that the 

circumstances of the Dombey killing prompted Goldsmith to exercise his duties 

as Protector of Aborigines “with a seriousness he’d not shown before”238 is not a 

statement of fact.  Goldsmith had already acted vigorously to protect Aborigines 

at the River Camp, where he insisted Manton direly admonish two labourers who 

had attempted to shoot an Aborigine escaping across the river with knives stolen 

from the officers’ mess;239 and at Escape Cliffs where in a personal confrontation 

with Finniss he had effectively belled-the-cat by foiling a planned attack by an 

armed party of volunteers led by Finniss, on a band of nine painted warriors who 

had been sighted at the “sheep well”.240  Elsewhere Cross refers to Goldsmith as 

a “naval doctor”.241  Goldsmith may have once been a ship’s surgeon but it is 

most unlikely that he ever served under the white ensign.  If it were true it would 

open up an entirely new perspective on the good doctor’s personality; one would 

have to ask why he is never recorded as fraternizing with his erstwhile peers, the 

officers of HMSS Beatrice and especially her naval surgeon, Dr Belgrave Ninnes.  

                                                 
235 Cross, Great Central State, 60 and 61. 
236 Ward to Finniss, 20 September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 24. 
237 Ingleby to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 21 March 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 92. 
238 Cross, Great Central State, 62. 
239 Diary entry for 1 August 1864, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): 
GRG 44/49 (n.d.).  “Storekeeper’s/Assistant Storekeeper’s Diary”, n.p. 
240 See “A Labourer of the First Expedition to the Editor”, Register, 15 August 1865, 2.  Henry 
Baumgartel was the author of this letter. 
241 Cross, Great Central State, 63 and 71. 
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As to (J.P.) Stow, Cross asserts that “frustrated and bored he would withdraw to 

the Beatrice and get drunk daily”.  There were two Stows at Escape Cliffs – 

Jefferson Pickman and his younger brother Wycliffe.  Wycliffe, the black sheep 

of the family, was a solicitor with a drinking problem, which is probably why he 

was working at Escape Cliffs as a labourer.  Wycliffe and his constant drinking 

companion David Johnston were officially censured for drunkenness and had 

their grog stopped on at least one occasion.242  Their visit to the Beatrice was 

recorded in Freddy’s diary.  Freddy says that Wycliffe got so drunk that he was 

unable to row back to shore.243  If Jefferson Pickman ever drank to excess while 

at Escape Cliffs he did so discreetly.   

 

Other (less critical) factual errors appear to have originated during the 

preliminary manuscript stages, for example, the erroneous identification of the SS 

South Australian as a paddle wheel steamer,244 the suggestions: that Perth was 

the English mail terminus;245 that the Henry Ellis mail “had connected by chance 

with the English mail at Colombo”;246 that Finniss’s “first detailed dispatches to 

                                                 
242 Finniss’s General Orders 7 June 1865: GRG 35/643 Vols 1-3.  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, n.p.  
Wycliffe’s ration was stopped for 7 days; Johnston’s permanently. 
243 See also Freddy’s diary, entry for 12 April 1865, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group): PRG 527/6/75 (16 April 1865).  “Finniss Papers”, n.p.  “W. Stow and Johnston 
left the Narrows without leave in the dinghy and boarded the Beatrice and had a drunken row 
forcing Captain Hutchison to move his ship”. 
244 Cross, Great Central State, 77.  The SS South Australian was a screw steamer.  See Register, 1 
April 1864, 2. 
245 Cross, Great Central State, 6.  In 1864 the (west coast) English mail terminus was Albany on 
King George Sound.  Commencing with the Crimean War, newspaper reporters travelled 
between Albany and Adelaide aboard P & O Royal Mail Steamers preparing en route a summary 
of the English mail, which on arrival at the Port Adelaide lightship would be rushed to the 
telegraph office for transmission to the Eastern colonies.  See John Lee, Glenelg Historic Guide 
and Directory 1883 (Adelaide: Advertiser General Printing Office, 1883), 14 and 15. 
246 Cross, Great Central State, 74.  Colombo is only 120kms east of Galle, which in 1864 was the 
Indian Ocean terminus of the English mails.  See Robert Lee, “Communication by Post, 
Telephone and Telegraph”; in Linking a Nation: Australia’s Transport and Communications 
1788–1970; available [Online]: www.environment.gov.au/heritage/ahc/publications/linking-a-
nation/chapter7#english. 
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reach Adelaide” were delivered by HMSS Beatrice in December 1864.247  While 

it may seem to be cavilling to include such relatively minor errors in this review, 

it should be noted that Cross’s research methodology is self avowedly 

Rankean.248  His aim is to reproduce contemporary life and culture "wie es 

eigentlich gewesen" (as it actually happened), in which endeavour he has been 

largely successful, but with some detriment to the narrative’s academic 

credentials where the micro-specifics of the Finniss expedition are concerned.   

 

 

The Search for Motives 

Land Speculation 

Peter Donovan and Alan Powell both see land speculation as one of the main 

catalysts for Northern Territory colonization.  Powell believes it was such an all-

pervading feature of the commercial life of South Australia that it influenced the 

Northern Territory’s annexation processes as well as its settlement mechanisms.249  

Donovan found supporting evidence for speculation in the emphasis placed on the 

agricultural potential of north Australia in Sir Dominic Daly’s 1862 annexation 

submission to the Colonial Office; Donovan argued that the tropical large-scale 

plantation-type agriculture envisaged under the Hart Plan was beyond the 

aspirations and capabilities of South Australian farmers, and could only be 

successfully undertaken by capitalists - either individually or corporately.  That city 

                                                 
247 Cross, Great Central State, 74.  Finniss’s first official mail (HMSS Beatrice to Kupang then 
via the Dutch mail service) arrived in Adelaide on 10 December 1864.  HMSS Beatrice mail (the 
third NT Mail) arrived on the 19 December 1864.  See Advertiser, 19 December 1864, 2. 
248 Cross asserts that he used only primary or contemporary sources and “worked line by line 
through well over half a million pages of documents” to produce a first draft.  Cross, Great 
Central State, 378.  Leopold von Ranke’s dictum was that historians should represent the past 
"wie es eigentlich gewesen" (as it actually happened). 
249 Powell, Far country, 75. 
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commercial interests were actively considering investment in tropical agriculture 

during the pre-annexation period is evident from articles in the contemporary press; 

on 5 October 1861, for example, the Advertiser reported at length on plans by a 

consortium of Adelaide businessmen trading as the Fiji Islands Pastoral, 

Agricultural, and Commercial Company to seek public investment to establish 

cotton and arrowroot plantations on the Fijian island of Kioa.250  It was men of this 

stamp who supported and promoted annexation, and who, according to Powell, 

viewed the Northern Territory as “a vast field for future speculation and 

settlement”.251  As Powell went on to note: 

 

Speculation and settlement […] were not incompatible; they had gone hand in 

hand in the building of South Australia.  Speculators had bought heavily into 

Adelaide land; the city grew.  William Finke financed the explorations of Stuart with 

money made by speculation in land at Glenelg; Glenelg flourished.252 

 

Land speculation or as it was colloquially known, land-jobbing, was one of the 

most vital elements in the success of the Wakefield system.  In the initial stages of 

South Australian settlement it was the economic catalyst – the “capitalist bait”253 - 

which attracted investment from the newly emergent “middling classes”254 – men 

such as John and William Thorngate, wealthy philanthropists and merchants of 

                                                 
250 Advertiser, 5 October 1861, 2.  Title to the entire island, which was held by Mr William Owen, 
had recently been confirmed with the British Consul for Fiji by the traditional owner – one Tui Ca 
Kow.  Owen was the member of the Legislative Assembly for Port Adelaide.  Captain John Hart, 
who had previously vacated the seat, won it back in a by-election. 
251 Powell, Far country, 75. 
252 Ibid. 
253 Price, History and problems of the Northern Territory, 12.  Price applies the epithet to the city 
blocks. 
254 Douglas Pike, “The utopian dreams of Adelaide’s founders”.  Proceedings of the Royal 
Geographical Society of Australia, South Australia Branch 1951/2 Vol 53 (December 1952): 65–
77. 
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Gosford England, who never set foot in South Australia but whose initial outlay of 

₤345 eventually returned in excess of ₤1,000,000 to their heirs and successors.255   

 

Successful speculative investments such as those made by the Thorngate brothers256 

were not unique; yet there was very little written about speculation in Victorian 

times.  Virtually the only insights into this shadowy financial netherworld are those 

provided by contemporary novelists, who were in the main far from complimentary 

in their observations.  In Anthony Trollope’s The Way We Live Now, the 

flamboyant and manipulative speculator Augustus Melmott is destroyed conjointly 

by his odious reputation and by the vicissitudes of the South Central Pacific and 

Mexican Railway Company’s attempts to build a railway line from San Francisco 

to Vera Cruze.257  The protagonist of Charles Dickens’ Martin Chuzzlewit finds that 

he has become something of a celebrity after it is learnt that he has made a 

substantial land purchase in the ironically named Valley of Eden land development 

scheme; on enquiring the reasons for his new found popularity, Martin learns that 

the land is worthless swamp and that “nobody as goes to Eden ever comes back 

alive”.258 

 

Whatever the common understanding of the merits and morality of land 

speculation among the South Australian populace, it was fear of its economic 

potency which saw the rejection of Finniss’s strategic vision by the land order 

                                                 
255 Frank Dupuis, “When Australia was colonized: Lessons from early land settlements”.  
Available [Online]: <htpp://www.grundskyld.dk/2-australia.html> [accessed 03 July 2009]. 
256 John Thorngate and his brother were not so successful in their extensive purchase of Northern 
Territory Land Orders.  Much of the land they bought in the Fred’s Pass area has never been 
developed. 
257 Anthony Trollope, The way we live now. Facsimile Edition (New York: Cosimo Inc., 2010). 
258 Charles Dickens, The life and adventures of Martin Chuzzlewick Vol II (Cambridge: Riverside 
Press, 1868), Chapter 22. 
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holders at their January 1865 meeting.  The basis of H.B.T. Strangway’s motion 

“not to allow the site of the capital to be decided on until a proper examination of 

the country had been made”259 was his concern that if an alternate and better site 

for a city and/or port were to be discovered at another location, it might be 

possible for the Northern Territory Company with its potentially vast 

landholdings to monopolize it and develop it as an enormously profitable private 

facility as the South Australian Company had done at Port Adelaide.260 

 

Entrepôt Aspirations and Free Trade Factors 

The idea of establishing a great mercantile city in North Australia was not new.  In 

his (1822) influential compendium of letters entitled Two Years in New South 

Wales 261 Royal Navy Surgeon Peter Cunningham envisaged a major city at the 

mouth of a supposed continental river in Van Diemen Gulf, via which medium the 

austral motherland could pour forth “her myriads of hardy sons to control the 

destinies of the effeminate nations of the east”.262  Subduing the northern 

wilderness, populating and fructifying its landscapes, and establishing direct trade 

links with India and South East Asia, were aspirations shared by all the Australian 

mainland colonies.  “We may yet hope to see”, wrote Cunningham, “the present 

settlers on the Macquarie have all their wants of Indian and Chinese commodities 

[thus expeditiously] supplied”.263   

 

Of the landscapes of the newly discovered Victoria River John Lort Stokes wrote: 
                                                 
259 Adelaide Express, 11 January 1865, 3. 
260 Adelaide Express, 11 January 1865, 3. 
261 Peter Miller Cunningham, Two years in New South Wales; a series of letters comprising 
sketches of the actual state of society in that colony; of its peculiar advantages to immigrants; of 
its topography, natural history etc. etc. (London: Henry Colburn, 1827). 
262 Cunningham, Two years in New South Wales, 24 and 129. 
263 Ibid., 222. 
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I would fain hope that ere the sand of my life-glass has run out other feet than mine 

will have trod this distant shore; that colonization will […] have extended itself in 

this quarter; that cities and hamlets will have risen on the shore of the new-found 

river; that commerce will have directed her track thither, and that smoke may rise 

from Christian hearths where now alone the prowling heathen lights his fire.264 

 

Settlement in the Victoria River district formed the basis of South Australia’s (1862 

- 1863) Northern Territory annexation proposals.265  The official South Australian 

case for annexation did not however include any substantial plans for urban 

development in the region, but was instead based on pastoral occupation - the 

inexpensive but disparate settlement model which had been successfully applied to 

territorial expansion in the other Australian colonies - most recently (1861-1862) in 

the Kennedy district of North Queensland.  In his (1930) History and Problems of 

the Northern Territory Grenfell Price argued that the South Australian annexation 

proposals were deliberately deceptive; that proximity to the “Asiatic markets” was 

South Australia’s primary motivation; and that “having gained the whole of the 

Northern Territory on the grounds of an inexpensive squatting penetration, [South 

Australia] perpetrated an amazing volte face and abandoned […] financial safety for 

the ostentatious but risky gateway to the Asiatic east”.266 

 

Price’s intuition about the commercial motives of the Adelaide planners was the 

subject of detailed analysis by Territory historian Christine Doran.  In her 1990 
                                                 
264 John Lort Stokes, Discoveries in Australia; with an account of the coasts and rivers explored 
and surveyed during the voyage of  HMS Beagle, in the years 1837-43, by command of the Lords 
Commissioners of the Admiralty, also as a narrative of Captain Owen Stanley’s visits to the islands 
in the Arafura Sea. Vols. 1 and 2 (London: T. and W. Boone, 1846.  Reprinted Adelaide: Libraries 
Board of South Australia, 1969), 46. 
265 Donovan, A land full of possibilities, 27-33. 
266 Price, History and problems, 13. 
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article “Colonising the Territory” Doran presented evidence of a general 

expectation among South Australian policy makers that commercial development 

on the northern seaboard would involve something more substantial than a mere 

service centre for the pastoral industry.267  Doran’s central argument - that South 

Australians “saw colonization of the Northern Territory primarily in terms of a 

trading entrepôt on the northern coast” and that “as a venture in colonization the 

Northern Territory is more aptly compared with Penang or Singapore” - is however 

somewhat more difficult to substantiate.  While there are various references in the 

contemporary literature to the entrepôt functions and aspects of a proposed northern 

“commercial emporium”,268 such references are invariably made in passing – never 

in detail.269  This is so even for John Hart, who was (ostensibly) the principal 

architect of the settlement plan but whose public pronouncements on its commercial 

dimensions were as enigmatic as they were ephemeral.  Hart’s most comprehensive 

announcement was made in April 1864 at the Northern Territory Expedition’s 

farewell banquet at Port Adelaide; in what was undoubtedly an allusion to Finniss’s 

official instructions,270 Hart said that it was his opinion that Northern Australia 

would prove to be the key to India and that its success would ultimately hinge on 

the fact that it formed a centre for the Indian Archipelago, a circumstance which 

would secure for it a trade altogether independent of its agricultural and pastoral 

productions.271  In June 1864 Hart’s expressed hopes that the declaration of the 

Adam Bay settlement as a free port would engender prosperity on a scale 

commensurate with Singapore evoked a sombre response from the Advertiser.  Free 

trade was but a minor factor in the success of Singapore, cautioned the article: 
                                                 
267 Doran, “Colonizing the Territory”: 18. 
268 Finniss’s Instructions, SAPP 36 (1864), 1–4. 
269 See for example the Register, 28 October 1863, 2. 
270 Finniss’s Instructions, SAPP 36 (1864), 1-4. 
271 Observer Supplement, 23 April 1864, 2. 
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It was the extraordinary advantages of [Singapore’s] position on the great 

highways of Eastern and Western Asiatic commerce that marked it out to Sir 

Stamford Raffles as the Gibraltar of trade. […] To what extent Northern Australia is 

located for becoming another Singapore we do not know; we fear however to a 

very small extent.272  

 

The concept of a northern entrepôt was in any event short lived.  Its final 

appearance in the contemporary literature appears to have been during the October 

1866 parliamentary debates concerning the recall of Manton’s party and the 

abandonment of the Escape Cliffs settlement.  In criticising the settlement plan for 

being too conservative John Bentham Neales, a school chum of George Windsor 

Earl,273 known for his “rough and ready wit [and] grotesque humour”,274 said that if 

“a million and a half of acres” had been surveyed the country would not only have 

been settled “ere now [but] would have attracted the Dutch from Java, the Chinese 

from China, and the English from Singapore to assist in its development”.275  Of the 

five members of the (1864) Ayers ministry which delivered the Hart Plan, four 

(Ayers, Andrews, Glyde and Santo) were sitting members in the 1866 parliament 

but none was in the incumbent (Blyth) ministry; after contributing to the debate to a 

greater or lesser degree without ever once mentioning the role or potential of a 

northern entrepôt, all four voted for the abandonment of the Escape Cliffs 

                                                 
272 Advertiser, 11 June 1864, 2. 
273 South Australian Parliamentary Debates (henceforth: SAPD).  Parliament of South Australia, 
Adelaide (18 October 1866), 684. 
274 George E. Loyau, Representative Men of South Australia (Adelaide: George Howell, 1883), 
182-184. 
275 SAPD (18 October 1866), 684.  Neales’ statement was so anomalous that it may have been an 
example of his grotesque humour. 
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settlement.276  Hart, who was re-elected to parliament in 1868 as the member for 

Light, made no reference to the establishment of an entrepôt at his pre-election 

rallies, or at the (March 1868) “Indignation Meeting”277 at which he “received some 

rough handling”278 as he attempted to justify the settlement policies of the (1864) 

Ayers ministry.  The strength of Hart’s commitment to the entrepôt ideal (and the 

colonization plan in general) may be gauged from the revelation that following his 

return from England he had suggested to the Government that the settlement plan 

be relocated to “No-man’s land” - the recently (1861) annexed Fowler’s Bay 

salient,279 which stretched west across the Great Australian Bight to the Western 

Australian border.  Hart was sure that the majority of the land order holders would 

accept land in that region in lieu of land in the Northern Territory.280   

 

The rapidity with which the entrepôt ideology vanished would suggest that it was 

(in the parlance of the times) mostly “puff” – a flawed and greatly inferior version 

perhaps, of the “new society” ethos which had augmented the speculative elements 

of the Wakefield system as an inducement to emigration during the formative years 

of the parent colony.281   

 

                                                 
276 SAPD (19 October 1866), 709-710.  Andrews made an oblique reference to the entrepôt by 
locating the settlement on the “highroad by Torres Straits to the Indian Seas and Archipelago”, 
SAPD (19 October 1866), 704-705. 
277 The Indignation Meeting was convened in the Adelaide Town Hall on 28 March 1868.  Its 
purpose was to discuss the incumbent Government’s Northern Territory policy and the extent to 
which the neglect and inaction of preceding Governments “had entailed serious embarrassment, 
discredit and liability on the colony.”  Some 300 people attended.  See Advertiser, 30 March 
1868, 3. 
278 Advertiser, 30 March 1868, 3. 
279 Colloquially known as “No-man’s land”, the Fowler’s Bay salient originally lay outside the 
western boundary of South Australia.  It was the first region annexed by the colony. 
280 “Report on the Indignation Meeting”, Advertiser, 30 March 1868, 3. 
281 Douglas Pike, “The utopian dreams of Adelaide’s Founders”: 65–77. 
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The issue of greatest concern at these debates was the land and the ongoing delay in 

its survey and conveyance of title to the land order holders.  The individual who 

was held most responsible and subjected to most criticism for this delay was not 

Finniss but Hart.  During the 1866 parliamentary debate H.B.T. Strangways 

condemned “the whole affair [as] a land jobbing scheme of the late Chief Secretary 

[Captain Hart]”.282  Charles Goode who had been one of the Finniss Enquiry 

Commissioners said the attempt by a colony as small as South Australia “to send 

out an offshoot had been characterised as a mistake and he believed the Hon. John 

Hart had had a considerable deal to do with the origination of it”.283  Most 

significantly Hart’s erstwhile Cabinet colleague and planner Richard B. Andrews 

said that “it was certainly the fond scheme of the late Treasurer Mr Hart”; and 

although he [Richard B. Andrews] had not agreed with it, “[he] of course took his 

share of the responsibility”.284 

 

At the (1868) Indignation Meeting Hart was likewise the main target of the 

investors’ ire.  In marked contrast to Finniss, who was cheered and applauded when 

he spoke, Hart received a very hostile reception when he attempted to lay the blame 

for the delay conjointly on Finniss’s mismanagement and on the vacillation of the 

various ministries which succeeded his own (1866) Premiership.  Hart’s most 

vociferous critic was the Hon. John Baker, a member of the Legislative Council and 

a staunch Finniss ally, who stated categorically that he held Hart responsible for the 

Northern Territory blundering “along with Messrs Ayers and Blyth; but attached 

more blame to him than to them”.285  Baker said that the delays were deliberate and 

                                                 
282 SAPD (19 October 1866), 686. 
283 Ibid., 689. 
284 Ibid., 704. 
285 “Northern Territory Policy of the Government”, Advertiser, 30 March 1868, 3. 
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had been orchestrated by Hart and Ayers following the failure of the land 

company;286 if Hart was as committed to developing the Northern Territory as he 

claimed, it was his duty before departing for England to have ensured that Blyth, his 

nominated successor, was equally as committed.   

 

The fact that Blyth did nothing for many months after replacing Hart as Chief 

Secretary287 is surely indicative of the fact that there was nothing to do – that is to 

say there were neither strategic nor contingency plans in place, and that Hart and his 

successors were (in modern parlance) policy-making on the run.  

 

It is tempting to view the many shortcomings of the Hart Plan as a manifestation of 

the “Dombey and Son” syndrome – the fallacious but wide-spread belief in the 

omniscience of the British free trader depicted in the Dickens novel of the same 

name;288 there was undoubtedly a strong element of that in the planning process; 

however a more plausible explanation seems to be that the Adelaide planners, 

whoever they were, had simply exceeded their collective level of competency.  As 

the (London) Times noted when commenting on the advent of self government in 

South Australia in 1856: 

 

It […] is rather an odd position for a new community of rising tradesmen, farmers, 

cattle breeders, builders, mechanics with a sprinkling of doctors and attorneys, to 

                                                 
286 This was a reference to the conspiracy theory discussed at page 5 above. 
287 Blyth was Chief Secretary in the Boucat Government which was in power from March 1866 to 
May 1867.  During this time Blyth recalled Manton (October 1866) and engaged Cadell (February 
1867) to investigate the settlement potential of the Liverpool River area. 
288 “The earth was made for Dombey and Son to trade in, and the sun and moon were made to give 
them light.  Rivers and seas were formed to float their ships; rainbows gave them promise of fair 
weather; winds blew for and against their enterprises; stars and planets circled in their orbits, to 
preserve inviolate a system of which they were the centre”.  Quoted in Alex J. Philip and Laurence 
Gadd, The Dickens Dictionary (London: Simkin Marshall, 1928), 69. 
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find that it is suddenly called upon to find Prime Ministers, Cabinets […] and all the 

apparatus of a Parliamentary Government.289 

 

The Reasons Why 

The most significant omission from the literature reviewed thus far is a detailed 

analysis of Finniss’s motives in selecting Escape Cliffs as the prime settlement 

location and in continuing to promote it as such in the face of the ensuing 

maelstrom of criticism and adverse publicity.  By divers means, the preceding 

authors have one and all avoided embarking on this admittedly difficult and mainly 

speculative journey.  In his 1988 paper “No Place for a City: Boyle Travers Finniss 

and the establishment of the Escape Cliffs Settlement”, historian Leith Barter 

sought definitive answers in a methodology which juxtaposed primary source 

material with historiographical perspectives culled from the extant literature.  The 

resultant essay, while lucid and logically structured, broke no new ground in 

establishing Finniss’s motives or the extent of his culpability.  In reaching the 

conclusion that Escape Cliffs was “no place for a city”,290 Barter effectively did 

little more than reiterate F.H. Bauer’s enigmatic assertion that opposition to and 

criticism of the Escape Cliffs location “seemed to have robbed Finniss of his 

objectivity”,291 and rendered him all the more determined not to abandon it.292  

 

In the entire corpus of Escape Cliffs literature there has been but one attempt to 

articulate Finniss’s motives in selecting the Cape Hotham peninsula as the premier 

settlement location.  In what appears to be a direct riposte to the Barter paper, Sally 

                                                 
289 Quoted in Blackett, The early history of South Australia , 237. 
290 Barter, “No place for a city”: 7. 
291 Bauer, “Historical geography of white settlement”, 52 and Barter, “No place for a city”: 7. 
292 Barter, “No place for a city”: 7 and Bauer, “Historical geography of white settlement”, 62. 
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Savage’s (1999) essay, “Boyle Travers Finniss and the Escape Cliffs ‘Fiasco’ 

Revisited”,293 attempts to show that Finniss’s selection of Escape Cliffs was not 

only rational and informed but “with the knowledge available to him at the time, a 

choice of any other site would have been negligent”.294  Savage’s central argument 

is predicated on Finniss’s rigid adherence to his official instructions - a theme 

identical to that which underpinned his defence and which was endorsed by 

Commission Chairman O’Halloran in his dissenting report.  The advancement of a 

similar hypothesis a century later by Peter Donovan would appear to be ample 

confirmation of the validity of Savage’s arguments.295  However Finniss did not act 

strictly in accordance with his instructions.  By establishing a depot on the Adelaide 

River before he was fully conversant with the advantages and disadvantages of the 

Adam Bay area Finniss began a fatal reversal of the mandatory procedures laid 

down in his settlement instructions,296 which, when combined with a certain 

element of bad luck, eventually saw him irrevocably committed to the region.  

Finniss’s mistake was not in establishing a river camp – he needed green feed and 

freshwater for his livestock and a base camp for his stockmen; his mistake was in 

making the river camp his main depot and transporting the greater proportion of the 

expedition’s stores and equipment thereto.   

 

It was a hasty decision made, not after consultation with his officers, but after 

consultation with Commander Hutchison who, following an exploratory voyage by 

the Beatrice upstream as far as Marrakai Creek, had recommended Beatrice Hill as 

                                                 
293 Sally Savage, “Boyle Travers Finniss and the Escape Cliffs ‘Fiasco’ Revisited”.  Journal of 
Northern Territory History Issue No. 10 (1999): 63-73. 
294 Savage, “The Escape Cliffs Fiasco”: 63. 
295 Donovan, A land full of possibilities, 57. 
296 Finniss’s instructions required him to make a judgement based on first hand knowledge of the 
terrain.  See SAPP 36 (1864), Instruction No.12. 2. 
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an appropriate depot location.  Finniss’s initial voyage upstream however, proved 

so onerous that after three days on the river he decided to establish his depot at a 

nondescript location on the floodplain some 25 kilometres short of his intended 

destination.  There followed a period of frenetic activity as Finniss, who refused to 

delegate anything but the most menial tasks to his officers, unsuccessfully sought to 

discharge the Henry Ellis within her lay days and to discover a suitable settlement 

site in the valley of the upper Adelaide - seeking in the meantime to conceal his 

physical shortcomings and silence his critics by the imposition of military forms 

and discipline; and, when that did not suffice, by a sharp tongue and a haughty 

distain for their entrenched civilian attitudes.   

 

Finniss’s major tactical success at the Commission was the obfuscation of this 

period of manic hyperactivity behind a façade of operational competence.  

Suspicions lingered, but no one could quite quantify or articulate the extent of his 

culpability; the values (or potential values) of the various aspects of his Adam Bay 

development scenario were always sufficiently ambivalent to confound 

contemporaries and subsequent historians alike, and to impart to Finniss the faint 

aura of a martyred visionary.  

 

There can be little doubt however that Finniss’s selection of Escape Cliffs was in 

the first instance an outcome of operational incompetence and physical infirmity 

rather than the carefully reasoned process of elimination described in his 

Commission summation.  With the realization that the Cape Hotham peninsula was 

the only practical location from which an agrarian settlement in the Adelaide River 

valley could be supplied and maintained; and that a twin settlement at Escape Cliffs 
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and the Narrows would solve both health and harbour problems, Finniss thought he 

had successfully mastered the most critical environmental dilemmas posed by the 

river and its vast flood plain.  Unfortunately – perhaps inevitably - his credibility 

had by then been so compromised by well publicised and somewhat exaggerated 

accounts of his military excesses and mismanagement that he could gain little 

reputable support for his proposal either within the confines of his own 

encampment or on the streets of Adelaide.  Heightened land holder expectation 

regarding the aesthetic qualities commensurate with an evolving Northern Territory 

commercial emporium was yet another complicating factor for Finniss in 

attempting to justify the Escape Cliffs site.  Undeterred by either private or public 

criticism Finniss adamantly refused to endorse an alternate settlement location. 

 

Finniss’s stubborn belief in the superiority of the Escape Cliffs location was an 

inevitable consequence of his failure to fully comprehend the power of the 

speculative forces unleashed by the Northern Territory Act.  That Finniss was 

prepared to stake his reputation and his financial future on a locality so deficient 

in natural advantages suggests that he was unaware of the fact that the physical 

unattractiveness and virtual isolation of the Cape Hotham peninsula would deter 

rather than encourage settler capitalists thereby significantly diminishing its 

Wakefieldian land speculation potential and its economic development prospects.  

Finniss was a poor businessman and had failed to capitalize on his Adelaide 

property holdings - eventually losing them to financiers following the collapse of 

his flour milling venture at Waterfall Gully.297  Finniss’s only (published) public 

utterance on speculation shows a somewhat limited understanding of the process.  

                                                 
297 Booth and Borrow, B.T. Finniss, First Premier, 30. 
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Answering questions at an election campaign in February 1868, Finniss is quoted 

as saying “he did not think the Northern Territory became a speculation until the 

land had been given to the land order holders”.298  It was not until a decade later 

that he came to view the process in a different light.  Writing in defence of 

Governor Gawler in his Constitutional History of South Australia Finniss 

described the Wakefield colonization scheme as “a vicious system of 

colonization attractive to capitalists who were land speculators”.299 

 

Thesis Structure 

The first two chapters of the thesis examine the planning and logistic stages of 

Finniss’s Northern Territory Survey Expedition.  The ensuing chapters examine the 

four major factors which contributed significantly to Finniss’s recall and the 

decision by the Hart Ministry to charge him with incompetence and 

maladministration. 

 

Chapters 1 and 2 

The opening sections of Chapters 1 and 2 chart the rise to prominence of Finniss 

(Chapter 1) and Hart (Chapter 2) by examining their respective roles in various 

spheres of South Australia’s economic and political development - principally the 

attainment of self-government (Finniss), and Northern Territory annexation and 

development planning (Hart).  As Colonial Secretary under Governors Young and 

                                                 
298 Telegraph, 29 February 1868, n.p.  This was the argument used in 1868 by those factions 
opposed to refunding the Land Order Holder’s money.  See “Samuel Tomkinson’s speech before 
the bar of the House”, Register, 12 September 1868, 4. 
299 Boyle Travers Finniss, The Constitutional History of South Australia: 1836–1837 (Adelaide: 
W.C. Rigby, Publisher and Bookseller, 74 King William St., 1886), 31.  Gawler was financially 
ruined when he used his own capital to redress failures in the Wakefield system - principally the 
unwillingness of Adelaide landowners to provide even the most basic items of settlement 
infrastructure. 
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Macdonnell, Finniss played a pivotal role in the introduction of self government, 

and, after winning a Legislative Assembly seat in the 1857 election, was selected 

(by Macdonnell) as the colony’s first Premier.  As Treasurer in the first (1863) 

Ayers Ministry, Hart played a pivotal role in producing the strategic plan for the 

colonization of the newly annexed Northern Territory.  Seeking to enhance his 

reputation for frugality and free enterprise, Hart produced a modernized version of 

the South Australian settlement plan designed to attract entrepreneurs from all 

corners of the Empire at no cost or disadvantage to the parent colony.  Annexation 

had opened the doors to new career enhancing opportunities for both men.  For 

Finniss, success in the Northern Territory could conceivably result in a knighthood 

and gubernatorial office.  For Hart, a long stint on the Treasury benches and a closer 

alliance with Henry Ayers, the brightest star in South Australia’s political 

firmament, were potentially among the most rewarding outcomes. 

 

Chapter 1 concludes with a discussion on the more secretive aspects of Finniss’s 

appointment, followed by a narrative of the events associated with the expedition’s 

fitting out and departure from Adelaide.  Chapter 2 concludes with a discussion on 

the deficiencies of Hart’s Plan, followed by a description of the furore generated in 

Adelaide by the arrival of the first Northern Territory mails. 

 

Chapters 3 and 4 

Destabilization of the Finniss expedition during its preliminary phases can be 

linked directly to the confrontational attitudes of Ebenezer Ward and Dr Francis 

Edward Goldsmith.  Flourishing in the fertile soil of Finniss’s egocentric and 

authoritarian management style their disruptive behaviour spawned a culture of 
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indifference and indirect opposition to all Finniss’s settlement initiatives – a 

culture which was plainly evident in extracts from the many private letters, 

published in the Adelaide newspapers.  Ward’s opposition to Finniss, while 

primarily motivated by exaggerated pretentions of personal honour, also had a 

political dimension – the mistaken belief that his (Ward’s) influence with Hart 

was so strong and his litany of complaints so extensive that it was only a matter 

of time before Finniss would be replaced.  Goldsmith's opposition to Finniss was 

neither politically nor aesthetically motivated; in meeting the responsibilities of 

his office, Goldsmith acknowledged no authority but the dictates of his own 

conscience and in such matters adamantly refused to cooperate with Finniss or 

obey his instructions.  The exercise of Goldsmith’s powers in defence of the 

local Aboriginal population was particularly galling to Finniss and led to the 

infamous jury rider and other disruptions to the harmony and smooth functioning 

of the expedition.    

 

Set against the back-drop of events at the River Camp and Escape Cliffs, Chapter 

3 (The Ward Factor) examines the deteriorating relationship between Ward and 

Finniss and the waning confidence in Finniss’s leadership following: (i) his 

farcical attempts to find a settlement site in the Adelaide River valley, and: (ii) 

his choice of Escape Cliffs as the most suitable location for the Territory’s 

capital.  The chapter then looks at the impact on the officers’ morale of Ward's 

Machiavellian activities both before and after his suspension.  There would have 

been no Finniss controversy if Finniss had chosen to counter Ward’s nefarious 

activities in the officers’ mess by installing himself as its president.  But this, for 

essentially selfish reasons, Finniss refused to do and eventually paid a heavy 
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price for his short-sightedness.  Within days of Ward’s return to Adelaide, in 

response to resolutions passed at a meeting of land order holders organized by 

H.B.T. Strangways in clandestine consultation with Ward, the Governor and 

Chief Secretary officially repudiated Escape Cliffs and (in February 1865) 

directed Finniss to find a more suitable location for the Territory’s capital. 

 

Chapter 3 concludes with descriptions of the lifting of the mail embargo, the 

return (to Adelaide) of J.P. Stow, and the incriminating contents of the Bengal’s 

mail - a confluence of factors which left the Government no option but to recall 

Finniss. 

 

While initially spanning the same time period as its predecessor, Chapter 4 (The 

Goldsmith Factor) differs in its primary focus, which is directed towards 

Goldsmith’s efforts to protect the Cape Hotham Aborigines against Finniss’s 

attempts to drive them from the peninsula.  To give dimension and substance to 

the predicaments in which Goldsmith invariably found himself embroiled as a 

consequence of such interventions, the exposition in this chapter is limited to his 

perspective, with a more objective and comprehensive account of the most 

serious clashes with the Adam Bay Aborigines being provided in Chapter 5.  As 

Chapter 4 will demonstrate Goldsmith was potentially a far more dangerous 

adversary than Ward.  By exercising the functions of his combined authority – 

Magistrate, Protector of Aborigines, Expedition Surgeon - he had (or thought he 

had) the power to restrain Finniss in virtually all his settlement initiatives.    
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Chapter 4 concludes with summary of Goldsmith’s activities on his return to 

Adelaide.  Like Ward he was unable to obtain redress for the slights, real and 

imagined, perpetrated against him, and eventually departed with his new bride 

for the township of Robe.  In a final blow to his ego Goldsmith was not called as 

a prosecution witness at the Commission.   

 

Chapters 5 and 6 

If Ward and Goldsmith were all Finniss had to contend with, he may well have 

survived their onslaughts; but he had no chance of surviving the deluge of bad 

news brought by the Bengal’s mail, viz: (i) the incontrovertible evidence of 

Auld’s cold blooded killing of Dombey;300 (ii) the catalogue of incompetency 

and petty-mindedness exposed by Stow’s carefully choreographed prose;301 (iii) 

the uncharacteristically provocative tone of his (Finniss’s) response to the 

Executive Council’s reprimand of 10 February 1865;302 and (iv) his own fatal 

imprudence in using his official response to the free settlers’ demands as a 

vehicle for promoting the legitimacy of his Escape Cliffs settlement plan.303  

 

Context for the events of Chapter 5 (the Dombey Factor) is established by 

examining instant-of-contact descriptions of Larrakia and Wulna society 

recorded by both the Finniss and Goyder expeditions, and is further augmented 

by examining the interactions, with members of the Finniss expedition, of three 

prominent indigenous individuals – the Wulna “chief” Mira, the Larrakia “chief” 

Neurlunger, and the Awiynmirr “chief” Dombey.  Succeeding sections examine 
                                                 
300 In the Edmunds, Howard, Ninnes Report, which was never released to the public but which 
appears in Edmunds’ Diary  See (undated) entries after Saturday 9 April 1865. 
301 Advertiser, 31 July 1865, 3. 
302 Finniss to Ayers, 1 May 1866, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 10-13.   
303 Finniss to the Chief Secretary, 15 April 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 1-6. 
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Auld’s agency as a factor in provoking Aboriginal hostility and aggression.  

Auld would have not acted so recklessly if such behaviour was not condoned 

within his own social circle, which in Adelaide included luminaries such as the 

Ayers family, the Rymill brothers (Frank and Henry), and to a lesser extent the 

Governor himself.304 

 

The concluding sections of Chapter 5 look at: (i) the continuation of the punitive 

raids after the departure of Auld and Goldsmith and, following the payback 

murder of Alaric Ward, the final punitive raid made by Fred Litchfield deep into 

the Mary River wetlands in pursuit of the perpetrators, and; (ii) the 

rapprochement achieved by Manton’s more enlightened and humane attitudes to 

indigenous contact situations at his upriver survey camp and, following Finniss’s 

recall, at the Escape Cliffs settlement.   

 

Chapter 6 (The Stow Factor) is divided into two parts with the settings of each 

part alternating between Escape Cliffs and Adelaide.  The first part analyses 

Jefferson Pickman Stow’s activities as a contributing factor to Finniss’s removal 

from office; the second part, which is set against the backdrop of Finniss’s 

comprehensive but little known explorations of Port Darwin and the west coast, 

examines Finniss’s fatal imprudence in responding to the threats posed by Stow 

and the other two private settlers; and, more significantly, in responding to the 

Executive Council’s reprimand of 10 February 1865.305  Finniss’s lengthy and 

carefully reasoned dissection306 of the private settlers’ demands was either a 

                                                 
304 Observer, 1 May 1926, 26. 
305 Ayers to Finniss. 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 63 and 64. 
306 Finniss to the Chief Secretary, 15 April 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 1-6. 
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miscalculation or a Freudian slip; but his response307 to the Executive Council’s 

reprimand was deliberately confrontational, and perhaps designed to remind 

Daly of an understanding they had reached about settling the Adelaide River 

locale.  These together with his “letters from Arnhem Land”308 written during the 

same period (April - May 1865) must have played a vital role in the Dutton 

Cabinet’s decision to recall him.  The chapter concludes with a critique of the 

Prosecution and Defence strategies and an analysis of the Commissioners’ 

findings. 

 

Conclusion 

The thesis concludes that Finniss’s confidence in the restoration of his reputation 

by a detailed and unbiased examination of the Commission of Enquiry 

proceedings309 was misplaced.  The Commission not only failed to deliver a 

clear and unequivocal verdict but also to elicit an accurate picture of the 

deficiencies of the Finniss administration.  The proceedings were a hotchpotch of 

digressions and irrelevancies; the evidence presented by both sides was poorly 

orchestrated and biased by the adversarial nature of the Commission’s terms of 

reference; direct examination of witnesses was frequently unclear in its logic and 

rambling in its analysis; cross examination was equally disorganized, and in the 

case of the Defence often degenerated into personal abuse.   

 

                                                 
307 Finniss to Ayers, 1 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 10-13. 
308 Finniss to Daly, 5 April 1865, Arnhem Land in 1865, 7. 
309 Finniss to Freddy 25 February 1891: “I only wish that some impartial educated man would 
read the report of the Commission which condemned me to resign, and my subsequent petition, 
and I am sure he would be astonished by the unfairness and the prejudice exhibited by the Court.  
[Illegible] gentlemen would have awarded me praise instead of blame.  However this will be the 
result when I am in my grave; then my memory will get justice”. 
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After positing a range of technology and infrastructure measures which might 

have made the Escape Cliffs location a more functional and attractive site for the 

Northern Territory’s capital, the Conclusion examines the effectiveness of the 

Hart Plan as an instrument of settlement and Hart’s limited capabilities as a 

strategic planner.  The final sections of the Conclusion address the impact on 

Finniss’s reputation of the settlement of Port Darwin.  For the rest of his days 

Finniss would rail against the new settlement and the South Australian 

Government’s neglect of the supposedly bountiful natural resources of the 

Adelaide River valley. 
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CHAPTER 1:  FINNISS’S EXPEDITION 

 
In March 1864, when his appointment to the post of Government Resident of the 

Northern Territory was officially confirmed, Boyle Travers Finniss was 56 years 

old.  By then, he was a widower1with three daughters: Fanny Lipson (27) - the first 

European female born in the colony, Julia Howard (24), and Emily Anne (20): and 

two surviving sons, William Charles Maxwell (22) and Frederick Robe (16).  

 

In a career spanning 28 years, Finniss had made rather more than his fair share of 

enemies, but initially, not one voice was raised against him; in the beginning, his 

appointment was universally acclaimed.  

  

 The very men who twenty eight years ago landed at Glenelg to establish a 

settlement on these shores are now preparing to renew the work on the other side 

of the continent.  Seldom has the first step in the founding of a new colony been 

undertaken by one so experienced in the work as Mr Finniss.  Like a shipbuilder 

who has already helped to turn one noble vessel out of hand and has seen her 

sailing away on a prosperous voyage, he now proposes to lay the keel and to 

build up the sides of another. 2  

and: 

 Mr Finniss's post will be a very arduous one; a position requiring courage, 

coolness, skill, perseverance, and physical hardihood as well as good mental 

abilities.  We have already said that he is, in our opinion, the fittest man that could 

be selected for the post; and we would suggest to the House of Assembly to make 

his salary £1500 instead of £1000.  What man of experience and of the varied 

ability requisite for that post would like to go into exile, and take upon his 

                                                 
1 His wife, Anne Frances, nee Rogerson, died at Finnissbrook after a protracted illness on 3 
January 1858 aged 39 years 
2 Register, 18 April 1864, 2. 
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shoulders the responsibilities of such a difficult and dangerous position for £1000 

a year?3 

 

As leader of the 40 man Survey Expedition, Finniss was tasked with two main 

objectives: to select and survey a site (or sites) for a capital city, and: to select and 

survey 250,000 acres of land suitable for small scale agricultural production.  His 

instructions directed him in the first instance to Adam Bay and the extensive and 

supposedly fertile plains of the Adelaide River, but in the event of that locale 

proving unsuitable, other potential settlement sites - Port Darwin, Port Patterson 

(Bynoe Harbour), and the Victoria River - were to be investigated.4  

 

Arriving at Adam Bay in June 1864, Finniss immediately set to work with great 

enthusiasm and confidence.  Such sentiments however, were not shared by his men, 

the majority of whom found his increasing insistence on military forms and 

discipline intolerable in such an isolated bush setting.  His first command decision - 

the siting of his main depot on the flood plain some 56 kilometres upriver - was a 

mistake, and the onerous task of transhipping the expedition's stores and equipment 

thereto was regarded by many as wasted effort.  Such opinions seemed justified 

when, some six weeks later, Finniss decided on the Cape Hotham peninsula as the 

best locality for a major settlement and ordered the abandonment of the River Camp 

and the removal of all stores and equipment to Escape Cliffs.  In September, amid 

                                                 
3 Advertiser 10 March 1864, 2.  What man indeed?  One wonders what the Advertiser’s reaction 
might have been to the knowledge that the salary of £1000 which the Assembly had agreed to pay 
Finniss included the amount of his pension.  Effectively they were getting their man for just £425 
a year. 
4 SAPP 36 (1864).  Settlement of Northern Territory: instructions to Boyle Travers Finniss, Esq., 
Government Resident of the Northern Territory of South Australia, and the several officers under 
his command; together with extracts from letters etc from Messrs. Earl, Helpman and Pascoe, 1-
4. 
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an ever increasing storm of protest, Finniss declared Escape Cliffs the official site 

of Palmerston, the Northern Territory's first capital city.5  

 

Finniss staked his reputation on his vision for Palmerston; like Adelaide it was to be 

a twin city with its main urban infrastructure at Escape Cliffs (on the plateau of the 

Cape Hotham Peninsula), and a satellite port development at the Narrows (on the 

eastern bank of the Adelaide River estuary).  Despite an official directive from the 

Ayers Ministry6 to find and develop an alternate site for the capital, Finniss insisted 

on completing the surveys at the Narrows, where the application of the (obligatory) 

grid pattern of streets and allotments sometimes required the inclusion of swampy 

terrain.  Finniss not unreasonably maintained that such low lying areas could be as 

easily reclaimed as the far more extensive swampy areas at Port Adelaide had 

been.7  All to no avail; the mud literally stuck; in the words of the inimitable 

Pasquin8 

 

The Lost City - Palmerston in the mud - sold before it was discovered, lost before 

it was surveyed, and deserted before it was built.  Founded by the people who 

had ruined their own country, and vainly hoped to make a tremendous mess of 

another, is represented, at present - on paper - by a plan in our favorite [sic] style 

of urban inconvenience and ugliness - as a gridiron in a swamp. 9 

                                                 
5 SAPP 163 of 1864 Reports from Northern Territory: extracts from a private letter from B.T. 
Finniss, Esq., Government Resident, Northern Territory, to the Hon. Henry Ayers, Chief 
Secretary, South Australia; together with official correspondence, etc. (12 October 1864), 1.  
SAPP 89 of 1865, Northern Territory Correspondence: correspondence relative to the settlement 
of the Northern Territory of South Australia (14 July 1865), 44. 
6 Ayers to Finniss, 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 of 1865, 61-64.  See also Finniss’s reply, Finniss 
to Ayers, 1 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 10-13. 
7 SAPP15 of 1865  Northern Territory Correspondence: correspondence from B.T.  
Finniss, Esq., Government Resident, Northern Territory, to the Hon. H. Ayers, Chief Secretary 
(1865-1866), Finniss to Ayers 1 May 1865. 
8 Pseudenom of Eustace Reveley Mitford, satirist and political commentator, editor of Pasquin: 
the pastoral, mineral and agricultural advocate. 
9 Pasquin: the pastoral, mineral and agricultural advocate, 27 April 1867, 5-6. 
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To the end of his days Finniss considered himself a victim of such blatant 

disingenuousness.  A series of (uncharacteristically) introspective jottings made 

during the return voyage of the Ellen Lewis (November 1865 – February 1866) 

leave little doubt that he was returning to Adelaide a beaten and totally disillusioned 

man.  Wrote he: 

 

I am returning a victim to credulity, envy, malice and the incapacity of our 

Government.  I shrink from the trials and examinations and controversy which 

are inevitable.  I contend that I must finally triumph but with my public career and 

my future crushed.  South Australia is a thoroughly inhospitable land to me, in 

which my early hopes and manhood have been barren and wasted.  [I am 

disappointed] at all things political.  I look forward to seeing my children and my 

many dear friends with satisfaction and happiness.  I derive scant pleasure in 

the accidents of my career which bring me back to them and I find I have always 

thought that happiness is not to be found out of such associations and that 

[happiness] alone is all that has meaning to [individuals] of my frame of [mind].10 

 

1. The Making of a Bureaucrat 

Born at sea on 18 August 1807 aboard the East Indiaman Warby, Boyle Travers 

Finniss11 spent his infancy at Madras (modern Chennai), on India’s Coromandel 

Coast, where his father’s regiment, the 56th (West Essex) Regiment of Foot, had 

been stationed to quell “serious disaffection and disobedience of orders” amongst 

                                                 
10 State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 527/6/5 (n.d.).  “Finniss 
Papers”, n.p. 
11 Named after his godfather Lieutenant Boyle Travers, also of the 56th   .See Cleve Charles 
Manhood, “The life of Boyle Travers Finniss: 1807–1893”.  (MA, University of Adelaide, 1966), 
3.  Also see Jenny Booth and Keith Borrow, B.T. Finniss, First Premier of South Australia 
(Adelaide: Published by the authors, 2001), 7. 
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the East India Company’s sepoys.12  With the 56th actively engaged in “clearing the 

Indian Ocean of all that was hostile to Great Britain”,13 Finniss’s adolescent years 

were spent in England under the guardianship of his maternal uncle, Lieutenant 

Thomas Major.14 

 

A true son of the regiment, Finniss entered Sandhurst Royal Military Academy at 

age fifteen.  Two years after graduating as an Ensign, he was promoted to 

Lieutenant in his father’s regiment, which by that time had returned to England.15  

In 1827, at his own request, he was posted to Mauritius, where his father (Captain 

John Finniss) was Commissioner of Police.16  Finniss’s next posting was to Ireland 

where in 1835 he met and married seventeen year old Anne Frances Rogerson.  

Fearful for his long term career prospects as a result of the restructuring of Britain's 

peacetime army, Finniss sold his commission and joined the South Australian 

Survey Expedition as an Assistant Surveyor.  He and Anne Frances were two of 

eighty seven passengers who arrived at Kangaroo Island aboard the barque Cygnet 

in September 1836. 

 

Finniss was an energetic and competent surveyor, a fact quickly recognized by 

Colonel William Light - the harassed and badly overworked Surveyor General, who 

placed him in charge of the survey of the “Town Acres”17 on the southern bank of 

the River Torrens.  Light and Finniss soon developed a close personal relationship 
                                                 
12 Richard Cannon, Historical Record of the Fifty Sixth, or the West Essex Regiment of Foot 
(1844) (Military Library, Whitehall: Parker, Furnival and Parker, M.DCCC.XLIV, 1864), 35. 
13 Ibid., 36.  The 56th  was involved in the invasion, capture and occupation of Reunion (Isle de 
Bourbon) and Mauritius (Isle de France). 
14 Booth and Borrow, B.T. Finniss, First Premier of South Australia, 8. 
15 Cannon, Historical Record of the Fifty Sixth, 35. 
16 Ibid., 12. 
17 Booth and Borrow, B.T. Finniss, First Premier of South Australia, 22.  See also Geoffrey 
Dutton, Founder of a city: the life of Colonel William Light, first Surveyor-General of the colony 
of South Australia: founder of Adelaide, 1786-1839 (Melbourne: Cheshire, 1960), 224. 
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which was to endure until Light's death.  In the bitter dispute which developed over 

the site of Adelaide, Finniss uncompromisingly supported Light and openly 

criticised the Governor, Sir John Hindmarsh, who demanded the capital be moved 

to Encounter Bay where it would be better placed to capitalize on the economic 

potential of the Murray River.18  Light’s determined and successful stand against 

the overbearing Hindmarsh made a lasting impression on Finniss and would 

provide him with a powerful historical precedent to reinforce many of his 

arguments for the retention of the Escape Cliffs site.  Needless to say the close 

similarities between his plan to develop the Adelaide River and the Hindmarsh plan 

to develop the Murray were never aired.  In July 1838 when Light was (unfairly) 

discredited and replaced as Surveyor General, Finniss resigned in protest; he and 

Light then formed the surveying firm of Finniss, Light and Co, which continued to 

trade profitably until Light's death in October 1839.19 

 

Finniss’s first exposure to the craft of surveying was at Sandhurst where he studied 

contour sketching, trigonometrical surveying, and military drawing - subjects which 

he “took to [...] with enthusiasm”.20  It was an enthusiasm which he was able to 

sustain and put to good use some seven years later at Mauritius.  In a calculated 

attempt to showcase his surveying and drafting skills he spent his off-duty hours 

conducting a topographical survey of the island.  The resultant map21 earned 

Finniss a number of glowing testimonials from his superior officers and caught the 

                                                 
18 Sir Archibald Grenfell Price, Founders and pioneers of South Australia (Adelaide: F.W. Preece 
& Sons, 1929), 103. 
19 Booth and Borrow, B.T. Finniss, First Premier of South Australia, 25–27. 
20 Ibid., 12. 
21 Or maps.  Finniss appears to have been seconded to the island's civil authorities for some three 
years.  As well as producing his contour map he also supervised the construction of a bridge over 
the river Poste. "camp[ing] with a gang of Indian convicts - many of them old Sepoys - in the 
wildest part of the forest."  See Booth and Borrow, B.T. Finniss, First Premier of South Australia, 
25–27. 
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eye of the island’s Governor, who was so impressed that he arranged to have a copy 

presented to the Royal Military Academy for use as an example by the gentlemen 

cadets. 

 

Finniss’s biographer C. C. Manhood levels some of his harshest criticisms22 at 

these career-enhancing initiatives.  Ignoble and ingratiating by modern standards, 

such practices were run of the mill in Victorian times.  The 19th century 

Englishman lived in a world of patronage; the more powerful one's patron, the 

better one's career prospects.  Powerful patrons were, however, difficult to acquire.  

Bereft of family connections, an ambitious young man had little option but to seize 

every opportunity to impress his superiors.23  Finniss was an accomplished master 

of the game, but over the course of his career, he undoubtedly lost as many jobs to 

patronage as he won.24  

 

Of the three military Governors of South Australia whose patronage he enjoyed, 

Finniss seems to have been closest to the unfortunate Lieutenant Colonel George 

Gawler.  Gawler, who, in 1839, orchestrated Finniss’s return to the public service as 

Deputy Surveyor-General,25 was ultimately forced from office for massively 

overspending on essential public works - infrastructure which under the Wakefield 

scheme was supposed to have been provided by private enterprise but which was 

                                                 
22 Manhood casts Finniss's topographical surveys of Mauritius as "a wily attempt to impress his 
superiors with his prowess.  Even at this stage of his career he could see no point in doing a job 
unless it could earn him some praise, notwithstanding that this might mean soliciting 
commendation."  Manhood, “The life of Boyle Travers Finniss: 1807–1893”, 6. 
23 See Sir Norman Chester, The English Administrative System 1780-1870 (Oxford, UK: The 
Clarendon Press, 1981), 155-161. 
24 In 1836 B.T. Finniss lost the job of Deputy Surveyor-General to the (allegedly) incompetent 
George Strickland Kingston.  Kingston was a Civil Engineer who was a close friend of Rowland 
Hill, one of the Colonization Commissioners.  See Manhood, “The life of Boyle Travers Finniss: 
1807–1893”, 12, 36; and Dutton, Founder of a city: the life of Colonel William Light, 155, 225. 
25 Booth and Borrow, B.T. Finniss, First Premier of South Australia, 29. 
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virtually non existent when Gawler took office.  In the aftermath of the 

Commission of Enquiry Finniss wrote to Gawler seeking solace and reassurance.  

In a sympathetic reply Gawler dubbed the Hart settlement plan “singularly 

hopeless”, and sincerely hoped that the Government “will take to themselves a full 

share of the blame for the circumstances which have caused your personal 

failure”.26 

 

Gawler's successor, the austere Captain (later Sir) George Grey, soon recognized 

Finniss’s administrative abilities and appointed him Police Commissioner and 

Police Magistrate in lieu of Major T.S. O’Halloran, the older brother of the 

Northern Territory Commission Chairman.27  In May 1847, Grey's successor, 

Major Frederick Holt Robe 28 appointed Finniss Registrar General and Treasurer, 

and made him an ex-officio member of the eight man (nominee) Legislative 

Council.29  It was, however, under a civilian Governor - Sir Henry Edward Fox 

Young - that Finniss reached the pinnacle of his public service career.  On 20 

August 1852, “by warrant under the Royal Sign Manual and Signet” he was 

appointed Colonial Secretary - the most powerful public service position in the 

colony.30  Two years later in “the short interregnum” between the departure of Fox 

Young and the arrival of Sir Richard Graves MacDonnell, he was appointed acting 

Lieutenant-Governor of the colony.31 

 

                                                 
26 Daily Telegraph, 16 October 1866, n.p. 
27 Grey was Governor from May 1841 to October 1845.  Finniss was Police Commissioner from 
November 1843 to May 1847. 
28 Robe had been Military Secretary on Mauritius so it is probable that he was acquainted with 
Finniss's father. 
29 Booth and Borrow, B.T. Finniss, First Premier of South Australia, 32. 
30 Finniss, Constitutional History of South Australia: 1836–1837, 254. 
31 Ibid., 255. 
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2. Finniss in the Political Arena 

 

In 1853 the main task facing the Fox Young administration was the drafting of a 

Constitution which would effect the colony’s transition to self (responsible) 

government.  In the relevant Legislative Council debates Finniss32 and other 

(Government) nominee members - with perhaps an eye to their own political 

futures – deliberately misrepresented the substance of certain despatches from the 

Colonial Office to imply that a nominated upper house was a mandatory pre-

condition of the grant of responsible government.  The 1853 Constitution Bill 

(which provided for a nominee Upper House) was eventually passed but was never 

ratified by the Imperial Government, as opposition (elected) Council members, who 

wanted an elective Upper House, soon realised they had been duped and petitioned 

the Queen.  Most of the blame for the duplicity fell on Fox Young who was in the 

final stages of his term of office; but as Colonial Secretary, Finniss was equally 

culpable.  The entire constitutional process was halted pending the arrival of the 

new Governor - Sir Richard Graves MacDonnell. 

 

In 1868 the Register noted that so much had been achieved during Governor 

MacDonnell’s term of office (1855 – 1862) that it was unlikely that the colony 

would ever again see “such an administrator or such an administration”.33  The list 

of advances was so extensive, the Register said, that the more “modest and self 

abnegating” (and recently deceased) Governor Sir Dominick Daly, had been unable 
                                                 
32 As Colonial Secretary, Finniss was leader of the Government in the 24 man Legislative 
Council. 
33 Register, 28 February 1868, 2.  The comparison was made several days after Daly’s death. 
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to match the “kaleidoscope” of achievements of his “brilliant predecessor”.34  

MacDonnell’s reputation for “brilliance” was due as much to his ebullient 

personality as to his political and legislative achievements.  He was equally at home 

on the rifle range as in the drawing room, and at times his “bustling energy 

dismayed Adelaide society”.35  His most famous bon mot was his description of 

South Australia as “a land in which the redundant youth and enterprise of the old 

country can go forth and hope to return with large fortunes, without their Indian 

concomitants – large livers”.36 

 

A lawyer by profession, MacDonnell came to South Australia from the West Indies 

with a reputation for “severity”, 37 which is to say “an overbearing manner, a 

disdainful superiority and a waspish tongue”38 – traits which had probably caused 

his suspension in 1846 as Chief Justice of the Gambia Settlements – a tiny 

riverine enclave in West Africa - by its Governor, Captain Charles FitzGerald.39  

MacDonnell had earned his knighthood by succeeding FitzGerald as Governor of 

the Gambia, and (subsequently) by his appointment to the Governorship of the 

Caribbean island of St Vincent.  While stationed at the Gambia MacDonnell “made 

extensive and adventurous travels into the interior”, which “resulted in extending 

                                                 
34 Register, 28 February 1868, 2. 
35 C.C. Manhood.  “Sir Richard Graves MacDonnell (1814-1881)”, in Australian Dictionary of 
Biography, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University; available from 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/macdonnell-sir-richard-graves; [accessed 19 March 2014]. 
36 Sir Richard Graves MacDonnell, South Australia: what it is and what it may be (Dublin: 
Hogan Smith and Co., 1863), 34. 
37 Manhood, Australian Dictionary of Biograph; available from 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/macdonnell-sir-richard-graves; [accessed 19 March 2014]. 
38 Peter Burroughs.  “MacDonnell, Sir Richard Graves”, in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, vol. 
11, University of Toronto; available from http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/macdonnellrichard-
graves_11E.html; [accessed 18 March 2014]. 
39 F.K. Crowley, “FitzGerald, Charles (1791-1887)”, Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
National Centre of Biography, Australian National University; available from 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/fitzgerald-charles-2047; [accessed 19 March 2014].  Fitzgerald 
later became Governor of Western Australia where his “quarter deck mannerisms” did little to 
endear him to the Swan River settlers. 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/macdonnell-sir-richard-graves
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/macdonnell-sir-richard-graves
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/macdonnellrichard-graves_11E.html;%20%5baccessed%2018
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/macdonnellrichard-graves_11E.html;%20%5baccessed%2018
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/fitzgerald-charles-2047
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the limits of British commerce” into neighbouring Senegal.40  On one such 

expedition it was only by invoking the Mandingo custom of protecting all strangers 

that he was able to escape with his life from an ambush set for his party in the 

fortified village of Keeming.41  The affront to British prestige was later avenged by 

a force of 400 men, which included a company of volunteers led by MacDonnell 

himself, which “inflicted summary chastisement” 42 on the “native king” 

responsible by, amongst other things, burning the stronghold of Keeming to the 

ground.43 

 

Antipathy between the punctilious Finniss and the autocratic MacDonnell 

developed almost as soon as the new Governor took office.  Manhood believes that 

the root cause of the conflict was Finniss's inability to adjust to the role of a 

subordinate “having enjoyed the exalted position of acting Governor to the full”.44  

However Finniss's Vice-Regal term was characterized by an exemplary modesty.  

He chose not to take up residence in Government House, and to eschew much of 

the associated pomp and circumstance,45 prompting the following tribute from the 

Register: 

 

No one could have held the reins of supreme authority more quietly or 

unostentatiously than Mr Finniss has done; and we shall be pleased if before his 

                                                 
40 Edwin Hodder, The history of South Australia from its foundation to the year of its Jubilee; 
with a chronological summary of all the principal events of interest up to date (London: Sampson 
Low, Marsden & Company, 1893), 290. 
41 Francis Bisset Archer, The Gambia Colony and Protectorate: an Official Handbook (London: 
Frank Cass and Company Ltd., 1906), 299.  See also the “The South Australian Governors from 
1836 to 1895”, Advertiser, 29 October 1895, 5. 
42 Hodder, The History of South Australia, 290. 
43 Archer, The Gambia Colony and protectorate, 299. 
44 Manhood, “The life of Boyle Travers Finniss”, 117. 
45 The Queen's Birthday gala Levee at Government House was the one exception.  MacDonnell 
was detained in Melbourne, so the gathering was hosted by Finniss. 
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term of office expires an opportunity shall be afforded to his fellow colonists of 

publicly expressing their approbation of his character and conduct.46 

 

At the centre of the dispute was MacDonnell's reluctance to abrogate any of his 

Vice Regal powers to a democratically elected Government.  Writing to the 

Colonial Office in August 1855 he stated that he did not believe “that the [colony] 

is quite prepared to see the Queen's representative, who is now referee on all 

matters of executive detail, suddenly stripped of all influence and power”.47  P.A. 

Howell in the Flinders History of South Australia gives MacDonnell the benefit of 

the doubt in these matters, stating that his over-anxiousness to ensure that 

“responsible government turned out to be good government” may have been the 

reason for his interference at Ministerial level.48  Finniss made no such concessions.  

To him MacDonnell’s dissolution of the Legislative Council and his proposal for a 

single chamber legislature – both of which were enacted without prior debate in 

either the Legislative or Executive Councils, were incontrovertible evidence that the 

Governor’s “rule” was a thinly veiled dictatorship .49 

 

Sir Richard MacDonnell’s rule was a constant and vigilant struggle to obstruct the 

attainment of self-government, as it was understood in South Australia by the 

community, without regard to the wishes of the people.50 

 

                                                 
46 Register, May 22 1855, 2. 
47 Anna Munyard, “Governor MacDonnell and the transition to responsible government in 
South Australia” (B.A. Honours, Flinders University, Adelaide, 1978), 13.  MacDonnell feared 
that the Colony’s population was too small and too lacking in political experience to operate so 
sophisticated a system of Government.  See also P.A. Howell, “Constitutional and Political 
Development 1857-1890” in The Flinders history of South Australia, Vol. 2, Political History, 
ed. Dean Jaensch (Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 1986), 99. 
48 Ibid., 99. 
49 Finniss, Constitutional History of South Australia: 1836–1837, 296. 
50 Ibid., 296. 
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Their considerable personal and professional differences notwithstanding, when the 

Constitution Act of 1856 received Royal assent, MacDonnell endorsed Finniss’s 

appointment as interim Premier,51 and, when he was returned as one of the 

successful candidates for the city seat of Adelaide in the ensuing general election, 

invited him to form a government.52  Meanwhile MacDonnell, who had yet to fully 

embrace the spirit of democracy, continued to interfere with the Finniss Ministry’s 

attempts to govern in its own right. 

 

Sir Richard sowed distrust in the Cabinet by persevering in communicating 

important dispatches to ministers individually and that distrust tended to 

emasculate Responsible Government and ultimately led to a divided Cabinet, 

which was what he seems to have aimed at, acting on the maxim well known to 

kingcraft, “Divide et impera”.53 

 

At stake was Cabinet autonomy - the extent to which the Cabinet, as the prime 

instrument of democratic government, was free to plan and implement policy 

without the imprimatur of the Governor.54 In practice this meant subordinating the 

powers of the Executive Council, an officially constituted body of which the 

Governor was head, to those of the Cabinet, an unofficially constituted body of 

which the Premier was head. 

 

                                                 
51 The term Premier was not generally used until July 1870 when at the urging of the Governor 
Sir James Fergusson, John Hart chose to style himself Treasurer and Premier.  The leader of the 
Government was usually Chief Secretary but not always as in Hart’s case.  See P.A. Howell, 
“Constitutional and Political Development 1857-1890”, 116. 
52 P.A. Howell, “Constitutional and Political Development 1857-1890”, 111. 
53 “Divide and rule” in Finniss, The Constitutional History of South Australia: 1836-1837, 423. 
54 Unlike the Executive Council, Cabinet - although a long established political institution - has no 
actual legislative basis for its existence.  See Walter Bagehot, The English Constitution (London: 
Collins, The Fontana Library, 1968), 59-81. 
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The issue reached crisis point in March 1857 following the Victorian Government's 

seizure of the South Australian mails from the Royal Mail Steamer Oneida.  For 

various reasons South Australia had declined to pay a share of the costs of 

implementing a Royal Mail Service between England and the Australian Colonies.  

Victoria's somewhat high-handed response was to refuse to allow the South 

Australian mail to England to be carried by the Oneida, placing it instead aboard a 

private vessel.  Robert Richard Torrens,55 who was South Australian (interim) 

Treasurer and who happened to be in Melbourne at the time, immediately 

negotiated a settlement of the dispute by giving financial undertakings to the 

Victorian Government.  These undertakings were later honoured by the Finniss 

Ministry but were hotly disputed by MacDonnell.  The upshot of the row was a 

Cabinet resolution sponsored by Finniss banning the consideration in the Executive 

Council of any “matter of public policy [...] unless previously agreed on in 

Cabinet.”  Any attempt by MacDonnell to circumvent the resolution by his usual 

practice of approaching Ministers individually was to be immediately brought to the 

attention of the Cabinet.56  Henceforth, ceremonial rather than political agendas 

were to be the Governor's prime concern.  

 

Meanwhile, the Finniss Ministry had become trapped in a political quagmire of 

Finniss’s own making - the so called question of legislative privilege.  With one 

                                                 
55 Described by Finniss as “brilliant as a rocket but harmless as a squib” in The Constitutional 
History of South Australia: 1836-1837, 318. 
56 Finniss, The Constitutional History of South Australia: 1836-1837, 411-412.  The Oneida 
incident occurred in January 1857, prior to the first election under responsible Government and 
was initially handled by the interim Government which was led by Finniss as caretaker 
Premier/Chief Minister.  Finniss was elected to the Legislative Assembly in March 1857, and 
formed the first ministry, taking the portfolio of Chief Secretary.  The Cabinet resolution 
restricting MacDonnell's political activities was taken in May 1857.  See P.A. Howell, 
“Constitutional and Political Development 1857-1890” in The Flinders history of South Australia, 
ed. Dean Jaensch, 115 and 116. 
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qualification57 the 1855 Constitution Act gave equal legislative power to both 

houses; but included no formal mechanism for resolving disputes.  In steering the 

Constitution Bill through its various preliminary stages, Finniss (as Leader of the 

Government) had rejected the inclusion of a mechanism for resolving deadlocks 

between the houses, on the grounds that: 

 

the Government looking upon the members of the Legislative Council as 

reasonable beings who would exercise ordinary forbearance in their proceedings 

had no reason to expect a deadlock.58 

 

It was a catastrophic failure of judgement.  The first bill introduced by the (elected) 

Finniss Ministry - the innocuous Tonnage Duties Repeal Bill - was rejected by the 

Upper House and was sent back to the Lower House for amendment, thereby 

sparking a constitutional crisis.  All Finniss's subsequent bills met the same fate.59  

Despite weeks of political rhetoric and debate, the Upper House stood firm on its 

prerogative and the Houses remained deadlocked.  It was some three months before 

a compromise was reached and the Parliament could resume its normal business.  

By that time Finniss had resigned as Premier and retired to the “shady side of the 

House”60 which is to say, to the opposition benches.  Stubborn and stiff-necked to 

the last he had chosen to adhere rigidly to the Westminster tradition and to reject 

                                                 
57 The exception was the supply of money bills which could only originate in the lower house. 
58 SAPP 12 (1911-1912), cited in “Parliament and Government” in The Flinders history of South 
Australia, 366. 
59 The best summary of this complex affair is given by Dean Jaensch, ed.,“Parliament and 
Government”, in The Flinders history of South Australia, 368 and 369.  But see also Finniss, 
Constitutional History of South Australia: 1836–1837, Chapter XI; and Julian Dominick Woods, 
J.P., The province of South Australia, written for the South Australian government with a sketch of 
the Northern Territory, by H.D. Wilson (Adelaide: C.E. Bristow, Government Printer, 1894), 90-
91. 
60 Register, 28 February 1868, 2. 
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out of hand an attempt at compromise by MacDonnell, which may have seen him 

retain office.61 

 

Finniss's parliamentary career lasted another five years.  In June 1858 he accepted 

the position of Treasurer in the Hanson Ministry having rejected a similar offer the 

previous year because Captain John Hart was to be included in the Cabinet.62  He 

won the seat of Mt Barker in the second Parliament but in October 1862 after being 

censured (by his constituents) for his stubborn uncompromising adherence to 

principle, tendered his resignation.63  His main source of income over the next two 

years was his pension - an annuity of £575 per annum granted to him as 

compensation for the loss of the position of Colonial Secretary (abolished under the 

new self-government arrangements).  During this time he appears to have 

occasionally acted as a Land Agent but did not undertake any field survey work.  

As always, he was alert for any chance to promote his interests and to improve his 

financial situation.  In the latter part of 1863, Captain John Hart’s plan for the 

development of the Northern Territory would present him with just such an 

opportunity. 

 

 

3. The Quid Pro Quo 

                                                 
61 Despite the fact that it was he who had reminded Finniss of his obligations under the 
Westminster tradition MacDonnell was surprised by his resignation and had intended to hold an 
Executive Council meeting in an attempt to work around the deadlock.  But Finniss refused to 
attend. 
62 Manhood, “The life of Boyle Travers Finniss”, 154, 156.  The offer to Finniss was made by his 
friend John Baker whose Ministry lasted only 11 days.  Hart was Treasurer in the Baker Ministry.  
The Hanson Ministry lasted for almost three years (30 September 1857 to 9 May 1860). 
63 He would never again sit in the Parliament.  He stood for re-election on at least two separate 
occasions but each time was rejected by the voters.  See Manhood, “The life of Boyle Travers 
Finniss”, 174, 259. 
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Today, Finniss’s appointment is almost universally condemned as a sinecure64 - a 

harsh and unwarranted judgement which flies in the face of evidentiary fact.  

Finniss was not the first person to apply for the position of Northern Territory 

Government Resident (that accolade went to the Harbourmaster and Collector of 

Customs, William Bloomfield Douglas); 65 but he appears to have been the first to 

recognize the opportunities for advancement implicit in the Ayer’s Ministry’s 

proscription on the use of South Australian public revenues to colonize the newly 

acquired lands.  In his (16 July 1863) annexation speech to the Legislative 

Assembly John Hart had been adamant on that particular point: Northern Territory 

survey and settlement infrastructure costs could not be incurred until there were 

sufficient funds (from the sale of land orders in both London and Adelaide) in the 

Northern Territory account to pay for them.66  The potential ramifications of such a 

Draconian stricture on forward operational planning were eventually highlighted by 

the press. 

 

The [Ayers Ministry] gave a sort of pledge to Parliament that no expenditure 

should be incurred on behalf of the Northern Territory until it was clear that 

receipts on the Northern Territory account would avert any loss to this colony.  

The consequence of this pledge is that the preliminary steps for organizing the 

first expedition have been delayed with the probable effect of postponing the 

actual settlement of the country for a twelvemonth.67 

                                                 
64 See for example Manhood, “The life of Boyle Travis Finniss”; Peter F. Donovan, A land full of 
possibilities: a history of South Australia's Northern Territory (St Lucia, Qld.: University of 
Queensland Press, 1981), 48; and Robert Reece, Northern Territory Dictionary of Biography. 
Volume One: to 1945 (Darwin: Northern Territory University Press, 1990), 96. 
65 Douglas to the Chief Secretary, 19 December 1862.  “K.T. Borrow Collection”, copy in author’s 
possession.  In December 1862 Douglas had “tendered his services” in the event that the 
Government should decide to colonize “Stuart’s country”.   
66 Observer, 18 July 1863, 5. 
67 Telegraph, 19 February 1864, n.p. 
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Finniss was quick to recognize the hiatus between the rhetoric and the reality.  On 

17 September 1863 he wrote to the Chief Secretary Henry Ayers applying “for the 

appointment of Government Superintendent or Resident of the new settlement 

about to be formed on the North Coast of Australia”.68  Four days later, he wrote to 

a relative in Mauritius to say that he had submitted a tender for surveying the 

Territory coast between the (then undiscovered) Daly River and Chambers Bay and 

determining the site of the principal town.69  The author of these letters was not the 

anachronistic, bumbling, self-ingratiating depiction which appears in the pages of 

C.C. Manhood; this was the voice of an ex-Premier – a person of substance and 

high reputation with invaluable experience in Government and, most importantly, 

in the preparation and conduct of large scale field operations; in short, a man with 

“all the necessary qualities”.  Francis Stacker Dutton proclaimed him so in the 

Legislative Assembly during the committee stage of the debate on the Bill for the 

Northern Territory Act.  On 2 October 1863 in supporting the introduction of the 

Bill, Dutton said: 

 

he also hoped the Government would appoint Mr Finniss as Government 

Resident for he was a gentleman who combined in remarkable degree all the 

qualities necessary for the position.  The whole colony would be glad of such an 

appointment.70 

 

This was but one of several indications that there was something afoot behind the 

                                                 
68 K.T. Borrow Collection.  Chief Secretary’s Office South Australia Item No. 96. 
69 K.T. Borrow Collection Item No. 97.  Finniss’s younger brother was the Conservateur des 
Hypotheques (Registrar General) of Mauritius.  See “Letter to the Editor signed E.B.”, 
Telegraph, 21 February 1866, n.p. 
70 Advertiser, 2 October 1863, 2. 
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scenes to break the operational impasse.71  If such was indeed the case (and 

Finniss’s subsequent actions tend to confirm that it was), it could only be a quid pro 

quo arrangement.  In return for the preparation of a detailed forward operational 

plan, Finniss would be appointed to the post of Northern Territory Government 

Resident.  Further confirmatory evidence that some kind of mutually beneficial 

arrangement existed is contained in a letter which Finniss wrote to Ayers in 

December 1863 “tendering his suggestions to the Government relative to the 

preparations of the first expedition to the Northern Territory now pending”.72  

Essentially a comprehensive logistical plan for mounting and sustaining in the field 

for some 6 months, a semi-militarised force of 50 men, this extensive document 

presents a remarkably detailed and accurate picture of the Northern Territory 

Survey Expedition as it was ultimately constituted and run under the Finniss 

regime. 

 

The letter begins with an assessment of probable areas of conflict.  Opposition to 

the permanent occupation of the country could be anticipated from two quarters, 

firstly, 

 

from the Aboriginal inhabitants [whose populations] have never been assessed, 

but [whose] numbers at the Adelaide and Victoria Rivers cannot be estimated as 

less than those inhabiting the valley of the River Murray, who were strong and 

formidable enough to arrest the overland parties of the first settlers of this colony; 

                                                 
71 On 16 September 1863 when Sir Dominick Daly exhorted his Executive Council “to do 
something definite with regard to the settlement of the North West Territory” he was assured by 
Hart that the matter was in hand and that an appropriate settlement scheme was under active 
consideration.  Executive Council Minutes, 16 September 1863.  In December 1863 Ebenezer 
Ward “understood (Finniss) was to be the Government Resident”, Commission Evidence, SAPP 
17 (1866): Question No. 1681. 
72 Journal of the Northern Territory Survey Expedition, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group): PRG 527/6/5 (n.d.).  “Finniss Papers”, n.p. 
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an armed force of 50 men [being] required to open the route after a severe 

skirmish during which a great many of the natives were shot.73 

 

and secondly: 

 

from the warlike and predatory populations inhabiting the Indian islands, [who] 

send forth men in large numbers to trade on the Northern coast in junks or proas, 

as many as 1500 having been known to assemble on this journey in one season.  

Disputes between these islanders and the European settlers in the new colony 

might arise resulting in violence.74  

 

To counter such threats the expeditionary force would need to be well armed and 

proficient in the use of weapons such as the Enfield rifle, and the Colt’s Navy 

pattern revolver.  Police and surveyors, because of the inherent dangers of their 

work, should be armed with the Westley Richards breech-loading carbine, the 

lightest and most efficient individual weapon of the day.75  “Ships cannons would 

be useful” to signal the arrival and departure of vessels, and to bolster the morale of 

headquarters staff during the prolonged absence of police and/or survey parties; and 

might, if necessary, deter the too close approach of junks or proas.  Members of the 

entire party should be drilled in the use of the rifle, bayonet and cutlass by the South 

Australian Volunteers.  Drill should be kept up afterwards on favourable 

occasions.76 

 

                                                 
73 Ibid. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Unlike the Enfield and the Colt which were muzzle/cylinder loaders, the Westley Richards was 
a breech loader and used a combustible cartridge incorporating the ball, which was fired by a 
(detached) percussion cap. 
76 State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 527/6/5 (n.d.).  “Finniss 
Papers”, n.p. 
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Such mild paramilitary precautions were probably no more than a cautious over-

reaction to the land wars in New Zealand, the escalation of which had, as recently 

as October 1863, stripped Adelaide of its garrison of British regulars.  With 

redcoats by the score being shot, clubbed, and otherwise summarily despatched by 

the formidable Maori warriors of the Waikato,77 it is perhaps little wonder that 

Finniss overstated the potential for conflict in the unknown North. 

 

It is possible of course, that the December letter was no more than an optimistic 

follow up to Finniss's formal application.78  However, its lists of equipment and 

wealth of precise detail are indicative of some (perhaps considerable) behind-the-

scenes discussion.  Indeed, even a cursory reading of the text engenders the 

impression that at the time the letter was written the race for the Residency had 

been run and won.  Whatever its genesis, the December letter did not go unheeded.  

Within the month the Melbourne papers were referring to “an expedition 

comprising the Government Resident, with the necessary staff of officials, survey 

officers, and labourers, a Police Magistrate and a sufficient force of police” 

(emphasis added)79 - information which, as the Register tartly put it, “is something 

more than can have been gathered from the intentions of the Government as 

                                                 
77 For “An eye witness account of the Waikato campaign” see James Bodell, A Soldier’s View of 
Empire: The Reminiscences of James Bodell, 1831–92, ed. Keith Sinclair (London: Bodley Head, 
1982), 128-166.  Also The Register, 26 April 1864, which included an analysis of the NT 
Expedition’s Operational Instructions and carried gory details of the fight at the Ahuahu Pa in 
which the following members of the 57th Regiment were killed — “Captain Lloyd, gunshot 
wounds, penetrating-one through left chest, one through abdomen, two through pelvis, two 
through right shoulder, and one through right thigh fracturing femur; a tomahawk wound of right 
calf, and body decapitated; Private Jeremiah Dooley, gunshot wound of right shoulder, and body 
decapitated; Private Geo. Sadler, gunshot wound of right shoulder, and two tomahawk wounds of 
left arm, and body decapitated”. 
78 At the ‘Indignation Meeting’ (27 March 1868 in the Adelaide Town Hall) Finniss said that 
Captain John Hart had told him ‘long before the appointments were made’ that the Government 
was thinking of sending him (Finniss) to the Northern Territory; and that he had subsequently 
contacted Ayers who told him ‘to send his application in’, Observer, 4 April 1868, 13. 
79 Finniss had included a force of seven policemen (one officer and six privates) in his manpower 
estimates. 
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expressed in the Northern Territory Act”.80 

 

Finniss, meanwhile, was busily engaged in producing and forwarding to the 

Government a series of ever more detailed lists of stores and equipment.  With such 

meticulous forward planning in place, the Ayers Ministry was in a position to begin 

outfitting the expedition immediately the revenue generated by the sale of Northern 

Territory land orders began to flow into the South Australian Treasury. 

 

Supplies and equipment which could not be sent direct to the charter vessel Henry 

Ellis were stored at the old Mounted Police Barracks on North Terrace.  There too, 

having been culled from a multitude of less well-connected applicants went the 

appointees - each to be medically examined by the expedition's surgeon, the testy 

and unpredictable Dr Francis Edward Goldsmith.  The speed and smoothness of the 

logistics soon won universal acclaim.  

 

Mr Finniss has arranged the details of his expedition in an admirable manner. 

With but limited time in which to make his preparations, those preparations have 

been most completely made.  No doubt a great many people will go down to the 

Port to witness the start of what will unquestionably be the most perfect expedition 

ever fitted out in South Australia.81  

 

Perfect it was not - at least not according to Finniss’s youngest son Freddy 

(Frederick Robe Finniss); for even at this early juncture “the seed had already been 

sown, which eventually grew into a great tree which produced the stumbling block 

                                                 
80 Register, 30 January 1864, 2. 
81 Express, 4 April 1864, 2. 
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that was to wreck the undertaking and bring about the downfall of its leader”.82  

Freddy's muddled metaphor was an allusion to the corrupt selection procedures, 

whereby  

 

Mr Finniss was not allowed to select his own officers and men, and those who 

were chosen from the hundreds of applicants were for the most part proteges of 

Ministers of the Crown and Members of Parliament; the consequence being that 

many of them were totally unfitted for the tasks assigned them.83 

 

Freddy - writing when he was no longer young and when virtually all that remained 

of Finniss's Palmerston was a heap of rusty cannon balls - was merely echoing his 

father's most bitter and persistent complaint over the intervening years.  At the time 

however, Finniss seems to have accepted the blatant political meddling as a matter 

of course.  As Government Resident, he had the undisputed power of veto over all 

appointments, but at no time does he appear to have exercised it - possibly for fear 

of offending his own powerful patrons. As he would later write to Sir Dominick 

Daly: 

 

I was not left my own master from the first, but I do not complain that the Ministry 

acted on their own plans and on their own views with regard to appointments.84 

 

In the event, the ever pragmatic Finniss was himself not entirely above reproach.  

There was the appointment of Freddy, “a good sort of lad in his way”85 but who, as 

a teen-ager, was far too immature for the responsibility his father would 

                                                 
82 F.R. Finniss Memoirs, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 
35/637-642 (n.d.).  “Finniss Papers”, n.p.  Henceforth Freddy’s Memoirs. 
83 Ibid. 
84 Arnhem Land in 1865, 10. 
85 Ward, diary entry, 40. 
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subsequently entrust to him.  More significantly, there was the appointment of 

William Patrick Auld, a bushman of some renown, who, as a member of John 

MacDouall Stuart's final expedition had participated in the successful 1862 

transcontinental crossing.  Although Finniss subsequently denied any part in Auld's 

selection, Auld's application tells a different story. 

 

Sir - In compliance with your request on Saturday, [emphasis added] I beg to state 

that I should be happy if you could kindly confer upon me a situation in the survey 

party about to proceed to the Northern Territory under your command.86  

 

As much as any other factor, it was what transpired between Auld and Finniss on 

that fateful Saturday that would ultimately bring Finniss undone.  With experienced 

bushmen at somewhat of a premium amongst the plethora of ministerial proteges 

appearing before the expedition's doctor at the barracks, Auld's appointment was 

manifestly ad hoc - a last ditch improvisation to compensate for the rapidly 

escalating imbalance in the party's operational profile.  The real stumbling block to 

Auld's appointment, however, was the fact that the inclusion of a bushman per se 

amongst the ranks of the expedition's hierarchy had been overlooked by everyone.  

If Auld was to go, it would have to be as a labourer - a proposition which Auld, as a 

minor celebrity, cannot have found too palatable.  That he actually did sign on in 

such a lowly capacity is further evidence of Finniss's glib tongue.  But as always, 

there was a price; in this case, an implicit agreement between the two, which was to 

set Finniss on a collision course with his officers by virtually elevating Auld to the 

position of de facto deputy leader of the expedition. 

                                                 
86 Finniss papers, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG: 
35/643/Vols.1-3 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, n.p. 
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4. Destination Adam Bay 

 

Adam Bay was not the location initially proposed for Northern Territory settlement.  

Nor were Wakefieldian principles the bases of the first settlement protocols.  The 

South Australian Government’s original annexation proposals87 had all been 

predicated on settling the Victoria River region by pastoral penetration – the 

controlled expansion of the pastoral industry into unoccupied territory, which had 

been employed to great effect in the eastern colonies. 

 

Belief that this system was the most effective method of colonizing the Territory 

persisted for many years.  Prominent amongst its many proponents was John Baker 

who continually urged its adoption by the Government of the day.  Making the 

Territory economically viable, Baker said in 1868, was essentially a matter of 

establishing an overland route equipped with wells and providing “every facility for 

the pastoral occupation of the country”.88 

 

The first indication that an alternate settlement model might be adopted by the 

newly elected Ayers Government came on 16 July 1863.  In an unusually lengthy 

speech to the Assembly Hart said that it was the Government's intention to settle a 

large population in the new territory.  To this end, the Government would introduce 

wise regulations to induce settlers to emigrate from other parts of the world.  In this 

                                                 
87 Submitted by MacDonnell and Daly to the Secretary of State for Colonies, the Duke Of 
Newcastle. 
88 Register, 30 March 1868, 3. 
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endeavour they had the example of the settlement of their own colony for guidance.  

By adopting similar regulations or others to suit the circumstances of the case, the 

Ayers Ministry would create a climate of economic opportunity which would not 

only benefit South Australia, but the other Australian colonies, the mother-country, 

and the world at large. 

 

It could moreover be done at no cost to South Australia.  What objection could 

there be to the Ministry adopting principles similar to those which had governed the 

foundation of the parent colony – in particular the prior sale of land to cover the 

initial costs of settlement?  Rather than take for themselves any portion of the funds 

raised for the new colony the Ayers Government would prefer having a separate 

account kept so that the money raised and the mode of its application could be 

known to all.89 

 

The settlement mechanisms outlined in Hart’s speech were eventually incorporated 

into two instruments: the Northern Territory Act, which passed both Houses with a 

minimum of debate, and which provided the legislative framework for filling the 

Treasury coffers with funds which would be used exclusively for settling the 

Territory, and: a detailed set of instructions issued to Finniss (and other expedition 

officers) in April 1864 which were effectively guidelines for the day to day running 

of the survey expedition. 

 

Despite ongoing representations by Treasurer John Hart on behalf of the Pastoral 

Association, support for the Victoria River region had abruptly declined with the 

                                                 
89 Register, 17 July 1863, 3. 
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intervention of the celebrated author and authority on all things North Australian, 

George Samuel Windsor Earl.  Earl, who arrived in Adelaide early in 1864, 

ostensibly to convalesce,90 wasted no time in imparting to the Chief Secretary his 

views on the "best Site for Preliminary Settlement in the Northern Territory."    

 

The spot which appears to me to meet all requirements more fully than any other 

is the peninsula lying between the mouth of the Adelaide River and Shoal Bay [...] 

The harbour [...] is conveniently situated for communication by means of boats 

and barges with the head of navigation of the Adelaide and Alligator Rivers - and 

indeed of any other river that may be discovered in Van Diemen Gulf.[   ] 

I have not found it necessary to say much about the Victoria River, the only spot 

that can compete with Van Diemen Gulf as the site for preliminary settlement, as 

the example of the Sydney underwriters in refusing to take risks on vessels 

entering the Victoria River is likely to be followed by insurance offices 

elsewhere.91   

 

To counter Earl's intervention, Hart and the pastoral lobby had only A.C. Gregory's 

matter-of-fact account of the Victoria River region.  As leader of the prestigious 

1855/56 North Australian Expedition, Gregory had spent six months exploring the 

grassy valleys of the Victoria and its major tributaries before trekking eastwards 

across the continent to Queensland.  It wasn't enough to win the day, but it should 

have been; for Earl was no explorer - merely a collator of information, whose best 

selling anthologies drew almost exclusively on the first hand knowledge of others.  

                                                 
90 Earl suffered from chronic malarial dysentery - a disease which he had almost certainly 
contracted in 1842 during his 6 year stint at Victoria, the British Admiralty's picturesque garrison 
town within the beautiful but landlocked confines of Port Essington's inner harbour. 
91 G.W. Earl, “Memo on the best site for Preliminary Settlement in the Northern Territory, lately 
annexed to South Australia”, SAPP 36 (1864).  Settlement of Northern Territory: instructions to 
Boyle Travers Finniss, Esq., Government Resident of the Northern Territory of South Australia, 
and the several officers under his command; together with extracts from letters etc from Messrs. 
Earl, Helpman and Pascoe, 9. 
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By his own admission, Earl's first hand knowledge of Adam Bay and the Adelaide 

River was confined to a "passing view while running [downwind] through the 

Vernon Islands in September 1855".92  

 

One person who did have extensive first hand knowledge of both rivers was the 

Harbourmaster at Warrnambool, Benjamin Francis Helpman, Lieutenant, RN 

(Retired), late of HMS Beagle.  In writing to the Commissioner of Crown Lands in 

November 1861 about "the all-important subject of an outlet for South Australian 

stock", there was not the slightest doubt in Lieutenant Helpman's mind as to which 

river presented the better prospects.   

 

The Adelaide is in every way suited and no river on that coast possesses facilities 

to be compared with it.  The Adelaide has a clear navigable mouth and ease of 

access for nearly 80 miles; it abounds with fish and wildfowl.  Its whole course as 

far as we saw is of a rich fertile character.  […]  The Victoria can scarcely be 

considered more than an estuary, dangerous of approach with the stream running 

ebb and flood at the rate of from four to five miles per hour.  It is filled with 

enormous sand banks difficult for boat navigation and its banks unapproachable; 

while the general character of the land as far as we saw it, is useless and barren 

in the extreme.93    

 

The combined influence of Earl and Helpman was too much for the pastoral lobby.  

As the Victoria slipped from contention, Hart appears to have fought a rearguard 

action in Cabinet on behalf of the pastoral lobby, but to no avail - his Ministerial 

colleagues and (to Finniss's certain knowledge) Governor Daly himself “preferring 

                                                 
92 Ibid 9. 
93 Extract from letter and Journal of Lieutenant Helpman, RN, SAPP 36 (1864), 9. 
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the Adelaide River as a site for settlement and altogether condemning the Victoria” 

for its close proximity to the convict colony of Western Australia.94 

 

 

5. Military Precautions 

 

In the second week of April 1864 the entire party was sworn in as a company of the 

Northern Territory Volunteer Militia.  Each day until embarkation, those men who 

had no previous military training were obliged to muster on the barracks square to 

be drilled in the use of the rifle and bayonet.  This “quasi-military character of the 

expedition” was duly acclaimed as “an exceedingly good idea” 95 - especially when 

further augmented by the secondment of HM Surveying Schooner Beatrice, and the 

purchase, refit, and re-arming of the ex-Revenue (Customs) cruiser Yatala.  

Nevertheless, grave fears for the safety of the expedition persisted.  

 

We do not hesitate to say that [...] Mr Finniss and those under him are being 

despatched on a mission positively unsafe.  It is notorious that the archipelago 

lying immediately to the north of the new settlement is one of the greatest 

strongholds of actual piracy that the world yet contains.96 

 

The men themselves were anything but immune to such phobias - especially where 

the legendary Malay daggers or krises were concerned; many a bloodcurdling yarn 
                                                 
94 Finniss Notebook, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 
35/647/1-2 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Miscellaneous Notebooks/Journal Entries”, 9.  At the time there 
were convict labourers at Geraldton WA.  The Victoria River area had previously been proposed 
(by the British Government) as the site of a new convict settlement.  This is the only extant 
reference to what may have been a covert agreement between Finniss and Daly to settle the Adelaide 
River valley, which may account for Finniss’s dogged adherence to the Escape Cliffs settlement 
location. 
95 Express, 4 April 1864, 2. 
96 Telegraph, 5 April 1864, n.p. 
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it seems was spun at the barracks, about the deadly efficacy of the Malay kris.  

Acknowledging the absurdity of such fears to an audience of hardy pioneers in Port 

Darwin sometime before the turn of the century, Freddy went on to say, “but those 

fears were very real.  [At the time] we all thought we were embarking on a very 

perilous enterprise indeed”.97 

 

April 18 saw the launch of the Northern Territory pilot boat, Julia.  Named for 

Finniss's second daughter, this remarkable vessel was built at the Port Adelaide 

Government Dockyard to a unique and innovative design.  At 38 feet 8 inches 

(11.6m) overall, with a beam of only 7 feet 6 inches (2.25 m) and a draught of 3 

feet 8 inches (1.1m), the Julia was a veritable latter day longship.98  Her ancestry 

appears to have been a unique blend of Beeching's lifeboat99 and the handy centre-

board ketches of the Semaphore flotilla.100  Self-draining, with a watertight cargo 

hold running from stem to stern beneath her thwarts, Julia was virtually unsinkable.  

With her eight oars and her centre-board, and a six pounder field piece which could 

be mounted at either her stem or stern, Julia seems to have been purpose built to 

out-sail, out-manoeuvre, and out-fight any pirate proa she might encounter upon the 

Northern coast.  Properly ballasted to compensate for her narrow beam, she was to 

prove an ideal workhorse in the shallow choppy waters of Van Diemen Gulf. 

 

Not so the ex-Revenue cruiser Yatala - a fore and aft schooner of some 70 tons with 

fine clipper lines and tall raked masts.  After some 16 hard years in the colony's 

                                                 
97 Freddy’s Memoirs, n.p. 
98 Advertiser, 18 April, 1864, 2. 
99 James Beeching (1788–1858) a shipwright of Great Yarmouth was the inventor of the self 
righting lifeboat.  See Henry Manners Chichester, "James Beeching", in Stephen Leslie, 
dictionary of National Biography 04 (London: Smith, Elder & C., 1885), 123–124. 
100 The Government boats which ferried passengers and light cargo between the Semaphore Jetty 
and vessels anchored at the Lightship. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Manners_Chichester
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leslie_Stephen
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Customs service and at least one stranding, the Yatala was virtually on her last legs.  

Sold to the Northern Territory Expedition for £1,500, she had undergone an 

extensive refit.  Although pierced for six broadside guns, Yatala's ordnance for her 

Northern Territory sojourn, was limited to just two cannon - a 24 pound howitzer to 

throw grape and canister, and a 6 pounder field piece - sufficient firepower, the 

Advertiser thought, when acting in concert with the Julia, to scatter and sink any 

pirate fleet.  Bleak visions of annihilation by powerful Aboriginal tribes and/or 

hordes of piratical Malays were by now a thing of the past.  The consensus of 

informed opinion was that the expedition had strength abundant for any emergency; 

forty men under the skilful and able leadership of Colonel Finniss, armed with 

Enfield rifles, bayonets, cutlasses and Colt's revolving pistols had nothing whatever 

to fear from any number of savage or semi-barbarous assailants.101  

 

Preliminary operational plans envisaged all three vessels - Beatrice, Yatala, and 

Henry Ellis - sailing in convoy via the east coast and Torres Strait. This was the 

most expeditious route, but so dangerous was the Torres Strait passage in 1864, that 

no marine underwriter would insure Henry Ellis for the voyage to Adam Bay unless 

she sailed via Cape Leuwin and the west coast.  Rhumb line (point to point) 

distances for both routes were approximately the same, but the voyage via the 

Leuwin was mostly into the teeth of the prevailing winds, and the long tacks a 

square rigger had to make to work her way upwind could treble or even quadruple 

the distance.  Beatrice and Yatala being Government owned presumably did not 

require insurance; for both vessels eventually sailed via Torres Strait. 

 

                                                 
101 Advertiser, 18 April 1864, 2. 
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Insurance was not the only factor delaying the Henry Ellis; salt pork, the main 

supplement to the expedition's hard tack diet was unprocurable in the colony.  

Unprocurable also were the two most effective individual weapons of the day - the 

Colt's Navy Pattern revolver and the Westley Richards breech loading rifle.  

Substitute Tranter and Hollis revolvers102 subsequently purchased from Melbourne 

failed repeatedly in moments of crisis – a situation which would eventually lead to 

serious disciplinary and morale problems.  

 

 

6. The Grand Banquet 

 

Not everyone was invited to the expedition's official farewell - a grand banquet held 

at the Port on the afternoon of Saturday, 16 April 1864.  Conspicuously absent were 

the ladies - wives and daughters of the 150 or so “gentlemen of position closely 

identified with the various interests of the colony”103 who began assembling in the 

large marquee which had been erected on the South Australian Company's wharf 

amid the clutter of cargo still to be loaded aboard the Henry Ellis.  Absent too was 

John McDouall Stuart, the trans-continental explorer whose exploits had started it 

all.  Once South Australia's most acclaimed celebrity, Stuart's reputation had 

scarcely survived the sixteen months since his dramatic reappearance104 from the 

arid wastes of Central Australia with the news that he had at last won through to the 

shores of the Arafura Sea.  Sequestered for the latter part of 1863 on a remote sheep 
                                                 
102 Finniss Collection, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 
35/643/Vols.1-3 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, Item 260.  Tranter revolvers were fitted with the 
double action lock – a firing mechanism that used two triggers and which required constant and 
meticulous maintenance. 
103 Observer, 23 April 1864, 2. 
104 On an improvised litter slung between two horses.  Stuart was so ill with scurvy that he was 
unable to walk or ride.  He was carried thus for the last 650 kilometres of the return journey. 
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run in a vain attempt to recover his shattered health, Stuart had been unable (or 

unwilling) to defend himself against a rising tide of innuendo belittling his character 

and undermining his credibility as an explorer.105 

 

The celebrations began with a guided tour of the expedition ship, which, despite a 

recent extensive refit, was pronounced “unexceptional”106 by all - a view 

subsequently endorsed by a somewhat more articulate correspondent who visited 

the Henry Ellis a day or two before she sailed. 

 

A visit to the ship would have furnished enough for two chapters in Dickens' 

Household Words.  Bags of bran, biscuit, potatoes, chairs and cannon, ramrods 

and sheep, cables and dogs, hay and stores, galvanized iron tanks and timber, 

guns and carriages, winches and iron bedsteads, celery and fowls, spars and 

houses in fragments, all were piled in heterogenous confusion. […] Economy of 

space is necessary in ships but not to an extent only equalled on board a slaver.  If 

two ships of a similar tonnage had been selected there would have been no spare 

room for the stock and property on board.107 

 

Predictably for such an auspicious occasion, the after-dinner speeches were litanies 

of praise and paeans of optimism; and several speakers would later have cause to 

regret their words - none more so than Boyle Travers Finniss, who said: 

 

He doubted nothing of the success of the expedition. […] He had with him a fine 

body of men […] most of whom were known to him personally, and some of whom 

                                                 
105 Stuart’s abrupt fall from grace was essentially his own doing.  In the short time he was in the 
public spotlight his blatant drunkenness so offended Governor Daly that the knighthood mooted 
by all and sundry as his just reward never eventuated. 
106 Observer, 23 April 1864, 2. 
107 Observer, 7 May1864, 6. 
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[…] were prepared to do their duty at all hazards - men who acted not merely from 

a sense of duty but from a real feeling of enterprise. […] These were the men who 

would stand by him in the hour of difficulty and the hour of need, and having them 

he wanted nothing which prudence could guard against or foresee.108 

 

John Hart’s speech provided a rare glimpse into the minds of the Northern Territory 

planners.  Having acknowledged the fact that a man more fitted to the leadership of 

the expedition than Colonel Finniss could not be found throughout the length and 

breadth of the land, Hart said that it was his opinion that Northern Australia would 

prove to be the key to India and that its success would ultimately hinge on the fact 

that it formed a centre for the Indian Archipelago - a circumstance which would 

secure for it a trade altogether independent of its agricultural and pastoral 

productions.  North Australia would also be the proving ground for the employment 

of free (coolie) labour.  Mauritius with its free coolie labour was able to compete 

with the world in sugar, and with the same labour, North Australia could produce 

an abundance of cotton for the English market.  Hart believed that if settlements 

from which free labour could be obtained were developed in the North, cotton 

could be produced cheaper than in South Carolina.109  

 

For the next fortnight Henry Ellis lay at anchor off the Semaphore awaiting delivery 

of the salt pork from Melbourne.  A day or so before her departure concerns were 

raised about her cargo of livestock. 

 

The ship selected is not roomy enough for the purpose, considering that 150 

sheep, besides bullocks, horses and drays, have to accompany the expedition.  

                                                 
108 Observer Supplement, 23 April 1864, 2. 
109 Observer Supplement, 23 April 1864, 2. 
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Should the weather be favourable, the Henry Ellis may be expected to perform the 

voyage in a month or very little more; and this will be quite enough for the 

livestock aboard to stand.  The poor brutes will not be able to lie down for a single 

moment until after they are landed.110 

 

“The accommodation for the stock is very imperfect”, Storekeeper and 

Superintendent of Stock, Stephen King (Senior), wrote in his official diary.  “Great 

blame is due to the contractor for the manner in which the pens were fitted up”.111  

Five sheep were already dead from overcrowding in the hold, and three horses were 

exhibiting unmistakable symptoms of the strangles.  It was not going to be an easy 

voyage for Stephen King Sr.112 

 

On Wednesday 27 April 1864 the paddle-steamer Young Australian delivered the 

salt pork - 20 half barrels of it, and topped up the ship’s tanks with six tons of fresh 

water.  That night by way of farewell, expedition members burnt several blue lights, 

set off a number of rockets, and fired a two gun salute.  With the light nor'wester on 

the morning of Friday the 29th Henry Ellis was gone - ploughing southwards under 

full sail, bound west-about for Adam Bay and the supposedly rich bottomlands of 

the Adelaide River valley. 

 

Proclaimed the Express:  

 

Fair winds and a prosperous voyage then, to the brave pioneers of a new nation!  

May the most sanguine hopes of Colonel Finniss and his trusting and trusty band 

                                                 
110 Advertiser, 25 April, 1864, 2. 
111 State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 44/90.  “Diary of the 
Assistant Storekeeper”, n.p. 
112 Ibid. 
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be realised; and the young colony of South Australia [...] add yet this other laurel 

to its crown, that it has been the first [Australian colony] to reproduce itself in what 

will hereafter be an independent [settlement] on another shore.113 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
113 Express, 23 April 1864, 2. 
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CHAPTER 2:  HART’S PLAN 

The Hart settlement plan has generally escaped the rigorous censures applied to 

Finniss’s attempts to implement it; but it was equally flawed and unsound.  Its 

essentially speculative nature was cloaked by the rhetoric of free trade and global 

British expansionism.  Its organizing principle was Wakefieldian yet it made no 

provision for immigration, assuming instead that trade and market forces 

generated by a developing Northern Territory commercial hub or entrepôt , 

would attract an influx of population from all over the world, and an adequate 

supply of cheap (coolie) labour from countries to the north, but especially from 

the “Indian Archipelago”, which is to say the eastern island groups of present day 

Indonesia.1 

 

The genesis of such a radical concept is obscure; Hart’s enthusiastic promotion 

of it in various public forums suggests that the idea could have been his.  

However the fact that he continued to support the Victoria River as an alternate 

settlement locale after the focus had officially shifted to Adam Bay is a strong 

indication that his own preference was for pastoral settlement, and (assuming he 

voiced such a preference) that he had been overruled in Cabinet or Executive 

Council.  It is thus feasible that the concept may have originated with one or 

other members of the Executive including the Governor himself.2 

 

                                                 
1 Observer Supplement, 23 April 1864, 1. 
2 The other members of the Executive were Henry Ayers, Lavington Glyde, Richard B Andrews, 
Philip Santo, and Sir Dominic Daly. 
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Hart did not take the opportunity to explain his role in formulating the plan when 

he spoke at the March 1868 Indignation Meeting.3  By then the Hart Plan was in 

such a parlous state that the 300 or so land order holders who attended the 

meeting were more focussed on finding a way out of the impasse than 

apportioning blame.  With “the country abandoned, the time limit expiring, and 

only £18,000”4 left in the Northern Territory Account, there seemed little 

prospect of the original purchase money being refunded or the land entitlements 

being surveyed.  Finniss, who, to the adulation of the audience, had preceded 

Hart at the lectern said he knew how to solve the difficulty without “taxing South 

Australia a single sixpence”,5 but then, to the groans of the crowd, refused to say 

how it could be done.  Hart, “who received some rough handling”,6 said that, had 

he remained in office in 18667 and had the land holders been unable to decide on 

a settlement location, he would have physically chosen the place himself and 

“pushed on with the surveys”.8  “Why [then] did you not remain [in Adelaide] 

and do it?”9 cried a voice.  “Did you not go home [to England] to job in Northern 

Territory land?”10 cried another.  “It’s a great swindle”11 cried a third.  Hart said 

that he personally would prefer the land over the money, and suggested that the 

Government might have offered in lieu, land in the Fowlers Bay district which he 

                                                 
3 The Indignation Meeting was convened in the Adelaide Town Hall on 28 March 1868.  Its 
purpose was to discuss the incumbent Government’s Northern Territory policy and the extent to 
which the neglect and inaction of preceding Governments “had entailed serious embarrassment, 
discredit and liability on the colony.”  Some 300 people attended.  See Advertiser, 30 March 
1868, 3.  The meeting sought to nullify Treasurer Thomas Reynolds’ proposed policy of 
refunding purchase moneys to those who demanded it, and surveying increased sized NT blocks 
for those who didn’t. 
4 Advertiser, 30 March 1868, 2. 
5 Advertiser, 30 March 1868, 3. 
6 Advertiser, 30 March 1868, 2. 
7 In an effort to save his marriage Hart resigned his premiership during the Commission of 
Enquiry to follow his wife to London. 
8 Advertiser, 30 March 1868, 2. 
9 Advertiser, 30 March 1868, 3 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
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personally believed would have been accepted by the majority of the land order 

holders.12  He was quite willing, he said in closing, “to take what share of the 

censure [that] properly belonged to him” for his participation in the scheme while 

in office in 1863/64. 13 

 

1. The Making of a Capitalist 

 

Captain John Hart was not born into a seafaring family.  He was the third son 

(and sixth child) of John Harriott Hart and his wife “the beautiful Mary 

Glanville”.14  Hart Sr. was a printer by trade and the publisher of the radical 

London newspaper The Independent Whig.15  In February 1809, several months 

before the birth of his third son, John Harriott Hart was jailed for six years on a 

charge of seditious libel against Edward, Lord Ellenborough, Lord Chief Justice 

of the Kings Bench;16 and at some later stage during his incarceration was exiled 

                                                 
12 Advertiser, 30 March 1868, 3.  Fowler’s Bay is on the Nullarbor Plain, hardly a prime location 
for agriculture. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Marian H. Hart, John Hart: A Sketch compiled by Marian H Hart” (Adelaide: The Hassell 
Press, 1936), 5. 
15 The Independent Whig was a London Sunday paper distinguished for its criticism of Tory 
policies.  See Robert L. Haig, “The circulation of some London newspapers 1806–1811: Two 
documents”.  JSTOR Studies in Bibliography Vol 7 (1955): 190-194. 
16 John Harriott Hart had printed an edition of The Independent Whig which contained a letter 
calling attention to the disparate penalties imposed by Ellenborough in two cases which had come 
before the King's Bench in past years.  In the first case Ellenborough had imposed a ₤700 penalty 
for a drunken rant against an unspecified high personage in a London tavern.  In the second case, 
which involved the insulting conduct of a ship’s captain to an English soldier returning from 
service in India with his mixed race daughter, and which the author of the letter (Hart’s partner 
Mr Henry White) held to be of equal gravity, Ellenborough had imposed a penalty of only ₤80.16  
See T.B. Howell Esq “A Complete Collection of State Trials and Proceedings for High Treason 
and other Crimes and Misdemeanors”. FRS FRA Volume XXX, Longman Hurst et al London 
(1822):1321 passim.  Hart family tradition has it that the published letter was a cry for justice for 
two ship’s apprentices who had been brutally done to death at sea in 1807; see Marian H. Hart, 
John Hart: A Sketch compiled by Marian H Hart. Adelaide: The Hassell Press, 1936, 5. 
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to Teneriffe.17  He was released in 1814 but died on the return voyage so it is 

probable that Hart Jr. had few if any direct memories of his radical father. 

 

Hart Jr. was raised by his mother at the home of his maternal grandparents in 

Devonshire and went to sea at age 12 - most probably from the west coast port of 

Bristol, which was the closest major port to his birthplace of Hartland.18  During 

the eighteenth century Bristol had risen to great prominence and prosperity as a 

major centre for the Atlantic Slave Trade.19  Hart’s second voyage in the brig 

Louisa (1823)20 which saw him survive his first shipwreck looks suspiciously 

like a slave voyage in that its major ports of call - Cape Coast Castle and Havana 

– were key destinations on the “Middle Passage”21 of the so called “Triangular 

Trade”.22  Subsequent voyages, which took him to many different parts of the 

world including the Southern Ocean and Tasmania, saw Hart rise to the rank of 

second officer.23  The journey from fo’c’sle to poop was no small 

accomplishment especially for an impoverished cabin boy; but such was Hart’s 

grit and determination that by age 22 he had attained his foreign going master’s 

certificate.24  His first command – the 58 ton schooner Elizabeth - was owned by 

John Griffiths a successful Launceston merchant and shipbuilder with major 
                                                 
17 Marian H. Hart, John Hart: A Sketch, 5. 
18 Ibid.  
19 Henry Morgan, Bristol and the Atlantic trade in the eighteenth century (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1993), Chapters 1 and 5. 
20 Marian H. Hart, John Hart: A Sketch, 6. 
21 The voyage from West Africa to Carribean and American ports.  See William St. Clair, The 
Grand Slave Emporium: Cape Coast Castle and the British Slave Trade (London: Profile Books, 
2007). 
22 English manufactured goods to be exchanged in West Africa for slaves; slaves to be exchanged 
in the Americas for primary productions; American primary produce to be exchanged in England 
for manufactured goods.  The slave trade was abolished in the British Empire in 1807; but slavery 
itself was not abolished until 1833. 
23 As Second Mate aboard the Britannia.  Hart followed his mentor, a certain Captain Sleeman, 
from ship to ship.  Under him, he sailed to Turkey and the Black Sea, Portugal, Spain, South 
America, Mexico, Malaya, Singapore, Trinidad and Prince of Wales Island.  The Portland 
Guardian, 20 November 1941, 1. 
24 Marian H. Hart, John Hart: A Sketch, 8. 
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interests in whaling and sealing in the Southern Ocean.25  Griffiths was the first 

of many wealthy and powerful individuals with whom John Hart was able to 

establish lasting and mutually profitable personal relationships.  Many such 

relationships - forged with his wealthy emigrant passengers during voyages 

between England and Australia - opened doors for him in the embryonic colonial 

economies.  The Quaker capitalist John Barton Hack who emigrated aboard 

Hart’s Isabella26 was so impressed by the stirling qualities of her 29 year old 

captain that he came to his aid financially when the (uninsured) Isabella was 

wrecked off Portland Bay in 1837 and Hart lost the bulk of his fortune.27  Hack’s 

friendship and support was Hart’s entrée into Adelaide’s rudimentary capital-

finance networks and soon led to an association with the Quaker financier Joseph 

Hagen and the young business entrepreneur (and future pastoralist) John Baker; 

together the three men formed a partnership which invested in a broad range of 

commercial enterprises.28  Among the practical skills which Hart brought to the 

partnership was the ability to manage not just the common working man but the 

commonest of men working at the roughest of trades.  Hart’s first major 

contribution to the consortium - the running of a whaling station at Encounter 

Bay - required just such a skillset.   
                                                 
25 “Jonathan Griffiths, (1773-1839)”, in Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of 
Biography, Australian National University; available [Online]: 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/griffiths-jonathan-2128/text2697 (published first in hard copy 
1966); [accessed 1 May 2016]. 
26 Hart purchased the Isabella for Griffiths in England from Robert Brooks, the London merchant 
and pioneer of the Australian trade with whom he later developed an enduring commercial 
relationship.   
27 Advertiser, 28 December 1927, 11.  Marian Hart has it that Hart was co-owner of the Isabella 
with John Griffiths.  The wreck of the Isabella on Cape Nelson was attributed to the carelessness 
of the Chief Mate. 
28 Hagen married Mary Baker, the sister of John Baker in 1844.  See J. Gilcrest, “Hagen, Jacob 
(1805–1870)”, in Australian Dictionary of Biography Vol 1 (Melbourne: Melbourne University 
Press, 1966), 498-499.  It is possible that Hart and Baker knew each other in Launceston where 
Baker was associated with the auctioneer John Alexander Barrie.  Baker and Hart were founding 
directors of the Adelaide Auction Company and remained closely associated in both business and 
politics until the 1850s.  See “Baker, John (1813-1872)”, in Australian Dictionary of Biography 
Vol 3 (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1969), 75-76. 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/griffiths-jonathan-2128/text2697
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The initial source of Hart’s wealth was undoubtedly the private trading privileges 

extended to ship’s captains voyaging between England and Australia (and other 

international ports of call).  The Australia trade could be especially profitable, as 

in the case of the Melbourne financier Jonathan Binns (J.B.) Were whose cargo 

of trade goods purchased in England in 1839 for some ₤9,000 fetched over 

₤70,000 when sold in Melbourne later that same year.29  In 1843 when South 

Australia was in the grip of the depression caused by Gawler’s extravagant 

spending on Adelaide infrastructure, Hart recommenced merchant venturing in a 

vessel (the barque Augustus) which he owned conjointly with Hagen.  In 1845 he 

married in Ireland30 and the following year retired from the sea to concentrate on 

his many business interests ashore.  He took a leading role in the development of 

Port Adelaide –concentrating initially on developing foreshore land along the 

Port River as a major shareholder in the Port Land Company.  This was a 

commercial entity which had been “formed by a private Act of Parliament to 

acquire and dispose of Section 2112B”,31 a parcel of waterfront land on Gawler 

and Hindmarsh Reaches comprising some 134 acres - parts of which were 

subject to tidal inundation. 32  There were several other land development 

companies attempting to develop sections along the Port River33 but few if any 

                                                 
29 J.B. Were emigrated aboard the ship which carried his cargo – the William Metcalfe.  See 
Anonymous, The House of Were 1839-1954 (479 Collins St., Melbourne: McCarron, Bird & Co, 
1954), 9, 10. 
30 Marian H. Hart, John Hart: A Sketch, 12.  Hart was married at Monkston Church near Dublin.  
His bride was Margaret Todd.  Margaret Todd was unrelated to her famous South Australian 
namesake Sir Charles Todd, who supervised the construction of the Overland Telegraph Line. 
31 “An Old Land Company”, Advertiser, 17 June 1916, 6. 
32 Section 2112B had been acquired (by a far-sighted investor, one John Hill) in 1841 for the 
price of a single land order (approximately ₤80).  See “Port Adelaide and Vicinity, Past and 
Present”, Register, 12 April 1923, 10. 
33 An 1858 prospectus for the Milunga and North Arm (Land Development) Company was 
offering an investment return of 100 percent annually; ₤10 shares were expected to rise to more 
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were as successful as Hart’s company.  Profits from the sale of Section 2112B 

land, once it had been reclaimed, embanked, and subdivided by the Port Land 

Company, were said to be “immense”.34 

 

In May 1862 Hart revealed the extent of his Port Adelaide foreshore land 

holdings to a group of his erstwhile constituents. 35  Hart, who was trying to win 

back the seat of Port Adelaide in a by-election,36 said that he and his partner 

Thomas Elder owned “the (three kilometre) river frontage from the Patent Slip to 

the North Arm”.37  Hart and Elder also owned a large parcel of land on the 

opposite bank (Lefevre Peninsula) which they had developed and sold the 

previous year.38 

 

By 1862 Hart had established himself as one of the colony’s premier flour 

millers, supplying “flour of the finest quality” to both domestic and export 

markets.39  To maintain throughput volume to his newly constructed (1854) 

                                                                                                                                    
than fifteen times their value.  See “An Old Time Port Adelaide Land Company”, Register, 5 
August 1902, 4. 
34 “The Late John Hart”, The Argus, 29 January 1873, 6. 
35 The revelation was made in response to allegations that Hart had influenced the positioning of 
the (first) bridge over the Port River to benefit himself.  The bridge was built in 1859 and crossed 
the river as a continuation of St Vincent Street on or near the site of the existing Jervois Bridge.  
Hart’s opponent in the by-election said that it should have followed the line of Commercial Road.  
Section 2112B land lay between St Vincent and Dale Streets.  See “Representation of Port 
Adelaide”, Register, 2 May 1862, 3. 
36 Hart had gone to London in 1859 to promote the sale of the Great Northern Copper Mine 
leases.  He had omitted to resign his seat, which was declared vacant by virtue of his non-
attendance without leave for two months.  See “The South Australian Parliament”, Chronicle and 
Weekly Mail, 6 June 1868, 12.  Hart had resigned as Treasurer some twelve months earlier.  His 
successor was Boyle Travers Finniss. 
37 “Representation of Port Adelaide”, Register, 2 May 1862, 3.  Hart is referring to the heavily 
industrialized area on the east bank of Hindmarsh Reach, which is today owned (mainly) by 
BHP. 
38 “Birkenhead” in the Manning Index of South Australian History: Place Names of South 
Australia.  
39 Hart’s flour was sold in every Australian Colony and was known throughout the Empire for its 
quality. 
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mill40 - “the most complete and powerful flour mill on this side of the equator” - 

Hart had - somewhat innovatively - entered into what amounted to wheat futures 

contracts, advancing cash and/or equipment to growers against the security of 

their crops, “thus securing the earliest and best wheat in the market”.41  With a 

processing capacity of 20,000 bushels a week at his disposal, Hart was ideally 

positioned to capitalise on the greatly increased crop yields which the enforced 

mechanization of South Australia’s grain industry during the Victorian gold rush 

period had engendered.  Unlike the mining industry which was severely impacted 

by the acute labour shortages of that turbulent economic period, South Australian 

wheat farmers had been able to avail themselves of innovative technologies such 

as the Ridley stripper to increase production manyfold.42 

 

Hart was actively engaged in the South Australian mining industry from the very 

earliest days of the colony.  In 1846 he and his fellow local directors of the South 

Australian Mining Company (John Baker and George Anstey) staged a public 

protest at the Adelaide Registry Office against the imposition of a royalty of one 

fifteenth of the value of minerals discovered on newly granted land,43 an issue 

which was so hotly debated in the Legislative Council that the legislation was 

eventually withdrawn. 

 

Details of Hart’s extensive mining interests are complicated and difficult to 

unravel.  He was a director of numerous mining companies, at least one of which 

- the Tungkillo Copper Mining Company - he had himself started, forming the 
                                                 
40 Built on reclaimed land on Section 2112B and still standing to this day.  Its walls were “two 
and a half feet thick at the base and with hoop iron bonding at each course”. 
41 Argus, 29 January 1873, 6. 
42 From 600 bushels to some 3.5 million bushels in the decade 1850 to 1860. 
43 Register, 7 October 1846, 3. 
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company and raising the necessary operating capital in London.44  Hart’s mining 

interests were immensely valuable, not simply because they were profitable but 

because they extended his business networks to the very highest levels of British 

society.45  In 1859, James Chambers, one of South Australia’s richest colonists, 

attempted to avail himself of Hart’s elite British contacts to promote the sale in 

London of mineral leases in the North Flinders Ranges owned by himself and his 

colleague William Finke.  The ensuing train of events almost ended Hart’s 

political career.  Soon after negotiating the sale of the leases for the sum of 

₤72,500, Hart, who had accompanied Finke to London, was notified by official 

telegram that they were invalid.  Finke under duress from eager speculators 

(principally William Paxton and John Baker, who were also in London) 

proceeded with the sale, and shares in the Great Northern Copper Mining 

Company reputedly realized a total of ₤160,000 on the London Exchange.  

Meanwhile following receipt of the official telegram (sent by B.T. Finniss, who 

was then the colony’s Treasurer) Hart had withdrawn from his agency agreement 

with Chambers and Finke, and took no part in the subsequent negotiations.  

There were, however, so many irregularities about the affair that two 

Parliamentary Select Committees (1860 and 1862) were appointed to investigate 

the matter.46  Hart was found blameless on each occasion, but flaws in the 

                                                 
44 Register, 6 March 1851, 3. 
45 Numbered amongst the London directors of the South Australian Mining Company was one 
John Masterman the younger, head of a London banking house and one of four members of 
Parliament for the City of London.  Masterman’s fellow City of London MPs included the British 
Prime Minister, Lord John Russell, and (from 1847) Lionel de Rothschild.  Masterman was a 
director of the East India Company and the company – the Submarine Telegraph Company – 
which laid the first successful submarine cable linking England and the continent.  See David 
Brooke, ed., The Diary of William Mackenzie: the First International Railway Contractor 
(London: Thomas Telford, 2000). 
46 “House of Assembly Proceedings”, Register, 13 June 1870, 3.  “House of Assembly 
Proceedings”, Register, 3 October 1862, 2. 
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Committee proceedings kept tongues wagging for the remainder of his political 

career.47  

 

 

2. Hart in the Political Arena 

 

No written description of John Hart has survived.  Images of him in late middle 

age give only the faintest hint of the physical and mental toughness which had 

enabled him to survive the rigors of 19th century shipboard life.  His cartes de 

visite depict a conservatively dressed somewhat avuncular individual – small and 

slightly stooped, with thick gray (or white) hair and beard.  But life ashore had 

eroded little if any of John Hart's toughness; to his Parliamentary colleagues he 

was a cross between “Van Tromp and Stonewall Jackson”.48  “He is like an old 

rat”, James Penn Boucat once informed the House, to roars of appreciative 

laughter, “the harder you pinch him the more jolly he is”.49 

 

Hart's obituarists placed great emphasis on the fact that he was a self made man 

whose success in the political arena was the result of his boundless commercial 

energy and speculative spirit. 50  He was, they said, “a thorough man of business 

                                                 
47 John Baker refused to attend to give evidence to the Select Committee. 
48 “Proceedings in Parliament”, Advertiser, 17 July 1863, 2.  Stonewall Jackson (Thomas 
Jonathan Jackson 1824 - 1863) was an American Civil War (Confederate) General noted for his 
stubborn refusal to retreat.  Van Tromp (Maarten Harpertszoon Tromp 1598 – 1653) was an 
aggressive Dutch admiral who inflicted several major defeats on the British Navy most notably at 
Dungeness after which he was said to have attached a broom to his mast to symbolize the fact 
that he had swept the English fleet from the seas. 
49 Register, 4 November 1871, 5.  Boucat, an erstwhile friend and colleague, was leading the 
attack on Hart’s final Ministry which fell a few days later. 
50 Register Supplement, 30 January 1873, 7.  Advertiser, 31 January 1873, 3. 
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in the House, just as he was out of it”;51 adding, in the best traditions of the 

Protestant Ethic, “he served himself but at the same time served the colony by his 

enterprise”.52  Of all Hart’s many business skills, the one he must have found 

most useful in the faction-ridden world of South Australian politics was 

networking.  “No man on the Australian continent was equal to the Treasurer in 

buttonholing”, J.P. Boucat said of Hart, “no man on this side of the house [the 

opposition benches] – no two men in fact - could [compete] with him in that”.53  

Another very useful political attribute was his “talent for mystifying what he did 

not wish to explain – no mean gift in a Parliamentary leader”.54 

 

Hart was gregarious but decidedly low key in his personal habits and 

demeanour;55 this was especially so in the Legislative Assembly, where he 

preferred “to follow rather than to lead in advance of public opinion”.56  Such 

native caution enabled him to consistently escape public censure for his political 

mistakes, but almost certainly compromised his prospects for a knighthood.57  

Hart was a poor orator; he spoke haltingly in the House, except “when he was 

aroused; then he hit hard and straight out from the shoulder pouring forth 

something like a torrent of indignation”.58  Ever the master mariner, he peppered 

                                                 
51 Argus, 29 January 1873, 6. 
52 Advertiser, 31 January 1873, 3. 
53 Register, 4 Nov 1871, 8.  “He had acquired the habit of talking over the business of the colony 
in public streets and other places”. 
54 Advertiser, 31 Jan 1873, 3. 
55 Hart’s one very public extravagance was Glanville Hall, his Tudor style mansion at 
Semaphore.  Set on an eighty acre section at Buck’s Flat, the Hall, which boasted a tower 
complete with battlements, rivaled Government House itself in the utility and opulence of its 
appointments.  See Marian H. Hart, John Hart: A Sketch, 13.  See also Eric Gunton, Gracious 
Homes of Colonial Adelaide” (Adelaide: Published by the author, October 1983), 49-53. 
56 Register Supplement, 30 January 1873, 7. 
57 The highest honor awarded to Hart was C.M.G. - Companion of the Order of St Michael and St 
George. 
58 Advertiser, 31 January 1873, 3. 
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his Parliamentary speeches with salty tales of the sea and shipboard life,59 and, 

when Chief Secretary (1865), imposed an iron discipline on his Cabinet 

colleagues. 

 

Captain Hart is the Government; he commands the ship, and walks the quarter-

deck alone; he has his crew under very praiseworthy subjection [sic]; Mr. 

Neales. who has got a good deal of the bull-dog in him out of office, now roars 

as gently as any sucking-dove; the Captain acts on the principle that 'discipline 

must be maintained;' even Mr. Duffield obeys orders.60 

 

Hart served almost twenty years in parliament61 and was still a sitting member 

when he died (1873).62  He held Ministerial positions for approximately ten of 

those twenty years, resigning his office on two separate occasions - the office of 

Treasurer in 1858 (possibly to pursue his interest in the Great Northern Copper 

Mining Company); and the office of Chief Secretary in 1866, during the 

Commission of Enquiry hearings, to follow his wife to London.  He was so 

popular with the electors of the village of Port Adelaide that when in 1870 he 

was defeated (by the larger constituency of Yorke Peninsula) in his bid to 

represent them “he was drawn in a carriage through the streets of Port Adelaide 

to receive the ovations of the people”.63 

                                                 
59 At Hart’s farewell luncheon at Port Adelaide (27 March 1866) Ayers recounted a favorite 
example of Hart’s nautical utterances.  “What can they expect us to do?” Hart asked when 
discussing some hard fought political battle.  “How can we fight with both hands when we have 
to hold onto the masthead with one of them?”  Express, 28 March 1866, 3. 
60 “Talk on the Flags”, Register, 18 December 1865, 3. 
61 In the (partly elected) Legislative Council he represented the Victoria (district) electorate 1851–
1853; 1854–1856.  In the Legislative Assembly he represented the districts of Port Adelaide, Light 
and Burra 1857–1873, during which period he twice vacated his seat. 
62 In the middle of answering a shareholder’s question at the half yearly meeting of the 
Mercantile Marine Association, Hart, who was a founding Director of the Association, fell from 
his chair onto the floor.  “Without a word or a sigh, he breathed his last”, Advertiser, 31 January 
1873, 3. 
63 He then became the member for Burra Burra.  Advertiser, 31 Jan 1873, 4. 
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During the final years of his political career, Hart participated in the two most 

important decisions which shaped the Northern Territory’s future.  In 1869 he 

was a member of the Ministry which persuaded the Surveyor General George 

Woodruff Goyder to undertake the surveys which led to the settlement of Port 

Darwin.64  In June 1870 the Hart Ministry passed the Bill enabling construction 

of the Overland Telegraph Line between Port Darwin and Port Augusta.65  In 

1871 when William McMinn66 halted construction of the northern section of the 

line by annulling the Darwent and Dalwood contract it was Hart who quickly 

restarted the project by cutting through swathes of red tape to (personally) hire 

the engineer Robert Charles Patterson to complete the work.67 

 

Hart’s first term in office (as Treasurer) was in John Baker’s short lived Ministry.  

During its eleven day term (August 21 to September 1, 1857) the Baker Ministry 

resolved the issue (the Privileges Issue) which had forced Finniss's (first and 

only) Ministry out of office.  There is a suggestion that Hart and Baker joined 

forces to unseat Finniss,68 which if true may have been the root cause of the 

enmity that Finniss felt for Hart during the latter part of his life.  That there was 

already tension between the two men is evident from the fact that Hart’s 

inclusion in the Baker Ministry was the reason Finniss gave for declining a 

similar offer from Baker. 

                                                 
64 Register Supplement, 30 Jan 1873, 7. 
65 Ibid. 
66 This was the same William McMinn who alarmed the Adelaide populace with his exaggerated 
accounts of the ferocious Northern Territory Aborigines.  McMinn was then in charge of the 
construction of the northern section of the Overland Telegraph Line. 
67 Illustrated Sydney News and New South Wales Agriculturalist and Grazier, 15 February 1873, 
16. 
68 Argus, 29 Jan 1873, 6. 
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The first documented serious difference of opinion between Hart and Finniss was 

in the (partly elective) Legislative Council where Finniss as a (nominee) 

Government member supported State Aid for religion and Hart, a democratically 

elected member, opposed it.  It is difficult now to comprehend the fierce passions 

this issue raised, but at the time State Aid was viewed as “a breach of faith with 

those hundreds of colonists whose chief object in seeking these shores was to 

escape from those unchristian struggles and heart burnings which state 

interference at home had engendered”.69  In voting against State Aid Hart had 

perhaps reneged on a gentleman’s agreement; he had first supported the proposal 

but then “perceiving how strong public feeling was upon the matter” changed 

sides, and moved the amendment which saw the Bill defeated.70  Hart later 

maintained that there was nothing in his political life on which he could look 

back with so much pride as his role in that debate. 71 

 

The serious personal differences between Hart and Finniss were more likely to 

have been social rather than political.  Finniss almost certainly considered 

himself a gentleman, a status which Hart probably aspired to but which was 

automatically denied him by his involvement in trade.  Hart’s gentlemanly status 

was further compromised by an ugly public fracas with his erstwhile business 

partner George Anstey.  In April 1847 Hart took offence at a letter Anstey had 

written, the contents of which were never revealed, although Hart tried to present 

                                                 
69 David Hilliard and Arnold D. Hunt, “Religion”, in The Flinders social history of South 
Australia”, ed. Eric Richards (Netley, S.A.: Wakefield Press, 1986). 201. 
70 Advertiser, 31 January 1873, 3 and 4. 
71 W.H. Baynes, “John Hart: The Public Record, 1831 to 1872”.  BA Honours, University of 
Adelaide, 1961, 159. 
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the offending document as evidence in court.72  Instead of formally challenging 

Anstey to a duel when an apology was not forthcoming, Hart attacked him with a 

horsewhip on one of Adelaide’s main streets.  Anstey, a much smaller and 

weaker man, gave as good as he got until the two men were separated by police.  

In court, Hart freely admitted to being the aggressor, pleading extreme 

provocation.  Both men were fined and bound over to keep the peace.73 

 

Another possible cause of friction between Hart and Finniss was Hart's 

involvement in the Great Northern Copper Mine scandal.  Compromising the 

credibility of the colony in the British capital investment markets was no trifling 

matter, but Finniss would have been less than human had he not gained a 

modicum of satisfaction from his official role in shredding Hart’s public 

reputation.  Finniss, who had replaced Hart as the colony’s Treasurer in 1858,74 

was the author of the official telegram declaring the leases invalid and calling 

upon the Agent General to safeguard the public interest should the proponents 

not suspend the sale.75   

 

As noted above the 1860 Parliamentary Select Committee cleared Hart of any 

wrong-doing in the affair; but in 1862 when he again stood for the seat of Port 

Adelaide (in a by-election) he was forced to vigorously defend himself against 

claims by a political rival that his part in the Great Northern Copper Mine affair 

had brought the colony into disrepute.76  Hart won the seat by a handsome 

                                                 
72 Register, 21 April 1847, 3. 
73 Register, 24 April 1847, 2. 
74 Register, 15 June 1858, 2. 
75 Register, 14 December 1859, 2. 
76 Register, 2 May 1862, 3. 
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margin;77 but six months later (October 1862), with a general election in the 

offing, he was so concerned at the prospect of facing another grilling by his 

political opponents that he raised the matter in the House; his motion to table all 

the correspondence between the Agent General and the Treasurer on the Great 

Northern Copper Mine affair led to the second Select Committee hearing which 

cleared him a second time.78  It was an astute political move; but to be doubly 

sure that he would not again be challenged on the hustings Hart ran a newspaper 

advertisement calling attention to the Select Committee findings.79  When the 

votes were counted Hart was again returned with a substantial majority.80 

 

Hart’s re-election opened a new chapter in his parliamentary career, which saw 

him climb to the very top of the political ladder - to the position of Chief 

Secretary/Premier. 

 

 

3. Hart Redux 

Hart and Ayers 

Over the course of his Ministerial career Hart held only two cabinet 

appointments: Treasurer; and Chief Secretary/Premier.  He was Treasurer on six 

occasions; Chief Secretary on four; Premier on three.  His first Chief 

Secretaryship was in the Dutton Government, which also included Henry Ayers, 

the rising star of South Australian politics, but which collapsed after only eleven 

                                                 
77 Advertiser, 10 May 1862, 2.  Hart won with 56% of the vote. 
78 Register, 3 October 1963, 3. 
79 Register, 24 October 1862, 1.  The notice was endorsed with the names of over 100 of Hart’s 
supporters. 
80 Advertiser, 31 May 1870, 2 and 3. 
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days (July 4 - 15, 1863) because Ayers, a member of the Legislative Council, 

was without portfolio.  

 

Dutton, who had orchestrated the collapse of the previous (Waterhouse) 

Government by accusing Treasurer Arthur Blyth of misappropriating moneys 

from the Immigration Fund,81 was not immediately chosen as Waterhouse’s 

replacement.  That accolade went to Ayers who refused the Governor’s invitation 

to form a Ministry because he was unable to support the introduction of ad 

valorum Customs tariffs,82 a difficulty which was overcome by Ayers joining 

Dutton’s cabinet as Minister without portfolio.  Hart subsequently maintained 

that he was merely caretaking the Chief Secretaryship in the Dutton Cabinet for 

Ayers until the troublesome Tariff Bill was resolved.83  Hart’s statement is but 

one indication that Ayers rise to power was a clever manipulation of a highly 

volatile political situation.84  Ayers’ first Ministry was formed on 15 July 1863 

with Ayers as Chief Secretary and Premier; Hart as Treasurer and Leader of the 

Government in the Legislative Assembly; R.B. (Richard Bullock) Andrews as 

Attorney General; Lavington Glyde as Commissioner of Crown Lands; and 

Phillip Santo as Commissioner of Public Works.  Responsibility for the 

formulation of the Northern Territory settlement plan would devolve upon these 

five Ministers and the Governor, Sir Dominick Daly. 

 

                                                 
81 Advertiser, 14 November 1863, 2. 
82 Ayers was reluctant to support the ad valorum tariffs because he had just returned from an 
inter-colonial conference where the South Australian delegation agreed not to introduce such a 
tariff.  See Advertiser, 14 November 1863, 2 and Jason Shute, Henry Ayers, the man who became 
a rock (Adelaide: I.B. Tauris, 2010), 109. 
83 “Parliamentary Proceedings”, Advertiser, 17 July 1863, 3. 
84 Dutton’s fall is however generally attributed to the Legislative Council’s refusal to accept a de 
facto Ministerial position for one of its members. 
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Henry Ayers was arguably South Australia's most prominent 19th century 

politician.  He was the youngest member elected to the first (1857) Legislative 

Council (the Upper House under responsible Government) and served some 36 

years in that chamber.  During the decade 1863 – 1873 he was seven times Chief 

Secretary/Premier.  He was knighted in 1872 following the completion of the 

Overland Telegraph line - an honour, which according to the Advertiser, rightly 

belonged to H.B.T. Strangways, who as Premier had began the project in 1870, 

but who had the misfortune to lose Government before the line was completed.85   

 

Ayers and Hart had much in common.  Both were from humble origins; Ayers 

was the son of a Portsmouth dock worker, and never lost his broad Pompey 

(West Country) accent or the habit of dropping his aitches.86  By nature both 

were rather modest and unassuming,87 but each lived in an imposing residence 

and was renowned for his hospitality.  Neither was known for his generosity.  

Ayers, whose core business was money-lending, reputedly could not “bear the 

idea of assisting a friend with even a farthing more than he can possibly do 

with”.88  Hart's tight-fisted control on expenditure from the Northern Territory 

fund bordered on parsimoniousness and in some instances - as in the case of the 

decrepit ex Customs vessel Yatala - was tantamount to exploitation.  Both men 

had risen from genteel poverty to considerable wealth, but by different paths: 

Hart had gambled on uncertain markets and uninsured cargos before making 

other more secure investments ashore; Ayers had dabbled in the law and farming 

                                                 
85 “The Hon. H.B.T. Strangways: Sole Survivor of the first Parliament”, Advertiser, 30 June 
1911, 9. 
86 Dirk Van Dissel, “The Adelaide Gentry 1850-1920” in The Flinders social history of South 
Australia, ed. Eric Richards (Netley, S.A.: Wakefield Press, 1986), 354. 
87 The Ayers family refused the offer of a State Funeral for Sir Henry “because that would have 
been the wish of (their) father”, Advertiser, 12 June 1897, 4. 
88 Shute, Henry Ayers, 123. 
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before finding his metier in the counting house and in the South Australian 

Mining Association’s boardroom.89  During Ayers’ lifetime his reputation as one 

of the “safest and acutest financiers in South Australia” was never challenged.90   

 

Both men had protégées - entourages of bright up-and-coming young men.  

Foremost amongst Ayers’ protégées were Frank and Henry Rymill – brothers-in-

law of Ayers' most wealthy client, the London based Burra mine magnate John 

Benjamin Graham.  The enormous annual dividend paid by the Burra Burra 

Copper Mine was the foundation of Ayers’ fortune; and he continued to trade 

(mainly insider trade) profitably in Burra shares until the ore-body was 

exhausted.  Wrote he: 

 

I shall never let these seductive [Burra] shares alone.  Nothing else tempts me.  

Rising Townships!! Rural Sections!! Marine Villas!! Railway to the Port!!  None 

have charms to compare with my old friend “Betsey”.91 

 

Ayers’ path to wealth was a softer option than Hart’s but he was every bit Hart’s 

equal in mental toughness.  In the mid-1860’s, while coping with the onslaught 

of bad news from the Territory, he faced down a storm of criticism over his 

policy of revaluing pastoral leases as a means of increasing the colony’s tax 

revenues.  Despite being denounced by “the squatters, the Banks, absentee 
                                                 
89 The South Australian Mining Association was the (cost book) company which owned and 
operated the lucrative Burra Burra copper mine. 
90 Blackett, The early history of South Australia, 437.  Borrowing from Henry Ayers was, 
however, a process that required complete trust in his integrity as the following transaction would 
suggest: the brothers Hallett (Goldsmith’s future in-laws) borrowed ₤2500 from Ayers to buy a 
sheep run -  an amount which was less (perhaps by one third) than the property’s total acquisition 
cost.  The Halletts had to find the difference.  The loan term was three years; the interest rate 
11%.  There was no mortgage; the title went into Ayers’ name and remained in his name until the 
loan was fully repaid. See Shute, Henry Ayers, 9. 
91 Shute, Henry Ayers, 49.  The name “Betsey” came from a humorous letter in a newspaper 
which referred to the Burra mine as “Miss Betsey Burra”. 
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owners and capitalists as no other public man in this colony has ever been 

denounced on a question of public policy”,92 Ayers stood firm, thus clearing “the 

way for the first land reform and every subsequent one”.93 

 

The most pressing issue facing the (first) Ayers Government when it took office 

was not Goyder’s valuations but the vexed question of Northern Territory 

annexation.  In opposition, Hart and Ayers had each condemned the initiative out 

of hand – Ayers referring to the Territory as a potential white elephant, 94 Hart 

saying that South Australia might just as well settle the Fiji Islands, which were 

closer to Adelaide than Van Diemen’s Gulf.95  By the time they were in 

Government, however, annexation was a fait accompli.  A complicated series of 

events in London involving Sir Charles Nicholson and the Queensland 

Government had forced the Duke of Newcastle’s hand; and on 6 July 1863, after 

some three years of negotiation, the Northern Territory was ceded to South 

Australia - not as a permanent extension to its waste-lands, but as a domain to be 

developed to the stage where it would qualify for separate colony status.96 

 

The day after taking office (July 16, 1863) Hart, in a surprising break with 

tradition,97 made a major policy speech in the Legislative Assembly.  The speech 

itself was full of surprises, the first of which being Hart’s confession “that he had 

                                                 
92 “To the Editor: Sir Henry Ayers”, Register, 23 December 1875, 5. 
93 Ibid.  The bases of the proposed increase in rents for pastoral runs were new valuations of those 
properties progressively being made by the Surveyor General, G.W. Goyder. 
94 Register, 4 March 1863, 2.  
95 Observer, 7 March 1863, 7. 
96 On the basis of Nicholson’s letter to the Colonial Office, Newcastle had offered the entire area 
of Northern Australia to Queensland.  When Queensland accepted only that part of it south of the 
Gulf of Carpentaria (the Plains of Promise), Newcastle had little option but to grant the rest to 
South Australia. 
97 It was traditional for the incoming Government to make a brief Ministerial explanation of the 
circumstances of their assumption of power, “that is to say, who had been ‘sent for’ (by the 
Governor) and what had been done”.  Advertiser, 17 July 1863, 2. 
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never felt so nervous in all his life”.98  Hart’s subsequent appeal to the House for 

sympathy was so out of character – “so much like the old sailor coming the old 

soldier” - that the House laughed outright.99  An even bigger surprise was Hart’s 

revelation of the two key processes which would underpin the Government’s 

Northern Territory development strategy: firstly, stringent administrative 

measures would be adopted to ensure the Territory would never become a 

financial burden on the South Australian Treasury; revenue from Northern 

Territory land sold prior to survey under a revised and simplified version of the 

Wakefield settlement scheme, which in one of its many hybrid identities had 

been the basis of settlement in South Australia, would be held in a separate 

account and applied exclusively to meeting the costs of colonization; secondly, to 

preclude the possibility of draining manpower and investment capital away from 

the parent colony, appropriate measures would be devised to attract an immigrant 

population from overseas – from Great Britain, Europe, and other parts of the 

world.100   

 

Precedents existed for both processes, but the Adelaide planners had little 

understanding of the intricate mechanisms associated with either.  Least 

understood were the mechanisms by which “middling class”101 settlers - 

individuals with capital and the motivation to risk it in kick-starting the 

embryonic economy of a virgin but supposedly fertile region – could be induced 

to emigrate to the new settlement.  The hope was that settlers of this stamp would 

arrive from England in numbers similar to those who had arrived in South 
                                                 
98 Advertiser, 17 July 1863, 2. 
99 Ibid. 
100 Ibid. 
101 Douglas Pike “The Utopian Dreams of Adelaide’s Founders”.  Proceedings of the Royal 
Geographical Society of South Australia 1951/52 Vol 53 (December 1952): 66. 
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Australia some thirty years before.  In 1835 “middling class” settlers had 

emigrated to South Australia for both economic and ideological reasons, but 

most would not have emigrated at all had there not been a sustained propaganda 

campaign extolling the many virtues of starting life anew in South Australia, and 

an administrative support mechanism designed to facilitate the many aspects and 

requirements of a journey to the far side of the world.  The Adelphi planners (the 

London body responsible for the South Australian settlement plan) had a network 

of emigration agents across the United Kingdom and two of their number Robert 

Gouger and John Morphett wrote voluminously on the benefits of joining the 

egalitarian society that was planned for the new colony. 

 

Anything in the shape of opposition or even doubtful criticism from persons of 

colonial experience, was greeted with the utmost degree of scorn and contempt.  

They were hissed down, unheard, as the most stupid or jealously envious of 

mortals.  The friends of Mr Wakefield’s theory had from the first taken it for 

granted that nothing but the basest of motives could induce any one to hesitate 

in accepting their panacea for colonial ills.102 

 

With the second process – the principle of sale of land before survey - the 

Adelaide planners must have thought they were on much firmer ground.  Sale 

before survey was a key plank of Wakefield’s Systematic Colonization Scheme - 

the blueprint for the settlement of South Australia itself.  Sale before survey was 

however but one plank among many supporting the Wakefield edifice; and as the 

Adelaide planners were eventually to find out, it could not survive in isolation. 

                                                 
102 Samuel Sidney, The three colonies of Australia: New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia: 
their pastures, copper mines  and goldfields (New York: C.M. Saxton, Barker and Co, 1860), 
209. 
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Earl and Daly: the Adelaide v the Victoria 

As previously noted the Wakefield settlement model was not the basis of South 

Australia’s original annexation proposal, nor was Adam Bay its original target 

area.  South Australia’s original (1862 - 1863) Northern Territory annexation 

proposals were predicated on settlement in the Victoria River district;103 they 

included no plans for urban or agricultural development in the region, but were 

instead based on pastoral occupation - the inexpensive but disparate settlement 

model which had been successfully applied to territorial expansion in the other 

Australian colonies - most recently (1861-1862) in the Kennedy district of North 

Queensland. 

 

The rationale behind the prioritisation of Adam Bay was never fully documented 

but was indisputably the result of a visit to Adelaide by the avowed authority on all 

things North Australian – George Windsor Earl.  Earl arrived in Adelaide with his 

wife and daughter, in February 1864, ostensibly for health reasons.104  Earl was 

indeed ill - suffering from chronic malarial dysentery, but he did not arrive in 

Adelaide empty handed; he came armed with “various books, pamphlets, and 

                                                 
103 Peter F.Donovan, A land full of possibilities: a history of South Australia's Northern Territory 
(St. Lucia, Qld.: University of Queensland Press, 1981), 27-33. 
104 Robert Reece, “The Australian career of George Windsor Earl: letter to Daly of 6 June 1865.”  
Journal of Northern Territory History, Issue No. 3. (1992): 16-20.  Reece holds that Earl’s visit 
to Adelaide was entirely coincidental and that its primary purpose was to attend his daughter’s 
wedding in February 1864.  Earl’s daughter (Elisabeth) was married in Adelaide, but not until 
September1864.  Elisabeth married William Alt – a “middling class” merchant based in 
Nagasaki, Japan, who had made a fortune during the first decade of the (Nagasaki) foreign 
settlement by trading tea, marine products, ships, and weapons.  Elisabeth and William appeared 
to have met on the voyage to Adelaide.  Numbered amongst their descendants is Tessa 
Montgomery (nee Browning) the present Viscountess Montgomery of Alamein, whose mother 
was the novelist Daphne DuMaurier.  See Reece, “The Australian Career of George Windsor 
Earl”: 13.  Bios – Nagasaki Foreign Settlement.  www.nfs.nias.ac.jp/page019.html. 
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papers [which he] obligingly lent [to the Adelaide press]”105 as source material 

for a series of articles and editorials.  He was too ill to speak publically but not to 

climb the social ladder; by the time of his departure in November 1864, he had 

reached the very pinnacle of South Australia’s pecking order, and was welcomed 

as a close friend and confidant by the two most powerful officials in the colony - 

the Governor and the Chief Secretary.106   

 

Earl's appearance at such a critical stage in proceedings has a deus ex machina 

quality to it which is difficult to dispel.  Malarial dysentery or no malarial 

dysentery, it is surely more than mere coincidence when, at the very point in time 

that South Australia was hatching yet another scheme to unlock the supposedly 

vast untapped riches of Northern Australia, the world's foremost authority on the 

area and its most avid promoter, appears suddenly on the front doorstep.   

 

Earl was in Adelaide not merely to recoup his health but to convert his 

substantial reputation into something more tangible - or at the very least, to test 

the waters in that respect.  Earl had his sights set on a high statutory office in the 

new Northern Territory administration; if this was not so in the early months of 

1864, then it was most certainly the case in the following year.  In June, 1865, 

Earl, by then back at his desk in Province Wellesley, wrote to Sir Dominick Daly 

reminding him of an offer he (Earl) had made at one of their last interviews, 

"namely of my services to assist in resuscitating the northern enterprise”.107  In 

return for sending a gunboat and a force of some forty Malay (Kedah) 
                                                 
105 Register, 21 March 1864, 2. 
106 In his speech to the Expedition Farewell Banquet Daly said that the information Mr Earl had 
tendered had been of great service to the Government, “and begged to acknowledge his sense of 
Mr Earl’s kindness and courtesy”, Advertiser, 27 April 1864, 3. 
107 Reece, “The Australian Career of George Windsor Earl”: 17. 
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mercenaries to restore European prestige in the Adelaide River valley, Earl 

suggested he be appointed as the Northern Territory's first judge, a subject which 

he had already canvassed, albeit discreetly, with the Chief Secretary during his 

Adelaide sojurn. 

 

A suggestion made during a conversation with Mr Ayres,[sic] (whether by Mr 

Ayres [sic] or myself I cannot distinctly remember) [sic] that a Judge is likely to 

be required in the Northern Territory before long, helps to a solution.  There 

could be no office better suited to my taste and training.  In such an office I 

could still be useful without being in the way; and a pension of £300 per annum 

in the event of my becoming altogether unfit for work would compensate me for 

retiring from this service before I have served long enough for a pension.108  

 

There would however, be neither gunboat nor judicial office - nor indeed, any 

reply; for word that the old sea dog had finally slipped his cable reached 

Adelaide shortly after receipt of his letter.   

 

George Windsor Earl died at sea on August 9, 1865,109 of the malarial dysentery 

he had almost certainly contracted during his years at Victoria, the British 

Admiralty's picturesque garrison town within the beautiful but landlocked 

confines of Port Essington's innermost harbour.  Understandably, landlocked 

harbours were thenceforth anathema to George Windsor Earl; as un-salubrious 

propagators of the miasma or vapor then thought to be the main vector of 

malaria, they were to be avoided at all costs when selecting a settlement location.  

                                                 
108 Ibid. 
109 Ibid., 14. 
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Earl's (February 1864) memo to the Chief Secretary on the “best Site for 

Preliminary Settlement” is unequivocal on this point.   

 

After close enquiry I became convinced that the [failure of Port Essington] was 

attributable solely to the malaria caused by stagnant air and water, which is 

generated more or less within all landlocked harbours within the tropics, and 

should therefore be avoided for the future as sites for settlement.  I do not think 

that there is any site on the north or north-west coast where the circulation of air 

is more free than [Adam Bay].110 

 

Earl was perhaps a tad over-enthusiastic about the thermals at Adam Bay; but 

having duly contemplated its azure vastness from atop Cape Hotham's crumbling 

red cliffs, it would be a brave man indeed who would condemn any part of Adam 

Bay on the basis of its being landlocked. 

 

As detailed in Chapter 1, Hart fought a rearguard action in Cabinet against the 

prioritisation of Adam Bay, but to no avail - his Ministerial colleagues and (to 

Finniss's certain knowledge) Governor Daly himself “preferring the Adelaide River 

as a site for settlement and altogether condemning the Victoria” for its close 

proximity to the convict colony of Western Australia.111  The only evidence of a 

direct connection between Daly and the discussion phases of the Hart Plan is 

                                                 
110 “G.W. Earl: memo on the best site for preliminary settlement in the Northern Territory, lately 
annexed to South Australia.”, SAPP 36 (1864).  “Settlement of Northern Territory: instructions to 
Boyle Travers Finniss, Esq., Government Resident of the Northern Territory of South Australia, 
and the several officers under his command; together with extracts from letters etc from Messrs. 
Earl, Helpman and Pascoe”, 9. 
111 Finniss notebook, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): 
GRG/35/643/Vols. 1–3 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, n.p.  The full text reads: “Before I left 
Adelaide Captain Hart in conversation with me insisted on the Victoria River as the site for the 
capital.  He told me that he had been over-ruled in Cabinet, the other members – and I know the 
Governor – preferring the Adelaide River and altogether condemning the Victoria.  The 
ostensible objection which was proposed by the Ministry to Captain Hart’s opinion was that the 
Victoria was too close to the convict colony of Western Australia.”  
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Finniss’s brief note; but given Daly’s extensive background in colonial 

administration, his contribution to the planning process must have been 

considerably more substantial.  Having been involved in contentious land policy 

reforms during his five year term (1854 - 1859) as Governor of the British North 

American province of Prince Edward Island, Daly’s closer-settlement policy 

experience was arguably greater than that of his fellow Executive Councilors 

combined.  Daly was moreover, a personal friend and confidant of the great 

Edward Gibbon Wakefield himself - both in Canada, where they were involved 

in the Durham Enquiry, and later in London. 112  Before departing Canada in 

1859, Daly  

 

could say that he had viewed the Wakefield system both from above and below, 

that he had practised it as a Minister [of the government of the United Province 

of Canada] and endured it as a Governor [of Prince Edward Island].113 

 

Finniss’s confident assertion that he knew the Governor’s mind is surely 

evidence of a privileged discussion.  With Hart actively working behind the 

scenes to change the locus of settlement to the Victoria, the politically astute 

Daly may have sought closer ties with Finniss, and may perhaps have reached an 

understanding with him about committing to a settlement on the Adelaide.  

Postulating the existence of such an agreement could explain such imponderables 

as Finniss’s suicidal obstinacy in continually recommending the Escape Cliffs 

site, and, more significantly, the excessively punitive nature of the Commission 

of Enquiry.  If such a commitment did in fact exist, extricating Daly safely from 

                                                 
112 Elizabeth Gibbs, “Daly, Sir Dominick”, in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, vol. 9, 
University of Toronto/Universite Laval, 2003 available [Online]: 
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/daly_dominick_9E.html. [accessed February 24, 2016]. 
113 Register, 2 March 1868, 3. 

http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/daly_dominick_9E.html
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his debt of honor would require some kind of quasi-judicial process which would 

deliver a very public guilty verdict.114 

 

Daly and Finniss had much in common, their careers following remarkably 

similar paths in far flung corners of empire.  Daly, like Finniss, began his career 

as a Civil Servant, eventually rising to the position of Provincial (Colonial) 

Secretary, first of Lower Canada, and then, following the union with Upper 

Canada, of the United Province.  Like Finniss he was elected to Parliament (the 

parliament of the United Province), becoming a member of the first Ministry 

under self government.  As stubborn as Finniss, Daly had a strong sense of 

loyalty to his superiors.  Refusing to join a mass resignation of his Cabinet 

colleagues over a political disagreement115 with the Governor-General, Lord 

Metcalfe, Daly continued, for a brief period of time, to run the Province on his 

own by the simple expedient of refusing to utter a word in the House - a tactic 

which eventually led to his fighting a duel with the member for Canada East, the 

erstwhile Solicitor General, one Thomas Cushing Aylwin.116  Metcalfe’s 

successor (Lord Elgin) rewarded Daly’s loyalty by recommending him to the 

Colonial Office as a suitable candidate for a Governorship.117 

 

                                                 
114 Ayers told Finniss “that his (own personal) honour was nothing in comparison with the 
interests of the shareholders in the NT”.  See Booth and Borrow, 55. 
115 The abuse of political patronage.  See André Garon, “Aylwin, Thomas Cushing,” in 
Dictionary of Canadian Biography, vol. 10, University of Toronto/Université Laval, 2003, 
available [Online]: http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/aylwin_thomas_cushing_10E.html [accessed 
February 24, 2016]. 
116 Ibid.  See also Elizabeth Gibbs, “Daly, Sir Dominick,” in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, 
Vol. 9.  The duel was fought with pistols.  Shots were exchanged but no one was hit. 
117 Elizabeth Gibbs, “Daly, Sir Dominick,” in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Vol. 9.  

http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/aylwin_thomas_cushing_10E.html
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That Finniss and Daly were on familiar - if not intimate - terms is evident as 

much from the subjects canvassed in his “letters from Arnhem Land” as from the 

informality of the language used.   

 

Every one of my Escape Cliff proceedings has in turn been made the stalking 

horse of the malcontents, and every temporary difficulty in which I am involved 

is eagerly made the most of to damp the zeal and exertions of the men.  The 

subject now is the site of Palmerston.  The agitators are at work to persuade the 

men & officers that the Victoria or some other place is the only proper place for 

settlement.  Mr Jefferson Stow heads this party and uses all his powers of 

sneering and sarcasm to discourage the attempt to form a settlement here. […] 

The expeditions of Stuart, and Gregory, Leichart [sic] & Stokes shewed that this 

was a country possessing good lands for pastoral purposes within a distance of 

the mouth of the River. […] The Victoria has been at its sources well explored by 

Gregory & Stokes and their accounts agree in shewing that there are runs there 

alone for all the cattle & sheep of South Australia.  What necessity was there 

then for me to tread in their steps and verify their reports?118 

 

If there was a tacit understanding between Finniss and Daly to settle the Adelaide 

rather than the Victoria, this was as close as Finniss ever came (in writing) to 

reminding Daly of it.  

 

The warmth and cordiality between Finniss and Daly did not last.  In a burst of 

enthusiasm following the arrival of the Henry Ellis mail, Daly had announced his 

intention to visit the Escape Cliffs settlement; but once the bad news began to 

escalate quickly found other more pressing matters to attend to. 

 
                                                 
118 Arnhem Land in 1865, 8. 
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It has already been publically stated by the Governor himself that his 

Excellency, who is known to take a warm interest in the prospect of the new 

northern settlement, entertained the idea of paying a personal visit to Adam Bay, 

and there is no doubt that such a graceful act would have been highly pleasing 

to all concerned.  We now learn however from reliable authority that the 

intention has been for the present reluctantly abandoned.119 

 

Predictably, with the release of the Commission of Enquiry Report, the gulf 

widened even further.  Replying to Finniss’s request to be heard before the 

Executive Council on the grounds that “it appeared to him [Finniss] that the 

report was utterly and entirely at variance with the evidence brought before the 

Commission”,120 Daly said that he could see no grounds for any such hearing - 

nor any alternative to relieving Finniss of his appointment; but, in recognition of 

his past services to the Colony, he would be willing to accept Finniss’s 

resignation “if tendered without delay”. 121  Finniss wasted no time in bowing to 

the inevitable.122 

 

To the end of his days Finniss believed that he had been a pawn in a very subtle 

game being played by Hart on behalf of the pastoralists and the Northern 

Territory Company.  In his General Remarks on the Northern Territory he wrote: 

 

I thought that the [Adelaide based Northern Territory] Company finding that they 

had not succeeded in getting their shares at a premium in consequence of the 

                                                 
119 Register, 6 January 1865, 2.  Daly never did visit the Northern Territory.  He died in 1868 – a 
year before Goyder’s expedition went to Port Darwin.  
120 SAPP 81, 1866.  “Petition: B.T. Finniss. to the Honourable House of Assembly, 28 September 
1866”, (1866-1867), Item 11. 
121 Boothby to Finniss, 23 May 1866, State Records of South Australia (Government Record 
Group): GRG 35/643/45 Vols. 1-3 (n.d).  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, n.p.  
122 SAPP 81, 28 September 1866 (1866-1867), Items 12 and 13. 
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failure of the scheme for a second sale of lands at an advanced price, and 

finding moreover that the London Coy [the London based North Australia 

Company] would not consent to amalgamate paying a premium to the [Colonial] 

Co. were disposed to look on the whole scheme as a failure and sought to get 

as much knowledge of the interior for pastoral occupation at the cost of the NT 

fund as possible, that they might in the cause of events take advantage of new 

circumstances and change the whole character of the undertaking.123 

 

Privately he was even more outspoken. 

 

Captain Hart sent me to the Northern Territory on purpose to crush me and he 

had the non-conformists on his side as well as the squatters. […] Reflect how I 

have been sacrificed to the wiles of such a scoundrel [as Ebenezer Ward] by 

men who became my enemies. […] Have you got the report of the Commission 

which was appointed to ruin me? […] Stow was bitter against me because he 

applied to join the first expedition as a chainman and I recommended him but 

Hart objected strongly.  Stow thought I was his enemy for I never told him Hart 

had objected to my recommendation.124 

 

It would be easy to dismiss such tirades as little more than occasional outbursts 

of bitterness and frustration - if it were not for the fact that logistical and 

operational support for the maintenance of the Finniss Party in the field was 

woefully inadequate.  With Hart controlling the purse strings in Adelaide the 

legitimate needs of the expedition were consistently minimized and sometimes 

overlooked – perhaps deliberately so.  Overlapping spheres of ministerial 

                                                 
123 B.T. Finniss, “General Remarks on the Northern Territory”, quoted in Peter F. Donovan, “The 
Northern Territory Company: an example of colonial power”.  Journal of History and Politics 1 
(1973): 17. 
124 Finniss to his son Freddy.  Letter dated 4 November, 1891.  K.T. Borrow Private Collection.  
Copy in possession of the author.  
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responsibilities were an additional complication.  Protocol demanded that 

Finniss’s formal letters be addressed not to Hart, who was the responsible 

minister, but to Ayers, who as Chief Secretary was the official link between 

Governor and Cabinet.  Similarly, directives to Finniss ratified by Executive 

Council were always signed by the Chief Secretary.  That it was Hart, rather than 

Ayers, who had hands-on control of Northern Territory affairs in Adelaide is 

evident from numerous contemporary sources.  It was to Hart, for example, that 

Thomas Reynolds wrote (in 1864) to express his concerns about the settlement 

plan’s lack of a proactive immigration component.  It was Hart who vetoed the 

Reynolds solution – not because of its intricacies, but because “the Act of 1863 

was [Hart’s] pet scheme, [and] he was anxious to avoid every proposition that 

would lead to the assumption that the scheme of 1863 was not perfect”.125 

 

Hart’s failure to develop (and pursue) a robust and well defined immigration 

policy is arguably the most puzzling aspect of his settlement plan, yet it does not 

seem to have raised any concerns with the Adelaide planners, who, if their later 

mea culpa statements can be believed, were only too happy to endorse his entire 

suite of policies. 

 

It was most distinctly stated by the present Treasurer and by members of 

Parliament at the time the Northern Territory Bill was under discussion that the 

purchasers of land would have to import labour for themselves, and it was solely 

on this understanding that the price was fixed at 7s.6d. per acre.  It was asked 

on several occasions why this low rate should be adopted seeing that ₤1 per 

acre had always been fixed as the minimum price of land in South Australia, and 

                                                 
125 Northern Territory Times and Government Gazette, 23 January 1875, 3. 
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the answer the Government invariably gave was that the 7s.6d. was for land 

only, and that it included nothing for supplying settlers with labour.126 

 

In the absence of an aggressively proactive emigration component Hart’s plan 

was little more than a pastiche of incongruous parts.  It discarded all the basic 

tenets of Wakefield’s theory but those which Hart and his fellow planners 

considered best suited their expedient ends.  Gone was the promise of a new and 

more enlightened society; in its place was the opportunity to participate in 

something much more relevant to the modern age - the unstoppable juggernaut of 

British trade expansionism, living proof of the efficacy of which was everywhere 

in the Far East, but most visible in the phenomenal prosperity of Singapore and 

Hong Kong.  The vital principle of selling land in advance of survey was 

retained; but the use of a substantial proportion of that revenue to provide free 

passage for an immigrant labor force was discarded.  There would be no need of 

European laborers in the Territory: firstly because the tropical climate was too 

enervating for them to perform hard physical work; and secondly because there 

were a great many indigenous peoples in South East Asia ideally suited to such 

conditions, who were only too eager to work hard for low wages under the 

protection of the British flag.  The Observer was at a loss to know why anybody 

would doubt that this was so. 

 

Looking at all the information which is available on the question of obtaining a 

sufficient supply of labor in North Australia it is really surprising that an attempt 

should have been made in any quarter to throw doubts on the probability of a 

working population being found for the proposed new settlement.  The country is 

                                                 
126 Observer, 19 November 1864, 6. 
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admirably situated in this respect.  It is surrounded by islands teeming with 

industrious people and it is within a short distance of India and China.127 

 

Given South Australia’s ongoing problems administering its own immigration 

fund, the non-inclusion of an immigration component in Hart’s Plan would 

undoubtedly have been welcome news to a great many land order holders.  But it 

is difficult to see how any class of capitalist – small, middling, or large - could 

have been induced to emigrate en masse from any part of the empire to employ 

those hordes of industrious island people, those Indians and Chinese, on their 

sugar and cotton plantations - other than by adopting some basic Wakefieldian 

mechanisms, which is to say, immigration agents, publicists and all the costly 

attendant administrative rigmarole.  Suggested remedies to this problem were 

many and varied; the newspapers were full of recommendations from private 

individuals, newspaper editors and proprietors, and from other colonies, both 

British and Australian; all were discussed and debated to a greater or lesser 

degree by readers and editors alike; but none was adopted.   

 

Some (very) small scale capitalists did make the attempt of course.  Following 

the close of the Adelaide land sales a small party (presumably land order 

holders) left for Western Australia “with a view of proceeding thence overland to 

the Northern Territory”.128  In March 1864, a correspondent writing from the 

neighbourhood of Mount Chambers (near Lake Frome) stated that he had 

encountered an expedition en route to the Northern Territory: five men and one 

                                                 
127 Observer, 2 April 1864, 6. 
128 If they went they were never heard from again.  Advertiser, 15 March 1864, 2. 
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woman; two bullock drays and a cart, with thirteen horses and 1500 sheep.129  In 

April “one or two meetings” were called in Adelaide to discuss the feasibility of 

chartering an emigrant ship,130 but when in the weeks following the departure of 

the Henry Ellis, Elder Smith and Co laid on “a tolerably large ship” - the Joan 

Cunllo - for Adam Bay131 there were no takers.  On the streets of Adelaide there 

was none of the interest and enthusiasm that had characterised the initial stages 

of the settlement of South Australia.  Parliament was so apathetic about Northern 

Territory affairs that the Register interrupted its dogged defence of Hart’s plan 

(against ill-informed inter-colonial detractors) to take the Ayers Ministry to task 

over its lack of foresight in implementing a proper legal framework for the 

government of the new colony.132  In May there was a minor spat about the non-

payment of Customs duties on goods bound for the Northern Territory,133 which 

eventually resulted in Adam Bay being declared a free port.134  In June, Hart’s 

intimate association with Ward was the source of much cynical levity when it 

was aired in the Legislative Assembly.135   

 

Meanwhile the South Australian populace waited anxiously for the first mail - for 

news of the Finniss Expedition and the fortunes of their pioneering kinfolk - 

fathers and sons, uncles, cousins and brothers. 

 

In October it finally arrived. 

 

                                                 
129 Observer, 9 April 1864, 5. 
130 Telegraph, 20 April 1865, n.p. 
131 Telegraph, 25 April 1865, n.p. 
132 Register, 7 July 1864, 2. 
133 “The Smuggling Trip of the Henry Ellis”, Register, 9 May 1864, 3. 
134 Advertiser, 11 June 1864, 2. 
135 Register, 22 June 1864, 2. 
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4. The 1864 Mails 

 

The First and Second Mails: (i) Henry Ellis via Colombo (11 October 

1864): (ii) HMSS Beatrice via Kupang (10 December 1864) 

The Northern Territory mails came to dominate the South Australian press in a 

way that no other contemporary subject ever did.  They were by turns sensational 

and boring, elevating and depressing, but always they heralded trouble - trouble 

with the Aborigines, trouble with the climate and terrain, trouble with the 

location of the capital, trouble with the officers and trouble with the men. 

 

The main problem with the first Northern Territory mail (Henry Ellis via Colombo) 

was its imbalance;136 there was but a single official letter among the many private 

items which reached Adelaide on 11 October1864.137  Almost immediately extracts 

from the private letters began appearing in the newspapers.  The news was not 

good.  There had been an affray with the “natives” in which surveyor William 

Pearson had been speared, and an Aborigine shot and killed.  Dissension was rife - 

amongst the men, and amongst the officers, all of whom, it seemed, were critical of 

their leader.  In the words of the Register:  

 

                                                 
136 Suspecting chicanery by Captain Philipps (Philipps had refused to reveal the Henry Ellis’ next 
port of call) Finniss sent the official mail to Kupang.  The Dutch mails were so slow that this 
consignment was not received in Adelaide until December 1864. 
137 SAPP 163 (12 October 1864).  “Reports from Northern Territory: extracts from a private letter 
from B.T. Finniss, Esq., Government Resident, Northern Territory, to the Hon. Henry Ayers, 
Hon. Chief Secretary, South Australia; together with official correspondence, etc. ”, 1–3.  Finniss 
also wrote a private and confidential letter to Ayers, extracts of which were also published in 
SAPP 163 (12 October 1864), 1. 
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Finniss can do nothing to please.  If he maintains discipline, he is a martinet; if he 

takes things easy, he is an ‘old woman’.  Wherever he chooses a site or fixes a 

camp, he is wrong.  And whether he goes up the river or down, he displeases his 

clerks and assistants.  They know everything and he knows nothing.138   

 

Adding considerably to fears for the safety of the expedition were published 

extracts from William McMinn’s letters, which managed to convey the impression 

that the settlement was in imminent danger of attack by hundreds of ferocious 

and cannibalistic Aborigines.139 

 

Official reaction was for once swift and decisive.  Within days the charter of the 

brand new steamship South Australian was arranged and a relief force of forty men 

was on its way to the beleaguered settlement under the command of surveyor 

Robert Henry Edmunds.140  Such uncharacteristic haste was perhaps occasioned by 

the distressed tone of the sole official letter. 

 

I have the honor to enclose copies of [general] orders which I have prepared.  I 

wish […] to assure His Excellency that I have written these orders with great regret 

and only on the necessity to which I have been driven by the hostile and alarmed 

attitudes which have been assumed by some of my officers.  Hostile I mean, as 

regards me. [emphasis added] The effect of which must be to create distrust at a 

time when union and concord are our chief hope of safety.  Our men are suffering 

in strength and spirits from want of animal food.  The pork in half barrels, which is 

the only supply, is stinking and cannot be eaten.  We live on damper and 

preserved vegetables.  Our party is weak in men; we also want revolvers, many of 

                                                 
138 Register, 14 October 1864, 2. 
139 Edmunds diary, undated entry, Preamble.  See also “Bright, Article V”, Argus, 19 January 1865, 
5; and “The Northern Expedition”, the Observer Supplement, 15 October 1864, 1. 
140 The SS South Australian departed Adelaide on 29 October 1864. 
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those sent from Melbourne appear to be defective; the Colt's, Navy Pattern, are the 

best and surest.141   

 

Despite the lack of official information it was possible from the newspaper 

accounts to piece together a general outline of the expedition’s progress.  A camp 

(the River Camp) had been established some fifty kilometres upstream ostensibly to 

allow the stock to recover from the effects of the voyage.  Exploration of the 

countryside had commenced but there being no place suitable to establish a city on 

the vast Adelaide River flood plain a depot had been established at Escape Cliffs - 

the location on the western shore of the Cape Hotham peninsula where HMS 

Beagle’s officers had escaped the threat of an Aboriginal attack by dancing a 

sailor’s hornpipe.  There were strong indications that Escape Cliffs would be 

chosen as the site of the capital city142 but a formal declaration to that effect had yet 

to be made.   

 

Not everyone was convinced that the new depot site143 was an appropriate location 

for the capital.  But amid the many glowing assessments of the pastoral and 

agricultural potential of the river and the Adam Bay hinterland such reservations 

were accorded little credence.144  Complaints about Finniss’s abrasive and 

militaristic management style were similarly minimised by the press. 

 

 The news from the Northern Territory is precisely of the kind we expected.  We 

read of good country, abundant water, fine climate, fierce and numerous natives, 

tremendous squabbles among the meagre party of colonists and embarrassment 

                                                 
141 Finniss to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 16 August 1864, SAPP 163, (12 October 1864), 2. 
142 Ibid. 
143 See for example “William McMinn’s letter”, Observer Supplement, 15 October 1864, 1. 
144 See for example the Register, 13 October 1864, 2, and the Express, 13 October 1864, 2. 
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to the leader of the expedition - probably because he has himself been a little 

overfond of pipeclay and red tape.  All these things were to be anticipated and we 

are not in any great consternation about the squabbles.145 

 

The official perspective on these squabbles – the acrimonious written exchanges 

between Finniss and Ward, and Finniss and Goldsmith – had been included in the 

HMSS Beatrice Kupang mail, which did not reach Adelaide until 10 December 

1864.  Despite strong protests from the press, publication of these (official) 

letters – and practically all the other official correspondence relating to Escape 

Cliffs - was withheld for some seven months.146  Initially the embargo was 

probably inadvertent.  Parliament had gone into recess on December 9, and it 

was customary to table official documents in the House prior to publication.  But 

as the Northern Territory situation portrayed in succeeding mails grew ever more 

serious, the advantages of suppressing – at least temporarily – details of the 

endless stream of crises erupting at Escape Cliffs must have become glaringly 

obvious. 

 

The Third Mail: HMSS Beatrice direct to Adelaide (14 December 

1864) 

The almost total lack of support for Finniss in the 190 private letters147 

comprising the bulk of the third mail provoked a broad spectrum of reaction in 

the Adelaide press.  The Register editorials were cautiously apologetic: 

 

                                                 
145 Telegraph, 13 October 1864, n.p. 
146 Until July 1865. 
147 Advertiser, 19 December 1864, 2. 
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The circulation of the correspondence received by the Beatrice caused 

considerable sensation in Adelaide.  In almost every case the letters complained 

of mismanagement by the Government Resident, disorganization in the party, 

and a want of activity, not only as to the survey, but in making the needful 

preparations for the wet season.  Some of the letters are couched in language 

grossly disrespectful to Mr Finniss; and, whilst we do not give insertion to them, 

we cannot withhold from our readers the substance of others less offensively 

expressed.  They are handed about in town, they form the subject of 

conversation in every direction, and it is not our fault that their publication is 

unaccompanied by the antidote of Mr. Finniss's official statement.148  

 

The Advertiser dubbed the disarray and demoralization of the Finniss party a 

“mutiny” and called for a Parliamentary Select Committee investigation.149  But 

it too refrained from publishing letters that were demeaning and pejorative.150   

 

The Telegraph had no such scruples.  It published the entire text of a letter which 

repeatedly referred to Finniss as “the BTF”,151 the meaning of which - even at 

this early stage - was understood to be “the Bloody Tom Fool”,152 a term said to 

have been coined by Goldsmith aboard the Henry Ellis.153   

 

Condemnation of Finniss’s (supposedly confidential) North and South 

Palmerston (Escape Cliffs and the Narrows) settlement plan was scathing and 

                                                 
148 Register, 16 December 1864, 2. 
149 Advertiser, 16 December 1864, 2.  Had the Government acted at that time it is probable that the 
Enquiry would have been conducted along conventional lines and would have elicited much more 
useful information than did the adversarial processes which were eventually adopted by the Hart 
Cabinet. 
150 One such suppressed letter was from the Advertiser’s “Our Own Correspondent”.  See 
Advertiser, 27 December 1864, 4. 
151 Telegraph, 15 December 1864, n.p.  The letter was quite possibly written by William Pearson. 
152 Advertiser, 19 December 1864, 2. 
153 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s evidence, Question Nos. 1770–1782. 
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widespread.154  Finniss had discussed his plan with no-one but Commander 

Hutchison, yet Ward knew its basic elements almost as soon as it was conceived; 

and if Ward knew, everybody knew. 

 

Barely visible amid this spate of bad blood was news of another collision with 

the Adam Bay Aborigines.  In September, horses and bullocks had been speared 

prompting Finniss to mount a punitive raid against an Aboriginal camp on the 

eastern shore of the peninsula.  Accounts differed but it was alleged that an 

Aboriginal man who was attempting to surrender had been shot in cold blood by 

William Patrick Auld.  The Government refused to comment and later claimed 

that at the time they had no official knowledge of the incident.155 

 

Meanwhile, behind the wall of official silence, Finniss was cautiously but 

steadily moving closer to declaring Escape Cliffs the site of the Northern 

Territory’s capital.  He had foreshadowed such a move in his Private and 

Confidential letter to Henry Ayers - the single official letter which had arrived in 

the Henry Ellis mail.  

 

My mind is strongly determined in favour of making [Escape Cliffs] the capital 

with Adam Bay for an outer and the mouth of the river for an inner harbour.  It 

appears to me we have everything sought for and certainly more than the 

Ministry expected.156 

 

                                                 
154 See for example “Cosmopolite’s letter to the Editor”, the Argus, 21 December 1864, 6. 
155 The Governor and the Chief Secretary met with a delegation from the Aborigines Friends 
Society on 13 January 1865.  Despite his firm belief that the matter had been “somewhat 
exaggerated” the Governor undertook to conduct an official Enquiry into the allegations.  See 
Register, 14 January 1864, 3. 
156 SAPP 163 (12 October 1864), 1. 
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This was his third testing of the waters, but the first to reach Adelaide.  He had 

penned his strongest argument on 10 August 1864,157 but it was not until two 

months later that he fully committed himself; having explored Ports Darwin and 

Patterson (Bynoe Harbour) and found nothing to – 

 

cause any alteration in my opinion as to the superior advantages of Adam Bay 

for a place of settlement; I accordingly take the responsibility of advising you 

that I shall fix on Escape Cliffs for the main part of the town and on Port Daly 

inside the Adelaide River for the remainder of the allotments.158 

 

The escalating public attacks on Finniss’s credibility were offset to a certain 

extent by Commander Hutchison’s wholehearted and somewhat ingenuous 

endorsement of all Finniss’s Adam Bay proceedings.  In an interview with the 

Register Hutchison, “an officer who may be considered an impartial witness and 

a more competent observer than many of the gentlemen who have assumed the 

right to condemn or complain about Mr Finniss”,159 said that the Escape Cliffs 

settlement was located on a well watered and well timbered plain of considerable 

extent, and that the expenditure of a moderate sum on wharves at the Narrows 

would be sufficient to provide a commodious harbour for shipping.  The 

swampiness of both locations was of little account, it being a common 

characteristic of the entire region.  As to the agricultural potential of the Adelaide 

                                                 
157 Finniss to Ayers 10 August 1864, “I do not believe that (there is) a more healthy and cheerful 
site on the whole north coast than Escape Cliffs.  It is open to the sea breezes of both monsoons 
and the soil is dry and well timbered for shade and building purposes. … Adam Bay itself is a 
fine harbour being sheltered from all winds at all seasons. … A town at Escape Cliffs would be as 
well provided with a harbour in close proximity as most cities in the Indian Seas”, SAPP 89 (14 
July 1865).  “Northern Territory Correspondence: correspondence relative to the settlement of the 
Northern Territory of South Australia (14 July 1865), 5. 
158 Advertiser, 16 December 1864, 2.  This was the only official letter to escape the embargo. 
159 Register, 16 December 1864, 3.  At the Governor’s invitation Hutchison was convalescing at 
the Government Farm. 
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River valley, Hutchison said the floodplains showed no evidence of major 

flooding; they were well grassed, well watered, and well adapted for rice and 

other tropical productions.  Settlers would “fix their residences in the hilly 

districts and form communications with their holdings on the plains”.160 

 

With his Royal Navy background of discipline and obedience to orders 

Hutchison had little sympathy for the posturing of Goldsmith and Ward.  

Goldsmith’s claim that the settlement’s water supply was contaminated and unfit 

to drink was preposterous – the more so because he (Goldsmith) had been the 

one to approve its quality in the first instance.  Ward's conduct was equally 

reprehensible – particularly at the Coroner's Inquest.  To demonstrate the spirit of 

general indifference prevailing at that inquest Hutchison stated that Goldsmith 

had used a mallet and cold chisel to open the deceased Aborigine's skull to 

conduct the post mortem examination.161  

 

The Hutchison interview was a faint beacon of hope for Finniss's supporters.  

But it would not long endure.  During the first week of January 1865 it was 

summarily extinguished by the damning content of the SS South Australian’s 

mail and the machinations of Ebenezer Ward in the city’s corridors of power.   

 

The "bad shilling"162 was back and fiercely determined to do battle with his 

many detractors. 

 

 
                                                 
160 Register, 16 December 1864, 3. 
161 Ibid. 
162 Register, 3 January 1865, 2. 
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CHAPTER 3:  THE WARD FACTOR 

The deadly feud between Ward and Finniss had its roots in the layout of the tents 

at the River Camp.  Whereas Finniss’s three-tent “Government House” complex 

was located in the comparative safety of the centre of the encampment, the tents 

of his subordinate officers were all sited on the camp’s northern perimeter - well 

within range of the Aborigines’ hunting spears, which might, in the dark of night, 

be hurled with murderous intent and relative impunity from the cover of the 

adjacent mangrove forest.1  Cautiously expressed concerns about the inherent 

dangers of the situation were met with such derision from Finniss that moving 

the tents to a safer location would have been tantamount to cowardice.2  So the 

tents remained, and Ward began to fill the pages of his diary with anti-Finniss 

invective. 

 

The first opportunity for effective retaliation against Finniss came with the 

coronial inquest into the death of the Aborigine killed during the closing stages 

of Pearson’s Fight.  Under the guise of a legitimate exercise of coronial powers 

Ward drafted a rider to the jury’s verdict of “Justifiable homicide”, which read:  

 

And the jury feel that it is their unanimous opinion that the 

disasters which have occurred today are solely attributable to the 

fact that the camp at this place has been pitched upon a site 

surrounded on all sides by a dense mangrove scrub which on one 

side is only ninety five yards from the outside tents, and in which 

                                                 
1 Ward’s Diary, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 1000/1 (n.d.).  
Diary of Ebenezer Ward, 28. 
2 Ibid., 29. 
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the natives may lie in ambush as they did this morning unknown to 

anyone in the camp.3 

 

Finniss responded by denouncing Ward to the Chief Secretary as “mischievous 

and troublesome” and attempted to hide the incriminating correspondence from 

him by relieving him of the task of copying the official dispatches – a routine 

aspect of the Postmaster’s duties. 4  His suspicions aroused by such a transparent 

subterfuge and heightened by an imprudent reference by Finniss to the damning 

content of the second (Beatrice to Kupang) Northern Territory mail, Ward 

demanded to be furnished with details of any complaint Finniss had made against 

him.5  Finniss’s terse response6 triggered an escalating exchange of acrimonious 

correspondence, which brought the already fragile relationship to breaking point 

and eventually resulted in Ward’s suspension and dismissal.   

 

Back in Adelaide in disgrace Ward was unceasing in his efforts to discredit 

Finniss and his Escape Cliffs development plans. 

 

 

1. Ebenezer Ward 

 

                                                 
3 Report of the Coroner’s Inquest, 9 August 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865).  “Northern Territory 
Correspondence: correspondence relative to the settlement of the Northern Territory of South 
Australia, 9. 
4 Ward to Finniss, 16 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 17.  Ward to Chief Secretary, 16 
August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 18. 
5 Ward to Finniss, 16 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 18. 
6 Ward to Finniss, 16 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 18.  Finniss informed Ward that the 
minute he had written on the findings of the Coroner’s Jury included the following comment: “I 
cannot conclude this minute without adding that Mr Ward is very mischevious and troublesome, 
causing me annoyance instead of assisting me”. 
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Born in 1837, the son of a Baptist Minister, Ebenezer Ward was orphaned at an 

early age and raised in his paternal Uncle's household at Russells (Rewsalls) Hall 

farm, on Mersey Island, Essex.7  He was headstrong even as a child.  At age 12, 

discovering he was destined for holy orders, he refused to attend divinity college, 

and after “a family disagreement”8 set out for London “with no friends, a few 

shillings and his school suit” to make his own way in the world.9  Fortune smiled 

on him.  He was hired as a copy boy at the “dingy printing works (of) Messrs 

Cox Brothers and Wyman” in Lincoln’s Inn Fields square (Holborne); and found 

lodgings in nearby Great Queen Street “in the identical building that Dickens 

immortalized in David Copperfield”.10  His job, proof reading Routledge's new 

popular editions of the works of William Shakspeare, began a life-long love 

affair with the Great Bard that would land him in hot water on more than one 

occasion in the wilds of the Northern Territory.   

 

The next rung on the ladder of success saw him working (some two years later) 

as a reporter for “that great Conservative organ” the (London) Morning Post, 

where as a trusted confidant of the proprietor’s son, Algernon Borthwick (the 

future Lord Glenesk), he was “frequently entrusted with matters of importance as 

regarding Downing Street and the policy of the paper”.11   

 

At age 21 Ward came into an inheritance from a maternal uncle, which by his 

own admission, was “soon dissipated in a short but merry season of fox hunting, 

                                                 
7 Register, 9 October 1917, 4, 6. 
8 Western Mail, 7 December 1917, 13, 23. 
9 Register, 9 October 1917, 4, 6. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
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partridge shooting, coursing, and so forth”.12  Throughout his life Ward would 

have difficulty managing his personal finances.  The next year (1859) Ward 

emigrated to Victoria aboard the clipper British Trident.  His bosom companion 

on the voyage “and for some time after their arrival in Melbourne” was another 

libertine, the ill starred and much maligned (by modern screenwriters) Sir 

Frederick William Pottinger.13  Two days after the British Trident docked Ward 

“found his first Australian friend in Mr George Collins Levey CMG, at that time 

leader of the literary staff at the Herald, the oldest daily Melbourne morning 

newspaper”.14  Ward was adept at finding powerful and influential “friends” 

wherever he went.  In London, as we have seen, it was the future Lord Glenesk; 

in Melbourne it was Levey and then David Syme of the Age.  Ward was in 

Victoria writing articles for Syme when he should have been in Adelaide 

organizing the loading of the Henry Ellis.15  Numbered amongst Ward’s 

“friends” in Adelaide were: John Henry Barrow founder and proprietor of the 

South Australian Advertiser and the Weekly Chronicle, who hired him in 1861 to 

head the newspaper's Hansard staff; Frederick Sinnett the founder and proprietor 

of the Daily Telegraph who in 1863 offered him the position of sub-editor; and 

Gustavus Vaughan Brooke, the great Irish tragedian and comic actor.  In 1910 

Ward wrote a newspaper article in which he described the manner of his 

association with Brooke’s theatrical company.  On the night before the company 

left for Adelaide (13 August 1860),16 Ward, who was working as the Melbourne 

                                                 
12 Western Mail, 7 December 1917, 13, 23. 
13 Western Mail, 7 December 1917, 13, 23.  Pottinger was the basis for the character of Sir 
Fredrick Morringer in Robbery Under Arms and has since been unfairly portrayed as his fictional 
self in some Australian T.V. period dramas/mini-series. 
14 Western Mail, 7 December 1917, 13, 23. 
15 Ebenezer Ward, The Vinyards of Victoria as visited by Ebenezer Ward in 1864 (Victoria: 
Sullivan’s Cove, 1980), xi. 
16 “A Dramatic Memory”, Register, 30 July 1908, 8. 
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Herald’s theatre critic, was having supper with Brooke at the Café de Paris when 

Brooke said “Ward you had better come with us to Adelaide tomorrow”; and, 

true Bohemian that he was, Ward went.17   

 

Ward’s most influential Adelaide “friend” was without doubt Captain John Hart.  

The complicated web of their interactions and the mutual benefits derived 

therefrom which was aired somewhat jocularly in the Legislative Assembly in 

June 1864 left little doubt in anyone’s mind that Ward’s appointment to the 

Northern Territory expedition was a quid pro quo.  In support of the Ayers 

Government (and Hart in particular) Ward had displayed almost superhuman 

powers of persistence and political savvy; not only had he “written the 

opposition off their legs, and got the Ministry safely through the [previous] 

session”, but he had then followed the Treasurer to Melbourne to report with 

lavish praise on the outcomes of Hart’s forays into the mundane world of inter-

colonial agreements on lighthouses and customs tariffs - outcomes which Hart 

was himself unable to vocalize in the House.18  Little wonder then that Ward 

initially had few qualms about his ability to ingratiate himself with his new 

leader and potential “friend”, Boyle Travers Finniss.  Great indeed was his 

surprise and consternation when all his attempts at establishing a mutually 

beneficial “friendly” relationship with Finniss were rebuffed. 

 

 

2. Ward and Finniss at Adam Bay 

                                                 
17 Register, 29 August 1910, 5.  Ward performed (initially somewhat poorly) in a number of 
plays staged by the troupe. 
18 Register, 22 June 1864, 2. 
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Ward and Finniss had managed to offend each other even before the Henry Ellis 

sailed.  In December 1863, despite the fact that they had yet to be formally 

introduced, Ward took the opportunity of a chance meeting with Finniss in King 

William Street to seek endorsement of his application for the position of the 

expedition’s Chief Clerk and Accountant.  “I did so in justice to myself,” Ward 

wrote, “as well as to Mr Finniss, because had I known […] that he would have 

any objection to my appointment, I should undoubtedly have withdrawn my 

application at once”.19  Ward claimed Finniss’s response was that “he was very 

glad that [Ward] was likely to accompany him [to the Territory] […] and hoped 

[his] application would be successful”.20  Subsequently Ward was dismayed to 

discover that Finniss had tried to block his appointment.21  Ward doubted the 

information at first but became convinced of its veracity when, on the Saturday 

night before the Henry Ellis sailed, he felt the sting of Finniss’s whiplash tongue 

for his tardiness in boarding the ship.22 

 

More specific details of these encounters emerged at the Commission hearings.  

In cross-examining Ward Finniss portrayed the meeting in King William Street 

as a brash and opportunistic attempt by Ward to demonstrate the strength of his 

political connections.23  Rather than seeking endorsement for his job application 

Ward had informed Finniss that the Chief Clerk’s position was already his, and 

that Finniss was himself to be appointed to the position of Government Resident 

                                                 
19 Advertiser, 30 January 1865, 3.  Although they had never been formally introduced, Ward later 
claimed that “years before Mr. Finniss had advocated his cause in the House and certainly acted 
as a friend towards him”.  Register, 30 March 1868, 3. 
20 Advertiser, 30 January 1865, 3. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, Question Nos. 1877-1886. 
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at a salary of ₤1000 per annum.  “Mr Ward you seem to know more of the 

Cabinet secrets than I do”, was Finniss’s guarded reply.24   

 

Ward’s informant was undoubtedly his patron Captain John Hart, but he 

adamantly refused to confirm any such relationship during his cross-

examination; it was not until 1868 that he publicly acknowledged Hart as his 

benefactor.25  The combined effects of Finniss’s opposition to Ward’s 

appointment and Hart’s cavalier attitude to formalizing the necessary 

administrative arrangements deprived Finniss of the services of his Chief Clerk 

when they were most needed – during the provisioning and loading of the Henry 

Ellis.  Ward did not report for duty until 19 March - well after the bulk of the 

cargo was loaded and the ship made ready for sea.  Little wonder then at the 

peremptory tone and “Tory insulting manner” of Finniss’s order: “Go on board, 

Sir!”.26 

 

In his evidence summation Finniss made an apology of sorts for a number of 

similar outbursts.27  It was a matter of regret, he said, but considering the 

difficulties he had to encounter and the inertness and hostility of the majority of 

his officers it was hardly surprising that there were times when he was unable to 

restrain himself.28  The Ward incident was a case in point; not only was the 

Government liable to a penalty of ₤500 if the expedition was not fully ready to 

sail on the following day, but Ward had locked the chest containing the 

                                                 
24 Ibid. 
25 Register, 30 March 1868, 2. 
26 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, Question No. 1705. 
27 Finniss says there were only six such incidents.  But there were in fact a great many more. 
28 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s summation, xviii. 
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expedition cash reserves in his cabin and had given the keys to the ship’s steward 

for safe keeping!29 

 

Some two months after the departure of the Henry Ellis, the close relationship 

between Ward and Hart prompted a great deal of cynical laughter when it was 

aired in the Legislative Assembly.  Rather than refuting H.B.T. Strangway’s 

allegation that Ward’s appointment to the Northern Territory Expedition was a 

reward for his many newspaper articles in support of the Government,30 Hart’s 

incomplete answer effectively confirmed it as fact.  “ ‘No promise was made to 

Mr Ward while he was connected to the Telegraph’, said the Treasurer, ‘I declare 

it upon my –-’, but he did not finish the sentence”.31  Nor would he, despite 

being goaded a second time: “The Hon. Treasurer had assured [the House] on his 

– he did not say what – (a laugh) - that there had been no promise made to Mr 

Ward”.32 

 

Meanwhile the Henry Ellis had reached Adam Bay and Ward was sowing the 

seeds of his own suspension by insisting on the right to autonomy when 

performing the duties of Northern Territory Postmaster.  When, as a gesture of 

good fellowship, Finniss wanted to personally deliver Commander Hutchison’s 

official mail to him aboard HMSS Beatrice Ward refused to hand the letters 

over.33  To have released them without Hutchison’s prior written authority was 

                                                 
29 Ibid. 
30 The articles were mainly published in the Adelaide Telegraph; some were published in 
newspapers in neighbouring colonies.  See the “Record of Parliamentary Proceedings”, Register, 
22 June 1864, 2. 
31 Register, 22 June 1864, 2.  Henry Bull Templar Strangways was the fiery outspoken member 
for West Torrens. 
32 Ibid.  The second speaker was Randolph Isham Stow (Jefferson Pickman Stow’s brother) and a 
former Attorney General in the 1861-1863 Waterhouse Ministry. 
33 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, Question Nos. 1716-1724. 
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against Post Office Regulations, Ward told the Commission, and would have 

made him liable to prosecution.34  Ward could get away with it once - but not 

twice.  A second invocation of the Postal Regulations aboard the Henry Ellis the 

following day (it was some minor aspect to do with the processing of the 

Yatala’s mail) provoked a savage public rebuke: “I wish to caution you Sir”, said 

Finniss, in the presence of Dr Goldsmith and “Mrs Captain Philipps”: “that I do 

not want you to look at my letters”.  To which a genuinely nonplussed Ward 

responded: “Then how am I to know who they are addressed to, Sir?”  “I mean 

Sir,” said Finniss “that I don’t want you to finger my letters or to turn them about 

to see who they are written by”.35   

 

With news of the incident spreading like wildfire Ward resolved to place his 

relationship with the Government Resident on a more detached and professional 

footing.  “I therefore determined”, he wrote, “that although I could no longer 

seek to sustain a friendly intercourse with Mr Finniss, I would scrupulously 

render him obedience and respect as Government Resident”.36  Ward’s enforced 

professional detachment was short lived; within days he had been sent upstream 

to the River Camp, and the tingle of romance he felt on landing from HMSS 

Beatrice - “in the darkness [and] solitude of a strange land” with the voices of the 

camp sentries crying the “All’s well” in the far distance - lasted only until 

sunrise, when he could see with his own eyes the stark evidence of Finniss’s 

folly.37 

 

                                                 
34 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, Question No. 1719. 
35 Advertiser, 30 January 1865, 3. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ward’s Diary, 25. 
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a narrow strip of land hemmed in by tall mangrove scrub on its two 

sides and one end and by the river on the other end.  The river 

bank unapproachable at low tide by reason of the almost 

fathomless mud that lines its banks and its water decidedly salt at 

high tide and too brackish at low tide to be used except upon stern 

necessity.  [Countless] alligators and sand flies, giant mosquitoes 

and vampire bats...But the worst feature of the place is the 

immense advantage it would afford the natives over us in any 

premeditated attack by them upon our camp. […] On a moonlight 

or starlight night they could step out of the scrub under the shadow 

of the tall mangroves and plainly seeing us on the open ground 

throw a shower of spears returning again to the scrub where it 

would be madness for us to follow them in the dark and hazardous 

even by daylight.38  

 

 

3. The River Camp 

 

The River Camp was located on the riverine fringe of Tommy Policeman Plain 

some 56 kilometres upstream.  Unable to find fresh water and green feed for the 

expedition’s livestock at Escape Cliffs39 Finniss had decided to act on 

Commander Hutchison’s advice and establish his main depot on Bald (Beatrice) 

                                                 
38 Ward’s Diary, 28. 
39 Finniss had conducted a cursory inspection of the plateau behind Escape Cliffs on the morning 
of 23 June 1864. 
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Hill - the most prominent feature on the lower Adelaide floodplain.40  The 

livestock were however in such poor condition after their protracted sea voyage 

that on the third day of Beatrice’s upriver journey Finniss decided to land them 

on a patch of open ground (at Kilometre 56) some 25 kilometres north of his 

intended destination.41  The choice of the site seems to have been completely 

arbitrary - the deciding factors most probably being the high tide and the well 

grassed open plain visible behind the mangrove forest on the west bank.  When, 

several days later, Beatrice returned with a second load of stores and animals, 

Hutchison was surprised to discover at the landing place, a depot exhibiting all 

the signs of permanency.42  Finniss had hoisted the Union Jack, pitched his tents 

with military precision around the flagpole and the armoury, and christened the 

establishment “Freshwater Camp” - a name that was soon ousted by the more 

popular and prosaic “River Camp”.43 

 

The River Camp was an island in a sea of mangroves – not the myriad 

diminutive species which line the river banks today, but stately and grandiose 

specimens,44 with trunks as lofty and straight as tall ships’ masts.45  At their 

                                                 
40 SAPP 18 (1865).  “Extract from J Hutchinson’s Remark Book of Her Majesty’s Surveying 
Schooner “Beatrice” whilst employed in the Northern Territory of South Australia, in 1864”, 3.  
Hutchison had sighted the bald hill from the deck of HMSS Beatrice during a nine-day (2-11 June 
1864) exploration of the Adelaide and assumed (erroneously) that it was easily accessible from the 
river.  Beatrice penetrated upstream as far as the junction with Marrakai Creek. 
41 Ibid., 5.  The River Camp was located on the promontory at Kilometre 56.  See Harry Messel, 
et al., The Adelaide, Daly and Moyle Rivers (Sydney: Permagon Press, 1979), Map 6.  See also 
Goldsmith to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 4 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 35.  “In 
describing the situation of the camp, Dr F.E. Goldsmith said that there was a dense growth of 
mangroves some two metres thick on the river bank which had been cut through in two places for 
landing stock”. 
42 Ibid., 5. 
43 Finniss, Supplementary Diary entry 25 June 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group): PRG 527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”, n.p.  While 
anchored off the River Camp Hutchison had several times been able to fill Beatrice’s tanks with 
fresh water at low tide.  The fresh water was however inaccessible to the stock because of the 
danger posed by the muddy banks. 
44 Probably the species Rhizophora stylosa. 
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bases tangled networks of interlocking root buttresses taller than a man and 

festooned with jungle vines created an impenetrable hedge which encircled a 

grassed and treeless plain about a square kilometre in extent. 46  The area thus 

enclosed was a promontory or salient created by one of the river’s many sinuous 

loops, and at some stage in the evolution of the floodplain may have actually 

been an island.  A remnant of the ancient anabranch still existed in Spirit Creek, 

a scattered chain of waterholes to the west, which joined the river some three 

kilometres above the campsite.47  A swampy lagoon on the headwaters of Spirit 

Creek was the expedition’s main source of freshwater and was accessed through 

a naturally occurring break in the southern mangrove wall.48 

 

The expedition’s tents were pitched some 300 metres inland.  Although virtually 

in the centre of the open plain they were still close enough to the encircling 

mangroves to be within range of the light reed (hunting) spear which the local 

Aborigines could hurl with great precision over distances in excess of 150 

metres.  In an ominous portent of things to come, Finniss, whose own tents were 

located in the very centre of the encampment, was scornfully dismissive of any 

such threat.  “If you are afraid, Sir,” was his crushing retort to James Thomas 

                                                                                                                                    
45 In excess of 15 metres.  The extraordinary height of these mangroves suggests that the area had 
not experienced a cyclone for many years. 
46 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, 40.  See also Ward’s Diary, 28.  
There was one natural opening at the river bank and another due south of the campsite.  At some 
stage a bullock track was cut through the jungle wall in the vicinity of the camp to link up with a 
similar “island” or enclosed plain to the west.  See also Express, 13 October 1864, 2. 
47 Spirit Creek appears on David Lindsay’s 1882 survey map of the area but has since silted up.  
Lindsay thought the River Camp was located at the mouth of Spirit Creek.  See Lindsay’s Field 
Book No 4 page 11.  Northern Territory Hundred of Guy.  Copy in author’s possession: supplied 
by Reg. Wilson of Darwin. 
48 Ward says in his diary that they had to cut a path through the mangroves to access the lagoon. 
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Manton’s diplomatically expressed concerns, “pitch your tent where you like and I 

will put mine next to the scrub”.49 

 

While Finniss’s settlement instructions gave priority to Adam Bay, permanent 

settlement at the Adelaide River, or at any of the specified alternate locations, 

was contingent upon a first hand assessment of the region’s development 

potential.50  The fact that Finniss did not comply with this directive - that he 

made no attempt to personally assess the settlement potential of the Adelaide 

valley prior to committing the expedition to an inland depot - suggests that he 

was acting in accordance with some prearranged plan or agreement.  Daly’s fear 

of convictism and his expressed determination to settle as far away as possible 

from Western Australia was a powerful motivating factor in directing the locus 

of settlement away from the Victoria River; that, coupled with George Windsor 

Earl’s close personal relationship with Daly and his avid promotion of Adam 

Bay, point to a clandestine arrangement along the lines of Finniss’s own 

appointment.  Whatever the reason, within 48 hours of setting foot on Northern 

Territory soil, Finniss – acting on the advice of Commander John Hutchison - 

had decided to make the Adelaide River valley his main centre of operations. 

 

Hutchison was the epitome of the Victorian-era British naval officer and one of 

the few individuals associated with the Northern Territory Expedition who was 

universally respected; dignified and quietly spoken, he was Finniss’s closest 

confidant and adviser– a relationship which was somewhat more substantial than 
                                                 
49 Ward’s Diary, 28. 
50 SAPP 36 (1864).  “Settlement of Northern Territory: instructions to Boyle Travers Finniss, 
Esq., Government Resident of the Northern Territory of South Australia, and the several officers 
under his command; together with extracts from letters etc. from Messrs. Earl, Helpman and 
Pascoe”, 5-6. 
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that specified in his official instructions.51  Hutchison was a competent and 

experienced seaman but he had little if any colonization experience, and for the 

greater part of his Northern Territory service was incapacitated with a virulent 

skin disease akin to psoriasis.52  The extent of Hutchison’s culpability for some 

of Finniss’s more serious errors of judgment during the initial phases of 

settlement was occasionally hinted at in the contemporary press but was never 

officially investigated.53   

 

Having seen to his livestock Finniss’s first priority should have been to 

reconnoitre the surrounding terrain.  Instead, he concentrated on discharging the 

Henry Ellis within her lay day period to save demurrage charges.  While he made 

seemingly innumerable journeys up and down the river in the Julia to personally 

supervise the unloading, his officers were confined to camp with little or nothing 

to do.  Assistant Storekeeper John Davis, who had been a member of John 

McKinlay’s successful (1862) trans-continental expedition, was given short shrift 

when he sought permission to alleviate the boredom aboard the Henry Ellis by 

conducting an exploration of the Cape Hotham peninsula.54  William Pearson 

and Ebenezer Ward’s (unauthorised) examination of the middle reaches of the 

river under the pretext of a hunting expedition to supply the camp with fresh 

game was derided as a “dilettante exploration”,55 which not only exposed the 

                                                 
51 Hutchison’s advice was supposed to be confined to maritime matters only.  See SAPP 36 
(1864), 8. 
52 Hutchison’s illness was the reason for Beatrice’s return to Adelaide in December 1864.  It was 
described as “sloughing ulcers on both legs, and likewise from a severe attack of eczema 
extending over the whole body”.  See Advertiser, 27 December 1864, 2. 
53 See for example Register, 16 December 1864, 2. 
54 Davis to Finniss, July 1864, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 
35/643/Vols 1-3 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, Vol. 2 Part 1.  John Davis remained aboard the Henry 
Ellis to supervise the unloading. 
55 Finniss to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 11 August 1864: Attachment dated 12 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 
July 1865), 7. 
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small party to serious danger from the Aborigines but unnecessarily weakened 

the defensive capabilities of the camp.56  Day by day the bands of Aborigines 

present in the valley were becoming ever more intractable; but Finniss’s main 

reason for discouraging initiative amongst his subordinates was jealousy.  When 

Surveyor William Pearson asked permission to explore the Beatrice Hill locality 

he was told “that he [Finniss] reserved that work for himself”.57  As an 

anonymous correspondent in the Telegraph put it, “The Government Resident is 

so jealous of his officers acquiring any credit that he will not allow one of the 

surveyors to go out in charge of a party”.58   

 

It is difficult to estimate the quantity of stores transported to the River Camp but 

it was most probably about two thirds of the total tonnage aboard the Henry Ellis.  

Beatrice made three trips; Yatala (whose voyages were not specifically recorded) 

made in excess of six.  Navigating the 56 km stretch of the river was an 

extremely onerous and time-consuming task; sails were useless because of the 

fickle winds and the river’s extreme degree of sinuosity.  The tide was the only 

reliable means of propulsion, with steerage way maintained by oarsmen in small 

craft towing ahead.  With her highly motivated and efficient crew Beatrice could 

accomplish the round trip in less than four days; Yatala with a reluctant crew 

sometimes took twice as long.  Yatala had sustained serious hull damage on the 

voyage up, losing her rudder and false keel on the reef off Vashon Head, and 

required constant pumping to stay afloat.  Yatala’s master, Captain Francis 

Humbert, resented the labour intensive river work and seized every possible 
                                                 
56 General Order, 26 July 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 16.  Pearson and Ward penetrated upstream as 
far as Pearson’s Rock Bar – hence the name. 
57 Ward’s Diary, 36. 
58 Telegraph, 16 December 1864, n.p.  See also Edmunds’ diary, entry for 13 May 1865.  Edmunds also 
records Finniss as remarking “that he was jealous of the honour of discoveries”. 
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opportunity to avoid it – a problem which Finniss attempted to rectify by placing 

the Julia’s coxswain David Bowen Wiltshire aboard as pilot.  Even under 

Wiltshire’s pilotage Yatala’s river voyages were so torturous and prolonged that 

Finniss was unable to meet the demurrage deadline, and was forced to retain the 

Henry Ellis for another month at a cost of ₤464.59   

 

The sale of HM Revenue Cruiser Yatala to the Finniss Expedition (for ₤1000) is 

possibly the first recorded instance of the exploitation of the Northern Territory 

Fund by the South Australian Government.60  Yatala was an old and decrepit 

ship which, after sixteen hard years in the colony’s Customs Service, was fit only 

for the breakers’ yard.  Despite sustaining serious hull damage and losing her 

false keel and rudder in a stranding at Rivoli Bay in 1859, her acquisition was 

subject to only a single (and probably cursory) inspection by Captains John Hart 

and William Bloomfield Douglas.61  The almost identical damage sustained in 

the stranding at Vashon Head coupled with the circumstances of her eventual 

demise (by hogging in Kupang Harbour) suggest major and probably irreparable 

defects in her keel, which a comprehensive structural survey prior to sale would 

undoubtedly have revealed.62   

 

                                                 
59 HMSS Beatrice was not under Finniss’s direct authority.  She was financed and managed conjointly 
by the British Admiralty and the South Australian Government, SAPP 36 (1864).  “Settlement of 
Northern Territory: instructions to Boyle Travers Finniss, Esq., Government Resident of the Northern 
Territory of South Australia, and the several officers under his command; together with extracts from 
letters etc. from Messrs. Earl, Helpman and Pascoe”, 5-6. 
60 See “To the Editor”, Register, 18 February 1865, 2.  There would be many other such instances 
- most notably the debiting to the fund of the cost of the unsuccessful Privy Council appeal 
against the judgment to refund the amount of the original investment to those land order holders 
who requested it. 
61 “Legislative Council Minutes”, Advertiser, 20 July 1865, 2.  Douglas was President of the 
Marine Board and Collector of Customs.  He and Hart inspected the Yatala while she was on the 
slipway being recoppered. 
62 “To the Editor”, Register, 18 February 1865, 2. 
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News of the Yatala’s arrival at Adam Bay reached Finniss at the River Camp on 

1 July.  Finniss was angry that Humbert had not reported the stranding to him 

personally and had ignored written orders left with John Davis aboard the Henry 

Ellis to begin loading cargo immediately.  On reaching Adam Bay Finniss found 

an unrepentant Humbert fraternizing with Captain Philipps aboard the Henry 

Ellis.  When questioned about the circumstance of the stranding Humbert 

maintained that he was at least three miles (5kms) offshore when the Yatala 

struck, with deep water off his stern.  With a brusqueness that was fast becoming 

one of his most dominant character traits, Finniss rejected the explanation out of 

hand: “Cape Vashon [is] one of the best surveyed localities on the coast”,63 he 

proclaimed; “the reef is carefully surveyed and laid down half a mile from the 

Point only”.64  Finniss’s information was incorrect; the reef at Vashon Head is 

over a (nautical) mile in extent; in subsequent years it would claim two much 

larger vessels,65 one of which (the 2838 ton steamer SS Australian) was adjudged 

to have been the victim of an unusually strong tidal current.66  NASA’s moon 

phase tables for the dates of each of the three strandings predict a virtually 

identical set of tidal conditions,67 so it is possible that all three vessels were 

victims of the same phenomenon.   

 

                                                 
63 Finniss to Ayers, 10 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 4. 
64 Finniss, Supplementary Journal entry for 3 July 1864, State Library of South Australia: PRG 
527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”, n.p. 
65 The 451 ton barque Calcutta (1894), and the 2838 ton steamer SS Australian (1906), both of 
which were said to have foundered about a mile offshore “on exactly the same spot”.  See 
Northern Territory Times and Government Gazette, 30 November 1906, 1. 
66 Northern Territory Times and Government Gazette, 7 December 1906, 2.  Captain Meigs of the 
Port Darwin steamer Wai Hoi which came to the Australian’s rescue gave evidence that at about 
the time of the stranding he had noted a strong tidal current some 30 nautical miles offshore.  
67 National Aeronautics and Space Administration Phases of the Moon 1801 to 1900 and 2000 
to1901.  http://eclipse.gsfe.nasa.gov/phase/phases1801.html 28/03/2011 and 
http://eclipse.gsfe.nasa.gov/phase/phases-1999.html 28/03/2011 respectively.  All three 
strandings occurred in the period leading up to neap tide. 

http://eclipse.gsfe.nasa.gov/phase/phases1801.html%2028/03/2011
http://eclipse.gsfe.nasa.gov/phase/phases-1999.html%2028/03/2011
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The task of unloading the Henry Ellis could have been greatly alleviated had the 

ship been moored closer inshore.  On 20 July Finniss issued a formal request to 

Captain Philipps to anchor in the Adelaide estuary when wind and tide permitted.  

Philipps refused on the basis that such a maneuver was not covered by his 

insurance; and for the duration of the charter Henry Ellis remained anchored in 

the western approaches to Adam Bay.68  Finniss’s relationship with Philipps, 

already strained following the protracted sea voyage, now began to deteriorate 

rapidly.69  The situation was exacerbated by a developing feud with Humbert 

which Wiltshire’s presence aboard the Yatala had precipitated.  Resentful of 

Finniss’s attempt to compromise his authority Humbert turned for solace and 

support to Philipps under whom he had once served as first mate.  According to 

Finniss, Philipps supported Humbert’s application for the captaincy of the Yatala 

“so he could get rid of a drunken subordinate”.70 

 

The captain of the Yatala is not the man for the command.  

Described as not always sober; at critical times he has no authority 

over his men and pays too much deference to Captain Philipps 

whose mate he was and to whose recommendation he owes his 

appointment to the Yatala.71   

 

                                                 
68 Finniss, Supplementary Journal entry for 20 July 1864, SLSA: PRG 527 (1826-1900), n.p. 
69 Advertiser, 27 December 1864, 2. 
70 Finniss, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG527/6/1 (1826-1900).  
“Boyle Travers Finniss: Miscellaneous correspondence; Notebook”, n.p. 
71 Ibid. 
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By the time of the Henry Ellis’s departure for Colombo (17 August 1864) Finniss 

had lost all confidence in Humbert’s capacity to command,72 and the relationship 

with Philipps had become so acrimonious that Finniss refused to entrust the 

official mail to his care, sending it instead with Hutchison and the Beatrice via 

the much slower Kupang route.  Finniss’s inclusion of a miniscule portion of his 

official correspondence in the Henry Ellis mail seems to have been an imprudent 

afterthought designed to counter possible adverse criticism and sensationalism in 

the private letters which went via the Henry Ellis; the possibility that his sketchy 

references to Pearson’s Fight and his problems with his officers might in some 

way alarm the Adelaide populace seems to have entirely escaped him. 

 

 

4. Frustration on the Flood Plain 

 

The River Camp was not intended as a permanent depot although many of the 

officers including Ward and King Sr. thought that it was.  As part of an evolving 

but mainly ad hoc plan to clear the Henry Ellis within her lay days the River 

Camp was meant to be a port or staging facility to service the permanent depot 

which Finniss planned to establish on Beatrice Hill.73  Viewed in this context, 

aspects such as its infrastructure - the log storehouse, the guardroom, stockyards 

and floating landing stage74 - and the decision to land at Kilometre 56, become 

less puzzling.  The frenetic tempo set by Finniss during the initial settlement 
                                                 
72 Register, 17 December 1864, 2.  See also Finniss to Ayers, undated letter written aboard 
Beatrice off Port Darwin, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 45. 
73 Finniss to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 22 July 1864 (but never sent), State Records of South 
Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 35/643/Vols 1-3 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, 
Vol. 2 Part 1. 
74 Official Diary entry for 25 July 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 14.  Finniss also had two 
lavatories dug for his own private use.  See also Ward’s Diary, 61. 
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phase appears to have blinded him to the possibility that Hutchison’s advice 

might have been based on little more than supposition.  It was fully three weeks 

before he discovered that such was indeed the case - that Beatrice Hill was totally 

isolated, cut off from the river and from the high ground to the south and west by 

a pristine water-world of swamps and streams stretching many kilometres in 

every direction.   

 

Finniss’s major triumph at the Commission hearings was the minimisation (and 

in some cases the suppression) of the events of these three weeks; nowhere in the 

evidence or in his summation does he link the River Camp with Beatrice Hill; 

nowhere does he make any mention of his lengthy meeting with Hutchison 

aboard HMSS Beatrice on the day of the Henry Ellis’s arrival, at which it was 

virtually decided that Beatrice Hill was the most appropriate place for the 

expedition’s permanent depot.75  By emphasising the temporary nature of the 

River Camp and minimising the outcomes of his abortive Daly Ranges 

expedition Finniss was able to divert the main thrust of the prosecution’s case 

against him from the floodplain to the Cape Hotham peninsula, where he was 

(marginally) better able to counter allegations of incompetency. 

 

The Daly Ranges expedition was Finniss’s one and only overland exploration.  

Setting out from the River Camp on 8 July 1864 with a party of five men and 

eight horses he explored southwards to Beatrice Hill, Fred’s Pass and Bald Hill 

Creek (Kilometre 103.5).76  Lasting barely four days and covering less than 50 

                                                 
75 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s Summation, xix.  Finniss makes a passing 
reference to Beatrice Hill acknowledging its unsuitability. 
76 J.W.O. Bennett.  “Rough eye sketch of the head of the Adelaide River and adjoining country, 
1865”.  State Library of South Australia: Archive No. C29. 
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kilometres (as the crow flies) the exploration none the less took such a toll of 

Finniss’s health that he reportedly suggested the use of a spring cart equipped 

with a mattress and an armchair on future overland expeditions.77 

 

Even before the expedition departed Finniss’s elaborate and lengthy preparations 

had made it a laughing stock.  Storekeeper Stephen King Sr. was occupied for 

three entire days attending to the baggage requisitions; and according to Ward, 

Finniss took so many carbines and pistols with him that the safety of the River 

Camp was seriously compromised.78  Ward was particularly scathing about the 

outcome of the Beatrice Hill phase of the expedition but failed to properly assess 

its significance, which strongly suggests that at this early stage he and his fellow 

officers knew virtually nothing about Finniss’s settlement plans.   

 

They started on Friday morning and returned on the following 

Monday without reaching the [Beatrice] hills at all.  Sometime 

subsequently Mr Stephen King, Mr Pearson, Dr Goldsmith, and 

myself […] left the camp on horseback at nine o'clock and rode to 

the hills; we waded through a creek and went to the top of the hills.  

We stayed an hour and got back to the camp at seven o'clock; 

thus doing in ten hours what the Government Resident with all his 

party had failed to do in three days.79 

 

                                                 
77 Telegraph, 15 December 1864, n.p.  The full quote reads “Another time he wanted to go in a 
spring cart with an easy chair and bed, a [chamber pot] and all the paraphernalia of the 
bedchamber”. 
78 Official Diary entry for 11 July 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 14. 
79 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, Question No. 1687. 
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Finniss experienced little difficulty in reaching Beatrice Hill.  There was 

however no point in climbing it as it was patently obvious that Hutchison had 

badly misrepresented the terrain.  Picturesque lagoons and swamps teeming with 

waterfowl of all descriptions barred every approach and precluded the 

(economical) construction of any permanent all-weather road link with the River 

Camp.80  Finniss would have to look elsewhere for a permanent depot site. 

 

Undaunted, Finniss turned his attention southward - to the “fine range of hills 

which loomed in the distance looking like the Mt Lofty Ranges as seen from Port 

Adelaide”.81  Finniss not unnaturally assumed that these were the Daly Ranges 

discovered and named by John McDouall Stuart in July 1862.  Finniss was not to 

know (although many already suspected)82 that Stuart had never reached the 

Adelaide and that his “Daly Ranges” - the modern-day Mt Bundy Hills - were 

some sixty kilometres to the east on the west bank of the Mary. 

 

Stuart’s glowing description of the agricultural potential of the “Adelaide River” 

valley was one of the principal catalysts for Northern Territory annexation, and 

reinforced the popular belief in a belt of fertile country some 300 miles (480kms) 

wide extending the entire length of the north Australian seaboard.83  When ex-

Premier and temperance campaigner Thomas Reynolds rose to speak at the grand 

banquet held to honor Stuart’s triumphal return to Adelaide (January 1863), he 
                                                 
80 Finniss, Supplementary Journal entry for 9 July 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group): PRG 527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”, n.p.  Today 
because of the disruption to the hydrodynamics of the floodplain caused by the Humpty Doo rice 
project, the extensive network of “clear deep waters” that foiled Finniss’s settlement plans has 
largely vanished. 
81 Finniss, Supplementary Journal entry for 9 July 1864, SLSA: PRG 527 (1826-1900), n.p. 
82 See for example Ward’s Diary, 80.  “Stuart has no more seen the Adelaide River than he has 
bathed his feet in the waters of the moon”. 
83 See Sir Richard Graves Macdonnell, South Australia: what it is and what it may be – a lecture 
(Dublin: Hodges Smith & Co.,1863), 23. 
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said that he did not know one portion of South Australia which would be so 

valuable when settled as (that discovered by Stuart), as many tropical 

productions could be grown there.84  Reynolds did not have any experience in 

tropical agriculture but his predictions were enthusiastically supported by a 

fellow merchant who did.  After describing the nature of the coasts of Borneo 

and other islands in the Indian Seas which he had visited on trading voyages, 

Judah Moss Solomon said that cotton, sugar and indigo could be grown in the 

new country and plenty of docile Malays could be procured to do the work, 

which might be unsuitable for Europeans.85  The effects of pronouncements such 

as these on Finniss’s settlement decisions are difficult to quantify, but if his 

subsequent life-history is any criterion they were by no means insubstantial.  To 

the end of his days Finniss would continue to vigorously promote the Adelaide 

River as the key to economic development in both the Adam Bay and Port 

Darwin hinterlands.86 

 

Finniss was not overly deterred by the abortive outcome of his Daly Ranges 

expedition.  In a letter written immediately following his return to the River 

Camp he was optimistic about the prospects of establishing a settlement in the 

Mt Daly area.  “These are only ideas at present” he wrote “and may be modified 

with further research”.87  But he was clearly impressed by what he had 

discovered.  “I found a beautiful country washed by innumerable fresh water 

                                                 
84 English textile manufacturers were feeling the effects of the American Civil War trade 
blockades, Advertiser, 26 January 1863, 2. 
85 Ibid. 
86 Finniss to Freddy, 25 February 1891, K.T. Borrow Collection.  Copy in possession of the 
author.  See also Booth and Borrow, 54. 
87 Finniss 12 July 1864.  “Letter not sent but kept for private information”, State Records of 
South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 35/643/Vols 1-3 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: 
Letters”, Vol. 2 Part 1. 
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streams abounding in fish and wildfowl.  There will be no want of land for the 

plough and for sheep runs”.88  The focus of his floodplain development plan was 

now the elevated land around Mosquito Pass, which he thought could be 

connected by road to a port on the river (in the vicinity of Kilometre 89) at 

minimal expense.89   

 

Listening (somewhat cynically) to Finniss extolling these new discoveries with 

such “a wonderful spirit of infatuation” that it would have been impossible for 

anyone relying on his descriptions to identify the actual locations,90 it was 

abundantly clear to Ward and his fellow officers at the River Camp that Finniss 

had decided to establish “what he, with singular imbecility, called, ‘winter’ 

quarters” 91 on the “lower slopes of the supposed Daly Ranges”.92  According to 

William McMinn, Finniss’s last order before departing for Adam Bay on 19 July 

was to Manton’s survey party “to prepare to go up the river in search of a 

suitable site for the capital and settle there”.93  McMinn was thus more than a 

little perplexed when some four days later Finniss announced that the lower 

slopes of the Daly Ranges had been abandoned in favour of the tableland of Cape 

Hotham.  McMinn’s incredulous comment: “and this after all the goods, cattle 

&c., had been conveyed [upriver]!” was undoubtedly echoed by a great many of 

                                                 
88 Ibid. 
89 Ibid. 
90 Ward’s Diary, 88. 
91 Ibid.  The term is a military one which refers to a more or less permanent cantonment occupied 
by armies during the European winter – the castra hibernia of the Roman Legions. 
92 Ibid.  See also Perth Gazette and West Australian Times, 23 Dec 1864, 2, 3.  “He had 
announced his determination to fix the capital of the territory at some hills about 15 miles from 
the (River Camp) when he was suddenly induced by the representations of one of the labourers of 
the party to change his plans and take the party back to the shores of Adam Bay”. 
93 Finniss, who had developed six large tropical ulcers on his right leg, went to Adam Bay to 
consult Dr Goldsmith, Observer Supplement, 15 October 1864, 1. 
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his compatriots.94  When Ward heard the news he sardonically - and somewhat 

profanely - expressed his feelings in verse. 

 

Weak and irresolute is the man 

The purpose of today 

Woven with pains into his plan 

Tomorrow rends away.95 

 

The settlement on the Cape Hotham tableland now envisaged by Finniss was no 

mere permanent depot, but a fully developed capital - a northern version of the 

city of Adelaide, with its port infrastructure located at the Narrows and its urban 

centre some ten kilometres away at Escape Cliffs.  According to Ward both 

locations already bore official names: the estuary below the Narrows was now 

“Port Daly”; and Escape Cliffs - a place where “no perfectly sane man would 

ever think of founding (a capital city)” – was called “Palmerston”.96  While Ward 

and his fellow officers were glad to be exchanging the “mosquitoes and malaria” 

of the floodplain for the sea breezes and ocean vistas of Adam Bay, “feelings of 

mistrust and apprehension of our future were [none the less] renewed in all our 

minds”.97  

 

                                                 
94 Ibid.  McMinn had just arrived at the Narrows as a member of Auld’s overland party. 
95 Ward’s Diary, 88.  The text is from William Cowper’s Hymn: “Human Frailty”.  See A 
Collection of Psalms and Hymns for Christian Worship (Boston: Jinks, Palmer & Co, 1851), 
Hymn No. 351. 
96 Ward’s Diary, 88.  See also “At anchor in Port Daly, Palmerston”, Finniss Supplementary 
Journal entry for 22 July 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 
527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”, n.p. 
97 Ibid. 
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There is little contemporaneous evidence of the factors which precipitated the 

abandonment of the Mosquito Pass development plan. 98  Finniss’s diary entries 

for the period depict an increasing emphasis on exploring the east bank 

floodplain, which may represent a changed or changing mindset; but his 

operational orders continue to reflect his indecision.99  Auld for example was 

sent on a major expedition to the east to look for signs of Stuart’s expedition – 

particularly his flag and “bottle”100 but was also instructed to continue the 

exploration of the Daly Ranges region on his return.101   

 

When the Palmerston (Escape Cliffs/Port Daly)102 development plan was 

conceived Finniss was suffering from a serious illness which he went to great 

lengths to conceal.  For a fortnight following his return from the Daly Ranges he 

was so ill that he was forced to seek medical assistance from Dr Goldsmith at 

Adam Bay.103  The illness was most probably acute cellulitis contracted from 

mosquito bites on his legs, which had become so badly infected during the course 

                                                 
98 Explanations for Finniss’s abrupt change of mind appear in his later correspondence.  “[South 
of the River Camp] I found the country along the banks of the river intersected by creeks, fresh 
water lagoons, swamps and running streams for a distance of from three to six miles. … [In the 
Daly Ranges] I was disappointed in being able to connect the river with the ranges over country 
that would be accessible for drays without which we could not form a depot”.  See Finniss to 
Ayers, 10 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 4, 5.  He also makes the disingenuous claim in 
his Commission summation that Auld had found “a practicable road” connection between the 
Peninsula and the interior.  See Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s summing up, 
xix.  
99 On 22 July 1864, Finniss issued the following memo: “The Government Resident has not yet 
decided whether he will land the remaining cargo at Escape Cliffs.  This depends on further 
information he is acquiring”, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): 
GRG 35/640 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: General Orders”, n.p. 
100 To Lake Finniss and the Mt Bundy area.  The expedition is discussed in more detail in Chapter 
5 of this thesis.  Prior to this Auld had led an expedition to Whitestone Creek to search for 
Stuart’s tracks. 
101 Official Diary entry for 19 July 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865).  See also Finniss 
Supplementary Journal entry for 21 July 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private Record 
Group): PRG 527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”.  Finniss intended to 
explore the country to Bynoe Harbour by both land and sea but later cancelled both expeditions. 
102 Port Daly appears to have been named by Hutchison, who endorsed it as a good anchorage.  
Advertiser, 27 December 1864, 4. 
103 Goldsmith was still living aboard the Henry Ellis. 
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of his Daly Ranges expedition that he could scarcely walk.104  It was most likely 

during his convalescence aboard the Yatala anchored at the Narrows that the 

germ of the Palmerston Solution first occurred to him: he would utilize the 

Adelaide River estuary to facilitate settlement of the peninsula tableland in the 

same way that Colonel Light had utilized the estuary of the Port River to 

facilitate settlement of the Adelaide Plains.  Compared with a pristine Port 

Adelaide (nicknamed Port Misery in the early days of settlement) Port Daly had 

infinitely greater potential both as a seaport and as an area for commercial 

development – especially along the banks of the Saltwater Arm and the south 

channel of the Vernon Islands.105  Had the spring tide inundation of some areas 

at the Narrows been raised as an obstacle to the proposed Port Daly development 

it would have been easily dismissed by reference to the swampy conditions 

which prevailed at Port Adelaide for many years, and the fact that the embryo 

Port Adelaide township was regularly subject to inundation by king tides to 

depths in excess of a metre.106   

 

Having resolved the problem of Adam Bay’s exposed anchorage during the 

northwest monsoon, Finniss turned his attention to the peninsula’s water supply.  

For some time he had been aware of the discovery of potable water at Sandy 

                                                 
104 Finniss Supplementary Journal, various entries over the period 11 to 22 July 1864, State 
Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 527 (1826-1900), n.p.  Finniss was 
suffering from six large tropical ulcers on his right leg and one on his arm.  See also Journal 
entries for 19 - 21 July 1864, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): 
GRG 35/6471-2.  “B.T. Finniss: Miscellaneous Notebooks/Journal Entries”, (single page). 
105 Even the jetty Finniss proposed to build across the reef at Escape Cliffs had its Adelaide 
counterpart.  The Glenelg Jetty built in 1859 at a cost of ₤31,294 was over 350 metres long.  See 
H.M. Cooper, A naval history of South Australia and other historical notes (Adelaide: Hassell 
Press, 1950), 83-84. 
106 H. Hussey, Colonial life and Christian experience with notes of travel, lectures, publications, 
etc. (Adelaide: Hussey and Gillingham, 1897), 55-56.  Like most other places at the Port, the 
Hussey family tenements on North Parade were built on piles so that the high tides could pass 
under; but sometimes the water would take entire possession of the floors. 
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Beach (Beatrice Bay) by a picnic party from the Henry Ellis, but had ignored the 

information.107  He now decided to investigate.  At his request108 crewmen from 

HMSS Beatrice sank a well in the Deacon’s Creek catchment area and discovered 

a good supply of fresh water which was “pronounced excellent” by all who 

sampled it – Dr Goldsmith included.109  Finniss next sought and obtained 

Hutchison’s imprimatur for his Palmerston Solution at a lengthy (but largely 

undocumented) consultation aboard HMSS Beatrice on 23 July,110 after which he 

returned to the River Camp to arrange for its evacuation. 

 

In corresponding with Ayers Finniss was careful not to immediately proclaim 

Escape Cliffs as the site of the Northern Territory capital; but there can be little 

doubt that this was his intention - as the subtext to the following extract from one 

of his early letters implies. 

 

Adam Bay is a fine harbour being sheltered from all winds at all 

seasons in some part or other of its extensive anchorage.  A town 

at Escape Cliffs would be as well provided with a harbour in close 

proximity as most cities in the Indian Seas; but there is an inner 

harbour of refuge inside Point Ayers in case it should be required; 

                                                 
107 Official Diary entry for 24 June 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 13. 
108 Finniss Supplementary Journal entry for 21 July 1964, State Library of South Australia 
(Private Record Group): PRG 527 (1826-1900), n.p. 
109 Finniss to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 41.  Goldsmith 
had gone ashore with the well sinking party and “in the evening returned greatly rejoiced at 
having found good water”. 
110 Finniss, Supplementary Journal entry for 21 July 1964, State Library of South Australia: PRG 
527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”, n.p. 
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and such a harbour would be required at first on account of the 

greater facilities it affords for landing.111 

 

As an exercise in lateral thinking, the Palmerston Solution undeniably had merit - 

but only if the primary intention of the expedition was to exploit the resources of 

the Adelaide River valley.  If Finniss did not go to the Northern Territory with 

that single purpose in mind, his frustrations and misadventures on the floodplain 

soon forced him to that conclusion.  With the realization that the Cape Hotham 

peninsula was the only practical location from which an agrarian settlement in the 

Adelaide River valley could be supplied and maintained; and that complementary 

settlements at Escape Cliffs and the Narrows would alleviate if not solve both 

health and harbour concerns, Finniss was sure that he had mastered the most critical 

environmental dilemmas posed by the river and its vast flood plain.  The majority 

of his officers and men thought otherwise; alienated by his military excesses at the 

River Camp and his ignominious retreat from the floodplain they seized every 

opportunity to criticise and condemn both settlement locations. 

 

 

5. Finniss’s Military Excesses 

 

Finniss was never officially censured for his military excesses.  At the 

Commission Rymill succeeded in linking the inordinate amount of time 

expended in mounting a permanent guard at the Escape Cliffs settlement to the 

                                                 
111 Finniss to Ayers, 10 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 4 and 5.  Missing portion of the 
first official mail (Beatrice to Kupang, 10 December 1864). 
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miniscule amount of construction work accomplished there; but the evidence was 

overlooked in the Commissioners’ official report.  The contemporary press too 

was disinclined to censure Finniss - choosing instead to view the mounting 

criticism of his military proclivities with a mixture of condescension and amused 

tolerance. 

 

The news from the Northern Territory is precisely of the kind we 

expected.  We read of good country, abundant water, fine climate, 

fierce and numerous natives, tremendous squabbles among the 

meagre party of colonists and embarrassment to the leader of the 

expedition - probably because he has himself been a little overfond 

of pipeclay and red tape.  All these things were to be anticipated and 

we are not in any great consternation about the squabbles.112 

 

A recent study of the 19th century Volunteer Force on Victoria’s central 

goldfields by Bob Marmion suggests that, in the context of the times, Finniss’s 

actions were by no means extreme or indeed unusual.113  Marmion’s researches 

into the cultural mores of the “up country” Volunteer units over the period 1858 

to 1883 have revealed a military ethos very similar to that which Finniss 

attempted to foster at Adam Bay.   

 

 Members needed to set aside a minimum of between 8-10 hours 

per week for Volunteering. […] A trooper in the Castlemaine Light 

Dragoons was required to attend mounted drill at 3.30pm each 
                                                 
112 Telegraph, 13 October 1864, n.p. 
113 Bob Marmion, “The Victorian Volunteer Force on the central Victorian Goldfields 1858-
1883” (M.A., Latrobe University, Bendigo, 2003). 
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weekday, plus foot drill from 7 to 8am and 7pm to 9pm each 

weekday.  If he failed to appear in the correct uniform or 

equipment he faced a fine of 20 shillings.114 

 

Unlike the Victorian colonists, who were bona fide volunteers, the members of 

the Finniss Expedition were compulsorily enrolled as members of the Northern 

Territory Force.115  Their subsequent outrage at Finniss’s military foibles would 

suggest that many were under the impression that the sole objective of their 

military training was to enable them to mount an effective defence against 

attacks by Malay pirates116 - and (to a lesser extent) hostile Aborigines; few if 

any of them would appear to have envisaged the imposition of military discipline 

as a more or less permanent feature of their daily lives. 

 

The barrage of adverse criticism began with the Henry Ellis mail. 

 

[Instead of exploring] Finniss goes fossicking about looking after 

the cooks and drilling his volunteers.  Then a guard dressed in 

uniform is kept parading before his tent as at Government House 

or Buckingham Palace.  His son is Adjutant and Captain of the 

                                                 
114 Ibid., 145. 
115 Hence the “the Northern Territory pressed gang” reference in one of Ward’s many diatribes.  
Ward’s Diary, 31. 
116 This was no idle threat.  In the expedition’s official library was a copy of Wood’s Illustrated 
Natural History which gave the following description of the Malays: “The Malay race whose lot 
is thrown amid islands and coasts are as crafty and fierce on the waters as the American Indians 
in their woods.  Accustomed to the water from their earliest infancy, able to swim before they can 
walk, using as their toys waves that would dash an ordinary swimmer to pieces against the rocks 
their existence is almost entirely passed on the water.  As the American Indians are slayers and 
robbers by land, so are the Malays murderers and pirates by sea.  They have been known to 
capture a ship in the midst of a storm by swimming to it and climbing up the cable; and many 
instances of their crafty exploits in ship taking are on record”.  Rev. J.G. Woods, The Illustrated 
Natural History New Edition corrected and considerably enlarged (Farringdon St., London: 
George Rutledge & Co., 1858), 8. 
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guard and military forms and etiquette rigidly observed.  Fancy 

junior surveyors, carpenters, blacksmiths and others whose 

services are really wanted for their own duties kept pacing up and 

down before his tent with shouldered rifles and fixed bayonet as 

the grenadiers do at Whitehall.  Everyone from Manton downwards 

ridicules this humbug but no one can help it.117 

 

Stephen King Sr. voiced a similar complaint in a letter to his wife.   

 

[It] takes sixteen of our best men to do nothing but march up and 

down in front of the Governor’s tent.  Everything must be at a 

standstill so as not to interfere, I am very much afraid that this is 

Finniss’s weakness.  Arms and ammunition appear to be 

uppermost in his mind – indeed his foibles.118 

 

Ebenezer Ward was one of the most vocal critics of Finniss’s military regime.  

The main target of his satirical ire was the comical ineptitude of the Volunteers – 

both infantry and cavalry – as Finniss attempted to drill them on the River Camp 

parade ground.  The infantry manoeuvring in their red Garibaldi shirts119 Ward 

described as resembling “large sized, ready boiled lobsters [acting] under the 

influence of a galvanic battery”;120 the cavalrymen festooned with military 

                                                 
117 Express, 13 October 1864, 2. 
118 Stephen King Sr. to his wife Martha, 7 August 1864.  Written across the face of this letter in 
King’s handwriting are the words “Please burn this when perused”, State Library of South 
Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 627 (1830-2003)”.  “Stephen King: Summary Record”, 
n.p. 
119 The “carmica rossi” first worn by Giuseppe Garibaldi’s Italian Legion in the defence of 
Uruguayan independence circa 1843. 
120 Ward’s Diary, 40. 
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accoutrements – “belts, carbine buckets, pouches, carbines, pistols, straps, spurs, 

saddle bags, and swords” 121 - were a motley collection of mismatched shapes 

and sizes mounted on equally mismatched horses which bolted in all directions 

when the infantry fired a practice volley.122 

 

Within days there was a wider audience which was equally fascinated by the 

martial spectacle.  Using sticks for rifles, visiting Aboriginal bands mimicked the 

military rituals of the camp – the measured tread of the sentries pacing before 

Finniss’s three tents, the complicated evolutions on the parade ground123 - and 

most probably the clumsy mistakes of the “awkward squad”.  Like all good 

mimics the Aborigines targeted personal affectations.  Finniss took such offence 

at the mimicry of one member of the River Camp horde - an Aborigine known to 

the whites as Dombey124 - that he later ordered him to be shot on sight.  Their 

innate self-assurance and utter lack of deference were significant problems for 

Finniss but an inexhaustible fund of satire for Ward.  When a band from the 

Malweyi area125 hooted derisively at Finniss’s attempts to evict them from the 

camp ground, Ward commented: “They probably thought he was some funny old 

pantaloon126 wanting to amuse them.  Certainly there was nothing in his manner 

or appearance to correct such an impression.  So instead of going, they all 

laughed very heartily and repeatedly exclaimed ‘Him berry goot, berry goot’ ”.127 

 
                                                 
121 Ibid., 46. 
122 Ibid. 
123 Rockhampton Bulletin and Central Queensland Advertiser, 10 August 1865, 2. 
124 Dombey was probably an Awynmirr man from the McKinlay River district.  His murder by 
William Patrick Auld is dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
125 The Whitestone Creek area of the Djukbinj National Park. 
126 “Pantaloon” is one of the main characters in a Harlequinade – the gullible, elderly, and over-
amorous father of Columbine. 
127 Ward’s Diary, 40.  “Very good” was the Larrakia and Wulna term for white man.  It survives 
today in the Larrakia language in the form “Berrigut”. 
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No one hated the military regime more than Ebenezer Ward and no one did more 

to disrupt it.  On the voyage up he made a burlesque of sword and rifle drill by 

exaggerating the effects of the roll of the ship – even though the seas were 

relatively calm at the time.128  By virtue of his contrived ineptitude Ward (along 

with most of the other officers whose clumsiness was genuine) was placed in the 

“awkward squad”, which, resplendent in the hated Garibaldi uniform, stumbled 

through the various sets of drill evolutions on the poop deck under the sardonic 

and humiliating gaze of Captain and Mrs Philipps.  Ward continued his 

disruptions at the River Camp by being consistently late for parade and 

deliberately misunderstanding the drill sergeant’s commands.  “When he was on 

drill” Litchfield told the Commission “he used to slap his hat over his eyes and 

carry his arms so as to make people laugh.  He jeered at me several times when 

you [Finniss] put us on horses to make them stand fire, and he used to imitate 

your orders [so as to ridicule you]”.129 

 

A second forum for Ward’s machinations was the Senior Officers’ Mess, where 

he virtually had a free hand.  Finniss had unwisely chosen to form his own mess 

(with Freddy); and no senior officer – neither Manton, who was too cautious, nor 

King Sr., who was too much of a gentleman – could match wits with Ward.  

Ward found kindred spirits in Pearson and Goldsmith and together they raised a 

storm of criticism and dissent.  The main bone of contention was the proximity 

of the tents to the mangroves and the vulnerability of their sleeping occupants to 

Aboriginal attack; but there was also a great deal of scorn and derision at 

Finniss’s grandiose plans for an inauguration ceremony to mark the birth of the 

                                                 
128 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Freddy’s evidence, Question Nos. 2578-2580. 
129 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Litchfield’s evidence, Question Nos. 3060-3062. 
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new colony – a splendid opportunity Ward thought, for the massed ranks of loyal 

Volunteers to raise the flag, fire the customary feu de joie, and declaim in unison: 

“Long live King Boyle the First”.130 

 

The ever-expanding catalogue of martial idiosyncrasies which so annoyed Ward 

would suggest that Finniss expected of his Volunteers, levels of dedication and 

pride commensurate with those exhibited by the Victorian Goldfields Units.  If 

so, he was to be sadly disappointed – no more so than in the case of Ward’s 

conscientious objection to the attempted introduction of Sunday drill.  Finniss’s 

motives for such an unprecedented step were undoubtedly disciplinary; Ward 

implies that the catalyst was a particularly inept display by both infantry and 

cavalry on the day after the “Berry Goot” incident.131  For Ward, Sunday drill 

was the last straw; rightly or wrongly he saw it as a direct challenge to his 

cherished civilian privileges.  In his diary he indulged in much pious 

rationalization about defiling the sanctity of the Sabbath but his objection was 

more about ego than religious piety.132  “I wrote a respectful letter to Mr 

Finniss”, he told the Commission, “stating that I had conscientious objections to 

doing unnecessary work on Sunday; and asking respectfully to be excused from 

attendance”. 133  

 

Ward’s “respectful letter” genuinely surprised Finniss.  He found it difficult to 

understand why Ward and other malcontents were not more appreciative of the 

fact that he (Finniss) was sacrificing his own leisure time to teach them how to 

                                                 
130 Ward’s Diary, 32. 
131 Ibid., 46. 
132 Ibid., 49. 
133 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s evidence, Question No. 1687.  
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defend themselves.134  Immediately he received Ward’s letter Finniss 

summonsed all the officers to his tent and tried to embarrass Ward by reading its 

contents aloud, pointing out with some veracity that Ward was already in the 

habit of profaning the Sabbath by reading Shakespeare rather than his prayer 

book.135  Finniss then confronted Manton and demanded to know if he had any 

conscientious objections.  Manton answered with his customary caution: “I came 

here Sir to obey your orders and I am still prepared to do so”.136  Eventually a 

face-saving compromise was reached: Ward agreed to withdraw the letter and 

Finniss agreed not to take any official action.  But the victory went to Ward; 

there was never again talk of Sunday drill or grand inaugurations; and while the 

military ethos still resonated within some factions, it was a pale shadow of its 

former intensity. 

 

The main outlet for Ward's frustrations was his diary; into it went all the anti-

Finniss invective his fertile mind could muster.  Begun as an official record it 

quickly degenerated into a hotch potch of scurrilous allegations and literary 

conceits.  The turning point for Ward seems to have been Finniss’s unwarranted 

and very public attack on Manton’s (not unreasonable) concerns about the 

positioning of the tents at the River Camp.  In Ward’s presence (but not 

Manton’s), on the poop deck of the Henry Ellis, Finniss “publicly reviled and 

ridiculed Mr Manton” as a coward for raising the proximity of the tents to the 

mangroves as an issue, and for the way his hands shook when loading his 

revolver.137  The back stabbing nature of the slur seems to have been the trigger 

                                                 
134 Ward’s Diary, 51. 
135 Ibid. 
136 Ibid., 50-51. 
137 Ward’s Diary, 29. 
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for the torrent of vitriol which subsequently poured from Ward’s pen; thereafter 

there is scarcely an entry in the diary, which is devoid of allegations and 

examples of Finniss’s own cowardice, selfishness and incompetence. 

 

According to Ward, Finniss was so terrified of the Aborigines that he left the 

River Camp for the safety of Adam Bay – returning only when there were 

sufficient men there to protect him.  His three-tent “Government House” 

complex, which was located in the very centre of the River Camp was guarded 

day and night by a sentry “in the red blanket shirt uniform of the Northern 

Territory Pressed Gang”,138and by bulldogs chained at each of the outermost 

tents.  “He and his son Fred sleep in the innermost tent and his two servants sleep 

one in each of the outer tents.  The officers are at the very extremities of the 

camp without any special protection by either body servants, guns, sentries or 

bulldogs”.139 

 

Ward alleges that on the night of the “Berry Goot” incident Finniss nearly blew 

up the entire camp in an attempt to further intimidate the Malweyi people.140  

They had long since vanished into the mangroves141 but suspecting they might be 

lurking nearby Finniss was determined to demonstrate the technological 

superiority of the white man by launching a salvo of rockets - presumably in their 

general direction.  The rockets were lit under Finniss’s supervision but at the 

wrong ends and flew not in the general direction of the Malweyi people but in 

                                                 
138 Ibid., 31. 
139 Ibid., 30. 
140 Ibid., 40-43. 
141 King Sr. says the Malweyi people all left the camp before sundown, assembled on the river bank 
“and commenced a shouting noise and all jumped in together and swam to the other side”.  King Sr., 
to his wife Martha, 11 June 1864, SLSA (Private Record Group): PRG 627 (1830-2003).  “Stephen 
King: Summary Record”, n.p. 
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amongst the legs of the assembled red shirted volunteers.142  One rocket went off 

in the cook’s fire; another buried itself in the ground outside the powder 

magazine; and next morning a rocket stick was found in amongst the powder 

kegs.143 

 

The recurrent theme of Finniss’s fear of the Adam Bay Aborigines, which runs 

through the greater portion of Ward’s Diary, is a plot artifice – an essential 

structural element of the bizarre and satirical world Ward was striving to create.  

Ward had aspirations of publishing his diary as a novel and openly boasted that a 

noted London publishing house was interested in the work.144  Finniss had many 

personality flaws but it is doubtful that cowardice was one of them.  It is 

interesting to note however that Finniss’s courage was never tested during his 

Northern Territory sojourn.  He had no compunction in sending men to shoot and 

kill Aborigines but (by sheer chance) he never found himself in a dangerous or 

life-threatening confrontation with them.   

 

Manton on the other hand was several times involved in deadly confrontations 

with Aborigines and in each instance acted both humanely and courageously.  

Manton’s finest moment during the Finniss era was his encounter with forty-

eight red ochre daubed members of a band which approached the River Camp on 

22 July 1864, under the leadership of a “very old”145 chief to whom the warriors 

                                                 
142 Ward’s Diary, 40-43. 
143 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s evidence, Question No. 1687. 
144 Jack Cross, Great Central State (Kent Town, South Australia: Wakefield Press, 2011), 60.  
Cross names the firm as Samson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, but notes that they have no 
record of any such expression of interest.  See also Finniss’s cross examination of Ward, 
Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s evidence, Question No. 1702, and Question 
Nos. 1867-1873. 
145 Ward’s Diary, 82. 
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paid great deference.  All were mature males, and were so tall and muscular that 

Ward thought they had to be “the chosen warriors of a large tribe”.146  All carried 

spears and were attended by “smaller and less muscular men”147 in the rear, who 

carried “large bundles of those weapons for their use”.148  In 1906 Francis 

Edwards described what was almost certainly the same incident. 

 

The first alarm we heard was a tremendous splash in the river; and after that when 

they had swam the river and got on the bank they raised a terrible yell and we saw 

them running with all haste towards our camp.  [As they drew closer we saw that 

each man] had two spears and a woomera and some were following behind with 

bundles of spears.  We all drew up in line ready for action and no doubt we looked a 

strange sight to them with our uniforms on – red shirts and white hats.  They came 

within a short distance of us and made signs to us to put away our guns.  When we 

did not […] they drew up in a line by the edge of the scrub and commenced a war 

dance.  It was a grand sight.149   

 

Their bold and unrestrained behaviour in approaching the camp convinced Ward 

that had Finniss been present, bloodshed would have been the inevitable result.  

Instead, the ensuing confrontation was peacefully resolved by Manton who 

advanced alone to meet them and, after firing one barrel of his revolver into the 

air, parlayed them into laying down their weapons – a truly heroic action for 

which he received no official credit or recognition. 

 

Finniss’s constant puffery was another trigger for Ward’s ire.  Finniss invariably 

spoke in superlatives - of “the splendid country, the beautiful water of the noble 
                                                 
146 Ibid. 
147 Ibid. 
148 Official Diary, entry for 22 July 1864, SAPP 89 (1865), 14. 
149 Register, 10 July 1905, 8. 
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river, the magnificent timber of the valuable forests”150 – as if the very adjectives 

themselves would somehow magically transform the mediocre landscapes.  His 

description of the River Camp to the officers who had remained aboard the 

Henry Ellis was so glowing and enthusiastic that even Ward was captivated by it, 

and wondered what he had done to “deserve the privilege of being one of the first 

to dwell in such a ready-made paradise”.151  But alas the “choice depot site 

sheltered by such magnificent trees”152 was in reality but a minute corner of “one 

vast swamp”153 many square kilometres in extent.  When Manton and Pearson 

respectfully tried to discuss the location of the camp with Finniss, “they were 

most emphatically told ‘they knew nothing about it’ ”.154  “I think”, Ward wrote, 

“that if a third person hazards the idea he will be ordered for trial by Court 

Martial”.155 

 

As noted above, Ward had literary aspirations and intended to publish his diary 

as a satirical novel.  Ward was an accomplished orator and during his long 

parliamentary career (1870 - 1900) was hailed (when sober) as the most eloquent 

speaker in the House of Assembly.  But he had little talent as a novelist – at least 

not in the (contemporary) conventional sense.  Broad similarities between 

Ward’s diary/novel and the experimental (1759) novel Tristram Shandy156 

suggest he may have been influenced by Laurence Sterne’s avant-garde literary 

techniques.  The style of both works is postmodernist; both depict with 

                                                 
150 Ward’s Diary, 32. 
151 Ibid., 26. 
152 Ibid., 26. 
153 Ibid., 27. 
154 Ibid. 
155 Ibid. 
156 Laurence Sterne, The life and opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman: 9 Volumes (London: 
Various Printers, 1760-1767). 
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contemptuous gusto a group of aimless but humorous figures who engage in 

meaningless pursuits and accomplish very little; both are peppered with allusions 

to and quotes from great literary works in all genres, including the theatre.  It is 

in this latter genre that Ward’s literary instincts fail him; in describing the rocket 

firing fiasco for example, Ward negates the undeniably comedic elements of the 

incident by attempting to depict it as a harlequinade with the participants cast in 

traditional roles such as Pantaloon, Columbine, Clown etc157 – a comedic genre 

to which Ward seemed addicted and which had most probably been acquired 

from his good friend and mentor – Gustavus Vaughan Brooke, the celebrated 

tragedian and Irish comedian, with whose troupe Ward first toured Adelaide.158 

 

Ward’s satire was much more effective in his personal correspondence.  In 

answer to a letter from Finniss expressing concern about the safety of the 

expedition’s specie, which Finniss somewhat pretentiously referred to as the 

“treasure”, Ward responded: “I have the honour to acknowledge your letter 

respecting the safety of the chest and treasure.  I shall not fail to do all in my 

power to assist you in guarding the treasure and moving the iron chest to your 

tent”.159  The expedition’s official diary which was kept by Ward was similarly 

spiced with subtle tilts at Finniss’s conceits and misadventures.  On the day of 

the rocket firing fiasco Ward’s entry reads: “Although very much fatigued 

[Colonel Finniss] at once doubled the guard, issued a rifle to every man in camp 

                                                 
157 Columbine, Harlequin, Pantaloon, Pierrot and Clown.  The account begins: “The curtain is up 
and so is the moon.  The clowns have exclaimed ‘Here we are!  Columbine is absent but the 
Pantaloon looks on with that ever serene assumption of majestic dignity and self satisfaction 
which is so soon to be disturbed as always happens in a pantomime”.  Ward’s Diary, 42. 
158 Register, 29 August 1910, 5. 
159 Finniss’s Notebook, PRG 527/6/1 (1826-1900), n.p.  
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and adopted other precautions for our safety”.160  It needs no great insight to 

visualize the roar of laughter that particular entry would have evoked when Ward 

in accordance with his usual practice read extracts from the official diary to his 

fellow officers at the dinner table.  Such impertinences could not of course be 

allowed to continue and Ward was eventually brought to heel by a General 

Order.   

 

Mr Ward will confine his journal strictly to a faithful diary of events 

under [the Government Resident’s] direction and will make it less 

diffuse by carefully abstaining from reports of country and 

argumentation matters.161 

 

Glimpses of Ward’s machinations appear in letters written by J.W.O. Bennett, 

which contrast Bennett’s own loyal behavior with that of his (nicknamed) 

nemesis “Sneezer Draws”.162  Bennett would never think of such a thing as 

rebelling against “the Governor or a site [chosen by him] under any 

circumstances”.163  Steadfast in his conviction that the Government Resident was 

the only person who should command his obedience and respect, Bennett 

consistently distanced himself from the attitudes and opinions of his fellow 

officers.164  Bennett saw Ward as a man who was intent on subverting his 

colleagues to his own “not very pleasing principles”; since disembarking from 

the Henry Ellis he had waged such a “sneaking [and] ungentlemanly” campaign 

                                                 
160 Official Diary, entry for 11 July 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 13. 
161 General Orders, Memo No.26, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): 
GRG 35/640, n.p.  “B.T. Finniss: General Orders”, n.p. 
162 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Appendix No. 52.  Bennett wrote to his father and 
W.C.M. Finniss. 
163 J.W.O. Bennett to W.C.M. Finniss, Escape Cliffs, 13 August 1864.  Bennett Papers, n.p. 
164 Ibid., n.p. 
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against the Government Resident that Bennett thought it would be well worth 

₤1000 for the Government to recall him.165  Young and inexperienced, the 

fiercely loyal Bennett could make no headway against the tide of calumny and 

backstabbing which engulfed the Officers’ Mess; not only was he the most junior 

officer present but his status was further compromised by his elaborate Royalist 

views and mannerisms, and by his condescending attitude to the local 

Aborigines. 

 

The officers are sadly cutting me to pieces because of the black 

niggers up here.  They heard me once deny any relationship of the 

white man to the black and they want to make out that these 

miserably degraded animals – more than men – are my brothers 

and sisters.  God grant that I may never live to acknowledge such 

a thing.  The idea of calling a half cannibal your brother – one who 

would spear you at the first opportunity.  This is the philosophy of 

the present age.  How long will it last?166 

 

The officers’ concern for the dignity and welfare of “these wild untutored 

children of the bush”167 was not shared by Finniss or by members of his faction.  

Ward thought that it was only Finniss’s frequent and lengthy absences from the 

River Camp which had so far prevented the spilling of Aboriginal blood.  “There 

does undoubtedly exist in the minds of some of our men”, he wrote, “a most 

brutal and bloodthirsty desire to butcher the comparatively helpless, ignorant, 

and for all we know well meaning inhabitants of this territory as if they were 
                                                 
165 Ibid., n.p. 
166 J.W.O. Bennett to W.C.M. Finniss, Adelaide River 12 May 1864.  Bennett Papers, n.p. 
167 Ward’s Diary, 93. 
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wild dogs, and worse than all that our very fussy military leader encourages this 

revolting propensity”.168   

 

 

6. The Coronial Inquest and the Jury Rider 

 

The first contacts with the indigenous peoples of the Adam Bay hinterland – the 

Larrakia and Wulna language groups - had been encouraging.  The twenty or so 

males who boarded HMSS Beatrice on her first exploratory voyage upriver were 

polite and friendly and, although intensely interested in European goods and 

technology, had stolen nothing.169  Initial contacts at the River Camp were 

conducted along similar lines, with mutual amity and respect for private property 

a prominent feature of the early encounters.  According to the ever critical Ward, 

Finniss’s treatment of Aboriginal visitors had been far too lenient and had 

encouraged them to take “rather more liberties than some of the party liked, and 

[eventually] one of them was struck”.170  A few days later an individual who had 

stolen knives from the Officers’ Mess was fired on as he made his escape by 

swimming across the river with his booty.   

 

Perhaps predictably, the most serious incident happened not at the River Camp 

but at Beatrice Bay, Finniss’s new depot location on the Cape Hotham peninsula, 

                                                 
168 Ibid., 91. 
169 Beatrice was in the vicinity of Tommy Policeman Plain when boarded by these people, SAPP 
18 (1865), 1-11.  “Extract from J. Hutchinson’s Remark Book of Her Majesty’s Surveying 
Schooner “Beatrice” whilst employed in the Northern Territory of South Australia, in 1864”. 
170 “Assistant Storekleeper’s Diary”, entry for 18 July 1864.  State Records of South Australia 
(Government Record Group): GRG 44/49 (n.d.).  Commission Evidence SAPP 17 (1866).  
Ward’s evidence, Question No. 1687.  Finniss boxed the ears of an adult male member of the 
Malweyi band. 
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where unguarded cargo from the River Camp and the Henry Ellis littered the 

beach at the foot of the low cliffs.171  The Aborigines were quick to exploit the 

situation and deserted the River Camp en masse for these easy pickings.  “Don’t 

trust the blacks”, Finniss cautioned Manton, who was still at the River Camp 

with twenty men.  “They made a raid on our camp last night [7 August] and we 

had to fire on them.  They move about at night on their bellies.  The tribe that 

first made our acquaintance is here and the men are as determined thieves as 

ever”.172 

 

The following afternoon a group of Aborigines appeared at the River Camp in a 

highly agitated state claiming (in sign language) that one of their compatriots had 

been shot and killed at Escape Cliffs the previous night.173  These Aborigines 

rampaged through the camp demanding any item which took their fancy and it 

was only with the greatest difficulty that a major conflict was averted.174  That 

night they began pillaging the unguarded stores stockpiled at the river bank 

awaiting trans-shipment but were discovered by Fred Litchfield and driven off by 

gunfire.175 

 

                                                 
171 The place was later known as the Bengal’s Landing and is today still littered with shards of glass 
and pottery.  The main camp was later shifted some 300 metres north to the cliff-top at its highest 
point. 
172 Finniss to Manton, 8 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 17. 
173 “On Monday last we were visited by about 40 natives, the same who had just left Escape 
Cliffs”, Telegraph, 11 November 1864, n.p.  The horde arrived at the River Camp at 
approximately 3p.m. on the afternoon of 8August, suggesting that it – or some of its more fleet-
footed members - had covered the intervening 50 or 60 kilometres in less than 18 hours. 
174 Official Diary, entry for 6 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 14.  In separate incidents 
during the course of the day the horde threatened to spear John Bohn, John Roberts, Fred 
Litchfield, and Henry Baumgartel.  See also Litchfield’s letter of 16 September 1864, SAPP 89 
(14 July 1865), 23 and Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866), Question Nos. 1544 (Roberts) 
and 4384 passim (Baumgartel). 
175 Litchfield’s statement, 15 September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 23. 
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Next morning a mounted party of four men which set out to recover the stolen 

goods was ambushed by a group of some forty Aborigines concealed in the 

mangroves.  Surveyor William Pearson was lucky to escape with his life, 

sustaining spear wounds to his head, left arm and torso.176  Official accounts of 

the fight minimise its intensity and the ferocity with which the Aborigines 

pressed home their attack – possibly with the object of protecting the reputation 

of the officers, who took an inordinate amount of time to respond to the sounds 

of the commotion.177  It was however no mere skirmish, but a deadly 

confrontation which lasted at least twenty minutes and ranged over a distance of 

half a kilometre - as a detailed analysis of the official diagram of the encounter 

will disclose.178  

 

During the closing stages of the conflict an Aborigine who had become detached 

from the main body of assailants was shot in the forehead by the leader of one of 

the relief parties, a labourer named Alaric Ward.179  The unconscious victim was 

taken back to the River Camp where he died some four hours later.180  Following 

an autopsy on the body a Coroner’s Inquest was convened and after hearing 

evidence from several witness the jury delivered a verdict of justifiable 

                                                 
176 The events of Pearson’s Fight are analysed in greater detail in Chapter 5 of the thesis. 
177 Ward’s Diary, 103-106.  See also “Cosmopolite’s letter to the Editor”, Argus, 21 December 
1864, 6 and 7.  The officers at the River Camp were Manton, Ward, Goldsmith, King, Watson, 
and Wadham.  It was a good twenty minutes before a rescue expedition was mounted. 
178 See annotated copy of “Sketch of the First Encampment”, Blue Book Volume II (n.p.: 1865), 
End Paper No. 89.  A copy of the diagram also appears in Janet Dickinson, Litchfield’s Gold: the 
life of Fred Litchfield (Self published, 1988), 27.  See also depositions of Murray, Litchfield and 
Dyer, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 9.  The fight is analyzed in much greater detail in Chapter 5 of 
this thesis. 
179 Alaric Ward’s deposition, Official findings, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 9. 
180 Official findings, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 8.  The body of the man was buried that night “by 
the bright rays of the tropical moonlight and the melancholy howlings of dingoes in the adjacent 
scrub”, Ward’s Diary, 109. 
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homicide.181  In accordance with a prearranged plan Goldsmith and Ward 

manipulated the questioning of the witnesses in such a way as to attribute the 

cause of the affray solely to the dangerous situation of the campsite.  This was 

done so adroitly that no juryman objected to the inclusion in the official findings 

of the following rider, which had been prepared in advance by Ebenezer Ward:182 

 

And the jury feel it is their duty to express their unanimous opinion 

that the disasters which have occurred today are solely attributable 

to the fact that the camp at this place has been pitched upon a site 

surrounded on all sides by a dense mangrove scrub, which on one 

side is only ninety five yards from the outside tents and in which 

the natives may lie in ambush, as they did this morning, unknown 

to anyone in the camp.183 

 

The holding of a Coroner’s Inquest on the body of the deceased Aborigine raised 

some eyebrows in Adelaide.  As “A Bushman of twelve years experience” put it: 

 

How absurd of them to hold an inquest on the body of a native 

killed in battle.  They might just as well have shot a black snake or 

an alligator and held an inquest on that.  If this is not tom-foolery I 

don’t know what is.184 

 

                                                 
181 Official findings, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 8. 
182 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Litchfield’s evidence, Question No. 3095 and Reid’s 
evidence, Question No. 4307. 
183 SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 9. 
184 Express, 20 Dec 1864, 3. 
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On his return to Adelaide Ebenezer Ward claimed that Alaric Ward had shot the 

Aborigine “not in ‘open fight’ but in a private duello in the scrub” and that “no 

spear or even woomerah was found near the body of the dying native”.185  Ward 

was not accusing his namesake of any wrongdoing but was attempting to justify 

the convening of the inquest and his own role in framing the jury rider.  The 

allegation does however raise questions about the circumstances of the shooting 

which had its tragic culmination some twelve months later with Alaric Ward’s 

payback murder and the savage mutilation of his body.186  Alaric Ward’s strange 

behaviour in 1865 – especially his renunciation of the use of all weapons - 

suggests that he may have been suffering from remorse and that the Aborigine he 

shot was in fact unarmed.  

 

In his open letter to the Advertiser187 Ward admitted drafting and proposing the 

jury rider but said that it had been prepared in the presence of the jurymen and 

only after the foreman had announced the jury’s verdict.  Ward had some caustic 

words for the jurymen from HMSS Beatrice188 who had initially approved the 

rider but who were later coerced by Commander Hutchison into reversing their 

position.  “Why here be proof indeed,” he wrote – more perhaps to display his 

command of the English language than to further justify his part in the 

preparation of the rider, “out of the mouths of babes and sucklings, if we may 

                                                 
185 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Appendix 13.  The full text of the letter was printed in 
the Advertiser, 30 January 1865, 3. 
186 Alaric Ward was murdered at the Escape Cliffs’ settlement well on 31 July 1865. 
187 Advertiser, 30 January 1865, 3. 
188 They were crewmen of Beatrice’s No.1 Cutter which had been sent to the River Camp to bring 
Ward back to Beatrice Bay. 
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judge not from the appearance of the persons but from the charming 

ingenuousness of their [exculpatory] statements on paper”.189 

 

The jury rider was the beginning of the end for Ward and to a lesser extent 

Goldsmith.  As the expedition’s only medical officer Goldsmith was 

indispensable; Ward was not.  Finniss did not discover the true facts of the affair 

until some six weeks later; but he had his suspicions.  Commenting on the 

exculpatory statements of Beatrice’s jurymen, Finniss noted:  

 

There is an ungenerous spirit of mischief apparent in these 

proceedings, emanating chiefly from the doctor and, I believe from 

the statements of the men of the Beatrice who attribute the 

speaking part of the ceremony to Mr Ward, from him also.190  

 

Ward and Goldsmith had been such deadly enemies during the voyage of the 

Henry Ellis that collusion between them must have seemed a remote 

possibility.191  Indeed on at least one occasion Finniss had made the mistake of 

discussing with the Doctor Ward’s personal failings and his future prospects as 

an officer of the expedition.  Ward would soon be recalled, Finniss told 

Goldsmith whilst en route to the River Camp aboard the Yatala.  The 

Government would never sacrifice him (Finniss) for “a fellow like that”.192  It is 

unlikely that Goldsmith kept such a juicy morsel to himself and probably used it 

                                                 
189 Advertiser, 30 January 1865, 3. 
190 Government Resident Minute, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 7. 
191 Finniss to Ayers, Confidential letter, 30 August 1864, State Library of South Australia 
(Private Record Group): PRG527/6/1. “Boyle Travers Finniss: Miscellaneous correspondence; 
Notebook”, n.p. 
192 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s evidence, Question No. 1687. 
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to effect a reconciliation with Ward; in any event the two erstwhile adversaries 

were soon firmly united in the face of the common enemy; and following his 

return to Beatrice Bay (11 August 1864) to attend to his official duties as 

Postmaster,193 Ward himself had an even juicier morsel with which to entertain 

the Officers’ Mess.   

 

Reaching the Sandy Beach encampment in the early morning Ward was invited 

to breakfast at Finniss’s tent.  While he ate, Finniss read the dispatches he had 

brought from the River Camp.  Ward was so ravenous after his overnight journey 

that “jerked horse or stewed camel’s hide” would have been just as acceptable as 

the salt pork and fritters he was offered.194  “But even if the fare had been 

truffled turkey or devilled chicken” Finniss’s incredulous reaction when he read 

the text of the jury rider “would have arrested the appetite of a veritable modern 

Heliogabalus.195  For nearly a minute he suffered from want of breath [before 

managing] to ejaculate, with incredulity and horror pervading every intonation: 

‘Why – this – is - a – positive – vote of censure upon me!!’ ”.196 

 

 

7. Ward’s Suspension and Repatriation 

 

                                                 
193  HMSS Beatrice was sailing to Kupang with the first NT mail.  Her No.1 cutter was sent to the 
River Camp to transport Ward to Beatrice Bay to attend to his duties as Postmaster.  The cutter 
arrived at the River Camp while Pearson’s Fight was still in progress. See D D’Arcy Webling, ed,  
The journals of Alfred Charles Webling: narrating experiences and descriptions of early South 
Australia, particularly the Port Augusta region of Spencer Gulf, and the Escape Cliffs Settlement, 
Adelaide River, in the Northern Territory, from voyages aboard HM Schooner Beatrice during 
1862-1866 (Weston Creek, A.C.T.: Genie Publishing, 1995), 22 and 23. 
194 Ward’s Diary, 112. 
195 Heliogabalus (Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus AD 203-223) was a Roman Emperor 
infamous for his sexual and gluttonous excesses. 
196 Ward’s Diary, 12.  The italics and exclamation marks are the author’s. 
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In 1868 Ward revealed that he had initially anticipated a close and constructive 

relationship with Finniss.  The basis for this optimistic outlook was the fact that 

in the 1850s - even though they had yet to meet - Finniss “had advocated his 

[Ward's] cause in the House and had certainly acted as a friend towards him”.197  

But alas, Ward’s friendly overtures were given short shrift; the urbane social 

skill-set which had gained him admittance to the fold of Hart's bright young men 

seems to have been anathema to Finniss.  A less rigid personality might have 

capitalized on Ward's undoubted talents but Finniss as we have seen was intent 

on using the facade of the Volunteers’ Act to implement a culture of total and 

unquestioning obedience to orders - something completely alien to Ward's 

nature.   

 

Suspending Ward was a mistake.  His predilection for incivility was manageable 

only so long as he was subject to authority; once suspended he was virtually a 

free agent to do as he pleased. 

 

It was Ward’s intemperance rather than his dumb insolence which eventually led 

to his undoing.198  In mid September during a late night drinking spree at Escape 

Cliffs, he and a group of (unidentified) companions amused themselves by 

heckling the sentries at their posts and loudly belittling their Commanding 

Officer, who was not, as the revellers supposed, asleep, but awake and listening 

                                                 
197 Register 30 March 1865, 2. 
198 There are many amusing anecdotes told about Ward’s drunken speeches in the House of 
Assembly.  At age 67 and no longer an MLA he was charged with having been drunk in 
Adelaide’s Hindmarsh Square.  Police had found him “with his foot in a water table and his head 
on the pavement in what four constables described as a drunken condition”.  Ward told the 
Magistrate that he had tripped and struck his head on the road and knew no more until he 
regained consciousness in a watch-house cell.  The Magistrate gave him the benefit of the doubt 
and discharged him, Sydney Morning Herald, 30 April 1904, 9. 
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with mounting anger to the raucous torrent of invective aimed in the general 

direction of his tent. 199  With the same reckless abandon which would so often 

sully the waters of his political career, Ward appears to have decided on that 

particular evening to leave no one within earshot in any doubt of the part he had 

played in framing the Jury Rider.   

 

Retribution was swift; the following day (20 September 1864) Ward was 

summarily suspended from “all [his] functions as Clerk in Charge and 

Accountant and from all other employment whatever under Government (until 

the pleasure of the Governor in Chief be known) [sic]”.200  His pay was stopped 

but because his services had not been formally terminated he was allowed to 

retain possession of his tent and all its furnishings, and to continue to draw 

rations in the Officers’ Mess.201   

 

Finniss later claimed that it was Ward’s drunken outburst which gave him his 

first real inkling into the extent of Ward’s jury tampering;202 however it is clear 

from Finniss’s earlier correspondence that he had already been reliably informed 

of Ward’s part in the proceedings but was reluctant to act officially lest he create 

even greater problems for himself.  A month before the suspension Finniss 

wrote:  

 

                                                 
199 Finniss to Ayers, 11 December 1864, State Library of South Australia (D Piece Archival): 
D3141/1-8 (n.d.).  “Private and Confidential”, n.p. 
200 Ward to Finniss, 20 September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 24. 
201 Finniss to Ayers, 3 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 20 and Finniss to Ward, 26 
September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 25. 
202 Finniss to Ayers, 11 December 1864, Confidential Correspondence, State Library of South 
Australia (D Piece Archival): D3141/1-8 (n.d.).  “Finniss to Ayers: Private and Confidential”, 
n.p. 
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Ward is a mischievous and dangerous agitator.  He uses a few 

barrels of beer and an oily slippery tongue to sow disunion and to 

serve his own ends.  I should have suspended him from all 

employment but I could not leave him without food or shelter.  He 

would subsist in my camp doing nothing but mischief.203   

 

With an open requisition on the Store for ink and paper, a plentiful supply of beer 

and cigars in his tent, and an admiring audience in the Officers’ Mess, Ward 

immediately set about fulfilling Finniss’s prediction.  Argus correspondent and 

aspiring satirist “Cosmopolite” reported on the outcome several weeks later: 

 

Mr Ward is now his own free agent and as idleness is “the root of 

all evil” may incite, plot, and work mischief among his brother 

officers and others. […] Poor Mr Ward, he looks poor fellow broken 

down with care and no want of beer (he has some thirty gallons on 

tap) [sic].  He feels I’m sure like one who has lost his maternal 

parent, sad broken hearted and alone, and would I’m sure don the 

cypress were it to be found in these parts if he could in least-way 

feel that he was sinning.  But Mr Ward strange to say is the 

merriest of the merry, smokes his cigar and if he had the chance 

would “flirt with some gay beauty”.  Mr Ward although under this 

terrible suspension looks well and in striking contrast to the 

Government Resident.  Poor Mr Finniss the manifold cares of state 

                                                 
203 Finniss to Ayers, 30 August 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): 
PRG 527/6/1. “Boyle Travers Finniss: Miscellaneous correspondence; Notebook”, n.p. 
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press hard upon his brow while Mr Ward is the gayest of the 

gay.204  

 

Finniss lost the battle for the respect and loyalty of his officers by his failure to 

control the Senior Officers’ Mess.  This would have been no easy task given 

Finniss’s lack of interpersonal skills; but his mere presence at the head of the 

table during meal times would undoubtedly have curbed many of Ward’s wild 

excesses, and following Ward’s suspension may have driven him from the mess 

entirely.  Finniss had dined communally with his officers on the voyage up but 

does not seem to have entertained the idea once ashore.  There were undoubtedly 

good reasons for this at the River Camp, where the prolonged absences and 

erratic movements associated with his attempts to unload the Henry Ellis within 

her lay days warranted special catering arrangements.  But there were no such 

excuses at Escape Cliffs where, despite the fact that he rarely ventured beyond 

the settlement perimeter, he retained his cook and manservant and habitually 

dined in his tent alone or with Freddy as his only companion.205   

 

Finniss’s self-imposed sequestration was designed primarily to protect his own 

health and well being.  By dining alone he could eat better quality food than the 

fare served in the Officers’ Mess; he was under no obligation to share his private 

stock of provisions or the game provided at frequent intervals by Freddy and 

other members of the Finnisite faction who were allowed to shoot for the pot - a 

privilege denied to other members of the expedition.  Following Ward’s 

suspension a series of lampoons satirizing Finniss’s selfishness and self-imposed 
                                                 
204 “To the Editor”, Argus, 21 December 1864, 6.  There are indications that “Cosmopolite” may 
have been Arthur Hamilton. 
205 “The Northern Territory: From our Special Correspondent”, Telegraph, 4 January 1865, n.p. 
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isolation began circulating in the camp, the most offensive of which was a 

composite drawing illustrating the stark contrast between the two messes.   

 

Finniss’s Mess was portrayed as a veritable cornucopia overflowing with 

supplies of good things to eat and drink: 

 

a cask of Simms ale […] a wine cooler filled with claret flasks; on 

the table a pleasing array of bottles; a tumbler within easy reach of 

the ruminating commandant; the centre pole of the tent decorated 

with dead wildfowl waiting their turn to contribute to the enjoyment 

of the monarch of all he surveys.206 

 

The Officers’ Mess was depicted as a Dickensian scene of hunger and 

deprivation: 

 

several poor fellows stricken down by starvation, malaria, and bad 

water; whilst the “king of terrors” enveloped in a miasmic mist 

brandishes his fatal dart over one member of the expedition more 

wasted and woe-begone in appearance than his invalid 

companions.207 

 

Also in circulation – in Adelaide as well as Escape Cliffs – were several 

pornographic drawings portraying Finniss engaged in obscene activities or 

practices (the exact details of which were never specified) at the Escape Cliffs 

                                                 
206 Register, 16 December 1864, 2. 
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settlement.208  Their creator was Thomas Railton Atkinson209 but, in a deliberate 

act of deception by Ward and his accomplices, the copies which were widely 

circulated in Adelaide were attributed to J.W.O. Bennett, who needless to say 

was mightily shocked to learn that his position on the expedition was in jeopardy 

because of his supposed authorship of the offending items.  “The author of [my 

forged signature on the drawings] is undoubtedly Ward,” wrote Bennett to his 

good friend William Finniss.  “He is capable of any mortal action.  He attempts 

to take from me my good name by the most clandestine scandal his ingenuity can 

invent”.210 

 

Ward’s most vicious and effective instrument of ridicule was the “Court 

Circular”, which cast his arch-enemies as Courtiers of Misrule with names such 

as “Prince Chaw Bacon” (Freddy), “The Government Pimp” (Bennett); and “His 

Majesty, the Bloated Lump of Carrion” (Finniss).211  According to Bennett, the 

Circular, which was in Pearson's (disguised) handwriting, appeared each morning 

under Ward’s dinner plate and was read aloud to the mess.  Bennett recorded a 

sample of some of the insults he was forced to endure. 

 

The Chief Pimp dined with his Majesty and Prince Chaw Bacon 

yesterday.212  

 

and: 

                                                 
208 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, Question No. 1910. 
209 J.W.O. Bennett to W.C.M. Finniss, 11 April 1865.  Bennett Papers, n.p.  Bennett says that 
Atkinson was taken by remorse and destroyed the obscene items. 
210 Ibid., n.p. 
211 J.W.O. Bennett to his Father, 22 April 1865.  Bennett Papers, n.p.   
212 Ibid., n.p. 
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Prince Chaw Bacon accompanied his Majesty in his yacht to 

Chambers Bay where having visited some of the stations there 

and partaken too freely of a repast of wallaby found himself so far 

indisposed as to prevent his sailing any further.213 

 

Successive Mess Presidents (King Sr. then Manton) were powerless to stem the 

tide of ridicule and invective.  Having commented that “he had heard worse 

conversation in the Officers’ Mess than in any woolshed in the country”,214 

gentlemanly but ailing Stephen King Sr. sought the sanctuary of the store.  “I did 

not mix up with the officers”, King told the Commission.  “I used to get my 

meals and go back to my work”.215  Finniss believed that Manton’s refusal to 

maintain order in the mess was part of a deliberate pattern of subversion;216 but 

in truth Manton, who was fearless in the face of ferocious Aborigines, was 

petrified by the prospect of losing his job.217  With a few notable exceptions his 

service record under Finniss was a catalogue of acquiescence and avoidance.  

Emboldened by Manton’s moral inertia Ward continued his malevolent and 

nefarious activities in the Officers’ Mess up to the day of his departure aboard 

the SS South Australian. 

 

The arrival of the SS South Australian at Escape Cliffs on the morning of 5 

December 1864 was greeted with such excitement that Finniss declared a public 

                                                 
213 Ibid., n.p. 
214 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Litchfield’s Evidence, Question No.3944. 
215 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  King’s evidence, Question No.2330. 
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Record Group): GRG 35/643/Vols 1- 3.  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, Vol 2. 
217 Edmunds’ diary, entry for 27 October 1865. 
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holiday for all hands, a concession which he refused to revoke when later 

informed by R.H. Edmunds that under the charter party there were only four lay 

days allowed and the cargo had to be taken from the ship’s slings.218  

Notwithstanding the fact that the South Australian’s water tanks were almost dry 

it was several days before the “old hands” were in a fit state to help with landing 

the stock.  “[They] were nearly all drunk before noon”, Edmunds wrote on the 

day of the ship’s arrival, “and the officers could do nothing without instructions 

from Mr Finniss.  On the following day most of the old hands were either 

suffering a recovery or still making merry.  There appeared to be little control 

over the men at the settlement”.219 

 

Finniss must have been gratified when he opened his official mail.  There were 

private letters from both Ayers and Hart220 condemning Ward for his blatant 

manipulation of the Coroner’s Jury.  “Everybody tells me”, Ayers wrote, “that 

Mr Ward was not the proper person to send.  His dismissal or retention remains 

for you to determine”.221   

 

Ward took his dismissal hard.  He had openly boasted that his influence with 

Hart was so strong that he had only to speak to the Treasurer and Finniss would 

be recalled.222  Seeing Finniss’s elation at the arrival of the South Australian 

                                                 
218 Edmunds’ diary, entry for 5 December 1864. 
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Ward was heard to remark: “Old man you may smile, but as soon as the 

Despatches are landed you will smile on the other side of your mouth”.223  

Writing (as “our Special Correspondent”) in the Telegraph Ward gave vent to the 

frustrations he felt when he discovered that the South Australian had arrived 

minus “a new Resident or at least a revised code of official regulations [which] 

would be the means of abolishing forever the inexplicable absurdities and 

unsatisfactory complications which have already affixed the stigma of FAILURE 

[sic] to the first attempt to colonize your Northern Territory”.224 

 

Ward’s dismissal was a singularly nasty affair.  On 9 December he was struck off 

the roll, evicted from his tent, and denied rations.  In an additional (and perhaps 

unnecessary) display of vindictiveness Finniss ruled that Ward’s repatriation was 

his own responsibility - the fact notwithstanding that he (Finniss) was fully aware 

of Ward’s inability to pay for a berth aboard the South Australian.225  “Had I 

been unable to make an arrangement with the Captain for my return passage”, 

Ward wrote, “I should have been compelled to remain in the scrub, with nowhere 

to live, and nothing to eat, with no possibility of returning to any civilized place; 

and while I might have starved, or subsisted on the stray crumbs of charity, my 

family might have become chargeable to the Destitute Asylum”.226 

 

 

8. Ward in Adelaide 

                                                 
223 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866): Read’s evidence, Question No. 3810. 
224 Telegraph, 3 January 1865, n.p. 
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The Land Order Holders Meeting 

Ward arrived in Adelaide on 1 January 1865, to a frosty reception from his 

fellow journalists. 

 

Like bad shillings one or two members of the first Northern 

Expedition have been sent back by Mr Finniss. [...] There is peace 

now that Cataline has been expelled; the ringleader has consented 

to be put ignominiously on board ship and sent back with the 

empty casks and boxes to Port Adelaide. […] This we hope is the 

end of the difficulty.227 

 

The Telegraph, Ward’s own paper, was no less cavillous.  Its new proprietor, 

Arthur Coventry,228 published Ward’s “Our Own Correspondent” letter with a 

rider urging readers to make allowances for the fact that its author was “a 

partizan of the anti-Resident faction”.229  A more robust tilt at Ward’s ego 

followed a few days later.  Given the fact, wrote Coventry, that descriptions of 

the sites of Adelaide and Port Adelaide when newly discovered could just as 

easily have been rendered in terms as unprepossessing “to distant readers as are 

our present accounts of Palmerston”,230 there could be little doubt that if Mr 

Finniss “had had the advantage of Mr Ward’s assistance when Adelaide and the 
                                                 
227 Register, 3 January 1865, 2. 
228 Arthur Coventry purchased the Telegraph from Frederick Sinnett in May 1864, and went on to 
publish The Wallet, “a miscellany of tales, essays, poems, reviews & c., original and selected”, 
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Broken Hill, where he died at an advanced age.  See Observer, 12 February 1916, 41. 
229 Telegraph, 3 January 1865, np. 
230 Telegraph, 11 January 1865, np. 
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Port were being selected and surveyed”, he (Ward) would have penned a very 

lively account of “Mr Finniss’s hopeless incapacity, as demonstrated by his 

approbation of a site for settlement [that was] seven miles away from its shipping 

place, on the banks of a waterless crack in the earth dignified by the name of the 

River Torrens, and in the middle of a vast arid plain which […] could never 

grow a blade of wheat”.231   

 

Coventry’s pursuit of Ward extended to his Commission testimony - the fact 

notwithstanding that by the time of the Commission hearings Ward was 

employed as the Telegraph’s editor!  Having reminded his readers that the 

Telegraph had “at the outset expressed a fear that the whole enquiry would prove 

little better than a farce” Coventry took aim at Ward in the witness box. 

 

Take the testimony of Mr E Ward for example.  In his apparent 

anxiety to criminate Mr Finniss, Mr Ward has succeeded to a great 

extent criminating himself and nothing can be clearer from the 

evidence than that he was ready to take any possible opportunity 

of stirring up antagonism to Mr Finniss.  This being so the weight 

to be attached to this portion of the evidence is greatly 

lessened.232 

 

Ward fared only marginally better in official Government circles.  His demands 

for an investigation into the circumstances of his dismissal were politely but 
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firmly declined;233 and while he received full pay for the time he had spent under 

suspension, he had to resort to a solicitor to recoup the cost of his return passage 

aboard the SS South Australian.234   

 

If Thomas Reynolds’ allegations in the House can be believed, Hart was the one 

powerful friend who stood by Ward.  According to Reynolds Hart was 

instrumental in Ward’s appointment as Secretary to the Port Harbour 

Commission.235  Predictably, the cosy mutually-beneficial “friendship” of 

previous years did not survive – at least not in public.  His reputation in tatters, 

Ward sought the assistance of his alter ego - the perennial Parliamentary trouble-

maker and “Tempter’s Advocate”236 – H.B.T. Strangways.  

 

A lawyer by profession, the pugnacious member for West Torrens, Henry Bull 

Templar Strangways, was “as fond of a row as any Tipperary boy who breaks 

heads for recreation”.237  In January 1865 he was a member of the Opposition but 

had previously served in three Ministries – once as Attorney General and twice 

as Commissioner of Crown Lands.238  According to the Register he was the 

South Australian equivalent of the late Sir James Graham - the most unpopular 

and “best abused” politician in England.239  Assembly debates on the Northern 

Territory were by no means immune from the character traits which had earned 

Strangways this dubious distinction – which is to say from “his usual want of 
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taste and ill natured carping spirit”.240  During the (1863) debates on the 

Northern Territory Act Strangways had “raised so many doubts as to the manner 

of annexing the new territory, and the effects of that annexation, that some 

persons might have supposed it would be a wise course to ask the Duke of 

Newcastle to take back the gift and so relieve the colony of a difficulty”.241  

Strangways’ main concerns – the questionable legality of the South Australian 

Government’s proposal to sell (rather than lease) Northern Territory lands – 

were, as usual, given short shrift.242  In October 1864, when conflicting accounts 

of the suitability of the Escape Cliffs settlement location appearing in the first 

(Henry Ellis) mail prompted him to propose a motion requiring a “careful 

examination of the coast and the country for at least 25 miles inland, between the 

mouths of the Roper and Victoria Rivers”, it too was brushed aside. 243   

 

Strangways was not one to give up easily.  On 9 January 1865 - eight days after 

the SS South Australian berthed – he posted an advertisement in the Adelaide 

dailies, calling on land order holders and their agents to meet at the Norfolk 

Arms in Rundle Street “to consider the position and prospects of the [Northern 

Territory] Holders of Land Orders”.244  That Ward and Strangways had discussed 

the Escape Cliffs situation beforehand can be inferred from the suspicions about 

Ward’s presence at the meeting voiced by several of the 80 or so land holders 
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who attended.245  Ward was there as an observer, Strangways assured the 

meeting, not to take part in the proceedings.246   

 

Ward’s input was not required.  Strangways planned to circumvent debate in the 

Assembly by exercising his right as a British subject to convey his concerns, 

grievances and gratitude direct to the Queen’s colonial representative via the 

long-standing tradition of an Address to the Crown.247  Strangways opened the 

meeting with an affirmation of its apolitical status.  He had intended moving the 

Address himself, he said, but as he was a political opponent of the present 

Government he had abstained from doing so.  He was not, he was happy to say, a 

land holder but he attended as an agent for some land proprietors in England.248  

His main concern was the Escape Cliffs site and the possibility that if an alternate 

and better location for a city and/or port were discovered, it might be possible for 

the Northern Territory Company (or other large corporate entities) with vast 

landholdings to monopolize it and develop it as an enormously profitable private 

complex with the potential to significantly reduce the value and utility of the 

officially chosen site.249  Strangways was either confused or, what is more likely, 

anticipating the implementation in the Northern Territory of the Special Survey 

system, which, in the 1840s, had allowed capitalists to choose large areas beyond 

the limits of surveyed Hundreds for private survey and subsequent development, 

- a practice which had long since been discontinued.250  

                                                 
245 Register, 11 January 1865, 3. 
246 Ibid. 
247 Edward Jenks, The Government of the British Empire (Albemarle Street West, London: John 
Murray, 1929), 177 and 178. 
248 Advertiser, 11 January 1865, 3. 
249 Ibid.  “As George Fife Angus had done in the Barossa Valley and the South Australian 
Company had done at Port Adelaide”, see Susan Marsden, The Lower North of South Australia – 
a short history; available [Online]: www.sahistorians.org.au/175/bm.doc/lower-north-history.doc. 
250 Ibid. 

http://www.sahistorians.org.au/175/bm.doc/lower-north-history.doc
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Strangways’ confusion was of little consequence; his motion calling for the 

preparation of an Address to Governor Daly, requesting him not to allow the site 

of the settlement of the capital to be decided on until a proper examination of the 

country had been made and approved by the Governor and Executive Council, 

was carried;251 and when, eight days later (18 January 1865), the land holder 

deputation waited upon Daly to deliver the Address they found that their 

concerns had been anticipated.  Daly was able to produce a memorandum stating 

that “the Government was of the same opinion as was expressed at the [land 

holders’] meeting before they moved in the matter”,252 and accordingly “had 

determined to await the result of a further exploration of the coast and the interior 

of the Northern Territory before approving the capital selected by the 

Government Resident at Escape Cliffs”.253 

 

SAPP 89: The Lifting of the Mail Embargo 

Ward cannot have been entirely satisfied with the outcome of the Address.  Daly 

in his formal reply to the deputation said that the Government was committed to 

supporting Mr Finniss notwithstanding all that had been said against him. 

 

But even if incapability or incompetency was proved against Mr 

Finniss, that was no justification for the insubordination of his 

officers and men.  Supposing he were insufficient for his position, 

their action should have been a representation to the Government.  

                                                 
251 Advertiser, 11 January 1865, 3. 
252 Express, 19 January 1865, 3. 
253 Ibid. 
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They should have said “Here we are willing and anxious to do work 

but we have not got anyone to guide us”.  But instead of taking a 

course like this, they took advantage of a state of things which was 

created by their insubordination to do nothing at all.  “Here we are, 

getting Government pay; we will grumble about rations and will do 

no work”.254 

 

It was an unfortunate choice of words by Daly and suggested that he was 

blissfully unaware of the reams of official correspondence which had been 

generated by the Escape Cliffs squabbles, and which the lifting of the mail 

embargo would reveal to the public six months hence.  Publication of the 

embargoed correspondence (SAPP 89 of 27 June 1865) revealed that the officers 

in question (principally Ward and Goldsmith) had not only written to their 

political masters as Daly said they should but had been reprimanded for doing 

so.255  How Ward must have railed at these and other inconsistencies as he 

ploughed his way through each of the ninety three “large folio pages of the 

official blue book”.256  On one page Finniss is claiming the discovery of water at 

Sandy Beach as his own initiative, when it had been discovered weeks before by 

Ward and a picnic party from the Henry Ellis.257  On a second page there is the 

full text of the highly offensive letter relating to the jury rider, which had 

triggered the ongoing exchanges of acrimonious correspondence. 

 

                                                 
254 Ibid. 
255 Finniss to Chief Secretary, 11 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 7. 
256 Chronicle, 22 July 1865, 1. 
257 SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 5. 
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There is an ungenerous spirit of mischief apparent in these 

proceedings emanating from the Doctor and from Mr Ward also.  I 

cannot conclude this minute without adding that Mr Ward and the 

Doctor are very mischievous and troublesome, causing me 

annoyance instead of assisting me.258 

 

Even Ward must have marvelled at the raft of correspondence generated by his 

original two-paragraph eighty word letter demanding to be furnished with details 

of Finniss’s complaints against him.259  Ensuing pages record a veritable 

explosion of bureaucratic correspondence and self-perpetuating “attachments”.  

There are letters from Ward to Finniss and letters from Ward to Ayers through 

Finniss with attachments.  There are letters from Finniss to Ward with 

attachments; then from Finniss to Ayers with attachments and so on.  In October 

Goldsmith began writing to Finniss.  Goldsmith spurned attachments for volume, 

which far exceeded Ward’s output.260  Finniss forwarded Goldsmith’s letters to 

Ayers as attachments.  Goldsmith also wrote direct to the Commissioner of 

Crown Lands, which breach of protocol generated its own flurry of letters and 

attachments.  All of which frenetic activity was taking place in habitations less 

than fifty metres apart in what was at the time the most remote and isolated 

settlement on the Australian continent. 

 

                                                 
258 Ibid., 7. 
259 Ward to the Chief Secretary, 15 August 1864 plus attachments, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 18. 
260 Dr Francis Edward Goldsmith, Northern Territory Correspondence relative to Dr Goldsmith’s 
Resignation (Adelaide: Pamphlet, David Gall, 1865), 3. 
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The Executive Council’s reprimand of Finniss261 must have caused some concern 

to Ward – not because he was mentioned in the dispatch in unflattering terms, 

but because the Government while rejecting the Escape Cliffs site in accordance 

with the resolutions of the Land Order Holders meeting, did not categorically 

rule it out as a potential site for the capital. 

 

the universal feeling is that it is utterly unfit for the principal town 

and certainly before such a site is selected [emphasis added] 

situated as it is on a narrow peninsula far removed from the interior 

in the neighbourhood of swamps not well supplied with fresh water 

and deficient in building materials, a thorough examination of the 

sea board and interior must be made extending from Adam Bay to 

Port Darwin and Port Patterson and if necessary to the Victoria 

River.262 

 

Ward was right to be concerned.  As the Bengal’s mail263 would reveal, Finniss 

had seen the loophole and had been subtly exploiting it.  Between the arrival at 

Escape Cliffs of the Beatrice (8 April 1865) and the Bengal (22 April 1865) 

Finniss wrote the two letters in defence of the Escape Cliffs site, 264 which, 

together with Stow’s vituperative j’acuse letter265 and the Board of Inquiry's 

                                                 
261 Ayers to Finniss, 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 61-64. 
262 Ibid. 
263 The Bengal’s mail arrived in Adelaide per the SS South Australian (ex Melbourne) on 29 July 
1865. 
264 Finniss to Ayers, 15 April 1865, SAPP 15.  “Northern Territory Correspondence: 
correspondence from B.T. Finniss, Esq., Government Resident, Northern Territory, to the Hon. 
H. Ayers, Chief Secretary (1865-1866)”, 1-9 and Finniss to Ayers, 1 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-
1866), 10-13. 
265 Register, 31 July 1865, 3. 
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report on the Dombey killing,266 collectively sealed his fate in the eyes of the 

Dutton Ministry.   

 

Adding to the tumult caused by the arrival of the Bengal’s mail (August 1865) 

was the voice of Dr Francis Edward Goldsmith who had returned to Adelaide 

under a cloud of suspicion for having left the Escape Cliffs settlement before 

another doctor could be hired to replace him.267  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
266 The Board of Inquiry report was never published.  Details of its proceedings are recorded in 
Edmunds’ diary, entries following 9 April 1865. 
267 Register, 27 July 1865, 2. 
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CHAPTER 4:  THE GOLDSMITH FACTOR 

Goldsmith was potentially a far more dangerous adversary than Ward.  By 

exercising the functions of his combined authority – Magistrate, Protector of 

Aborigines, Expedition Surgeon - he had (or thought he had) the power to 

restrain Finniss in virtually all his settlement initiatives.  In September for 

example, in the midst of the erupting Dombey crisis, he declared the Escape 

Cliffs water supply unfit for human consumption and demanded Finniss either 

find a new and uncontaminated source or withdraw completely from the Cape 

Hotham peninsula.1  In exercising the powers of Protector he was guided only by 

his own conscience, prompting Finniss to demand not only a replacement 

surgeon but a suspension of the office of Protector “until our relations with the 

aborigines and strength of numbers shall be on a footing, which will awe them 

into respect for our customs and institutions”.2 

 

It was Goldsmith not Ward, who was the main target of Finniss’s wrath in the 

uncensored text of the jury rider minute. 

 

There is an ungenerous spirit of mischief apparent in these proceedings [the 

Coronial Inquest] emanating chiefly from the doctor; and, I believe, from the 

statements of the men of the Beatrice who attribute the speaking part of the 

proceedings to Mr Ward, from him also […] I cannot conclude this minute 

without adding that Mr Ward and the doctor [emphasis added] are very 

mischievous and troublesome, causing me annoyance instead of assisting me.3  

                                                 
1 Goldsmith to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 4 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865).  “Northern 
Territory Correspondence: correspondence relative to the settlement of the Northern Territory of 
South Australia”, Enclosure 5 - parts one to three: 38. 
2 Finniss to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 21 September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 18-19. 
3 Minute dated 12 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 7. 
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Unlike Ward, who acted immediately on his suspicions, Goldsmith did not seek 

redress for these affronts until October – either because he had no inkling of what 

Finniss had written or because he was too busy attempting to unravel the truth of 

Dombey’s murder by threatening the members of the punitive party with the 

hangman’s noose.4  It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that it was during 

the course of these robust enquiries that the full text of Finniss’s minute came to 

his attention.  Whatever the facts of the matter, Goldsmith lost no time in making 

up the leeway by generating a volume of correspondence far in excess of that 

which flowed from Ward’s pen.5 

 

In pursuing his personal vendetta against Finniss, Goldsmith appears to have 

relied heavily on Ward and his network of malcontents for moral support.  Such 

at any rate is one inference that can be drawn from Goldsmith’s deflated ego and 

submissive demeanour during the six months he remained at the Escape Cliffs 

settlement following Ward’s departure.   

 

Ward and Goldsmith had fought so bitterly aboard the Henry Ellis that it must 

have come as a complete surprise to Finniss to find them so firmly united in their 

opposition to his every enterprise.  Finniss had no answer to the maleficent 

synergy generated by this unholy alliance, which irreparably poisoned the culture 

of the officers’ mess and made it impossible for him to maintain a productive 

relationship with even the most conscientious of his senior officers. 

                                                 
4 Finniss to Ayers, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 31-32. 
5 For a complete listing of his correspondence see Dr Francis Edward Goldsmith, Northern 
Territory Correspondence relative to Dr Goldsmith’s Resignation” (Adelaide: Pamphlet, David 
Gall, 1865), 3. 
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1. Dr Francis Edward Goldsmith 

 

Little is known about 39 year old Dr Edward Goldsmith’s life before he joined 

the Northern Territory Expedition. 6  Originally from Melbourne (via Sydney),7 

he was recruited from Yankalilla where, like his successor, Dr James Stokes 

Millner (the man who would also succeed him as Surgeon and Protector of 

Aborigines at Escape Cliffs), he was most probably employed by (or under 

contract to) a consortium of the district’s Friendly Societies.8  The fact that he 

was a member of the Royal College of Surgeons, London9 strongly suggests that 

he came from a well-to-do family – one, at any rate, which could afford the 500 

guineas premium for an apprenticeship to the surgeon’s trade.10  The pedantry 

which characterized many of his dealings with Finniss is also suggestive of a 

privileged upbringing, but, to be fully understood, needs to be examined through 

the lens of the great social and humanitarian reform movements which pervaded 

middle class British society in the Victorian era.  Contact with planter society 

during his time in the West Indies11 probably reinforced inherent upper middle 

                                                 
6 Goldsmith seems to have preferred “Edward” to “Francis” as a Christian name.  See his carte de 
visit, No B22985, State Library of South Australia.  He was born in London on 17 October 1825, 
one of eight children.  His father a London (Blackfriars) druggist and his mother both “died 
early” leaving at least one of his brothers (the Reverend Charles Henry Goldsmith), who also 
emigrated to South Australia, to be raised in England by maiden aunts and educated at a 
“Bluecoat (Charity) School”.  Francis Edward seems to have been the favorite son.  See The 
Chronicle, 29 June 1912, 48. 
7 Goldsmith arrived in Sydney aboard the SS Oneida on 4 May 1859. 
8 “Medical Memories: Yankalilla Affairs”; Register, 28 July 1921, 2. 
9 Goldsmith’s deposition, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 9. 
10 In mid-Victorian times, surgery was still considered to be a trade – and a fairly rough one at 
that - requiring an apprenticeship.  Physicians were University graduates who specialized in 
diagnostic medicine only.  A person could hold both qualifications as Goldsmith apparently did 
by obtaining certification from an appropriate body – usually the Colony’s Medical Board. 
11 Goldsmith to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 30. 
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class personality traits such as arrogance and an exaggerated sense of personal 

honour, which, to Finniss’s eternal vexation, were all too soon the most dominant 

and persistent aspects of Goldsmith’s conduct at Adam Bay.  Never in his forty 

year’s experience of public life had Finniss seen such pretentiousness exhibited 

by a subordinate officer:12 “He considers no interference […] with my functions, 

as beyond his authority.” he wrote. “He construes his instructions to give him 

powers independent of my control; and takes upon himself to dictate to me – to 

censure me – and to disavow my control as Government Resident over him”.13 

 

Unlike Ward, Goldsmith was quite open in his opposition to Finniss and soon 

after landing at the River Camp made his “animus”14 known by informing 

Finniss that “he [Goldsmith] should make a point of writing as many letters to 

Adelaide as possible condemning [Finniss’s] proceedings”.15  This was at such 

an early stage of the expedition that Finniss was genuinely puzzled by the 

declaration.  “I don’t know what proceedings he means”, he wrote somewhat 

lamely to Ayers.16   

 

As with Ward, the bone of most contention for Goldsmith was the impugning of 

his honour by Finniss’s refusal to accept the coronial inquest and its contentious 

jury rider as legitimate exercises of his (Goldsmith’s) magisterial powers.17  

Ironically some eleven years into the future Goldsmith would himself be the 

subject of a coronial inquest and a contentious jury rider.  Depressed by the 

                                                 
12 Finniss to Ayers, 2 December 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 49. 
13 Finniss to Ayers, 2 December 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 49. 
14 Finniss to the Hon. Chief Secretary, no date, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 27. 
15 Finniss to Ayers, undated addendum, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 27. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Goldsmith to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 4 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 35-36. 
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constant pain of an illness which had left him permanently crippled for seven 

years18 he had (on the evening of 23 July 1875) taken an overdose of “Towles’ 

Chlorodyne”19 - enough to kill four men, the inquest was told – and died the 

following morning.20  The jury found that he had died “whilst in an unsound 

state of mind”, but, concerned at the absence of the Hospital’s duty surgeon, who 

had left his post unattended to participate in the “the Microscopical Society’s 

meeting at the railway station”, added the following rider, which seems to have 

offended no one and which, by and large, was not all that different from the 

River Camp jury rider: “The Jury are of the opinion that the Hospital Regulations 

should not allow of the absence of both the resident surgeons at one time”.21  

 

It is tempting to associate Goldsmith’s fractious and confronting behaviour at 

Escape Cliffs with a mental illness.  Finniss made no secret of the fact that he 

thought Goldsmith was mentally deranged.   

 

I felt exasperated by what I considered the madness of a man whose education 

and position in the Colony and respect to me should have taught him better. […] 

Had I put a straight jacket on him it would perhaps have better suited the 

emergency.22 

 

                                                 
18 See the Rev. Charles Henry Goldsmith’s letter questioning the common assumption that 
Francis Edward had committed suicide.  “The Late Dr Goldsmith: To the Editor”, Register, 3 
August 1875, 7. 
19 Chlorodyne was a mixture of morphine, cannabis and chloroform. 
20 Register, 26 July 1875, 6. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Finniss to Ayers, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 31-32.  Finniss was railing against 
Goldsmith’s successful disruption of one of his early attempts to attack a group of nine 
Aborigines which had been sighted at Julia Creek. 
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Goldsmith however exhibited no signs of mental illness on his return to South 

Australia.  He married Emma Hallett the daughter of a prominent pastoralist23 

and moved to the town of Robe where he was employed as Lodge Surgeon24 by 

the Manchester Unity Society (The Independent Order of Oddfellows).  The very 

sparseness of references to him in the contemporary record is mute testimony to 

the normality of his subsequent life.  The few references that do exist depict a 

valued member of the Robe social elite participating in the economic and social 

life of the community without the slightest hint of the high drama associated with 

his Northern Territory sojourn.  He was a member of the Robe Volunteer Cavalry 

Troop;25 a Steward at the annual Race Day;26 a Director of the Guichen Bay 

Boiling Down and Meat Curing Company;27 and a Trustee of the Robe Institute 

Savings Bank.28 

 

 

2. “The Second Bad Shilling”29 

 

To date the “second bad shilling” image of Goldsmith which emerges from the 

official record has never been investigated.  Indeed the majority of historians, if 

they refer to Goldsmith at all, do so only in passing.  In this particular respect 

Jack Cross - the Adelaide historian who first applied the “second bad shilling” 

                                                 
23 Register, 15 December 1865, 2.  Jack Cross believes that Goldsmith was acting as the 
“Hallett’s real estate agent” during his time in the Territory.  See Jack Cross, Great Central State 
(Kent Town, South Australia: Wakefield Press, 2011), 63. 
24 Register, 6 April 1868, 3.  Goldsmith was also a member of the society. 
25 Advertiser, 22 July 1867, 3. 
26 Advertiser, 30 November 1868, 3. 
27 Register, 10 November 1868, 6. 
28 Advertiser, 30 November 1868, 3. 
29 Cross, Great Central State, 73. 
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epithet to Goldsmith - is an exception,30 his Great Central State being one of 

only two (known) works which attempt something more than a superficial 

examination of the Goldsmith factor.31  Cross however concentrates more on 

Goldsmith’s rampant pettifoggery – incidents such as his “water agitation”32 - 

than on the storm of controversy surrounding his actions as Protector of 

Aborigines. 

 

Circa 1960, an alternate view of the Goldsmith factor was postulated by Dr Cecil 

E.A. Cook.33  In an unpublished and little known manuscript on tropical 

medicine,34 Cook advanced the proposition that it was Goldsmith’s strongly held 

humanitarian attitudes and his concern for Aboriginal welfare which influenced 

the expedition’s officers (including, in some minor instances, Finniss himself) to 

moderate their responses to the Aborigines’ not infrequent transgressions of 

European moral standards.  Cook’s hypothesis was innovative but overstated.  

Ward, Manton, and Pearson were all committed humanitarians who needed no 

instruction or example from the Doctor to guide them in their interactions with 

the Indigenous peoples.  Manton for example infuriated Finniss with his order to 

the horse party on the morning of Pearson’s Fight “to get the property but not to 

fire upon the natives”.35  On the night before the fight when the “natives” 

pillaging the stockpile were fired on, Pearson, the first officer on the scene, 

                                                 
30 Cross, Great Central State, 73. 
31 Ibid, 61-73, passim. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Dr Cecil Evelyn Aufrere Cook (1897-1985) was the Northern Territory’s Chief Medical 
Officer and Chief Protector of Aborigines from 1927 to 1939. 
34 An abridged version of this paper was the subject of Cook’s 1964 Royal Australian College of 
Surgeons’ Herbert Moran Memorial Lecture in Medical History entitled “Medicine and the 
Australian Aboriginal: A century of contact in the Northern Territory”.  See The Medical Journal 
of Australia 1 (2 April 1966): 559-565.  The original manuscript is currently in the possession of 
Cook’s grand daughter Robyn MacIntyre. 
35 Litchfield’s statement, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 23. 
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vowed that if any “native” had been killed “he would do his best to hang the man 

that fired [the fatal shot], by God”.36  While still recovering from his wounds 

Pearson expressed his regret at having to fire in self defence at an Aborigine who 

was attempting to spear him at close range: “I am thankful [that the man 

survived],” he wrote.  “I don’t think I should feel comfortable now if I had killed 

him, although at the time I certainly tried to do so”.37 

 

Cook’s hypothesis may have been overstated but his instincts were sound 

enough.  Had digital search engine technology been available to him he might 

have discovered the humanitarian link he sensed at the core of the material he 

was researching.38  Who better to entrust with the welfare of the warlike but 

vulnerable indigenous peoples of Adam Bay than a loyal and valued servant of 

the largest and oldest Friendly Society in the Australian colonies?39  In the 

Victorian era the Friendly Society with its high ideals, egalitarianism, and strong 

humanitarian principles was regarded not merely as an exemplar of civilized 

society but as one of its prime motivating forces, a view wholeheartedly 

endorsed by the Chief Secretary (Sir Henry Ayers) in reply to the address of 

welcome at an annual Moonta Show.  “I fully believe [in the social beneficence 

of Friendly Societies]” Sir Henry told the cheering crowd, “for I am one of your 

                                                 
36 Litchfield to Finniss, 16 September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 23. 
37 Observer, 12 November 1864, 3. 
38 References to Ward’s Diary would suggest that at least some of the considerable research 
evident in Cook’s paper was undertaken at the Mortlock Library in Adelaide. 
39 “The Australia Felix Lodge; established in 1840”.  See the Australian Unity Webpage.  
Available [Online]: http://www.australianunity.com.au.  Goldsmith was a member of the Robe 
Lodge; but the author was unable to link him to a Friendly Society in Victoria; such institutions 
were however so popular and well respected that it is unlikely that any socially prominent 
member of the community would forego membership. 
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Order.  I am an Oddfellow; I am a Druid; and I am a Forester; and I know 

therefore on what principles your Societies are conducted”.40   

 

Postulating a connection to the fraternal world of the Friendly Societies and their 

extensive social networks clarifies at least one puzzling aspect associated with 

Goldsmith’s appointment.  The Surgeon-Protector position does not appear to 

have been advertised, yet Goldsmith was one of the first expedition members to 

officially commence duty.41  Positive identification of Goldsmith’s patron is 

however precluded by the complete absence in the Escape Cliffs record of 

personal correspondence which can be reliably attributed to the Doctor.   

 

A more critical ramification of the absence of such material is the difficulty of 

making a balanced assessment of Goldsmith’s commitment to the humanitarian 

principles of his office over the full term of his engagement, the latter stages of 

which (January – May 1865) saw a marked decline in the intensity of his zealotry 

as his barrage of aggressively exculpatory letters to the Adelaide authorities 

continued to fall on deaf ears.  The Dr Edward Goldsmith glimpsed in the pages 

of R.H. Edmunds’ (1865) diary, for example, is by no means the fearless 

humanitarian advocate of the previous year; but rather a somewhat more 

                                                 
40 Register, 10 November 1876, 5.  “We venture to hope”, said the Friendly Society’s spokesman 
“that […] the orderliness [and] sobriety” of the population of the York Peninsula “is due to the 
extensive operation and influence of the Friendly Societies existing here”.  An equally ringing 
endorsement of the social and ethical values of Friendly Societies was made at an anniversary 
dinner of the Manchester Unity’s Loyal Albion Lodge chaired by Brother John Hart MP - and 
presumably also at anniversary dinner meetings of the Scotch Constitution of Freemasons where 
Captain the Honorable John Hart C.M.G. held the office of Worshipful Provincial Grand Master.  
See also Advertiser, 11 July 1862, 3. 
41 Conducting physical examinations of provisional appointees at the old Mounted Police 
Barracks on North Terrace, the site of which is now occupied by the South Australian Museum 
Complex.  See also Finniss Miscellaneous Notes, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group): PRG 527/6/7B (1868–1870).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: notes and newspaper 
cuttings relating to Goyder’s Northern Territory Survey Expedition, etc, 1868-1870”, n.p. 
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chastened individual who tacitly ignores Finniss’s punitive sorties against groups 

of Aborigines sighted at the river mouth and elsewhere on the floodplain and the 

peninsula.42  While such raids were invariably ridiculed as elaborate failures43 

there can be little doubt that Finniss had sanctioned the use of deadly force and 

that some degree of injury was inflicted by the raiding parties on the upriver 

bands.44 

 

 

3. The Perils of Protecting South Australia’s Aborigines 

 

Controversy was no stranger to the office of the South Australian Protector of 

Aborigines.  “What is [the] Protector doing [for the Aborigines]?” the Register 

demanded in a lead article entitled “Australian Savages and British Laws”.  

“Nothing but [paying] five pounds to fee a [legal] council to defend them when 

they break the laws; the natives of most districts never see the Protector except 

when they are brought into town charged with some crime and he interprets the 

evidence against them and the sentence of the court”. 45  The Protector in 

question was the Colony’s fourth and most celebrated incumbent, Dr Matthew 

Moorhouse, whose involvement in the 1841 massacre of Maraura tribesmen on 

                                                 
42 Edmunds’ diary, entries for 7 and 13 March 1865, and 18 June 1865. 
43 Telegraph, 29 July 1865, n.p. 
44 In the latter part of 1865, the Aborigines of the upper floodplains - presumably in retaliation for 
some past injury or harassment - urged their white friends at Manton’s Survey Camp to use their 
firearms against the crew of the Julia.  See Telegraph, 14 February 1866, n.p.  See also Dougal’s 
letter to his brother, State Library of South Australia (D Piece Archival): D6999 (L) (n.d.).  
“Letter written by William Dougal”, n.p. 
45 Register, 1 July 1846, 2. 
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the Rufus River had led many to question his suitability for the office.46  In 1849 

the Advocate General - in a case brought by Moorhouse, which had many 

similarities to the Dombey killing - found it impossible to sustain charges of 

wilful murder against two white pastoralists,47 who had shot and killed a 

Narungga (Adjahdura) man, on the Yorke Peninsula.48  A critical factor in the 

acquittal of the pastoralists was the trial jury’s rejection of the testimony of two 

“natives” who had witnessed the shooting, but whose evidence had been 

“negatived” by a Grand Jury chaired by Goldsmith’s future father in law, John 

Hallett.49  Immediately on the prisoners’ acquittal, 

 

the silence which had been rigidly preserved in the court […] gave way to a 

tumultuous expression of satisfaction.  The long pent up feelings of the audience 

found vent in a mighty volley of cheers which completely put the efforts of the 

officers of the court at defiance.  The cheers were repeated outside the court 

and the traders of Hindley Street were startled occasionally by a sudden but 

simultaneous shout from a large body of people who had not separated - even 

at that distance from the Court-house.50 

 

                                                 
46 John Summers, “Colonial Race Relations”, in The Flinders History of South Australia Social 
History, ed. Eric Richards (Netley, S.A.: Wakefield Press, 1986), 293. 
47 Harry Valette Jones and Thomas Henry Morgan, Register, 19 September 1849, 3. 
48 The victim, one Melaityappa died in Adelaide a number of days after the shooting.  He had 
been shot several times in cold blood apparently on suspicion of killing two white men in the 
district, but also in retaliation for spearing a European shepherd in the hand.  Jones and Morgan 
were described as “gentlemen whose situation in life would justify the expectation that they 
would show an example of conduct worthy of their position”. 
49 Register, 19 September 1849, 3.  A South Australian Grand Jury was an assembly of twenty-
three males of the rank of esquire or who had property amounting to more than £1000, who might 
be considered by their station in life to be in charge of their own destiny.  A Grand Jury 
‘presentment’ was only made in the case of a serious crime.  See James Waite Morgan, The 
Premier and the Pastoralist: William Morgan and Peter Waite (Netley, S.A.: Wakefield Press, 
2011), 9-10.  The task of the Grand Jury was to find the “true Bill”, which later became the basis 
of the indictment. 
50 Register, 19 September 1849, 4. 
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The prevalence of an equally vocal and extremist “anti-native” element in the 

rank and file at the River Camp was no deterrent to Goldsmith whose first 

official action was to formally protest the attempted shooting of an Aboriginal 

man swimming across the river with several knives stolen from the officers’ 

mess.51  The shots missed and the man escaped into the mangroves on the far 

bank.52  A muster was immediately called and Manton delivered a severe 

reprimand to the shooters (Labourers William Murray and Francis Edwards) in 

front of their assembled colleagues.  Manton then: 

 

impressed upon all present the necessity of abstaining from hostility with the 

natives, [declaring it] his intention to punish the first man who raised against the 

blacks any [weapon] of any kind unless there was justifiable provocation.53  

 

Finniss refrained from commenting on the incident; but it is unlikely that the 

reprimand had his support.  He was at Escape Cliffs (Beatrice Bay) establishing a 

new depot, where, some five days later, the absence of any such sanctions 

resulted in the fatal shooting of an Aborigine pilfering stores on the beach, by 

William Patrick Auld.  The death of this man set in motion a deadly chain of 

events which culminated in the attack on Pearson’s party and the fatal shooting 

of the horde straggler by Alaric Ward.54  Unlike Alaric Ward’s victim the body 

of the man slain by Patrick Auld was never found.55 

                                                 
51 Goldsmith remained aboard the Henry Ellis for some six weeks after the expedition arrived in 
Adam Bay.  He did not go to the River Camp until 27 July 1864. 
52 Diary entry for 1 August 1864, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): 
GRG 44/49 (n.d.).  “Storekeeper’s/Assistant Storekeeper’s Diary”. 
53 Ibid.  Both men gave evidence at the Commission of Enquiry – Murray for the Defence, 
Edwards for the Prosecution. 
54 In 1866, the Wulna “chief” Mira informed Manton that there had been another fatality – a man 
who had swum the river after being wounded but who had then died in the mangroves.  Another 
man had been shot in the hip but had recovered.  See Manton to Blyth, 3 December 1866, SAPP 16 
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As discussed in the previous chapter the death of the horde straggler was seen by 

Ward and Goldsmith as an opportunity to censure Finniss via the formal 

mechanisms and conventions of a Coroner’s Inquest.  Coroner’s Jury riders were 

not uncommon; nor were Coroner’s Inquests on Aborigines who had died at the 

hands of Europeans; but in this particular case the deception was so transparent 

that Finniss had little difficulty in putting the matter into its proper perspective.  

“The whole thing”, he wrote, “[…] looks very like a conspiracy under cloak of a 

judicial proceeding, to unite all my officers and even a boat’s crew of the 

Beatrice in a political condemnation of me in my absence”.56 

 

It is difficult to understand why Goldsmith and Ward should have embroiled 

themselves in such a patently obvious subterfuge.  As a relatively recent 

immigrant still imbued with the moral rectitude of the British middle classes 

Goldsmith may have been easy prey for Ward’s machinations.  That he was no 

practiced conspirator is evident from his Record of Inquest which is at such 

variance to other (verbal) accounts of the proceedings – including that of Ward 

himself – as to leave no doubt as to its contrivance.57  For his part, Ward seemed 

to have believed that he had Finniss’s measure - that his connections to Hart and 

other Adelaide luminaries were powerful enough to safeguard him against any 

retaliatory action Finniss might take.  Ironically, in seeking to recover his honour 

                                                                                                                                    
(1867-1868) “Northern Territory Dispatches: from J.T. Manton, Esq., Acting Government 
Resident, Northern Territory, to the Chief Secretary (Hon. A. Blyth)”, 1. 
55 Alaric Ward’s victim was buried at the River Camp; his body was later disinterred by his 
countrymen and given a traditional burial.  See Manton to Blyth, 3 December 1866, SAPP 16 
(1867-1868), 1. 
56 Correspondence between Ward and Finniss, undated covering note, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 
26. 
57 Ibid.  See also the depositions of the Beatrice crewmen, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 25 and 
Finniss to Ayers, 21 September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 18. 
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and good name - things he arguably never did possess at any stage of his long 

and turbulent life - Ward was hoist on his own petard; initially Finniss had no 

intention of bringing charges against him or the Doctor. 

 

Mr Ward […] seems to be of [the] opinion that I should have forwarded the 

findings of the jury [to Adelaide] without pointing to his conduct in the matter.  I 

was put as it were on my defence by that finding, and such as I have been 

displeased and dissatisfied with him for a number of petty matters. […] I had not 

intended to bring any charges against him, having expressed personally my 

disapprobation at the time of the occurrences which displeased me.58 

 

Goldsmith was not called as a Commission witness; when the Commissioners 

asked why not Prosecutor Rymill answered that the expense of bringing him 

from Robe was prohibitive.59  A more pertinent reason would have been 

Goldsmith’s outspokenness and the threat it posed to the probity of existing 

Government’s processes for the expropriation of Aboriginal land; it was in the 

interests of both sides to suppress the brutal realities of dispossession by denying 

Goldsmith the opportunity of airing his opinions in an officially sponsored public 

forum.   

 

Finniss had predicted an armed clash with the Aborigines several weeks prior to 

Pearson’s Fight;60 circumstances, rather than any conscious effort on his part, 

had prevented such an eventuality.  The situation changed dramatically with his 

                                                 
58 Ibid. 
59 Advertiser, 27 April 1866, 3. 
60 “The blacks […] were very bold and troublesome […] and annoy us so very much that I fear 
we shall have a collision with them, as nothing but experience will show our power”.  See 
Finniss, 12 July 1864, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 
35/637-642 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss”, n.p. 
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decision to establish the expedition’s permanent depot on the Cape Hotham 

Peninsula.  As a relatively small area surrounded on all sides by sea and swamp 

the peninsula seems to have appealed to his military instincts as a place from 

which the Aborigines could be easily expelled and prevented from 

reoccupying.61  The fact that he made no attempt to conceal his bellicose 

intentions suggests that he had been given tacit approval for such actions at the 

very highest level.  This hypothesis is supported to some extent by the frank and 

relaxed tone of his confidential correspondence with Governor Daly; on the 

subject of retaliatory action against a band of Aborigines who had stolen “a 

station flag” erected at Point Ayers, he wrote:  

 

I immediately started in my boats with a party to beat up their camp and take 

possession of their canoes until they made restitution but they had all fled up the 

river with their canoes where it would take weeks to find them.62   

 

Daly was not especially noted for his belligerence; but his aide de camp General 

Robert Dalrymple Ross most certainly was.63  A true soldier of the Queen, Ross 

had seen action throughout the Empire – most notably in the Crimea and the 

(West African) Gold Coast “protectorates”(modern day Ghana) where he seems 

to have organized and/or participated in expeditions against the rebellious and 

warlike Krobo and Asante tribes.64  It is highly likely that Finniss, as well as 

                                                 
61 See Charles Bright, Article II, Argus, 10 January 1865, 5.  See also Litchfield’s deposition to the 
Adelaide Police: Auld Family papers, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 
140 (1862–1907).  “William Patrick Auld: Summary Record”, n.p. 
62 Finniss to Daly, 5 April 1865.  “Arnhem Land in 1865”, 13. 
63 Noel Hayman, “Sir Robert Dalrymple Ross (1827-1877)”, in Australian Dictionary of 
Biography, National Centre of Biography: Australian National University; available [Online]: 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/ross-sir-robert-dalrymple-4510/text7377 [accessed 28 September 
2011]. 
64 “His Excellency’s Aid-de-camp [sic]”, Register, 12 September 1863, 3.  The war against the 
Krobos, who had refused to pay a poll tax, met with limited success.  See Basel Missonaries, 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/ross-sir-robert-dalrymple-4510/text7377
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maintaining an official relationship with Ross, had also met him socially – while 

Ross was courting the daughter of John Baker, one of Finniss’s oldest and most 

loyal friends.65 

 

On 4 September 1864 Finniss’s first attempt to drive the Aborigines from the 

peninsula was foiled by Goldsmith’s insistence that the Protector be allowed to 

accompany a fully armed and accoutred detachment of Volunteers led by Finniss, 

which had set off from the Escape Cliffs depot in pursuit of nine “painted 

natives”,66 who had been sighted at the “sheep well”.  Goldsmith intercepted the 

punitive party before it could make contact, calling attention to himself by 

burlesquing the military bearing of the detachment, first by “swinging his arms 

as if to make a laughing stock of the Government Resident or the party”, and 

then by loudly declaiming “As the Colonel is going, I will go too”.67  Harsh 

words were exchanged for which both later apologized – but not to each other.  

Finniss ordered the Doctor to leave;68 when the Doctor refused Finniss ordered 

him “to go before and civilize them”; when the Doctor declined Finniss called 

                                                                                                                                    
“Diplomacy and Power Politics in Mid-Nineteenth Century Krobo: Krobo Chieftaincy and 
Politics seen through the Early Reports by Basel Missonaries” (M.A., History Department, 
University of Basel, 1995).  The expedition against the Asante was on behalf of the Fanti a 
neighbouring people who were under British protection.  See Peter Barton Kilby, “The Anglo-
Ashanti War of 1873-1874: a narrative and analysis” (M.A., Simon Fraser University, British 
Columbia, 1968). 
65 Ross married Mary Anstice Baker in 1865 following his return from New Zealand where he 
served in the Taranaki campaigns against the Maori Kingites.  See Hayman, Sir Robert 
Dalrymple Ross (1827-1877).  Available [Online]: http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/ross-sir-
robert-dalrymple-4510/text7377, [accessed 28 September 2011]. 
66 Some Aborigines were painted white which according to Finniss was their mourning paint and 
“which they assume when they have a death to avenge”; others were painted red which Finniss 
said signified war.  Finniss to Ayers, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 31. 
67 “To the Editor”, Register, 15 August 1865, 2. 
68 Goldsmith described the order as “an imperial mandate issued to me as though I was a menial”.  
See Goldsmith’s letter to the Editor, Register, 30 August 1865, 3. 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/ross-sir-robert-dalrymple-4510/text7377
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/ross-sir-robert-dalrymple-4510/text7377
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him a coward.69  By the time these heated exchanges were over the “nine painted 

natives” were nowhere to be seen. 

 

The next incident - the spearing of two horses70 grazing at the Billy’s Creek 

billabong on the night of September 6 so outraged gentlemanly Stephen King Sr. 

that he urged Finniss “to immediately send out skirmishing parties of horsemen 

to molest the natives”.71  Ever the contrarian, Ward was inclined to give the 

perpetrators the benefit of the doubt.  Because of the relatively minor nature of 

the spear wounds72 Ward was of the opinion that the “natives”, who were much 

more frightened of the horses than of their owners, had merely intended to drive 

the strange animals away from the waterhole.73  It was the tactical implications 

of the incident rather than the actual injuries to the horses, which caused Finniss 

most concern.  Attacks on the horses and bullocks had the potential to cripple the 

expedition and bring its day to day operations to a standstill.  “Our horses and 

cattle”, Finniss wrote “are our sole dependence for obtaining water, removing 

our stores and carrying materials to house the party; it was therefore with very 

great anxiety that I witnessed the chances of speedily losing them all.  I 

                                                 
69 Goldsmith to Finniss, September 5 1864, Enclosure No.7, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 39.  See 
also Ward’s Diary, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 1000/1 (n.d.).  
“Diary of Ebenezer Ward”, 145. 
70 Observer, 1 May 1926, 26.  One of the horses, Young King, was owned by W.P. Auld, who 
had him since he was a colt. 
71 Finniss, notebook entries, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 
35/647/1-2 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Miscellaneous Notebooks/Journal Entries”, n.p. 
72 The wounds were inflicted by light reed spears which could be hurled a great distance.  The grey 
gelding, Young King was bought by Auld as a colt from the Stuart Expedition’s horse plant; it had 
been speared through the hock; Grasshopper, also a grey gelding, was speared in the rump and two 
other places.  See Auld’s diary, entry for 7 September 1864, State Library of South Australia, (Private 
Record Group): PRG 140 (1862–1907).  “William Patrick Auld: Summary Record”, n.p.  See also 
“Stuart’s Final Expedition”, Observer, 1 May 1926, 26.  
73 Ward’s Diary, 146. 
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determined at once to give the natives a lesson and treat them as armed 

bushrangers acting against the laws and property of the men of the expedition”.74   

 

 

4. The Dombey Killing 

 

Command of the 14 man punitive party went to Freddy rather than to “madmen 

like the doctor” or pacifists like J.T. Manton.75  Freddy was the best soldier in the 

camp, Finniss said, and was therefore the best man for the job; factors such as 

youth and blood ties were irrelevant.76  Finniss’s final orders to Freddy were 

meant to be confidential but were overheard by John Absalom Howe who was on 

sentry duty outside Finniss’s tent.  “When Mr Finniss came out of his tent with 

his son”, Howe told the Commission, “I grounded arms and stood at ease.  Mr 

Finniss said: ‘Freddy my boy you are going out in charge of this party. […] 

Search for and recover the stolen property and shoot any blacks you see’ ”.77  

Blunt, plain speaking78 William Dougal, who was highly indignant at having 

been arrested for his role in the Dombey killing, corroborated Howe’s evidence 

in a deposition to the Adelaide Police.  “The blame rests with the [Government 

Resident],” Dougal said, “What did he send us out for?  It was taken for granted 

by the whole party that they were sent out to shoot the natives”.79 

                                                 
74 Finniss to Ayers, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 32. 
75 Ibid. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Howe’s Evidence, Question No. 2080. 
78 J.W.O. Bennett to his father Thomas, 22 April 1865, State Library of South Australia (D Piece 
Archival): D7425(L) (1864-1865).  “John William Ogilvie Bennett: Bennett Papers”, n.p. 
79 “Brief for the Defence: Mr Bruce.  On information of (Inspector) Peterswald against William 
Patrick Auld.  Murder: 18 May 1866”; Dougal’s Deposition, 9.  Auld Family Papers.  Copy in the 
possession of the Author.  But for Dougal’s indiscipline the death toll at the Billy’s Creek camp 
may have been considerably higher.  His pot-shot at a scrub fowl as the raiding party neared the 
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At the Commission Ward was careful to restrict his evidence to what he had 

actually seen, which was precious little.  “I know nothing of the incident of the 

8th September personally, except that I saw the party start and heard what Mr. 

Finniss said when [it returned]”.80  He was however far less restrained in his 

diary: 

 

At 5PM the avengers returned laden down with the spoils of a native camp, 

some loudly rejoicing in the fact that they had killed a nigger.  The Government 

Resident regally asked: “Were you attacked?”  “Not exactly.”  “Were any spears 

thrown?”  “No.”  “What was the man like you killed?”  “It was old Dombey.”  

“Who shot him?”  “It was Patrick Auld.”  There were two puppies taken, torn from 

the breast of the native woman who was suckling them, and various implements 

used by the natives – even ornaments.  “And so you shot old Dombey, the 

greatest villain of the lot.  Well done Freddy, I knew you would teach them a 

lesson.  Gentlemen will you take a glass of sherry?”81 

 

Goldsmith’s attempts to accompany the “avenging army” on its “Kill, Burn and 

Destroy”82 mission had led to another confrontation with Finniss – this time in 

front of the men mustered at the stockyards. 83  After a “brief war of words” 84 

the Doctor’s demands were rejected on the basis that his inclusion in the party 

“was unsuited to [his] functions and likely to prove injurious to the success of the 

                                                                                                                                    
camp alerted the inhabitants who, with the exception of the unfortunate Dombey and two or three 
women, fled immediately into the scrub.  It is possible that Dombey’s tardiness was prompted by 
a misguided attempt to renew old acquaintances with the Very-goods.  Alternatively he may have 
been singled out and deliberately hunted down. 
80 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s evidence, Question No 1690.  
81 Ward’s Diary, 146. 
82 Ibid 
83 Ibid. 
84 See Charles Bright, Article II, Argus, 11 January 1865, 5. 
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expedition”.85  It was probably the prospect of a long trek on foot across the 

peninsula rather than the tone or substance of the rebuke which deterred 

Goldsmith from openly defying Finniss a second time. 

 

Goldsmith appears to have spent the following day (9 September) attempting to 

obtain eyewitness testimony on the killing.  Frustrated perhaps by the wall of 

silence which invariably greeted his efforts he made the fatal error of formally 

accusing Auld of murder86 before he had received Finniss’s official report on the 

incident; whereupon Finniss, on the pretext that the matter was now subjudice, 

severed all official communication with him on the subject.87  The proscription 

was no deterrent; Goldsmith refused to be silenced and persisted with his 

attempts to incriminate Auld and other members of the punitive party.  “[He] 

privately questioned nearly every man of the expedition”, Finniss wrote.  “He 

tampered with my sentries at night asking them whether they thought the blacks 

would come and whether there was any necessity for their vigilance; and 

forgetting the magistrate in the police detective generally sought to incriminate 

as many persons as he could. […] [My] men are paralysed by the presence of a 

police detective dangling a halter before their eyes”.88   

 

Goldsmith was eventually able to garner sufficient eyewitness testimony to 

compile a brief but reasonably accurate report on the raid, which he duly 

                                                 
85 Goldsmith to the Commissioner of Crown Lands, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 33. 
86 Goldsmith began the legal process of formally charging Auld with murder by laying out 
information to that effect before J.T. Manton in his capacity of Stipendary Magistrate.  See 
Goldsmith to the Commissioner of Crown Lands, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 33-
34. 
87 Finniss to Goldsmith, 13 September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 34-35. 
88 Finniss to Ayers, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 31-32. 
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forwarded to the Commissioner of Crown Lands.89  The report earned Goldsmith 

no accolades in Adelaide and was probably one of the main contributing factors 

to the decision to replace him.  Meanwhile Finniss had written to Ayers 

suggesting that in the light of all the trouble which Goldsmith had caused it 

might have been more prudent to have delayed the appointment of a Northern 

Territory Protector of Aborigines until the settlement was more advanced and a 

regular Police Force and a Judiciary had been established. 

 

The instructions to [the Protector] and the circumstances in which we are placed 

having to take possession of the territory by force are at variance; and I cannot 

urge too strongly on the Government the expediency of holding such an 

appointment for the future in abeyance until our relations with the aborigines and 

the strength of numbers shall be on a footing which will awe them into respect 

for our customs and institutions.90 

 

Whatever the suggestion’s practical merits, the Ayers Ministry was not receptive 

to such a radical break with tradition.  While the 1850s had seen the gradual 

erosion of the status of the South Australian Protector of Aborigines,91 the 

humanitarian principles on which the office had been established some thirty 

years before were still important elements of British Colonial policy; indeed the 

Colonial Office’s commitment to such principles had recently (1864) been 

                                                 
89 Goldsmith to the Commissioner of Crown Lands, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 33-
34.  This was the report which Ayers denied all knowledge of at the meeting with the Delegates 
from the Aboriginal Friends Society. 
90 Finniss to Ayers, 21 December 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 19. 
91 In 1856 the Protector’s position was abolished and responsibility for Aborigines was 
transferred to the Commissioner of Crown Lands.  The position was re-established following the 
report of the 1860 Select Committee on Aborigines.  See John Summers,“Colonial Race 
Relations”, 305. 
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strengthened by the appointment of Edward Cardwell92 as the new Secretary of 

State for Colonies.  By his administrative interventions in New Zealand - in the 

Waikato and Taranaki land wars – Cardwell had shown himself to be much more 

sympathetic to the rights of indigenous people than his predecessor the Duke of 

Newcastle.93  The Ayers Ministry was not about to risk Cardwell’s displeasure 

when all that was really necessary was the appointment of a less pernickety 

individual – one, who, if he would readily “submit himself to [Finniss’s] 

authority”, might accomplish “much good in protecting the aborigines and 

promoting a proper feeling amongst them”.94  

 

There were no applicants for Goldsmith’s job when it was advertised in February 

1865.95  Alerted perhaps to the pitfalls of the conflicting responsibilities of the 

position by an anonymous member of the profession styling himself “Medicus”, 

South Australia’s medical practitioners showed little inclination to compromise 

their professional integrity in the cause of Northern Territory settlement.  “It may 

be a small consideration to officials in Adelaide whether two or three doctors are 

ruined in the attempt to start a new colony”, Medicus wrote.  “But to Dr 

Goldsmith and the profession it is one of serious concern.  A second practitioner, 

who unless he is prepared to sacrifice to the powers-that-be his self respect and 

his professional opinions, may find himself placed in a position equally 

                                                 
92 Edward Cardwell (1813-1886) was Colonial Secretary from 1864 to 1866.  He was raised to 
the peerage as Vicount Cardwell in 1874.  See A.G. Bell, “Cardwell, Edward (1813-1886)”, in 
Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of Biography: Australian National 
University; available [Online]: http://adb.anu.au/biography/cardwell-edward-3164/text4735; 
[accessed 14 October 2011]. 
93 William Fox, New Zealand Wars: 1845-1872 (London: Smith Elder and Company, 1866), 142-
143. 
94 Ayers to Finniss, 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 63. 
95 “Professional Appointments”, Register, 21 February 1864, 1. 

http://adb.anu.au/biography/cardwell-edward-3164/text4735
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unfortunate”.96  What, Medicus demanded to know, was the object of appointing 

a Protector of Aborigines if no enquiry was to be undertaken by him except when 

it pleased the Governor?97   

 

Switching his attack to the equally troubling furore over the poisonous water 

Medicus proceeded to deliver a second broadside of rhetorical questions at the 

Government.  Who was better qualified to judge whether the water was good or 

bad – a qualified medical practitioner or the Government Resident?  What 

professional man with any self-respect would accept an appointment knowing 

that his judgment must first pass through the Government Resident’s “crucible”?  

Under what rules did the Government Resident’s presumption of superior 

knowledge of chemistry justify verbal and written insults to a member of the 

medical profession?  Saving his most potent salvo for last Medicus concluded: 

“The Government Resident was bound to respect the professional opinion of Dr 

Goldsmith and to act upon it until it should be proved to be wrong.  In the British 

Army a professional opinion that the water in use is not healthful would at once 

meet with attention from the officer in command”.98 

 

 

5. The Poisonous Water 

 

The water in question came from the Sandy Beach wells at Beatrice Bay.  Until 

the Wet Season rains these wells were the sole source of the Escape Cliffs water 

                                                 
96 “The Northern Territory: To the Editor”, Register, 23 February 1865, 3. 
97 Ibid. 
98 Ibid. 
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supply; they had been dug on 21 July 1864 by seamen from HMSS Beatrice99 as 

part of Finniss’s preliminary investigations into the feasibility of his Palmerston 

Solution. 100  A month earlier a picnic party from the Henry Ellis which included 

Ebenezer Ward and Assistant Storekeeper John Davis had discovered water at 

Sandy Beach when they had been stranded by the ebb tide with only a bottle of 

sherry to drink. 101  In recording the discovery in his diary Ward was strongly 

critical of Finniss for not conducting a more comprehensive search for water in 

the Adam Bay region.  “In my humble judgment”, he wrote, “the fact that the 

Henry Ellis could not go up the river […] should have condemned any place so 

far inland as the site of our first settlement, if fresh water could have been found 

anywhere on the coast of Adam Bay”.102  A week later (28 June 1864) while en 

route to the River Camp aboard HMSS Beatrice, Ward told Finniss of the 

discovery, but with the expedition committed to the River Camp/Beatrice Hill 

development configuration, the information was not acted on until Finniss’s 

misadventures on the floodplain forced him to turn his attention to the Cape 

Hotham Peninsula. 

 

During the several weeks it took Finniss to fully evacuate the River Camp the 

crews of the three expedition vessels and the advance party at Beatrice Bay 

consumed the water from the Sandy Beach wells without complaint or apparent 

ill effect - an equilibrium which was short lived following the establishment of 

                                                 
99 “Extract from J. Hutchinson’s Remark Book of Her Majesty’s Surveying Schooner Beatrice 
whilst employed in the Northern Territory of South Australia, in 1864”, SAPP 18 (1876), 5. 
100 Register, 16 December 1864, 2. 
101 Ward’s Diary, 21.  By digging a hole “about a foot (30 cms) deep” with only their hands they 
were able get enough water to fill the boat’s empty five gallon (23 litres) breaker.  
102 Ward’s Diary, 22. 
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the main encampment at Escape Cliffs.103  “The water we obtained proved to be 

of very bad quality”, Ward told the Commission.  “I do not know its chemical 

composition, but it had a very serious effect on my bowels, and all my motions 

were black.  The degree of illness produced was always proportional to the 

quantity of water drunk”.104  Ward was alluding to the supposed cause of death 

of Bastien Boucaut,105 a labourer and a prominent Finnissite who had been a 

member of the detail tasked with carting water daily from the wells to the 

camp.106  Boucaut had died from “inflammation of the bowels” which, according 

to Goldsmith and Ward, was directly attributable to the inordinately large 

quantities of the “deleterious water” which he had consumed during the course of 

this work.107 

 

On the morning 6 September 1864, using only chemical compounds from his 

medical kit, Goldsmith analysed the water brought from the wells the preceding 

day, and finding it to contain copper and hydrogen sulphide lost no time in 

alerting Finniss to the danger.  “I consider it highly deleterious to health”, he 

wrote.  “Immediate steps ought to be taken either to procure a more healthy 

supply or remove the camp to another locality”.108  Finniss, not unnaturally, saw 

the letter as another attack on his credibility by the Jury Rider conspirators.  It 

was another attempt to intimidate him, he wrote - another attempt to embarrass 

him in the selection of a site for the first settlement.  Goldsmith knew there was 
                                                 
103 Finniss to Ayers, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 41. 
104 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s evidence, Question No. 1690. 
105 Bastien Boucaut was the younger brother of James Penn Boucat (1831-1916) a prominent 
Adelaide lawyer and politician.  As Attorney General, J.P. Boucaut - together with Premier John 
Hart and other Cabinet Ministers - framed the Commission charges against Finniss. 
106 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Fitch’s evidence, Question No. 3354. 
107 Goldsmith to the Hon Chief Secretary, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 40.  See also 
Ward’s Diary, 138. 
108 Goldsmith to Finniss, 6 September 1864: Enclosure No. 5 (First Part), SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 
38. 
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no fresh water closer to the coast than the River Camp; he knew the men were so 

exhausted by the labour of evacuating the River Camp that it was utterly 

impossible for them to move again; he knew food was scarce and illness from 

exposure was beginning to show itself.  He knew all these things and yet he 

raised an injurious and false alarm that the water was poisonous.109   

 

It seemed Goldsmith would stop at nothing to disrupt the camp.  He posted a 

demoralizing (and illegal) notice on a tree outside his tent, urging the men to 

abstain from drinking the water if possible; if not, to boil it or filter it through 

charcoal.110  He told Labourers William Read and William Murray that the water 

would kill them if they drank half a gallon (2.25 litres) at one time, or a gallon a 

day without “stimulants”.111  William Read enjoyed a brief moment of fame 

amongst his Finnisite colleagues when he tricked the Doctor into drinking the 

“poisonous”112 water and praising its quality.  On the assumption that Beatrice, 

newly returned from Timor, had filled her tanks with pure island water, 

Goldsmith asked Read to fill a small canteen with “Timor water” for him “as the 

water in the camp was not fit to drink”.113  Finding the only water in use aboard 

Beatrice came from the Sandy Beach wells, Read used that to fill the canteen but 

                                                 
109 Finniss to Ayers 5, October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 41. 
110 SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 49.  The full notice read: “Doctor Goldsmith, being painfully aware 
of the deleterious state of the water now in use at the camp, wishes to caution the members of the 
expedition and requests them to observe the following rules: To drink as little water as possible.  
To drink water which has been boiled in preference to water in its natural state.  By filtering 
water through charcoal some of its deleterious properties may be arrested.  Should any symptoms 
of illness occur, apply at once for medical advice.  Dr Goldsmith will issue quinine daily at 6 
a.m”. 
111 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866): Read’s evidence, Question No. 3785 and Murray’s 
evidence, Question No. 4317. 
112 An analysis of the water conducted in Adelaide revealed no trace of any metal other than 
aluminium.  The sample contained no trace of hydrogen sulphide though the analysts later 
conceded that this gas could well have been present in the water in its natural state.  See “The 
Northern Territory”, Register, 14 February 1865, 2. and “The Water at Escape Cliffs”, Telegraph, 
29 August 1865, n.p. 
113 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Read’s evidence, Question No. 1134. 
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made no mention of the deception when he returned to the Doctor’s tent.  Read 

described to the Commission what happened next. 

 

The Doctor cleaned a glass and filled it.  [The water] was very clear, and he said 

[after drinking it], “There, I call that water for a Christian to drink”.114 

 

Finniss was in no doubt as to the water’s potability; he had tested it himself using 

the Government test kit, and found no trace of copper or sulphuretted 

hydrogen.115  Armed with this knowledge he demanded the Doctor conduct a 

confirmatory test.  Goldsmith said he would willingly comply, “and [to this end] 

might he have the Government Box of Tests which was in Mr Finniss’s 

possession?  ‘No Sir, you shall not’ replied Mr Finniss”,116 whereupon 

Goldsmith retired to his tent to brood over the insult and compose yet another 

memo: 

 

As you have refused me the use of the Government box of tests I can make no 

further analysis [of the water] I shall therefore decline entering into competition 

with you in ascertaining its chemical properties.  My representation of the 6th 

instant, in fully communicating the matter to you, exonerates me from all 

responsibility.117 

  

A few days later a chance meeting of the two adversaries somewhere within the 

camp confines resulted in another shouting match which Ward described as an 

amusing example “of the entente cordiale which at the time existed in our small 

                                                 
114 Ibid. 
115 Finniss to Ayers, 5 October 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 41. 
116 Ward’s Diary, 137. 
117 Goldsmith to Finniss, 12 September, Enclosure No. 5 (third part), SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 39. 
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community”.118  Goldsmith began the exchange by emphasizing the threat posed 

by the water.  The existing water supply was prejudicial to health, he said, and 

unless better was obtained he could not answer for the health of the party.  He 

did not consider their lives were safe while they had nothing but poisonous water 

to drink.  To which Finniss responded with studied nonchalance, “Very well 

Doctor, then we must all lie down and die.  I can do nothing.”  Goldsmith could 

hardly believe his ears.  “Do you really mean to say that, Sir?”  “Yes Doctor, I 

can do nothing.  I cannot get better water and I cannot move the camp.  We must 

all lie down and die”.  “Then Sir,” Goldsmith retorted in a voice which, 

according to Ward, was “not at all sotto voce”, “I have no hesitation in saying 

you are an imbecile and unfit for your position”.119  

 

 

6. The Final Humiliations 

Escape Cliffs: December 1864 to May 1865 

Goldsmith’s activities at Escape Cliffs following Ward’s departure are largely 

undocumented.  He avoided a direct reprimand for colluding with Ward but did 

not emerge from the controversy unscathed.  Ayers was highly critical of him,120 

labelling the Coroner’s inquest “a most unnecessary and unheard of proceeding 

under the circumstances”;121 Ayers hoped that an improvement in the Doctor’s 

                                                 
118 Ward’s Diary, 136. 
119 Ibid, 136-137.  An anonymous Telegraph correspondent (most probably William Pearson) 
places the incident outside Finniss’s tent, with Finniss ‘sitting in his armchair rubbing his hands 
and patting his fair round belly” during the exchange with Goldsmith.  See Telegraph, 15 
December 1864, n.p. 
120 Ayers to Finniss, 28 October 1864, SAPP 36A (1864).  “Settlement of Northern Territory: 
additional instructions to Boyle Travers Finniss, Esq., Government Resident of Northern 
Territory, together with the names of the officers appointed to reinforce the expedition, and list of 
stores forwarded per the Steam Ship South Australian, 1. 
121 Ayers to Finniss, 28 October 1864: SAPP 36A, (1864), 1. 
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conduct would preclude the necessity of replacing him.122  There is no evidence 

that this rebuke was ever brought to Goldsmith’s attention but it must have 

served - in some small measure at least - as balm for Finniss’s wounded ego.   

 

Ward’s departure was a major psychological victory for Finniss and he wasted no 

time in increasing the pressure on Goldsmith. 

 

At such a distance from the supreme seat of Government it is essential that I 

should have with me men who have had some experience of official discipline 

and whose language and conduct to those in authority over them is restrained 

within the limits which are prescribed by the rules of private as well as official 

life.123 

 

In the pages of Edmunds’ diary Goldsmith is victim rather than perpetrator - the 

target of a deliberate campaign of intimidation and harassment designed to 

hasten his resignation.  Finniss is recorded as making accusations against him 

that bordered on paranoia,124 and denying many of his official (and legitimate) 

requests for replacement medical equipment and supplies - in one instance 

insisting that Pearson, who required constant medical attention, remain at the 

Narrows survey camp forcing Goldsmith to undertake the 25 kilometre round trip 

on horseback several times a month125 - in another refusing to replace 

                                                 
122 Ayers to Finniss, 29 October 1864, State Library of South Australia, D Piece Archival): 
D3141/1-8 (n.d.).  “Finniss to Ayers: Private and Confidential”, n.p. 
123Finniss to Ayers, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 42. 
124 Edmunds’ diary, entries for February 1865.  Finniss accused Goldsmith of conspiring with Ward 
and John Davis to sell the Yatala in Kupang and abscond with the proceeds.  He accused him of 
conspiring with George Warland to steal fresh water from the Government House tanks, which he 
himself had but recently confiscated from his labourers. 
125 Edmunds’ diary, entries for 7 and 13 March 1865 and 18 June 1865. 
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Goldsmith’s leaky tent even though it was the height of the wet season and the 

medical supplies were being damaged by the heavy rain.126  

 

It is doubtful that Goldsmith was aware of the fact that his job was under threat 

until April 1865 when the Beatrice, on her return from Adelaide, brought 

newspapers which carried advertisements inviting applications for his 

position.127  Beatrice also brought a second indirect reprimand.  The letter 

authorising the formal inquiry into the Dombey killing specifically excluded 

Goldsmith from participating in the investigation – either as a Board member or 

as a witness; he was even denied access to the evidence.128  The insult may have 

been deliberate but was more likely a genuine attempt to obtain an unbiased 

insight into the Dombey affair.  Whatever the case, it was undoubtedly a major 

factor in Goldsmith’s decision to resign and return to Adelaide via the next ship – 

the barque Bengal.129   

 

With Goldsmith gone there were no more official complaints about Finniss’s 

propensity to dispatch armed parties in pursuit of Aborigines whenever they were 

sighted on the peninsula.  The killing of Alaric Ward saw the frequency of such 

punitive actions increase; and further bloodshed would have been inevitable had 

Finniss not been recalled. 

 

Adelaide: August to December 1865 

                                                 
126 Ibid. 
127 Register, 23 February 1865, 3.  See also Reynolds to Walters, 24 March 1865, SAPP 89 (14 
July 1865), 70. 
128 Telegraph, 29 July 1865, n.p. 
129 The Bengal went to Sourabaya.  The returnees reached Adelaide via the SS Douglas (Djakarta 
to Melbourne) and the SS South Australian (Melbourne to Adelaide). 
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Goldsmith resumed the struggle for his reputation when he reached Adelaide;130 

but unlike Ward, seemed bereft of patrons and powerful supporters in 

Parliament.  In the struggle to clear his name he first had to overcome an 

unsympathetic press which was canvassing the idea that in leaving the settlement 

without a permanent medico he may have abrogated his professional 

responsibilities.131  Goldsmith was not entirely without support, however.  

Someone in Adelaide, perhaps his bride to be (Emma Hallett) or her family, had 

a collection of relevant documents to which he was given immediate access.  

Within two days of landing he had written to the Chief Secretary requesting the 

opportunity to refute the many criticisms of his conduct and character contained 

therein. 132   

 

The Government was unresponsive.  His exculpatory letters –new and old - to the 

Chief Secretary and Commissioner of Crown Lands remained unanswered, a 

situation which was not helped by his public pronouncement133 that the Chief 

Secretary had purposely misled the delegation from the Aborigines Friends 

Society by asserting that he (the Chief Secretary) had not been officially 

informed of the “circumstances of peculiar atrocity” surrounding the Dombey 

killing.134  Which assertion, Goldsmith contended in a brief but imprudent 

rekindling of his humanitarian zeal, was manifestly incorrect, as it was clear from 

                                                 
130 Goldsmith was amongst the passengers who left Escape Cliffs aboard the barque Bengal.  He 
reached Adelaide (via Sourabaya, Djakarta, and Melbourne) on 29 July 1865 aboard the SS South 
Australian. 
131 Register, 27 July 1865, 2. 
132 Goldsmith to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 31 July 1865.  See Goldsmith, Northern Territory 
Correspondence relative to Dr Goldsmith’s Resignation, Item No. 14. 
133 “To the Editor”, Register, 30 August 1865, 3. 
134 The Governor and the Chief Secretary met with a delegation from the Aborigines Friends 
Society on 13 January 1865.  Despite his firm belief that the matter had been “somewhat 
exaggerated” the Governor undertook to conduct an official inquiry into the allegations.  See 
Register, 14 January 1864, 3. 
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the recently published Parliamentary Paper (SAPP 89)135 that his own detailed 

account of the incident was in the Chief Secretary’s possession at the time of the 

meeting in question.136   

 

Meanwhile the avalanche of bad news brought by the Bengal and the serious 

allegations against Finniss in Stow’s July 31 letter prompted the Government to 

recall him and to send John McKinlay in search of an alternate settlement site.   

 

Such decisive action against Finniss must have gladdened Goldsmith’s heart, but 

unlike Ward who waded into the debate with a satirical piece on Finniss’s 

idiosyncrasies, he refrained from publicly attacking his arch enemy.  Privately it 

must have been a different matter, especially when the erstwhile conspirators met 

on occasions such as the departure of the Ellen Lewis on 25 Sept 1865.137  They 

no doubt discussed Finniss change of fortune and the prospects of exacting sweet 

revenge by further contributing to his downfall when the Ellen Lewis returned. 

 

Without doubt, Goldsmith would have relished the opportunity to appear before 

the Commission of Enquiry but by the time the hearings commenced he was 

settled in Robe with his new bride.138  Had Goldsmith still been in Adelaide 

when the Ellen Lewis returned, public opinion may have forced the Government 

to call him as a prosecution witness.   

 

                                                 
135 Goldsmith is referring to his letter to the Commissioner of Crown Lands of 5 October 1864 
published in SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 33 and 34. 
136 Goldsmith to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 23 September 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 3.  See 
also Goldsmith, David Gall Pamphlet, 3. 
137 Advertiser, 25 September 1865, 2. 
138 Goldsmith married Emma Hallet on 13 December 1865. 
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Defence references to Goldsmith during the Commission hearings were 

surprisingly few and were designed primarily to demonstrate his medical 

incompetence and to belittle his character.  Frederick Litchfield alleged that he 

(Goldsmith) was so frightened of the Adam Bay Aborigines that he carried a 

loaded revolver at all times - even when he went to the latrines;139 Samuel Baker 

alleged that he (Baker) had been refused medical treatment despite suffering 

severe pain from a centipede bite; 140 William Reid told how he tricked the 

foolish Doctor into drinking and praising the supposedly poisonous water from 

the Sandy Beach wells; Finniss made sure that the Commissioners were aware of 

the fact that a professional chemical analysis of the water had failed to find any 

trace of contaminants.141  

 

Prosecution references to Goldsmith were even fewer and were designed to 

demonstrate Finniss’s over-reactions to Goldsmith’s legitimate actions as 

Protector, 142 and to his (Goldsmith’s) alleged persistent belittling of the Escape 

Cliffs site.  Goldsmith’s not inconsiderable efforts to uncover the truth about 

Dombey’s murder were never canvassed at the Commission hearings.  Nor were 

any of his reports and letters introduced as exhibits – not even his remarkably 

accurate report on the Dombey killing. 

 

In his final letter to the Chief Secretary Goldsmith acknowledged the fact that his 

attempts to intervene on behalf of the Adam Bay Aborigines may have been 

                                                 
139 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Litchfield’s evidence, Question No. 3911. 
140 Goldsmith refused treatment for Samuel Baker even though Baker was in great pain from the 
effects of a centipede bite.  Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Baker’s evidence, Question 
No. 4162. 
141 Report of the analysis of the water: Commission Evidence SAPP 17 (1866).  Appendix Item 9.  
See also Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s summation, xix. 
142 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Rymills first summation, xv. 
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somewhat excessive, but claimed that his actions had since been vindicated by 

the steps taken – albeit tardily - by the Government following his return. 143  “As 

Protector”, Goldsmith wrote, “I acted to the best of my judgment […] had I not 

maintained my right to be present (a custom always usual for the Protector in 

South Australia) [sic], when hostile attacks on natives were contemplated I 

should have been destitute of humanity and guilty of a dereliction of my duty”.144 

 

A detailed study of the Finniss Expedition’s interactions – both hostile and 

friendly - with the Adam Bay Aborigines is the main focus of the next chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
143 Goldsmith to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 23 September 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 3.  
Goldsmith is referring to the arrest of William Patrick Auld for the murder of Dombey. 
144 Goldsmith to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 23 September 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 3. 
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CHAPTER 5:  THE DOMBEY FACTOR 

References in William McMinn’s personal letters to the large number and 

warlike propensities of the Adam Bay Aborigines caused great alarm and 

consternation in Adelaide when they were published as part of the Henry Ellis 

mail (14 October 1864).  Incomplete accounts of Pearson’s Fight in the official 

mail coupled with a formal request from Finniss for “immediate aid in the shape 

of arms and men”1 fostered the impression that the Escape Cliffs settlement “was 

besieged by blacks”2 and prompted the Government to immediately dispatch a 

relief expedition aboard the SS South Australian.  As more precise details of the 

Chambers Bay punitive raid were revealed in succeeding mails (Beatrice 14 

December 1864; SS South Australian 2 January 1865) the alarm felt for the 

safety of the expedition turned to shame and indignation.  A deep revulsion to the 

circumstances of the Dombey killing spread throughout the Adelaide community 

- the fact notwithstanding that South Australia had itself been the scene of a 

number of comparatively recent killings of a similar nature.3  With the arrival of 

the Bengal’s mail (29 July 1865) and receipt of the report of the (Edmunds 

Howard Ninnes) Board of Enquiry the Government had little option but to arrest 

William Patrick Auld on a charge of murder, and to issue warrants for the arrest 

of his co-offenders, William Dougal and Stephen Chandler - warrants which 

were duly executed by a Police Trooper who traveled to Escape Cliffs on the 

Ellen Lewis specifically for that purpose. 

 

 

                                                 
1 Edmunds’diary, undated entry, introduction.  
2 Edmunds’ diary, undated entry, introduction. 
3 Register, 19 September 1849, 3. 
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1. The Adam Bay Aborigines 

“Larrakeyah and Wulnah”4 

The Aboriginal peoples encountered by the first Northern Territory 

Survey Expedition belonged to the Larrakia and Wulna language groups 

- two distinct but allied tribes which occupied the Cape Hotham 

Peninsula and the flood plains of the upper, middle and lower Adelaide 

River.  At the time of the Commission hearings the names of these tribal 

groups were unknown to the men of the Finniss expedition; they were 

first identified as distinct tribal entities by Dr James Stokes Millner, 

Goldsmith’s replacement as Expedition Surgeon and Protector of 

Aborigines.  Millner had arrived at the settlement in November 1865 

aboard the Ellen Lewis and was able to observe at first hand a group of 

some 200 Aboriginal people who, following Finniss’s recall, had 

returned to Escape Cliffs and set up a camp in the vicinity of the 

stockade.  Writing to the Commissioner of Crown Lands and 

Immigration on 23 July 1866, Millner stated:  

 

We are visited by two tribes, the Adelaide River tribe called the Wulnah, 

and the tribe from the vicinity of Escape Cliff [sic] and Cape Hotham 

called the Larrakeyah, [emphasis added] which seem to be conquered or 

in some way tributary to the former; it is only within the last few days that 

we have ascertained the distinction; we have been puzzled often by the 

different names given to things by the Natives; this is explained by many, 

especially the younger ones, speaking both dialects and the Elder ones 

                                                 
4 J. Stokes Millner to Commissioner of Crown Lands, 23 July 1866, State Records of 
South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 24/58 (1866).  “J. Stokes Millner: 
NT Survey Expedition Miscellaneous Papers”, n.p. 
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speaking each their own; this will necessitate a revision of the vocabulary 

I had made and which in consequence I must send at some future time.5 

 

Millner’s territorial reference is contentious in that it is uncorroborated 

by the majority of 19th and early 20th century commentators.  Foelsche 

(1886)6 and Eylmann (1908)7 place the eastern boundary of Larrakia 

territory at the mouth of the Adelaide River; Parkhouse (1895)8 puts the 

eastern boundary at Shoal Bay; and Basedow (1907)9 puts the eastern 

boundary at the Howard River.  Wildey (1875) and Foelsche (1891) are 

the only commentators to locate the Larrakia at Escape Cliffs.  Writing in 

1875, Wildey states: “The Larrakia tribe is not numerous, perhaps 300 in 

number; they are located about Palmerston and Southport, as far as the 

Adelaide and Escape Cliff [sic] eastwards”.10  Circa 1891, Foelsche used 

a map of the Overland Telegraph Line to show the boundaries of the 

Aboriginal tribes of the greater Darwin area; on this map Larrakia 

territory is shown as including the Cape Hotham peninsula and the 

Adelaide River estuary.11 

 

                                                 
5 Ibid. 
6Paul Foelsche, “Port Darwin: The Larrakia Tribe”, in The Australian Race, ed. E.M. Curr 
(Melbourne: Ferres, 1886), 250. 
7 E. Eylmann, Die Eingeborenen der Kolonie Sudaustralien.  (New York: Johnson Reprint 
Corporation, 1966), 161. 
8 Thomas Anstey Parkhouse, “Native tribes of Port Darwin and its neighbourhood.”  The 
Australian Association for the Advancement of Science 6 (1895): 638-647. 
9 Herbert Basedow, “Anthropological notes on the western coastal tribes of the Northern 
Territory of South Australia”.  Adelaide, Royal Society of South Australia 31 (1907): 1. 
10 William Brackley Wildey, Australasia and the Oceanic Region: with some notice of New 
Guinea: from Adelaide – Via Torres Straits – to Port Darwin thence round West Australia. 
(Melbourne: George Robertson, 1876), 115. 
11 See David Ritchie, “We bin all mix in together” (BA Honours, La Trobe University, 
Melbourne, 1980), 62. 
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The first modern reference to Millner’s letter - David Ritchie’s 1998 PhD 

thesis “A Painful Wrench for the European Mind”12 avoids the question 

of Larrakia occupancy of the Cape Hotham peninsula.  Having attributed 

the source of Millner’s information to Mira, the Wulna elder who was 

responsible for preserving the infrastructure at Escape Cliffs for a 

number of years after the settlement had been abandoned, Ritchie omits 

all reference to the Larrakia occupancy of Cape Hotham, quoting Millner 

as saying “We are visited by two tribes, the Adelaide River tribe called 

the Woolner and a tribe called the Larrakia which seems to be conquered 

or in tribute to the former”.13  The Larrakia - Escape Cliffs nexus has 

also been overlooked in Samantha Wells’ 2003 PhD thesis “Negotiating 

place in Colonial Darwin”.  Wells, who reproduces Ritchie’s edited 

version of Millner’s letter14 and herself edits Wildey’s text to exclude his 

reference to Escape Cliffs, places the Escape Cliffs settlement “on the 

border of Larrakia country”. 15 

 

In 1965, W.E.H. Stanner described a process which might account for 

the presence and the intermingling of Larrakia and Wulna language 

groups at Escape Cliffs, and which is devoid of territorial (i.e. land 

ownership) implications. 

                                                 
12 David Ritchie, “A painful wrench for a European mind: land claims and representations of 
history and Aboriginal tradition in the Darwin hinterland” (PhD., La Trobe University, Melbourne, 
1998), 7. 
13 Ritchie includes Foelsche’s 1891 boundaries in his 1980 Honours Thesis “We bin all mix in 
together”, 62.  But Ritchie questions the validity of these boundaries in “The Limilngan-Wulna 
(lower Adelaide and Mary Rivers) land claim: anthropologist’s report on behalf of the 
claimants”.  Northern Land Council (1991): 13, on the basis that Foelsche’s boundaries, which he 
(Foelsche) describes as approximations, follow the boundaries of Goyder’s survey. 
14 Samantha Wells, “Negotiating place in colonial Darwin: interactions between Aborigines and 
whites 1869–1911” (PhD., University of Technology, Sydney, 2003), 57. 
15 Ibid., 32. 
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Contact with Europeans could bring about, often surprisingly quickly, 

conditions appearing to suggest that the Aborigines lived a wholly 

free-ranging life. Often at a far remove from the actual place of 

settlement a radical change of territoriality took place. What 

happened was that groups near the settlement moved towards it and 

sought to monopolise its attractions. This had two effects. It set up 

larger and more lasting ad hoc groups at or in the vicinity of 

settlement, and made a rift with back-lying groups less 

advantageously placed. The latter, usually weakened by the seepage 

of individuals and parties with claims (by kinship, friendship, 

marriage, trade, etc.) [sic] on members of the settlement-groups, 

tended to make common cause with, and sometimes join physically, 

other groups in their own position. The formation of such ad hoc 

collections of distinct kinds, under conditions, in localities, and with 

membership ill-connected with the tradition, was for all of them a 

great change of external as well as internal social structure. The 

fabric of life was affected over whole countrysides. The mystical-jural-

ritual links between specific descent-groups and localities weakened 

in practice. In a short period the old optimal ecology - the ratio 

between population and resources, and the physical distribution, 

which allowed a once-connected set of territorial groups to maintain 

themselves [...] virtually disappeared.16 

 

More specific details of the organization of such ad hoc groups on the 

outskirts of Port Darwin were noted by T.A. Parkhouse in 1896.  

 

                                                 
16 W.E.H. Stanner, “Aboriginal territorial organization: estate, range, domain and 
regime”.  Oceania 36 (September, 1965): 1–26. 
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At the head of Smith and Cavenagh streets is the main camp of the 

Larrakia comprising several circles of wurleys (at one time four circles 

with from three to seven wurleys forming the circle or segment) [sic].  

About 150 yards removed from the Larrakia main camp north is a second 

camp containing three circles of wurleys in which reside Wulnars related 

to the Larrakia by alliance or descent.  One of these is occupied by the 

family named after Emu, a headman of the Wulnar who although spare 

stands 6 feet 7 inches in height; the second by the family of another 

Wulnar headman whom I know only as the brother of Minnergwon-gwa (a 

savage of 6feet 1inch splendidly built, not to be trusted) and father of 

Longaba; the third I can identify only by two boys: Wannung-a17 and 

Mannmitt.  Another Wulnar camp has been formed in the scrub on the 

north east side of Cavenagh street, which is frequented by natives of that 

tribe coming in from the bush, who are not related to the Larrakia. 18 

 

If the multi-camp phenomenon observed by Parkhouse existed at Escape Cliffs it 

was never documented or otherwise described by the settlers.  References to the 

Escape Cliffs “blacks’ camp” in both official and private correspondence are 

always in the singular; European interpretations of the hierarchical and privacy 

conventions of disparate aboriginal groups living within the confines of a single 

camp may thus constitute the basis of Millner’s statement that the Larrakia were 

“conquered or in some way tributary to” the Wulna. 

 

                                                 
17 Goyder identified four tribal groups as occupying the area of his 1869 surveys.  
Without specifying their territorial limits, Goyder identified these groups as Woolner, 
Woolner-Larakeeyah, Larakeeyah, and Warnunger (emphasis added).  The close 
similarity of the names would suggest that Warnunger was the family name of a 
(Wulna) Traditional Owner rather than that of a tribal group.  Goyder located the 
Warnunger between the Reynolds and Finniss Rivers.  See SAPP 157 (23 November 
1869).  “Surveyor General’s Report on survey of the Northern Territory”, 3. 
18 Parkhouse, “Native tribes of Port Darwin”: 638-647. 
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Evidence for the pre and post settlement intermingling of disparate 

language groups in the Adam Bay region as an established feature of 

Aboriginal society is sparse but consistent enough to suggest that the 

tribal agglomeration at the Escape Cliffs settlement was not solely the 

result of the processes described by W.E.H. Stanner.  Aboriginal words 

collected by Finniss from the River Camp area were mainly in the Wulna 

language, yet as will be demonstrated below, the River Camp was almost 

certainly situated in Larrakia territory.  The Aboriginal man known to 

Expedition members as Dombey was a frequent visitor at the (Larrakia) 

River Camp, but was shot and killed at the Billy’s Creek (Wulna) camp 

on Chambers Bay, some 80 kilometres away.19  Mira’s “brother - an old 

man with one eye, [who was] the most impudent and daring thief that has 

ever been at [the Escape Cliffs Aboriginal camp]”20 was at the River 

Camp at the time of Pearson’s Fight.  “Jimmy” the Aborigine who 

speared William Pearson in the subject fight was present at the Escape 

Cliffs Aboriginal camp in March 1866.21  J.W.O. Bennett, who was 

fatally speared at Fred’s Pass in 1869 by a mixed group of Larrakia and 

Wulna men, named his murderer as “the old chief … who had tried to 

create a disturbance at Escape Cliffs”.22  A salvage party from Port 

                                                 
19 Finniss to Walters, 9 December 1864, SAPP 17 (1866).  “South Australia: Report of 
Commission appointed by the Governor-in-Chief to inquire into the management of the Northern 
Territory Expedition; together with Minutes of Evidence and Appendix”, Appendix No. 59, xv.  
Dombey may have been an Awiynmirr man from the McKinlay River area. 
20 Manton to Blyth, SAPP 16 (1867–1868).  “Northern Territory Dispatches: from J.T. Manton, Esq., 
Acting Government Resident, Northern Territory, to the Chief Secretary (Hon. A. Blyth)”, 2. 
21 Official Diary, entry for 26 March 1866, SAPP 80 (28 September 1866).  “Northern Territory 
Correspondence: J.T. Manton, Acting Government Resident N.T., S.A.”, 9. 
22 See Knuckey’s progress report, May 1869, State Records of South Australia (Government Record 
Group): GRG 35/8 (1869).  “R.R. Knuckey: Monthly Progress Report, May 1869”, n.p.  See also 
Knuckey’s report, 25 September 1869, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Series): 
GRS 35/6/114/1869. “R.R. Knuckey: Report, 25 September 1869”, n.p. and Guy’s report, State Records 
of South Australia (Government Record Series): GRS1 58/1869.  “William Guy: Report, 7 July 1869”, 
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Darwin, which visited the (abandoned but still intact) Escape Cliffs 

settlement in March 1869 found it being looked after by “a chief named 

Miranda” – Mira, its usual protector, being absent turtle-fishing in the 

Vernon Islands.23  Miranda24 was the name of a prominent Larrakia 

family in colonial Darwin – a family which, unlike most of the other 

Larrakia traditional owners known from the early commentaries, can still 

boast living descendents.25 

 

Modern research into the structure of traditional Aboriginal society has 

revealed a hitherto unrecognized fractal pattern of interlocking social 

networks which, in many instances, transcended the concept of fixed and 

immutable tribal boundaries.  Group connectivity and interaction is seen 

primarily as a function of kinship; so long as one was amongst kinfolk, 

the rights and obligations stemming from one’s lineage were unaffected 

by either location or distance.26  An example of the converse situation - 

                                                                                                                                    
n.p.  Lialloon-mia, a “very intelligent” Wulna man, suspected of being one of this group, visited 
Manton’s (second) Upriver Survey Camp in October 1865.  The location of this camp was on the west 
bank at Kilometre 92, some 5 kms north of Fred’s Pass.  See Edmunds’ diary, entry for 13 October 
1865. 
23 Finniss, unreferenced newspaper cutting relating to Goyder’s Northern Territory Survey 
Expedition, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 527/6/7b (1868-1870).  
“Boyle Travers Finniss: notes and newspaper cuttings relating to Goyder’s Northern Territory Survey 
Expedition, etc., 1868-1870”, n.p. 
24 Perhaps more accurately rendered as Mur-run-dur.  Register, 14 March, 1870, 5.  See also State 
Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 35/650 (n.d.).  “G.R. McMinn: 
Papers”, n.p. and Sidney Wellington Herbert, “Reminiscences of life in the Northern Territory during 
the construction of the Overland Telegraph, August 1870 to November 1872: and of his experiences 
in the Territory in 1873 when prospecting for gold 1870-1873”, unpublished manuscript - original 
held in the State Library of South Australia, 26-27. 
25 Maria Brandl, Adrienne Haritos and Michael Walsh,“Kenbi land claim: to vacant crown land in the 
Cox Peninsular, Bynoe Harbour, and Port Patterson areas of the Northern Territory of Australia”.  
Northern Land Council, Darwin (1979): 154. 
26 Ian Keen, Knowledge and secrecy in an Aboriginal religion (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1994),  n.p.  See also Ritchie, “We bin all mix in together”, 45 and Carment et. al., “The heritage 
resources of the Mary River Crossing, Point Stuart and Wildman River Reserves: report to the 
Conservation Commission of the Northern Territory”.  Conservation Commission, Darwin, 1989, 5.  
Also, for a comprehensive summary of the various theories on tribal boundaries see Paul Carter, The 
Road to Botany Bay (London: Faber and Faber, 1987), 162. 
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the complete lack of rights and obligations in areas where one had no kin 

- and one which is often misinterpreted as evidence for the inflexibility 

of Aboriginal tribal boundaries27 - was recorded by J.T. Manton during 

an exploratory trip to the head of the Adelaide River in September 1866.  

Included in the eleven man party was “Mira, the old native chief”, who, 

Manton thought 

 

would be of considerable use […] in describing the country lying at a 

distance on either side of the river […] so far as hills, fresh water, 

kangaroos, emus, turkeys, and the different kinds of timber were 

concerned, from which I could have judged pretty well of the nature of the 

country, more especially so as Mr [J.W.O.] Bennett was one of the party 

[…] and can speak the native language pretty well, so much so that he 

can make any of the natives understand all our wishes, determinations, 

and displeasures, if they do anything wrong.  However in Mira’s 

usefulness I was very much disappointed, for his territory only extends 

five or six miles beyond our first river camp, above which Mira knew 

nothing of the country, and would not even cut a small bamboo from the 

river side, without first obtaining permission from the tribes whose country 

he said it was; and I believe he had never been up the river before, but a 

very short distance above his own country.28 

 

 

Mira and Neurlunger 

Mira’s tribal affiliations were never specified by Millner or by any other member 

of the Finniss Expedition, but he was indisputably a Wulna man.  Members of 

                                                 
27 R. Baker, “The Aboriginal and environmental history of the Chambers Bay Coastal Plains” (BA 
Honours, Australian National University, Canberra, 1981), 2. 
28 SAPP 16 (1867-1868), 1. 
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Goyder’s survey party camped at Fort Hill in 1869/70 consistently refer to him as 

a “chief” of the Wulna people, and as the brother of Timouri29 - the traditional 

owner of the district “above [south of] the Narrows”.30  The only verbatim 

utterance attributed to Mira – the words “leiter, leiter,” – is in the Wulna 

tongue.31  That Mira was an authority figure within the Wulna social hierarchy is 

evident from his successful intervention on behalf of two Macassan trepangers – 

the last of fifteen survivors of the forty man crew of the proa Lambaray Senkang 

wrecked near Cape Hotham in 1867.32  When rescued by members of the Goyder 

expedition in Shoal Bay in 1869, the Macassans stated that all the other survivors 

had been killed by Aborigines and it was only Mira’s intervention that had saved 

them from a similar fate. 

 

The most significant demonstration of Mira’s power and authority in the Adam 

Bay region was his custodianship of the Escape Cliffs settlement following its 

abandonment in January 1867.  In the hope perhaps, that the “Very goods”33 – 

the white people - would one day return, he and his followers fended off attacks 

by marauding bands bent on pillage and destruction 34 and, for a period of some 

                                                 
29 Register, 14 March, 1870, 5.  See also State Records of South Australia (Government Record 
Group): GRG 35/650.  “G.R. McMinn: Papers”, n.p., and Herbert, “Reminiscences of life in the 
Northern Territory - August 1870 to November 1872”, 26-27. 
30 J.W.O. Bennett, “Vocabulary of the Woolner District Dialect”, in The Native Tribes of South 
Australia, ed. George Taplin (Adelaide: E.S. Wigg and Son, 1879). 
31 In SAPP 16 (1867-1868), 2, Manton interprets the meaning of the words as: “I cannot find them, I 
cannot find them”.  But in Bennett’s “Vocabulary of Wulna District Dialect”, 19, the meaning of 
“leiter” is given as “no”.  Mira is railing against the abduction of his favorite wife. 
32 G.W. Goyder, SAPP 31 (July 1869a).  “Dispatches from Fort Point, Port Darwin, 3 May 1869”, 
n.p. 
33 During the initial contact stages “Very good” was the term most commonly used for “white man” 
by the tribes of western Arnhem Land.  It survives today in the form “berrigut”.  See Government 
Geologist, “Reports of explorations made by the Government Geologist, 1905”, Government Printer, 
Adelaide, 31. 
34 On the eve of the settlement’s abandonment the resident Aboriginal population stated that they 
would have to fight “another tribe” for possession of the site.  See Advertiser, 5 February 1867, 3.  
In March 1869, a salvage party sent from Port Darwin was told that “a large number of blacks 
from the Alligator Rivers” had tried to burn the settlement houses but were repulsed after a 
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three years, were able to preserve the settlement infrastructure in a more or less 

intact condition.  When members of the Cadell expedition visited the site in 

October 1867, they were astonished to find  

 

everything as it had been left – not a window broken, nor table nor chair moved; 

not a bottle or paper disturbed.  There they were as they had been left, the 

remains of books, papers, memoranda, bottles without number, inkstands […] 

wagons, harness &c.,&c.  The very gardens had been left untouched; the 

vegetables and fruit had been left to wither and rot on the trees rather than that 

anything should be injured.35 

  

J.W.O. Bennett’s treatise Native Proper Names of Localities lists the Aboriginal 

names of several locations on the Cape Hotham Peninsula (including Escape 

Cliffs)36 but unlike other similarly designated landmarks and localities along the 

Adelaide River, does not assign the Cape Hotham area to any paramount 

“chief”.37  The exclusion would suggest that Mira was a relatively junior 

member38 of the land owning group, and that his authority was derived not from 

                                                                                                                                    
“sharp encounter” - unreferenced newspaper cutting, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group): PRG 527/6/7B (1868-1870).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: notes and newspaper 
cuttings relating to Goyder’s Northern Territory Survey Expedition, etc., 1868-1870”, n.p. 
35 Francis Napier, Notes of a voyage to the North Coast of Australia (Self Published, Glasgow: 
1876), 78-79. 
36 Bennett, “Vocabulary of the Woolner District Dialect”, 29.  Here, Escape Cliffs is “Patter 
Purrer”; the Narrows is “Loeilwil”.  These localities along with the names of their respective 
“chiefs” appear on a map presumably drawn by Bennett, which is included in one of Goyder’s 
notebooks - see SAPP 31 (July 1869b).  “G.W. Goyder: Map of native districts, with English-
Native, Native-English vocabulary of the Woolner dialect Adelaide River: Field Notebook, 3 
May1869”, n.p.  See also Express and Telegraph, 7 June 1869, 2. 
37 It is unlikely that the Bennett treatise was intended as a comprehensive record of tribal 
territories, but rather, as its title and composition would suggest, as a record of the Aboriginal 
names of localities with which members of the Finniss expedition were familiar.  The existence 
of a major Aboriginal camp at the mouth of Billy’s Creek would seem to preclude the peninsula’s 
constituting a “neutral zone” as described by Parkhouse, “Native tribes of Port Darwin”: 638. 
38 At least two other “chiefs” were present at the Escape Cliffs camp.  One was the “trouble-maker” 
who was involved in Bennett’s death.  The other was Mira’s brother, the old one-eyed chief who is 
always the most prominent in any row in their (Escape Cliffs) camp and who was particularly 
noticed at the fight (Pearson’s Fight) at the first camp.  If there was a traditional owner of the Cape 
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traditional sources39 but rather from his unique ability to communicate with the 

whites and to manipulate them for the benefit of himself and his fellow 

tribesmen.  In June 1866 when his countrymen threatened to attack the Escape 

Cliffs settlement, Mira defused the situation by prevailing on Manton to “fire the 

six pounder [cannon] and send up some rockets”.40  David Ritchie places this 

incident within the context of complex political maneuvering amongst the 

resident Aboriginal bands for access to European food and technology, and notes 

that the incident was an effective demonstration “to Mira’s countrymen [of] his 

ability to influence Manton and command powerful weapons”.41 

 

J.W.O. Bennett identifies three individuals – Deringeeaboon, Neurlunger and 

Timowry - as paramount chieftains associated with particular districts along the 

upper, middle and lower Adelaide River.42  Deringeeaboon’s district is listed as 

south of Auld’s Lagoon (Fred’s Pass), but little else is known about him.  David 

Ritchie believes that Fred’s Pass was Larrakia territory and that Bennett’s murder 

at Auld’s Lagoon in1869 was orchestrated by the Larrakia to strengthen their 

hegemony over access to European goods and technologies.43   

 

                                                                                                                                    
Hotham peninsula it was most probably this man.  See Official Diary, entry for 29 March 1866, 
SAPP 80 (28 September 1866), 9. 
39 That is to say from hereditary ownership of dreamtime myths linking the individual to the land 
and imposing on him the responsibility for its upkeep. 
40 Official Diary, entries for 30 and 31 May and 1 June 1866, SAPP 80 (28 September 1866), 9.  
The dispute was over the quality of European food given in exchange for fresh fish and game. 
41 Ritchie, “A painful wrench for a European mind”, 8. 
42 Bennett, “Vocabulary”, 29.  The personal Aboriginal name “Lonalka Der-ringae-arboone”, as 
recorded by Edmunds in his Field Diary is perhaps evidence of a Deringeeaboon family dynasty.  
See Robert Henry Edmunds, “Field Diary” n.p.  Royal Geographical Society of South Australia 
Vol. 2 Man 10A. 
43 Ritchie, “A painful wrench,” 13, noted that Bennett was speared in his tent at Fred’s Pass by a 
mixed group of Larrakia and Wulna warriors who concealed themselves in bush on the banks of 
Auld’s Lagoon. 
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Timowry, whose traditional estate or district is specified as the “Adelaide River, 

just above the Narrows,”44 was identified by the Port Darwin settlers as a Wulna, 

and was said to be Mira’s “brother”.45  An anonymous Port Darwin 

correspondent writing in 1870, renders Timowry’s name as “Te Mira”46, which 

suggests the name “Mira” may have been a corrupt version of the polysyllabic 

name of a prominent Wulna family of which Mira was a junior member.  

Whereas Bennett’s inclusion of “Lermarwehrl” - the Malacca Creek area (on the 

west bank of the Adelaide River) - in Timowri’s estate is further evidence of the 

complex intermingling of the Larrakia and Wulna peoples, his exclusion of the 

Cape Hotham area from the estate of any traditional owner is probably an 

outcome of the unrelenting persecution of the resident Aboriginal bands (of 

which Mira was undoubtedly a member) by the Finniss regime.  Paradoxically, 

Mira’s statements about the casualties sustained by his countrymen in Pearson’s 

Fight, constitute the only record – either official or private - of an Aboriginal 

perspective on the impact of such encounters.47 

 

The name “Neurlunger”, ascribed by Bennett to the paramount chief of 

“Mulwiya” - the River Camp area – was as well known in Port Darwin in the 

1870s as the name “Miranda”.  Both were prominent Larrakia families, of which 

individual members were, to a greater or lesser degree, involved with the Escape 

Cliffs settlement.  In 1866, a “native youth” called Nyalunga went out on 

horseback with John Benham to look for straying stock, and a few weeks later, 

                                                 
44 Bennett, “Vocabulary”, 29. 
45 Observer, 19 March 1870, 11. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Manton to Blyth, 3 December 1866, SAPP 16 (1867-1868), 2. 
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went to the Vernons in the Julia presumably to hunt turtle.48  In 1869, as has 

been shown, a member of the Miranda family was custodian of the “deserted 

village”49 during Mira’s absence.  The name “Nyalunga” (or something very 

much like it) also appears in the notebook Finniss kept at the River Camp, in 

connection with a “native” who accompanied W.P. Auld’s July 1864 exploring 

trip to Whitestone Creek in search of John McDouall Stuart’s tracks.50  In June 

1870, J. Stokes Millner who had returned to the Territory as Surgeon and 

Protector of Aborigines, treated a wounded Larrakia man named Neurlunga at 

the Fort Point Aboriginal camp at Port Darwin.  Neurlunga had been speared in 

the thigh in a clash with the Wulnas.51  G.P. Deane recorded the incident in his 

personal diary, referring to the wounded man as “Noorlunga”.52  Soon after her 

arrival at Port Darwin, Harriet Douglas – the daughter of Government Resident 

William Bloomfield Douglas – was “formally introduced to old Nilunga the king 

of the Larrakia tribe”.53  Foelsche (1886) records Noalunga as a Larrakia male 

personal name.54 

 

                                                 
48 Official Diary, entries for 7 March and 24 May 1866, SAPP 80 (28 September 1866), 8-9. 
49 Francis Napier, Notes of a voyage, 78-79. 
50 Finniss’s handwriting is extremely difficult to decipher.  The name appears to be NYALUNJA.  
See State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 35/647/1-2 (n.d.).  “B.T. 
Finniss: Miscellaneous Notebooks/Journal Entries”, n.p. 
51 Millner’s journal, entry for 11 June 1870, State Records of South Australia (Government Record 
Series): GRS1 NT 80/1870.  “J. Stokes Millner: Rough Journal Report from time of departure of 
mail by Kohinoor to arrival of Government Resident”, n.p. 
52 Deane’s diary, entry for 11 June 1870, State Library of South Australia (D Piece Archival): 
D2875(L) (1870).  “Diary of George Price Deane”, n.p. 
53 Mrs Dominic D. Daly, Digging, squatting, and pioneering life in the Northern Territory of South 
Australia (London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 1887), 66.  Harriet Douglas 
married Dominic Daniel Daly, the nephew of the (former) South Australian Governor, Sir Dominic 
Daly, in Adelaide in 1871.  Harriet was also introduced to “the other [Larrakia] family of 
distinction - the Mirandas.” 
54 Paul Foelsche, “On the manners and customs of some tribes of Aborigines in the neighbourhood 
of Port Darwin and the West Coast of the Gulf of Carpentaria, North Australia”.  Royal 
Anthropological Institute Journal 24 (1885): 191. 
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The phonetic similarity of the various renditions - Neurlunga, Noorlunga, 

Noalunga, Nyalunga, Nyalunja, Nilunga - is such as to suggest they are all 

variants of the Neurlunger dynasty family name.55  Evidence for the existence of 

family dynasties amongst the Larrakia and Wulna is fairly conclusive.  Foelsche 

(1885b) notes that “natives of the Port Darwin area are divided into tribes and 

families” and that “each family has its own portion of [the tribe’s] country and 

roams over the whole as it suits them”.56  Wildey (1896) notes that “each family 

has a sort of feudal tenure to a locality of the country claimed by the tribe”.57  

Crauford (1895) says that the tribe is divided into families such as the Miranda 

family and that children take the name of their father’s family.58  One of the 

many photographs taken by Foelsche at Port Darwin in the 1880s is of a Wulna 

man who bears the same name as one of J.W.O. Bennett’s murderers – 

Lialloon.59  It is unlikely that any of the actual perpetrators – including Lialloon-

mia - was ever foolish enough to visit the Port Darwin settlement, let alone have 

his picture taken by the Chief Inspector of Police.60  Specifically referring to the 

Larrakia, Parkhouse (1895) says “the land is sub-divided amongst the several 

families with territorial rights”, whose members when not employed by the 

whites “may usually be found ‘sitting down’ at one of their country residences 

upon the ancestral manor”.61  Referring to the names adopted by various 

                                                 
55 Anglicized and corrupted aboriginal personal names were common in Territory settler societies, 
eg Billy Muck for Bellamook; Tom Powell for Umballa.  Miranda is almost certainly an Anglicized 
version of a differently accented aboriginal name such as Mur-run-dur. 
56 Foelsche, “On the manners and customs”: 191. 
57 Wildey, Australasia and the Oceanic Region, 117. 
58 L. Crauford, “Victoria Downs Station, Northern Territory, South Australia”.  London, Royal 
Anthropological Institute (R.A.I) Journal Vol. 24 (1885): 180. 
59 Paul Foelsche,.  “Foelsche Collection”, NT Library and Information Service: Djerimanga 
Portraits Photo No. PH0158/0007.  A “very intelligent native” named Liloonmee visited Edmunds 
at the second upriver survey camp.  See Edmunds’ diary, entry for 13 October 1865. 
60 Lialloon-mia is named as one of the perpetrators in Guy’s Report, State Records of South 
Australia (Government Record Series): GRS1: 58/1869.  “William Guy Report, 7 July 1869”, n.p. 
61 Parkhouse, “Native tribes of Port Darwin”: 639. 
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Aboriginal family groups (the Emus, Slocums, Solomons and Dalys) within both 

the Larrakia and Wulna camps at Port Darwin Parkhouse says  

 

As Emu’s brothers are likewise referred to and give their names as Emu, and as the 

Solomons and Dalys are numerous, and there are several Slocums, it may be 

inferred that there are distinctive native family or group names.62   

 

The Neurlunger family’s presence - on a more or less permanent basis63 - in 

Palmerston township may have been an indication of land ownership in the Port 

Darwin area,64 but was most probably a manifestation of the agglomeration 

phenomenon described by Stanner.  “King” Nilunga’s pre-eminent status 

amongst the intermingled Aboriginal groups was undoubtedly due to his 

traditional ceremonial knowledge and perhaps also his fighting ability – or that of 

his sons. 

  

The extent of the Neurlunger family’s Adelaide River lands must remain a matter 

of conjecture.  If, as Mira’s information suggests, the southern extremity was 

some ten kilometres above the River Camp, the Neurlunger clan range would 

most likely have extended north and west to Adam and Shoal Bays, 

encompassing an area roughly congruent with the original Koolpinyah pastoral 

lease.  However, given the complex nature of group interconnectivity within 

                                                 
62 Ibid., 640.  The emu was most probably the clan’s totem.  The pronunciation of the Emu clan’s 
dynastic name may have been too difficult for common usage by Europeans.  For the Larrakia 
custom of adopting European surnames – Solomon, Daly, Slocum – see also Daly, Digging, 
squatting, and pioneering, 66. 
63 The presence of the Nurlunger (Nylunga) family in Port Darwin can be traced to the mid 
1880’s.  See Foelsche “On the manners and customs”, 191. 
64 Douglas Lockwood, The front door: Darwin 1869–1969 (Adelaide: Rigby, 1984), 102-109, 
names Bob Secretary as the Traditional Owner of “Kuramalal”, the site of the original Port 
Darwin township.  
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traditional Aboriginal society, it is equally possible that the boundary Mira 

described was a personal boundary; that is to say, one which expressed the 

southern limits of his own personal kinship network.  A tenuous link between the 

Neurlunger family and the Koolpinyah Pastoral Lease is preserved in the Herbert 

Family Papers.  In August 1937, the Herbert Brothers, who had adopted the 

traditional Aboriginal land management practice of firing sections of the country 

in the Dry season to promote new growth, sent the Larrakia man Gerald Neilanga 

to burn the grass around Korebum Lagoon.65 

 

In the Limilngan Wulna Land Claim Book David Ritchie states that Bennett’s 

name for the River Camp area, “Mulwiya”, is still in use today (as “Malwayi”) 

and that it refers to an area of some eighty square kilometres of billabongs and 

swamps extending eastwards across the (east bank) floodplain to Whitestone 

Creek,66 and southwards to the approximate latitude of Harrison Dam.67  Groups 

of people from the Malwayi area were such frequent visitors to the River Camp 

that the possibility of Malwayi having been an integral part of the Neurlunger 

family range and/or estate cannot be discounted.68  According to Ebenezer Ward, 

                                                 
65 See Northern Territory Archives Service, 1362 (n.d.).  “Herbert Family Papers: Koolpinyah Station 
Journals”: entries for 3 and 10 August 1937, n.p.  In marked contrast to other Aboriginal station 
workers - Smiler, Sambo, and Long Harry – Gerald Neilanger had retained his dynastic family name.  
The Neurlunger bloodline does not appear in any of the genealogies of modern-day Larrakia society 
that the author was able to access. 
66 In the early 20th Century there was a landing (Whitestone Landing) on the east bank of the Adelaide 
just south of the River Camp.  The landing serviced a cattle yard (Whitestone Yard) to which it was 
connected by a track which probably followed a well established native path.  See Ritchie and 
Bauman, “The Limilngan-Wulna land claim report”, 20. 
67 Ritchie and Bauman, “Limlngan-Wulna land claim report”, 39.  This text claims Malwayi 
“includes the area of most of the top end of Area 1”.  Area 1 is shown as extending south from the 
latitude of the River Camp to the Arnhem Highway.  The area is today part of the (Wulna) Djukbinj 
National Park. 
68 The Malwayi area may have been within the Neurlunger family range rather than its estate.  See 
Stanner, “Aboriginal territorial organization”, 1-26.  A significant proportion of the bands/groups 
who visited the River Camp came from the eastern floodplain.  See State Records of South Australia 
(Government Record Group): GRG 44/49 (n.d.).  “Storekeeper’s/Assistant Storekeeper’s Diary”, n.p. 
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the habitual massing of these Malwayi peoples in the mangrove thicket69 used by 

the River Camp guards for small arms target practice was a key factor in the 

chain of circumstances leading up to Pearson’s Fight.70  The Malwayi area was 

traversed by W.P. Auld in July 1864 in an attempt to locate the tracks of John 

McDouall Stuart’s expedition (of which Auld had been a member).  Guided by 

two Aboriginal men from the River Camp, Auld’s party came upon the main 

camp of “a great number” of Malwayi people in the vicinity of Whitestone 

Creek; the resultant confrontation was so threatening that the two Aboriginal 

guides would go no further.71   

 

Clement Young’s brief record of the activities of the “native youth Nyalunga”72 

in May 1866 is a strong indication of the Neurlunger family’s presence at Escape 

Cliffs, and, by inference, the presence of Neurlunger himself.  But if the family 

patriarch did visit the settlement, his presence and his proceedings went un-

remarked.  The Port Darwin settlement records are similarly muted, yet 

acknowledgment of Neurlunger’s pre-eminent status by the Fort Point settler 

population implies a level of political and diplomatic interaction commensurate 

with Mira’s Escape Cliffs activities.  Like Mira, Neurlunger seems to have 

understood that for his people, cooperation rather than resistance was the most 
                                                 
69 Before entering the water to swim the river en masse, the assembled people would raise a great 
commotion to frighten away any lurking crocodiles.  See Stephen King Sr., letter to his wife dated 11 
June 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 627 (1830-2003).  
“Stephen King: Summary Record”, n.p. 
70 To preclude the possibility of a misfire, loaded percussion firearms need to be regularly discharged.  
At the end of certain watches, the members of the guard discharged their weapons by shooting at a 
target in the thicket, irrespective of whether the Aborigines were there or not.  See Commission 
Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866), Question No.1687. 
71 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Freddy’s Evidence, Question No.2615.  “Nyalunja” may 
have been one of the two “native guides” who accompanied the Auld expedition.  The discovery of 
any major Aboriginal campsite invariably provoked an armed and aggressive response from its 
occupants.  See Auld papers, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 140 
(1862–1907).  “William Patrick Auld: Summary Record”, n.p. 
72 Journal: Escape Cliffs.  Entry for 24 May 1866: SAPP 80.  “Northern Territory 
Correspondence”, 28 September 1866, 9. 
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viable – and profitable – survival strategy.  Unlike Mira, specific examples of 

Neurlunger’s political pragmatism – of his negotiations, his liaisons and his 

compromises - have gone unrecorded and unsung; but if David  

Ritchie’s insights on the post contact period at Port Darwin are accurate,73 

Neurlunger must have been a most formidable opponent of the Wulna people. 

 

Neurlunger’s elevation by the Port Darwin settlers from “chief” or band leader to 

“king of the Larrakiah tribe”74 coincided with a paradigm shift in the relationship 

between the Wulna and Larrakia peoples.  Documents pertaining to the early 

years of the Fort Point settlement75 suggest that, rather than accelerating the 

freedom of movement and tribal intermingling as described by Stanner, the 

European presence at Port Darwin had precisely the opposite effect.76  By 1871 

the intermingled, free ranging, multi-tribal communities glimpsed in the Escape 

Cliffs and the early Fort Point records are no more.  In their place are two hostile 

ethnocentric tribal agglomerations separated by boundaries arbitrarily assigned to 

them by the European authorities,77 but which nevertheless mount sporadic 

attacks on each other in and around the Fort Point area.78  It is Ritchie’s 

                                                 
73 See Ritchie, “A painful wrench for a European mind”, 8.  
74 Daly, Digging, squatting and pioneering life, 66. 
75 See Hoare’s Diary, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 294/1 (1868-
1869).  “Diary of William Webster Hoare”, n.p.  
76 Stanner’s article, “Aboriginal territorial organization”, 1-26, was written in support of Radcliff 
Brown’s classical “Clan and Band” model of Aboriginal society.  The picture of Aboriginal society 
which emerges from early NT settler records is more akin to the models developed by the so-called 
Sydney school of anthropologists.  See Marc Gumbert, Neither justice nor reason: a legal and 
anthropological analysis of Aboriginal land rights (St. Lucia, Qld.: University of Queensland Press, 
1984), and for comprehensive summaries of the main arguments, see J.B. Birdsell, “Local Group 
composition among the Australian Aborigines: A critique of the evidence from fieldwork conducted 
since 1930”.  Current Anthropology, Volume 11 No. 2 (April 1970): 115-142.  
77 See Catchlove Papers, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 651 (1870-
1984). “Edward Catchlove: Summary Record”, n.p.  The seepage of individuals to members of the 
settlement group (in this case the Larrakias), described by Stanner, is probably the root cause of this 
polarization process. 
78 For a summary of these events see Gordon Reid, A picnic with the natives: Aboriginal-European 
relations in the Northern Territory to 1910 (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1990), 38-45. 
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contention that the Larrakia skillfully exploited the social and cultural dislocation 

associated with this decade-long polarization process to demonize their Wulna 

adversaries and thus consolidate their hegemony over the settlement and its 

resources.  Ritchie sees the orchestration of J.W.O. Bennett’s murder by the 

Larrakia as the catalyst for the outbreak of hostilities and believes that the 

significance of these ongoing tribal intrigues was never fully understood by 

successive Government Residents.79 

 

Mira, who by 1869 had also been elevated by the settler population to the status 

of “King”80 was another high profile victim of these inter-group machinations.  

When he returned81 to Fort Point in December 1869 with his brother Timowry 

and a group of followers, he was first welcomed effusively by the settlers but 

then, despite (perhaps because of) having offered to lead a party to where the 

murderers of J.W.O. Bennett could be found82, was driven away at gunpoint by 

Dr Peel, the acting Government Resident.  When Mira next visited the settlement 

the camp guards stoned him before setting the dogs on him.83  He left, never to 

return; but was purportedly so enraged by the insult that he returned to the 

Escape Cliffs settlement and burned it to the ground.84  Some months later the 

Larrakia reported that he had succumbed to snake-bite while swimming the 

                                                 
79 Ritchie, “A painful wrench for a European mind”, 13. 
80 Gilbert McMinn’s reminiscences, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): 
GRG 35/650 (n.d.).  “G.R. McMinn: Papers”, n.p. 
81 Mira arrived at the Fort Point settlement in March 1869 accompanied by the two Macassan 
trepangers whose lives he had saved.  He left in the general exodus of Aborigines, which followed 
Bennett’s murder in May 1869. 
82 Advertiser, 4 March 1870, 2. 
83 Observer, 19 March 1870, 11. 
84 Sidney Wellington Herbert, “Reminiscences of life in the Northern Territory during the 
construction of the Overland Telegraph Line”.  (Unpublished manuscript photocopy held by the 
Northern Territory State Library; original held in the State Library of South Australia, 1873), 26. 
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Adelaide River.85  The Wulna secretly contested the report of Mira’s death by 

sending two men to inform Bloomfield Douglas that he was still alive and 

wished to renew his former contacts with the settlers; but Douglas refused to be 

drawn into the intrigue and spirited the Wulna ambassadors away by boat.86 

 

There was neither mystery nor intrigue surrounding the death of King Nalunga.  

He was fatally wounded in a fight with the Wulnas in May 1876,87 and his death 

signified the demise of the Neurlungers as the pre-eminent Larrakia dynasty.  For 

the next fifty years the “kings” of the Larrakia people would be chosen from the 

ranks of the Miranda family.88 

 

 

The Names “Larrakia and Wulna” 

In 1913, the anthropologist W.B. Spencer identified two basic reasons for the 

post-contact tendency of many Aboriginal groups to adopt names which bore 

little or no resemblance to their authentic or traditional language group names.  

Firstly, it was not uncommon for Aboriginal people to respond to European 

questions about tribal identity with locality names rather than with authentic 

tribal names.  Secondly, Aboriginal people were often so indifferent or so 

anxious to please that they did not bother to correct mistakes in either the name 

                                                 
85 Ritchie, “A painful wrench for a European mind”, 14. 
86 William Bloomfield Douglas, “Report of Government Resident, Palmerston, Northern Territory, 1 
June 1870: Administration Reports, 80”, Palmerston (1870). 
87 Northern Territory Times and Gazette (NTT&G), 27 May 1876, 2. 
88 The last King Miranda was buried on the Cox Peninsula in the 1920s: personal communication 
with David Ritchie.  Mitbul also known as Prince of Wales was King Miranda’s grandson and a 
traditional owner for the Kenbi Land Claim area.  See Brandl et al “Kenbi Land Claim”, 154, and 
Richard Barnes-Koolpinyah, “A reinterpretation of Larrakia Art and Artifacts” (MA, Northern 
Territory University, Darwin, 1999), 8.  The Justice Olney decision on Kenbi (since overturned) 
found Mitbul to be the only Traditional Owner amongst all the claimants.  
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itself or its pronunciation once it had begun to circulate within the white 

community.  According to Spencer the tribal name Wulna was a case in point. 

 

the name Woolner, as it is commonly spelt, is a white man’s name for a tribe that 

calls itself Punuurlu.  [Woolner] may be a native word but it has been mistakenly 

applied by the whites as a tribal name and has been tacitly accepted by the 

natives or by a large number of them.89 

 

Ritchie (1991) notes that it was “common Aboriginal practice to describe 

country, or affiliation to country, by the name of a major focal site”,90 and 

suggests that “Wulna” may have been an anglicization of “Wiyoonah” - the 

Aboriginal name for Lake Finniss.91  Given the careful attention to diacritics and 

syllabic structure evident in the Escape Cliffs vocabularies, it is unlikely that 

Millner (or any of the other Escape Cliffs linguists) mistook “wulna” for 

“wiyoona”; so the possibility that the name may pre-date the Finniss expedition 

cannot be discounted. 

 

The origin of the name Larrakia (authentic tribal name said to be Gulumbirigin 

and/or Gulumerlgin)92 is equally problematical.  Wells (2003) believes it may 

have been a corruption of “Loarke-enger” - a Wulna word for “black”, which 

could signify both the colour and the individual (ie a “blackfellow”)93 - an 

indication perhaps that the Larrakia had tacitly adopted their own version of the 

                                                 
89 Walter Baldwin Spencer, Native Tribes of the Northern Territory of Australia (London: Macmillan, 
1914), 34. 
90 Ritchie and Bauman, “The Limilngan-Wulna land claim report”, 13. 
91 Lake Finniss was discovered and named in July 1864 by W.P. Auld.  See Commision of Enquiry, 
SAPP 17 (1866), Appendix No. 64.  Also, in the Northern Territory Times and Government Gazette, 
18 November 1882, 2, “the Aboriginal name of the lake is given as “wiyuwa”. 
92 Brandl et al., “Kenbi land claim”, 5.  See also “A reinterpretation of Larrakia Art and 
Artifacts”, 4 where Barnes-Koolpinyah states that Gullunbirrgin meant “Us black people”. 
93 Wells, “Negotiating place in colonial Darwin”, 36. 
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name by which they were most commonly known to their Wulna neighbors.  The 

popular explanation, that the word is derived from a Macassarese nautical phrase 

meaning “let go [the anchor]” or “put [the anchor] in”94 has yet to be 

authenticated.95  

 

 

The Macassans 

Oral traditions of sustained contact between Larrakia saltwater clans and 

Macassan seafarers persist into the present, but are not supported by 

archaeological evidence.96  Macassan fleets, some 60 proas strong and carrying 

in excess of 1000 men, came annually to the Top End in search of trepang, a 

highly prized Chinese delicacy; but, with the most productive fishing grounds 

situated on the north and east coasts of Arnhem Land and in the Kimberleys, the 

bays and harbours of Larrakia territory were visited only randomly – by fleet 

stragglers perhaps, or by proas such as the Lambaray Senkang seeking shelter in 

stress of weather.  C.C. Mcknight cites one instance of a crewman aboard a proa 

in the Aru Islands in 1856, who claimed to have visited Port Darwin; and another 

of a proa which enroute to the Kimberleys was forced so far off course by 

contrary winds that it made landfall at Charles Point.97  Intriguing finds in and 

around the Darwin area such as the small cannon found on Weed Reef,98 the 

                                                 
94 See Barnes-Koolpinyah, “A Reinterpretation of Larrakia Art and Artifacts”, 4. 
95 The Macassan connection seems to have originated with W. (Bill) Harney.  See Brandl et al., 
“Kenbi Land Claim”, 1.  See also Barnes-Koolpinyah, “Reinterpretation of Larrakia art and 
artifacts”, 4. 
96 C.C. Macknight, The voyage to Marege: Macassan trepangers in Northern Australia. 
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1976), 1. 
97 Ibid., 18 and 34.  Charles Point is at the entrance to Darwin Harbour. 
98 Ibid. 
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flintlock pistol found at Lameroo Beach,99 the mechanism of the 16th century 

clock found on Stokes Hill,100 and the figurine of Shou Lao the Chinese God of 

Longevity found in Doctors Gully,101 are probably attributable to such random 

occurrences.   

 

The dubious interpretation of the word “larrakia” apart, the most significant 

indicator of the lack of sustained Macassan contact is the complete absence from 

the early vocabularies (of both the Larrakia and Wulna languages) of words of 

Macassarese origin102 – in particular the word “balanda”,103 the term most 

commonly used throughout eastern Arnhem Land for “white man”.  As 

previously noted, the Larrakia and Wulna term for “white man” was “very 

good”, an expression which probably began with the repeated use of those words 

on the parade grounds of Forts Wellington and Victoria - the British Admiralty 

settlements on the Cobourg Peninsula.  In October 1845, Ludwig Leichardt heard 

a corrupt version of the expression on the headwaters of the South Alligator, and 

a few days later, the words in their correctly articulated form at the mouth of the 

East Alligator.104  It is interesting to note that by 1866 the word “balanda” had 

also reached the East Alligator.  The explorer John McKinlay recorded its use at 

                                                 
99 Northern Territory Times and Government Gazette, 28 August 1896, 3. 
100 North Australian, 28 May 1887, 3. 
101 D.J. Mulvaney, The prehistory of Australia (Ringwood: Penguin, 1975), 31-32. 
102 Vocabularies compiled at Port Essington “were found to be half Malay words”.  See John 
Lort Stokes, Discoveries in Australia; with an account of the coasts and rivers explored and 
surveyed during the voyage of HMS Beagle, in the years 1837-43, by command of the Lords 
Commissioners of the Admiralty, also as a narrative of Captain Owen Stanley’s visits to the 
islands in the Arafura Sea. Vols 1 and 2 (London: T. & W. Boone, 1846.  Reprinted Adelaide: 
Libraries Board of South Australia, 1969), Vol.2, 22.  
103 Balander is thought to be a corruption of the word “Hollander”.  See J.W. Harris, “Language 
contact, pidgins and the emergence of Kriol in the Northern Territory: theoretical and historical 
perspectives” (PhD., University of Queensland, 1984), 126.  
104 Ibid., 173.  Leichardt recorded the word “perikot” on the headwaters of the South Alligator 
but was unaware of its English connotation until he reached Victoria settlement.  At the mouth of 
the East Alligator the words he heard were: “Commandant!!”  “Come here!!”  “Very good!!”  
“What’s your name?”  See also Ibid., 317. 
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his last campsite (Camp 41) but gives its meaning as “west”, which suggests he 

was being told by the local Aborigines that there were white men in that 

direction.105   

 

Dug-out canoes - a fairly reliable indicator of sustained Macassan contact – are 

not recorded in the Port Darwin and Adelaide River regions until the colonial era, 

when presumably the ready availability of European tools facilitated their 

construction.106  Bark canoes and rafts were the only types of water craft 

observed during the 1839 visit of HMS Beagle; according to Lieutenant John 

Lort Stokes, Beagle’s Assistant Hydrographer, Clarence Strait was the 

technological interface between the two, with rafts being used exclusively to the 

west of the Vernons and bark canoes to the east.107  

 

Lack of sustained contact with the Macassans did not spare the Larrakia and 

Wulna from contracting some of their endemic and highly contagious diseases.  

Stokes (1846) recorded the presence of influenza amongst the Larrakia at Port 

Darwin in September 1839.108  Herbert (1873)109and Foelsch (1885)110 recorded 

stories of outbreaks of smallpox amongst the Larrakia in the 1820s and 1850s - 

                                                 
105 See John McKinlay’s two Vocabularies of Aboriginal Languages, State Library of South 
Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 834, Series 2 (n.d.).  “John McKinlay: Vocabularies of 
Australian Aboriginal Dialects”, n.p.  McKinlay’s last camp was just north of the “hairpin bend” 
- some 16 kms downstream from where Leichardt is thought to have crossed the river.  At this 
same camp, McKinlay recorded the words “baery baud” which he says “were often repeated by 
an old rogue”, but for which he gives no meaning. 
106 A 9 metre dug-out canoe capable of carrying 30 men was under construction by the natives at 
Rapid Creek, Northern Territory Times and Government Gazette, 6 March 1891, 2. 
107 See Stokes, Discoveries in Australia Vol 1, 423.  Benjamin Francis Helpman, one of the 
Beagle’s four Mates, records several canoes in Bynoe Harbour.  See also E.M. Christie, “The 
Helpman Journals”. Royal Geographical Society of South Australia 45, (n.d.): 289-290. 
108 Stokes, Discoveries in Australia Vol 2, 21. 
109 Sidney Wellington Herbert, “Reminiscences of life in the Northern Territory during the 
construction of the Overland Telegraph Line”.  (Unpublished manuscript photocopy held by the 
Northern Territory State Library; original held in the State Library of South Australia, 1873): 38. 
110 Foelsche, “On the manner and customs of some tribes of Aborigines”: 252. 
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outbreaks which, in both instances, were allegedly severe enough to push the 

tribe to the verge of extinction. 

 

An essentially tribal people themselves, the Macassans had little permanent 

effect on Aboriginal tribal culture.111  Alan Powell believes their major 

contribution to traditional life was the pre-conditioning of the various indigenous 

language groups which they encountered, to better withstand the impact of 

British colonization.112  This contention is supported to some extent by G.W. 

Earl’s description of the close interaction between Aborigines and Europeans at 

Victoria settlement.113  The Port Essington Aborigines, who, because of their 

geographical location and commodious harbour, had enjoyed a long and 

comparatively peaceful interaction with the Macassans, were able to be 

employed immediately and profitably by the British settlers.  According to Earl, 

the key to this racial harmony was the speedy development of a vibrant local 

economy in which the “native population” was an equal participant.  “In a very 

short time,” Earl writes “an intercourse was thus established and maintained with 

as great regularity as between the town and country people of an English 

parish”.114  The article concludes with a somber assessment of the contrasting 

situation at Escape Cliffs, and the suggestion that Finniss’s troubles with “the 

natives” may have been “brought about by the proceedings of the (Escape Cliffs) 

settlers themselves”.115  As will be shown below, Finniss did attempt to employ 

                                                 
111 C.C. Macknight, “Macassans and Aborigines”.  Oceania Volume 42 (1971-1972): 318. 
112 Alan Powell, Far Country: A short history of The Northern Territory (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 1982), 37. 
113 Summarized by an anonymous journalist and published in the Adelaide Observer, 14 January 
1865, 6. 
114 “The basic unit of exchange was a half coconut-shell of rice for one day’s labour or its 
equivalent in a basket of crabs or palm cabbages,” Adelaide Observer, 14 January 1865, 6. 
115 Ibid. 
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Aboriginal labour at the River Camp but met with only limited success; it was 

not until he was recalled that real economic interaction with the Larrakia and 

Wulna commenced, and an enduring racial harmony was achieved. 

 

 

HMS Beagle 

The Larrakia and Wulna entered the pages of European history with the 

publication in 1846, of John Lort Stokes’ Discoveries in Australia – a two 

volume account of HMS Beagle’s 1837 – 1843 explorations and marine surveys 

in Australian (mainly North Australian) waters.116  Stokes records a series of 

interactions between members of the ship’s company and the Larrakia and 

Wulna at Escape Cliffs, and (successively) at three locations to the west: Shoal 

Bay, Port Darwin, and Bynoe Harbour.   

 

The best known of these interactions is the Escape Cliffs encounter.  

Midshipman Lewis Roper Fitzmaurice, one of Beagle’s four Master’s Mates, had 

landed on the beach “to compare the compasses”117 when  a group of armed 

Aborigines appeared on the cliff top above his head and began to menace him 

with their spears.  To distract them “from their evident evil designs”118 

Fitzmaurice began to dance and shout and was soon joined in this by Purser’s 

Assistant Charles Keyes, who had been well beyond spear range and might easily 

have escaped.  The two officers were safe just so long as they danced; the instant 

                                                 
116 Beagle’s Australian voyage was her third and final voyage of exploration and discovery.  Her 
second voyage was the celebrated Charles Darwin voyage. 
117 Stokes, Discoveries, 413.  Fitzmaurice was probably ascertaining the local variation of the 
earth’s magnetic field.  Mates were senior Midshipmen who had passed an examination 
qualifying them for the rank of Lieutenant, but who had not yet been commissioned. 
118 Ibid., 414. 
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they stopped “a dozen spears were pointed at their breasts”.119  The deadly 

charade continued until the arrival of a second boat prompted the Aborigines to 

disperse. 

  

For what appear to be essentially dramatic reasons, Stokes has chosen to 

emphasize (perhaps over-emphasize) the confrontational aspects of the 

encounter.120  “Bent on mischief, a large party of natives”, led by a “large square-

headed fellow of ferocious aspect”, appear “suddenly […] with poised and 

quivering spears as if about to immediately deliver them”.121  The motivation for 

this instant aggression is purportedly revenge for Stokes’ misguided attempt to 

coerce the “large square-headed fellow” to board the Beagle nine days earlier by 

attempting to tow his canoe back to the ship.122   

 

Accounts of the Escape Cliffs incident by Midshipmen Benjamin Francis 

Helpman and Crawford Pascoe123 depict a somewhat less deadly 

confrontation.124  Helpman puts the number of “Natives” involved at seven, and 

the cause of the fracas as the theodolite’s folding (tripod) stand, which in some 

                                                 
119 Ibid. 
120 Ibid.  Stokes’ narrative is based on hearsay; he was away exploring the Saltwater Arm of the 
Adelaide at the time of the confrontation.  In depicting the incident as a savage unprovoked attack, 
Stokes may have been influenced by the fact that some three months later, while preparing to take 
observations on a beach at the mouth of the Victoria River, he was himself seriously wounded by a 
spear thrown from the nearby cliff top. 
121 Ibid., 413. 
122 Ibid.  Stokes puts the interval between the towing incident and the Cliff incident at “a few days”.  
In what was very probably the first European encounter with the Larrakia and Wulna people, 
Stokes had earlier that day, met an Aboriginal man and his family on the beach and by gesticulating 
at a bark canoe lying nearby, had invited them to visit the ship, anchored a mile or so offshore.  See 
also Christie , “Helpman Journals”: 271, for the attempt to tow the canoe. 
123 Helpman and Pascoe were both Master’s Mates. 
124 Like Stokes’ account, both narratives are based on hearsay.  But Helpman’s account is 
contemporaneous and not written for dramatic effect.  Pascoe’s account shows no trace of the light-
heartedness which characterizes the greater portion of his reminiscences.  Additionally Fitzmaurice 
and Pascoe seem to have been “chums’ or special friends.  See Christie, “The Helpman Journals”: 
276; and Crawford Pascoe, A roving commission: naval reminiscences (Melbourne, G. Robertson, 
1897), 127-128.  
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way frightened or otherwise upset the Aborigines when the legs were 

extended.125  Both accounts depict the initial encounter as friendly: Helpman has 

the seven Aborigines greeting the Europeans on the beach “in the most friendly 

way possible”;126 Pascoe has an unspecified number of armed Aborigines on the 

cliff top, smiling in response to Fitzmaurice’s attempts to communicate to them 

the fact that he is unarmed.  Crucially, there is unanimity on the role or agency of 

the tripod stand - both when it was extended and when it was collapsed.  As soon 

as Fitzmaurice “knocked the rings off his theodolite legs [to open them] […] 

spears were instantly poised ready for delivery”; but as soon as the tripod was 

closed and lying on the beach, “the affrighted blacks […] readily dropped their 

spears and were satisfied”127 – but only so long as the tripod remained 

untouched.  Rather than saving their own lives, the hornpipe danced by 

Fitzmaurice and Keyes was probably intended to distract the Aborigines while 

the boat crew retrieved the offending instrument.128  

 

A cultural misunderstanding was also the root cause of the Bynoe Harbour 

encounter; but in this instance it was the Europeans who were the aggressors.  

While surveying Bynoe Harbour, Beagle’s Captain, John Clements Wickham, 

encountered a mixed group of Aborigines crossing from Indian Island to the 

mainland on a raft.  When the Aboriginal men abandoned the women and 

children to their fate and struck out for land, Wickham was so outraged that he 

pursued them and, despite their evident terror and distress, drove them back to 

                                                 
125 Christie, in the “Helpman Journals”: 284, records a similar but less dramatic incident at Shoal 
Bay.  The Aborigines would not fully engage with the Beagle’s men until “the Gun” was put away. 
126 Ibid., 276. 
127 Pascoe, A Roving Commission, 127.  See also Christie, “Helpman Journals”: 276. 
128 Pascoe, A Roving Commission, 128.  Christie, “Helpman Journals”: 276. 
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the raft which he then proceeded to tow to shore.129  Wells (2003) suggests that 

the men may have been trying to draw the strangers away from the women and 

children,130 but it is more likely that they were trying to save their own lives; 

Aboriginal men who fell into enemy hands were invariably killed; women and 

children were rarely harmed and were usually absorbed into their captors’ 

families.131  

 

Inter-racial harmony during the final two encounters was marred only by the 

theft of Surgeon Bynoe’s insect box and bottle, both of which were eventually 

returned.132  Both encounters involved the same group of Larrakia speaking 

individuals, who, as postulated above, may have been members of Neurlunger’s 

band.133  The initial encounter was evidently so rewarding that the Shoal Bay 

Larrakia-speakers followed the Beagle to her anchorage at Emery Point (in 

Darwin Harbour) in order to continue the interaction.134  

 

 

HMSS Beatrice 

                                                 
129 Stokes, Discoveries  Vol 2, 15.  The harbour was named after the Beagle’s Surgeon, Benjamin 
Bynoe. 
130 Wells, “Negotiating place”, 44. 
131 W. Lloyd Warner, A black civilization: a social study of an Australian tribe (Glouchester, 
Mass: P. Smith, 1969), 66. 
132 Christie, “Helpman Journals”: 288.  The incident occurred at Emery Point in Darwin Harbour. 
133 Ibid., 11.  Neurlunger’s estate may have extended to Shoal Bay.  Wells, “Negotiating place in 
colonial Darwin”, 45, notes the close similarity of a number of the Aboriginal words recorded by 
Stokes (in both places) to those included in Thomas Anstey Parkhouse, “Remarks on the native 
tongues in the neighbourhood of Port Darwin”. Transactions of the Royal Society of South 
Australia 19 (1895): 1–18.  See also Stokes, Discoveries Vol. 2, 23.  
134 See Christie, “Helpman Journals”: 288 and Stokes, Discoveries 19.  For an indication of the 
quality of the goods exchanged also see Christie, “Helpman Journals”: 284. 
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A Larrakia-speaker was almost certainly amongst the group of Aboriginal men 

who boarded HMSS Beatrice on the morning of June 4, 1864.135  Having arrived 

in Adam Bay some five days previously and conducted a cursory inspection of 

the Point Stephens136 area, Commander John Hutchison had embarked on a nine 

day exploratory voyage of the Adelaide River which saw Beatrice penetrate 

upstream as far as Marrakai Creek.137 

 

On the morning of the third day, Hutchison had anchored in the vicinity of 

Tommy Policeman Plain138 in an attempt to entice on board three “natives” who 

had emerged from the mangroves on the west bank with loud cries of “Semoy, 

Semoy”.139  Attracted by the music of an impromptu ship’s band, some sixteen 

individuals eventually boarded and, for the ensuing five hours, interacted in a 

friendly fashion with Beatrice’s crew.140   

 

The word “Semoy”, used to hail the Beatrice, does not appear in any of the 

extant Larrakia and Wulna vocabularies, which suggests that it may have been a 

mispronunciation of the English nautical word “Ahoy”.141  In any event, it was 

the only indigenous word recorded during the Tommy Policeman Plain 
                                                 
135 Diary entry for 4 June 1865, D. D’Arcy Webling (ed), The Journals of Alfred Charles 
Webling: narrating experiences and descriptions of early South Australia, particularly the Port 
Augusta region of Spencer Gulf, and the Escape Cliffs Settlement, Adelaide River, in the 
Northern Territory, from voyages aboard HM Schooner Beatrice during 1862-1866 (Weston 
Creek, A.C.T.: Genie publishing, 1995), 15. 
136 In 1864 Point Stephens was called Charles Point.  Today’s Charles Point marks the western 
extremity of Darwin Harbour. 
137 About a kilometre south of the Arnhem Highway bridge. 
138 The location of the encounter was on one of the seven great loops of the Adelaide between the 
38 and 52 km marks – most probably the sixth (48km) or seventh (50km) loop.  The River Camp 
was located on the loop at the 57 km mark. 
139 Webling, Journals, 15.  
140 Ibid.  The band comprised a violin, tin whistle, concertina, and drums. 
141 The expletive used by the Larrakia-speakers at Emery Point was “irru, irru”.  See Stokes, 
Discoveries Vol 2, 22.  Helpman records the word as “Ohu” - see Christie, “Helpman Journals”: 
284.  Also, for an example of mispronunciation, see Christie: 288 - the word “biscuit” is 
pronounced as “biraket”. 
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encounter.  However, on Beatrice’s second exploratory voyage upriver some 

twelve months later, one of two Aboriginal men who boarded in the vicinity of 

Auld’s Lagoon was recognized as a member of the Tommy Policeman group.  

When asked, one of these two men gave the Larrakia names for snake (mulla 

mullagee), alligator (comumbera), and water (quiro).142  

 

Also present in the Tommy Policeman group was the man who was shot dead by 

Alaric Ward during the course of Pearson’s Fight.143  It is thus highly probable 

that we are dealing with the same group of individuals, and that some or all of 

those individuals were members of Neurlunger’s band.  In marked contrast to 

their subsequent conduct at the River Camp, the individuals who boarded 

Beatrice in June 1864 were well behaved –“not taking up anything without first 

asking permission […] dancing jigs and polkas with the men, and joining in 

chorus to negro songs”.144  They “seemed very anxious for clothing”145 which 

was liberally supplied to them but which they soon discarded when they were put 

ashore.146  Unlike the Aborigines encountered by HMS Beagle the Tommy 

Policeman Aborigines were not afraid of European weapons.  Hutchison believed 

this was evidence that they had never before seen a white man.147  In 1839 

Stokes believed the same thing about the Shoal Bay Aborigines but for a 

different reason; during their first encounter with the Beagle’s crew, the Shoal 

                                                 
142 Webling, Journals, 43.  See also Parkhouse, “Remarks on the Native Tongues”: 4, 7 and 13.  
Parkhhouse’s words are: snake: “moro morludyi”; alligator: “gumaondera”; water: “kwarroa”.  
The words used to hail Beatrice on her second voyage were “Very good, very good”.  See 
Webling, Journals, 42. 
143 Webling, Journals, 23. 
144 J. Hutchinson, extract from Remark Book, 1864, SAPP 18 (1865).  “Remark Book of Her 
Majesty’s Surveying Schooner “Beatrice” whilst employed in the Northern Territory of South 
Australia, in 1864”, 3. 
145 Ibid. 
146 Webling, Journals, 15. 
147 Hutchinson, Remark Book Extract, SAPP 18 (1865), 3. 
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Bay people had rubbed the leg of a fair complexioned sailor to see whether or not 

the skin had been painted.148   

 

It is interesting to compare the reactions of the various groups of Aborigines 

some twenty five years apart.  In 1839, as we have seen, they were acutely aware 

of the mortal danger posed by European weaponry.  In 1864, “although 

astonished [the Tommy Policeman Aborigines] were not in the least alarmed at 

the report of a musket and the sight of a hawk being killed with it”.149  Ebenezer 

Ward records a similar reaction at the River Camp, where an Aborigine was 

singularly unimpressed by a demonstration of the effectiveness of “our weapons 

upon the large brown hawks which are very numerous there”.150  The paradigm 

attitudinal shift is perhaps indirect evidence of a deadly encounter with firearms 

in the years prior to Beagle’s arrival– an encounter which in 1839 was still 

vividly remembered, but which by 1864 had been forgotten. 

 

 

Dombey and the River Camp Horde 

The exact circumstances of the first contact at the River Camp are unclear.  

Ebenezer Ward describes the encounter thus: 

 

In the afternoon two blackfellows, the first any of our party had seen came into 

camp.  One was a young lad of apparently 20 years and whose countenance was 

not altogether devoid of some indications of intelligence and whose limbs although 

slight were supple and well formed.  His companion was of middle age and his 

                                                 
148 Stokes, Discoveries Vol 2, 12. 
149 Hutchinson, Remark Book Extract, SAPP 18 (1865), 3. 
150 Ward, diary entry, 35. 
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appearance was decidedly repulsive.  To be plain they both stank.  They were 

perfectly naked and their only ornament was a narrow waist belt ingeniously 

fashioned with plaited grass.  When they approached our camp, they deliberately 

threw away their spears and waved their arms above their heads apparently in 

token of amity.151 

 

In Finniss’s account, the token of amity - the discarding of spears and the waving 

of arms - was directed towards his son Freddy and his companion, Frederick 

Litchfield, who were out on Tommy Policeman Plain tailing the horses.152  At 

some stage during the encounter, Freddy went back to camp for his rifle, “it 

being evident that a large party [of natives] was in the bush”, and returned with 

presents and instructions from his father to “induce [the Aborigines] to come to 

camp”.153 

 

A third account written by A.C. Webling has the “natives” running away at the 

sight of “the horsemen,” who, after pursuing and capturing them, brought them 

into the camp.154  Webling is the only commentator to depict the encounter as 

confrontational, but given his source – the crew of the Julia – it is a story which 

must have been current amongst the expedition’s lower orders.155  Whatever the 

facts of the matter, the two Aboriginal visitors were welcomed so effusively by 

officers and men alike that any resentment they may have harboured was quickly 

dispelled. 

  
                                                 
151 Ibid. 
152 Freddy says he saw a herd of buffalo grazing on the floodplain.  Freddys diary, State Library 
of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: 
Summary Record”, n.p. 
153 Finniss, Summary Record entry for 2 July 1864: PRG 527 (1826–1900), n.p. 
154 Webling, Journals, 19. 
155 Ibid. 
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They were naturally objects of curiosity to our men and they were soon 

surrounded and almost overwhelmed with presents of all sorts from biscuits to 

pieces of waste paper to necklaces and strings of beads the latter bestowed with 

no little ostentation and display by our wonderful GR.156  

 

The visitors left at sundown “apparently much pleased with their reception”157 

and “under a promise to return”.158 

 

Estimates of the number of Aborigines visiting the River Camp in succeeding 

weeks were sometimes wildly exaggerated.  In Adelaide, as we have seen, these 

exaggerations initially caused great concern.  William McMinn was the main 

culprit, with three of his letters appearing in the major dailies, and the other 

newspapers printing extracts of his more sensational allegations.  Wrote 

McMinn: 

 

The country is overrun with natives.  They have been in the habit of visiting the 

camp every two or three days.  They come in numbers of over 100 at a time and 

we have seen as many as 500 to 600 natives. […] They are men of 

considerable stature, more than half of them being over 6 feet in height and 

much stronger built than the South Australians.  Their aspect is ferocious and 

they have given unmistakeable proof of cannibalism.159 

 

and: 

 
                                                 
156 Ward, diary entry, 34. 
157 Official Diary, entry for 2 July 1864, SAPP 89 (1865), 13. 
158 Finniss, Summary Record entry for 2 July 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group): PRG 527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”, n.p. 
159 Observer Supplement, 15 October 1864, 1. 
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we anticipate some trouble, the country apparently over run with them, from the 

fact of them being a very strong and stalwart race of men, with very ugly 

weapons into the bargain.  More than one half of those we have seen are over 6 

ft in height.  One we saw was 6ft 4ins and many 6ft 3ins and 6ft2ins.  We look 

quite puny beside them; they are much stronger made than those of South 

Australia.  They have given some unmistakeable signs of cannibalism and the 

unfortunate white man who gets into their clutches will want no burying 

ground.160 

 

The presence of Aborigines in considerable numbers in the vicinity of the River 

Camp was probably due to the existence of a Mudak Place – a major religious 

and ceremonial site - some two kilometres west of the camp.161  The Mudak 

ceremony was concerned with male initiation and the fertility of the yam, and 

was shared by all the language groups occupying the floodplains of the Adelaide 

and Mary Rivers, viz: the Larrakia, Wulna, Limilngan, Awiynmirr, and 

Waray.162  The Mudak ceremony provides a plausible explanation for the number 

of recognizably different bands which soon began visiting the River Camp 

accompanied by their women and children.163  

 

                                                 
160 Adelaide Express, 13 October 1864, 3. 
161 Ritchie and Bauman, “The Limilngan-Wulna land claim report”, 47, Site #66.  The site was 
named Lumugatgiji. 
162 Ibid., 47. 
163 Four or five different bands are identified as having visited the River Camp.  Women were 
excluded from the actual Mudak site and ceremony.  See State Records of South Australia 
(Government Record Group): GRG 44/49 (n.d.).  “Storekeeper’s/Assistant Storekeeper’s Diary”, 
n.p. 
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Of the Aboriginal women of the region little was written or said.  Charles Bright, 

the Melbourne Argus reporter who was a passenger aboard the SS South 

Australian, did, however, record one of the few contemporary observations:164 

 

one pecularity in relation to these savages noticed during the time they 

appeared to be friendlily disposed towards the settlers is worthy of mention.  In 

their camps few women or female children are seen as compared to the number 

of males, and it is open to conjecture whether they may not, like some other 

savage tribes, destroy a portion of their female offspring.165 

 

Bright’s informant was most probably Ebenezer Ward who returned with him to 

Adelaide aboard the South Australian.166  Another extant reference to Aboriginal 

women is Ward’s overtly racist description of them as “humble looking pygmies 

almost as much like sows as human beings”.167  

 

Ward was much kinder in describing the Aboriginal men. 

 

some of the men are fine strapping fellows over 6 feet in height, well moulded in 

proportion.  They are very expert in the use of their spears and indeed at almost 

anything to be accomplished with hands and feet.  The nets and waistbands 

                                                 
164 Bright shipped aboard the SS South Australian specifically to report on the Escape Cliffs 
settlement. The South Australian’s voyage was the first circumnavigation of the continent by a 
steam powered vessel. 
165 Charles Bright, Article V, Argus, 19 January 1865, 5. 
166 Bright was at the Escape Cliffs settlement for only a few days.  Ward never visited an 
Aboriginal camp so the information must have been speculation by those who did, viz: Auld, 
McMinn, Dougall, Wiltshire, and Freddy.  Ward and Bright were both “cabin” (first class) 
passengers. 
167 Ward’s Diary, 38. 
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they manufacture evidence their ingenuity and the carving upon some of their 

spears is really well executed.168 

 

The physical prowess of the men was remarked on by all, in particular their 

dexterity with the reed spear - a light projectile made of bamboo which they 

could throw with great precision over distances in excess of 150 metres.169 Their 

main offensive weapon was a flint-tipped spear some 3.5 metres long, which they 

could also throw accurately over great distances.  It was this latter spear which 

was most valued by the Europeans and which consequently became the main 

item of exchange. 

 

Initially, the commodity most sought after by the Aborigines was cloth of any 

description and colour, but it soon became apparent that it was red cloth that was 

most highly valued.  Helpman recorded a similar predilection amongst the Shoal 

Bay Larrakia-speakers at Emery Point.  The only way he could coax them back 

after they had fled at the sight of Lieutenant Eden lighting his cigar and exhaling 

a long plume of tobacco smoke, was by giving them a red handkerchief.170   

 

At some stage Finniss tried to employ Aboriginal men in unloading stores from 

the expedition vessels but met with only limited success, prompting him to write: 

 

I never expect to find them useful as labourers although some such views has 

[sic] been enunciated.  They speedily shirk away from the labour of unloading 

boats although I gave them food for every package they carried.  They are too 

                                                 
168 Ibid. 
169 Official Diary, entry for 11 July 1864, SAPP 89 (1865), 13. 
170 Christie, “Helpman Journals”: 289-290.  
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fat and well fed on easy terms with the natural productions of the country to care 

to work.171 

 

The only other recorded instance of Aboriginal involvement in the affairs of the 

River Camp was the employment of the two guides who accompanied Auld’s 

expedition to Whitestone Billabong to look for Stuart’s tracks.  As we have seen, 

one of these guides was probably a member of the Neurlunger family; the other 

may have been an individual named Piaka.172 

 

The most prominent Aboriginal personality at the River Camp was the individual 

known to the Europeans as Dombey.  The name is most probably an 

Anglicization of the Awiynmirr language-group word “Tom-bein” meaning 

“white man”.  R.H. Edmunds recorded such a word in his vocabulary of the 

Aboriginal language spoken in the vicinity of McKinlay’s Camp 14 - the 

elevated site on the Mary River floodplains where the McKinlay Expedition was 

marooned by floodwaters for some six weeks in 1866.173  

 

On the morning of 5 July 1864, some twenty kilometres downstream from the 

River Camp, the Julia was hailed by two “old” Aboriginal men and two boys 

who “threw up their arms and shouted Dombey”.174  When taken aboard Julia, 

they became very “pertinacious, stealing everything” and demanding Finniss’s 

                                                 
171 Finniss to Walters, 9 December 1864, SAPP 17 (1866), Appendix Item 59.   
172 Freddy’s diary, entries for 26 and 27 March 1865.  On the back page of the diary are crude 
drawings of four naked men with cicatrices on their chests and thighs.  The name Piaka appears on 
the same page. 
173 Camp 14 was in Awiynmirr country.  See Edmunds’diary, endpiece, n.p.  The site of Camp 14 was 
discovered by the author in 1991. 
174 Finniss, supplementary journal, entry for 5 July 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group): PRG 527 (1826–1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”, n.p. 
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gun belt and carbine; when Finniss refused to allow any of their companions on 

board, “they jumped overboard and swam ashore without fear of crocodiles”.175 

 

It is probable that it was one of these two “old” men who was later dubbed 

“Dombey”,176 and who was to prove so troublesome that Finniss ordered him to 

be shot on sight.  In a letter notifying his eventual murder, Finniss described him 

as “a noted chief and thief to whom I had shown the greatest kindness”.177  In a 

similar letter Freddy described him as being “well known to several of the party 

as a leader or chief seen continually at the River Camp directing the thieves and 

who formed one of the party present at the attack on Mr Pearson”.178 

 

According to Ebenezer Ward, Dombey was “an inveterate practical joker” and 

had incurred Finniss’s enmity by making him “the subject of his fun”.179  Ward 

does not elaborate on the incident, but J.P. Stow refers in passing to the “guard of 

honour” being ridiculed by “natives strutting about in mimicry with sticks on 

their shoulders”.180  This is probably a reference to the guard which paraded 

night and day before Finniss’s tent, but could also be a reference to the “Berry 

goot Incident” - Finniss’s farcical attempts to overawe - with a demonstration of 

the expedition’s military might and discipline - a group of “troublesome” 

Aborigines who had dismissed his attempts to make them vacate the River 

Camp, with derisive laughter and shouts of “him berry goot, berry goot”.181 

 

                                                 
175 Ibid. 
176 Probably after the main character in Charles Dickens’ novel Dombey and Son. 
177 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866), Appendix Item 59. 
178 F.R. Finniss, Sergeant of Volunteers, to Lt Col Finniss, 9 September 1864, SAPP 89 (1865), 33. 
179 Ward’s Diary, 145. 
180 Advertiser, 31 July 1865, 3. 
181 Ward’s Diary, 40. 
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The Aborigine killed by William Patrick Auld at the Billy’s Creek camp was 

identified by some members of the punitive party as “Dombey, who had insulted 

the Government Resident some time before”,182 and was described as being 

between thirty five and forty years old, “but grey, and an old man for a 

blackfellow”.183  At Auld’s subsequent trial for the murder, D.B. Wiltshire 

claimed to have “seen him frequently at the River Camp on board the Julia and 

the Yatala, and at the Cliffs”.184 

 

Dombey was not the only “chief” present at the River Camp.  Mira was there at 

some stage, and so too was his brother - “the old one-eyed chief who is always 

the most prominent in any row in their [Escape Cliffs] camp and who was 

particularly noticed at the fight [Pearson’s Fight] at the first camp”,185 and who 

may have been the Traditional Owner of the Cape Hotham peninsula.  Being the 

Traditional Owner of the River Camp area, it is unlikely that Neurlunger himself 

did not visit – but unless he was the individual who accompanied Auld to 

Whitestone Billabong, - his presence again went unremarked.186  There was one 

instance of an individual visiting the River Camp, who appeared to be the leader 

of a war band or raiding party.  Ward described him as “an old chief […] whom 

we had not previously seen […] [and] to whom the others evinced great 

respect”.187  The forty eight heavily armed warriors comprising his band 

probably did not plan to attack the camp, but if that was indeed their intention, 
                                                 
182 Murray’s statement: Edmunds’ diary, entries following 13 April 1865. 
183 Chandler’s statement: Edmunds’ diary, entries following 13 April 1865.. 
184 “Brief for the Defence: Mr Bruce.  On information of (Inspector) Peterswald against William 
Patrick Auld.  Murder: 18 May 1866”; Wiltshire’s Deposition, 9.  Auld Family Papers.  Copy in the 
possession of the Author. 
185 Official Diary, entry for 26 March 1866, SAPP 80 (28 September 1866), 9. 
186 Neurlunger may have been the Aboriginal man who hailed Beatrice on 4 June 1864.  This man 
was the most dominant individual in the group, continually urging his companions who were ashore 
to board the ship. 
187 Official Diary, entry for 22 July 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 14. 
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they were foiled by the courageous action of J.T. Manton, who advanced alone to 

meet them and parlayed them into dropping their weapons.188 

 

It is difficult to reconcile Finniss’s attitude to Dombey and to Northern Territory 

Aborigines generally with his South Australian Aboriginal experience during the 

early years of the colony.  In making a (one-man) topographical survey of the 

country between Rapid Bay and Yankalilla in 1837, Finniss “was generally 

accompanied by one or two blackfellows who were useful as guides, in finding 

water and keeping them en rapport with strange natives”.189  His first child, 

Fanny Lipson Finniss, was cared for from birth by a young Aboriginal boy who 

was blind in one eye; and Finniss himself had an Aboriginal friend, with whom 

he often went hunting.190  His many personal papers provide only one insight 

into his subsequent persecution of the Larrakia and Wulna people.  In 1838, 

Finniss made “a few remarks in reply” to a speech made by Governor Hindmarsh 

on the status of Aborigines under British law.  Hindmarsh had admonished the 

colonists not to take reprisals against the “blacks” for the killing of a colonist 

who had been molesting Aboriginal women, and threatened to hang any man 

who did.  Finniss’s response “to what the Governor had said […] so exasperated 

[the Governor] that he turned to [Finniss] and laid his hand on his sword”.191 

 

Little is known of Finniss’s interactions with Aborigines during the period he 

was Police Commissioner (1843 - 1847).  His predecessor, Major TS O’Halloran 

                                                 
188 Official Diary, entry for 22 July 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 83. 
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- the elder brother of Captain WL O’Halloran, the Northern Territory Enquiry 

Commissioner - had mounted the two most infamous punitive raids in South 

Australian history: the 1840 raid on the Milenmura Aborigines following the 

massacre of the Maria survivors; and the 1841 expedition against the Rufus 

River Aborigines who had been attacking overlanders and spearing their cattle.  

During Finniss’s tenure as Police Commissioner there were various small 

punitive raids involving Police Officers, conducted against Aborigines in the 

South East and on the Eyre Peninsula, of which he must have been aware and 

which must have required his direct or indirect sanction.192  Perhaps it was these 

experiences which were at the root of his belligerence.  An equally probable 

scenario is that he had absorbed the attitudes of his benefactor and probable role 

model Sir George Grey.  Grey who was Governor of South Australia between 

1841 and 1845, had been speared by Aboriginals while exploring the East 

Kimberleys in 1839.  

 

Whatever the reasons for his belligerence, Finniss was predicting a clash of arms 

within ten days of first contact.  On 12 July, 1864 he wrote: 

 

the blacks […] were very bold and troublesome […] and annoy us so very much 

that I fear we shall have a collision with them, as nothing but experience will 

show our power.193 

 

 

                                                 
192 John Summers, “Colonial Race Relations”, in The Flinders social history of South Australia, ed. 
Eric Richards (Netley: S.A., Wakefield Press, 1986), 294-295. 
193 State Library of South Australia (D Piece Archival): GRG 35/637-642 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss”, 
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Heightened Tensions 

The rape of Aboriginal women and the refusal to pay, or to pay commensurately, 

for consensual sexual relations with them, were among the main causes of 

frontier violence in colonial Australia.194  As we have seen, it is David Ritchie’s 

contention that there was sexual contact between the races at Escape Cliffs 

following Finniss’s departure.195  Ritchie’s contention would seem to be 

supported by the Hon. John Henry Barrow’s double entendre in the Legislative 

Council concerning the presence of “lubras” in the European camp,196 and by 

Manton’s General Order prohibiting visits to the Aboriginal camp after dark.197  

At the River Camp, opportunities for sexual congress were limited to a few 

instances when mixed groups of Aborigines camped nearby and interacted with 

the Europeans during the night.  If sexual encounters did take place at these times 

there was no resultant violence. 

 

The main cause of violence at the River Camp was theft.  The Aborigines who 

had boarded Beatrice had stolen nothing; they were polite and asked permission 

before handling objects.  Cloth and spears, the main items of exchange aboard 

Beatrice, were also the main items bartered at the River Camp during the initial 

contact stages.  This was soon to change.  Overwhelmed perhaps by the large 

quantities of expedition goods which had begun to arrive at the River Camp, the 

Aborigines began to demand any item which took their fancy.  When their 
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demands were ignored, they became aggressive, using their weapons to 

intimidate and to assert their right to possession.  Finniss summarized the 

situation in a letter to the Chief Secretary (Henry Ayers). 

 

They are most determined thieves, regular wreckers and keep us continually on 

the alert when they present themselves.  They do not fear to travel by night, and 

creep about our parties by night for the purpose of plunder […] two of my men 

with loaded rifles and bayonets were entirely disregarded by the natives about 

us now and threatened if they should interfere to prevent them taking any thing 

they saw.198 

 

In his evidence to the Commission, Ebenezer Ward blamed Finniss for the 

escalating hostility. 

 

The [first two Aboriginal visitors] came amongst us freely and were well 

received. They were petted and presents were made to them by the 

Government Resident.  They were allowed to go where they liked and see 

whatever they liked.  They were encouraged to do so.  On the following Sunday, 

eleven of them came to the camp and were generally treated in the same 

manner.  It happened after this that on their visits to the camp they took rather 

more liberties than some of the party liked, and one of them was struck. From 

this time it was easy to see that their manner began to be suspicious.  In my 

opinion the treatment adopted towards the natives in first encouraging them and 

then punishing them for it was calculated to provoke the hostility they afterwards 

displayed.199 

 
                                                 
198 The letter may never have been sent. 
199 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, Question No.1687.  The blow was 
struck by Finniss himself. 
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Charles Bright had already voiced a similar opinion in the Argus. 

 

The intercourse between the natives and Mr Finniss’s party was at the 

commencement of a friendly character and the former were, perhaps unwisely, 

encouraged to make themselves thoroughly at home in the strangers’ camp.  

The evil consequences of this familiarity became evident when the thieving 

propensities of the savages began to develop themselves.  Nothing was safe 

from their clutches.  The backboard of a wagon, the rudder of a boat, a piece of 

tent, a pocket handkerchief, or a lot of flour sacks proved alike acceptable to 

them and they displayed the utmost cunning in nipping up such articles as 

caught their fancy during a moment of inadvertance on the part of the owners.  

One fellow actually removed the handkerchief from the coat pocket of Mr 

Manton, in a style that would have done credit to a Barrington.200 

 

The Aborigines were quick to exploit the exposed situation of the River Camp.  

Once they had infiltrated the tent lines it was virtually impossible to control their 

movements or to prevent them stealing.201  However it is unlikely that Freddy’s 

allegation that the thefts were orchestrated was true.  His casting of Dombey in 

the role of a Fagin, organizing the pilfering on a large scale, probably had more 

to do with justifying Dombey’s murder than with the truth. 

 

The exposed situation of the camp also posed serious problems in the event of a 

set piece attack – the confrontation most feared by Finniss but least likely to be 

                                                 
200 Bright, Article V, Argus, 19 January 1865, 5.  George Barrington was an infamous London 
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mounted by the Larrakia and Wulna.202  Regular drills ensured that the men were 

adequately trained in the military evolutions required to mount an effective and 

disciplined defence against such an eventuality; as a last resort they were to fall 

back on the log store and use it and the stockyard as a rallying point.203 

 

A more realistic threat to the River Camp was the type of attack mounted in 1861 

by Kairi Aborigines at Cullin-la-Ringo Station in Queensland’s Nogoa River 

region.  By feigning friendship the Kairi were able to gain access to the station 

homestead in considerable numbers and while still in possession of their 

weapons.  On a given signal, having isolated and surrounded individual members 

of the Wills family and their employees, the Kairi attacked and killed nineteen of 

them.204  

 

Heavily armed bands of Aborigines visited the River Camp on a number of 

occasions and in some instances were allowed access to the tent lines - but not 

before they had been made to lay down their weapons at a safe distance beyond 

the camp perimeter.  The Malweyi people’s first visit was one such instance.  On 

the morning of 11 July 1864, having swum the river, a band of some seventy 

Aborigines “all painted, all carrying many spears” approached the camp “in a 

                                                 
202 Extract from an undated letter probably written by William Pearson,” Telegraph, 15 
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1864, and King Sr., letter to his wife dated 7 August 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group):  PRG 627 (1830-2003).  “Stephen King: Summary Record”, n.p. 
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very warlike manner”.205  Following a tense but non-violent confrontation, which 

included the demonstration firing of “several muskets and the six pounder 

cannon,” the Malweyi people were induced to divest themselves of their many 

weapons and were allowed to approach the camp.206  Returning from his Fred’s 

Pass expedition several hours later Finniss was alarmed to find “a whole swarm 

of blacks” mingling freely with expedition members within the camp confines.207  

As we have seen in a previous chapter, Finniss’s subsequent actions in clearing 

the camp and conducting a farcical demonstration of the expedition’s military 

prowess afforded great amusement to Aborigines and Europeans alike.  Both 

Finniss and King Sr. were convinced that the Malweyi band had intended to 

attack the camp, the presence of women and children in its ranks 

notwithstanding.208 

 

By contrast, the forty-eight red ochre daubed members of the war-band which 

approached the camp on 22 July 1864, under the leadership of “the very old”209 

chief were all mature males, and were so tall and muscular that Ward thought 

they had to be “the chosen warriors of a large tribe”.210 All carried spears and 
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were attended by “smaller and less muscular men”211 in the rear, who carried 

“large bundles of those weapons for their use”.212  Their bold and unrestrained 

behaviour in approaching the camp convinced Ward that had Finniss been 

present, bloodshed would have been the inevitable result.  Instead, the ensuing 

confrontation was peacefully resolved by Manton who advanced alone to meet 

them and, after firing one barrel of his revolver into the air, parlayed them into 

laying down their weapons – a truly heroic action for which he received no 

official credit or recognition.213 

 

John H. Packard, a member of Goyder’s expedition, relates a similar incident in 

the Port Darwin hinterland in 1869.  Working alone in the bush he found himself 

surrounded by a band of some two hundred heavily armed warriors under the 

control of a chief - thought (probably erroneously) by some to be Mira.  After a 

twenty minute stand-off, the chief “made a sign, suddenly clapped his hands 

together, and they all disappeared into the grass”.  Packard was shaken by the 

incident but unharmed.214 

 

The records give no indication of the purpose of these bands, but they were most 

probably an organizational or ceremonial instrument of traditional Larrakia and 

Wulna society which was seldom observed by Europeans; they may have been 

bent on revenge or wife stealing, or en route to the Larrakia and Wulna 

                                                 
211 Ibid. 
212 Official Diary, entry for 22 July 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 14. 
213 Register, 13 December 1864, 3. 
214 Register, 1 April 1926, 54. 
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equivalent of one or other of the Murngin (Yulgnu) traditional ceremonial cum 

conflict events described by Warner.215 

 

It is somewhat ironical, if not completely unexpected, that the first blow in the 

inter-racial conflict should have been struck by Finniss himself, though in his 

defence it must be noted that he was at the time suffering great pain from six 

tropical ulcers on his leg, which were so badly infected that he could scarcely 

walk. An extended visit by the Malweyi people was the root cause of the 

problem.  On three consecutive days they had visited the camp in “formidable 

numbers”216 and were so “mischievous […] and so bold and ingenious in their 

thefts” that on Sunday July 17, Finniss was forced to abandon the formal 

(military) church parade.217  The next day he was so angered by their persistent 

attempts to steal that he boxed the ears of one man whom he had caught in the 

act.218  The Malweyi people left soon after – “not in the best of temper but 

evidently saucy and disturbed”.219  It was these same people who later that day 

menaced Auld as he approached their campsite on the Whitestone Creek flood 

plain.220 

 

                                                 
215 Warner, A black civilization: a social study of an Australian tribe, 155-165.  Warner identified 
six such events – the Nirimaoi, the Narrup, the Maringo, the Milwerangel, the Gaingar and the 
Makarata.  In 1869, following the breakdown of relationships at Port Darwin, the Wulna issued to 
the Europeans at Fort Point what must have been a formal challenge: that they would come and 
steal their women.  Implicit in the challenge was the formation of a group to carry it out.  It can 
be no coincidence that a few days later there was a serious Wulna attack on the Larrakias which 
resulted in two casualties - Orunga and Nurlunger. 
216 Finniss, supplementary journal, entry for 17 July 1864, n.p. 
217 Storekeeper’s diary, entry for 17 July 1864, State Records of South Australia (Government 
Record Group): GRG 44/49 (n.d.).  “Storekeeper’s/ Assistant Storekeeper’s Diary”, n.p. 
218 Ibid., 18 July 1864, n.p. 
219 Finniss, supplementary journal, entry for 18 July 1864, n.p. 
220 Ibid. 
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The next incident was far more serious.  On 1 August 1864, an Aboriginal man 

who had stolen several knives from the officers’ mess tent was fired on whilst 

swimming across the river with his booty.  The shots missed and the man 

escaped into the mangroves on the far bank.221  An assembly was immediately 

called and the two men involved - Labourers William Murray and Francis 

Edwards – were severely reprimanded in front of their colleagues by Manton, 

who then: 

  

impressed upon all present the necessity of abstaining from hostility with the 

natives, [declaring it] his intention to punish the first man who raised against the 

blacks any [weapon] of any kind unless there was justifiable provocation.222  

 

In dismissing a later claim that the shots had actually been aimed at a crocodile, 

Ebenezer Ward noted: 

 

I am sorry to be obliged to add that there does undoubtedly exist in the minds of 

some of our men a most brutal and blood-thirsty desire to butcher the 

comparatively helpless, ignorant, and for all we know well meaning inhabitants of 

this territory as if they were so many wild dogs and worse than all that our very 

fussy ex-military leader encourages this revolting propensity.223  

 

2. Auld’s Explorations 

 

                                                 
221 Storekeeper’s diary, entry for 1 August 1864: GRG 44/49 (n.d.).  Storekeeper’s/Assistant 
Storekeeper’s Diary”, n.p. 
222 Ibid.  Both men gave evidence at the Commission of Enquiry – Murray for the Defence, 
Edwards for the Prosecution. 
223 Ward’s Diary, 91. 
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Ward’s remonstrance was directed at the “Finnissite” faction – Finniss’s band of 

loyal supporters, which was led by William Patrick Auld.  It is highly probable 

that Auld already had Aboriginal blood on his hands.  A crack shot, he and other 

members of John McDouall Stuart’s transcontinental expedition had fired several 

times for effect on a group of more than one hundred Aborigines who in March 

1862 had contested the expedition’s passage across their tribal lands in the 

vicinity of Mount Hay in Central Australia.224 

 

Twenty four year old William Patrick Auld was probably not atypical of the 

young colonial bloods of his day.  He was quite prominent in Adelaide society, 

numbering amongst his best friends Henry Ayers’ eldest son Frank and the (soon 

to be appointed) Commission of Enquiry Prosecutor Frank Rymill.225  Auld was 

an excellent horseman and a noted marksman, but had little, if any, experience in 

dealing with tribal Aborigines.  His reputation as a bushman and an explorer 

rested solely on the fact that he had been a member of John McDouall Stuart's 

successful transcontinental expedition.  Prior to that, he had worked for two years 

as a Cadet Surveyor under Goyder.226  He was personable and popular; even 

Ward grudgingly acknowledged his commitment and work ethic, describing him 

as “industrious, zealous, and in many respects, a very useful little fellow”.227  But 

Auld was no leader of men.  If he had exhibited such qualities he would not have 

been retained by Stuart, who was something of a martinet.  As Stow put 

                                                 
224 John Bailey, Mr Stuart’s Track, 240-241.  See also Webster, John McDouall Stuart with maps by 
Mary Quirk, 185-186; Webster quotes Stephen King (Jnr) as saying “The natives became 
troublesome burning the grass and destroying our provisions.  We longed for orders to shoot them… 
There were some dead shots amongst us too, notably Pat Auld”. 
225 Observer, 1 May 1926, 26. 
226 Auld was a close friend of Frank Rymill and Frank Ayers (Henry Ayers’ son) – and indeed the 
entire Ayers family.  See Observer, 1 May 1926, 26. 
227 Ward’s Diary, 59. 
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it:“[Auld] and others of Stuart's party were selected not for bush skills but for the 

lack of them so that they would be more tractable and obedient”.228  Stuart seems 

to have been completely captivated by Auld’s charm and personal devotion 

especially on the return journey from Chambers Bay when he (Stuart) was so ill 

with scurvy that he had to be carried on a litter slung between two horses and 

spoon-fed a special diet of beef tea and boiled flour.229  If the general tone of 

Auld’s surviving Escape Cliffs letters is any criterion he would seem to have 

established (or attempted to establish) a similar relationship with Finniss.  But 

Auld had significantly overestimated “the Colonel’s”230 power and prestige; 

shooting Dombey in cold blood put him well beyond the range of Finniss’s 

protection. 

 

By the 1860s South Australians had to a certain extent been conditioned to 

accept violent means of dealing with tribal Aborigines as inevitable and 

justified;231 but there were limits to the Government’s forbearance.  In January 

1864, even though he had been exonerated by a Coroner’s inquest, Samuel 

Joseph Stuckey (John Stuckey’s eldest son) had been arrested and charged with 

the manslaughter of Pompey (Inabuthina) an Adnyamathanha man at 

Umberatana in the North Flinders Ranges.232  Auld cannot have been unaware of 

                                                 
228 Advertiser, 31 July 1865, 3. 
229 See Mona Stuart Webster, John McDouall Stuart with maps by Mary Quirk (Melbourne: 
Melbourne University Press, 1958), 226-227.  For details of the close relationship between Auld 
and Stuart see also John Bailey, Mr. Stuart’s Track: the forgotten life of Australia’s greatest 
explorer (Sydney: Macmillan, 2006), 274. 
230 Express, 16 December 1864, 3. 
231 R. Gibbs, “Relations between the Aboriginal inhabitants and the first South Australian 
colonists”. Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, South Australian Branch 61 (1959–
1960): 75. 
232 Register, 28 August 1865, 2.  The two cases (Auld’s and Stuckey’s) are compared.  Stuckey 
was acquitted the next day. 
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the Stuckey case.  Yet in his eagerness to please “the Colonel”233 he shot an 

unarmed Aborigine who, if not “begging for mercy”, was at least attempting to 

surrender.234 

 

Auld had his supporters235 but the point most consistently made by and in the 

Adelaide newspapers was that the circumstances of the shooting were tantamount 

to murder.236   

 

Motivated perhaps by the need to salvage what was left of his son’s dwindling 

reputation Auld’s father applied to the Chief Secretary’s Office for his release 

from service with the Northern Territory Expedition on the grounds that he was 

needed to take over the family’s wine and spirit business “during (Auld Sr.’s) 

absence from the Colony”.237  The request was granted and Auld left the 

settlement on 7 May 1865 aboard the barque Bengal. 

 

Initially Auld had shown great restraint in his relations with the Adelaide River 

Aborigines.  Despite encountering equally hostile and menacing behaviour on all 

his early field expeditions he had not fired a shot in anger.  In each instance the 

hostility seemed to have been provoked by the expedition’s proximity to what 

was probably a horde camp, that is to say, a camp where there were a great many 

Aboriginal women and children.   

 

                                                 
233 Register, 13 December 1864, 3. 
234 Edmunds’ diary, entries for 12 and 13 April 1865. 
235 See for example, “Lover of Fair Play’s letter to the Editor”, Express, 30 August 1865, 3.  See 
also Telegraph, 25 April 1866, n.p. 
236 See Express, 16 December 1864, 3, and Telegraph, 15 and 16 December 1864, n.p. 
237 Richardson to Finniss, 6 January 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865).  “Northern Territory 
correspondence relative to the settlement of the Northern Territory of Australia”, 60. 
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On passing one such camp en route from the River Camp to the Narrows, Auld’s 

party had been immediately challenged by an Aboriginal man “who stood 

shaking his spear, and waving [them] on, crying out ‘Very good, very 

good’ ”.238  Men from this camp then followed Auld’s party for several 

hours, throwing their spears towards, but not at, the horseman, intending 

perhaps to herd them into a location where they would be more vulnerable 

to attack.  With the overland party “entrapped as they thought in the hook of a 

bend of the river”,239 the Aborigines set fire to the grass which at that 

particular location was “up to the horses’ backs”.240  Auld and his men 

escaped by forcing their way through thick monsoon jungle to a patch of 

ground which had already been burnt.241 

 

A week later on passing what was probably the Malweyi horde camp on the 

Whitestone Creek floodplain, Auld was confronted by a group of Aboriginal 

men,   

 

who showed evident determination to resist any aggression or intercourse on that 

side of the river [and who] had been reinforced by the party which had given 

trouble [at the River Camp] the day before.  This group had crossed the river from 

our camp perhaps suspicious of the movements of Auld’s party as well as angry at 

[our] determination to prevent their plundering propensities from being carried into 

effect.242 

 

                                                 
238 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866), Question No.2613. This camp seems to have been on or 
in the vicinity of Malacca Creek. 
239 Finniss, supplementary journal, entry for 24 July 1864, n.p. 
240 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, Question No.2613. 
241 Ibid. 
242 W.C.M. Finniss’s transcription: Finniss supplementary journal, entry for 18 July 1864, n.p.  See 
also Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, Question No.2614. 
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The actions of this combined group of Malweyi people were so intimidating that 

the two Aboriginal guides accompanying the expedition refused to go any 

further.243 

 

On his next expedition - to Lake Finniss and beyond244 - Auld found himself in a 

confrontation which was similar to, but potentially much more dangerous than 

the one Stuart had faced in Central Australia.  At Mt Hay, Stuart was traversing 

open country with dry (or shallow) creeks and sparse vegetation, and was never 

in danger of encirclement or entrapment.  On the Windmill Plain west of Lake 

Finniss, Auld was traversing the thickly timbered network of waterways – 

creeks, lagoons and swamps – which marked the course the ancient Adelaide 

River estuary.245  While watering his horses early on the morning of 27 July 

1864, he had allowed his four-man expedition to become surrounded by a crowd 

of seemingly friendly Aborigines from a nearby horde camp. 246  In his diary 

fragment, which is the only surviving account of this trip, David Wiltshire 

expressed his misgivings at Auld’s inexperience in “bushing fighting” and his 

unwillingness to listen to the advice of more seasoned bushmen such as Boucat 

and himself.247  When the expedition did eventually mount and attempt to leave, 

the “natives” raised a “great commotion […] about 50 of them threw themselves 
                                                 
243 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Ward’s Evidence, Question No.2614. 
244 Instructions to Auld: Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866), Appendix Item 64. 
245 Patricia Bourke, et al, Darwin Archaeology: Aboriginal, Asian and European Heritage of 
Australia’s Top End (Darwin, NT: uniprintNT, Charles Darwin University, 2005), 10.  Some 10,000 
years ago, the Adelaide River entered Chambers Bay several kilometres east of the Cape Hotham 
peninsula.  In 1892 the Lake Finniss area, including the Windmill Plain, was gazetted as the Woolner 
Aboriginal Reserve.  See Ritchie and Bauman, “The Limilngan-Wulna land claim report”, 20. 
246 The four men were: Auld, Freddy, Bastien Boucat, and David Wiltshire.  See Northern Territory 
State Library: NTC919.4295WIL.  “Wiltshire Diary Fragment” entry for 27 July 1864.  Northern 
Territory State Library: NTC919.4295WIL., n.p.  See also The Week: A Journal of commerce, 
farming, mining and general information and amusement (6 July, 1878): 23.  Auld says there were 
100 men women and children in the camp and the men were armed with spears. 
247 Wiltshire went on to say “I personally have more than once had a hard struggle for life 
(presumably against Aborigines in South Australia) when nothing but presence of mind could save 
me”.  See “Wiltshire Diary Fragment”, entry for 27 July 1864. 
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in our rear forming a quadrant, the right of which reached an impassable boggy 

ditch”.248  The way ahead was also blocked by a group of some fifty Aboriginals 

concealed behind a rise, which group, when the expedition eventually succeeded 

in escaping the trap by “charging the creek [and] getting through with great 

difficulty […] rose fully armed from behind the rise with loud yells”.249 

 

Later that day the expedition discovered a large lake which Auld named Lake 

Finniss.250  Further progress eastwards was stopped by the extensive swamps of 

the Mary River system but, by following the low ridge which separates the 

valleys of the Adelaide and Mary Rivers, the expedition eventually penetrated as 

far south as the Mt Bundy region.251 

 

Auld did not return to the River Camp on the completion of the Lake Finniss 

exploration but remained on the peninsula assisting with the establishment of the 

cliff top camps.  The first of these was at the “derrick” – a location at the 

southern end of the cliffs where a wide beach and a less dense concentration of 

mangroves facilitated both the landing of goods from the Henry Ellis and the 

Yatala, and their dry storage prior to being winched up to the cliff top.  Working 

the derrick was extremely onerous and the small complement of mainly 

landsmen at the Cliff at that time could not keep pace with the volume of goods 

being landed.  All too soon the large quantity of stores left on the beach at night 

became an irresistible temptation to the local Aborigines.  Writing to Manton, 

                                                 
248 Ibid. 
249 Ibid. 
250 Ibid 
251 “Wiltshire Diary Fragment”, entry for 28 July 1864.  They saw the Mt Bundy Ranges as a 
mirage “through the mist over the swamp” on the morning of 29 July 1864. 
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who was still at the River Camp with twenty men,252 Finniss admonished him not 

to trust the “blacks” and went on to say: 

 

they made a raid on our camp last night and we had to fire on them.  They move 

about at night on their bellies.  The tribe that first made our acquaintance is here 

and the men are as determined thieves as ever.253 

 

It was Auld who had fired on the Aborigines.  On the night of 7 August 1864, he 

was on watch on the beach below the derrick when he heard a movement in the 

sand behind him.  Recalling his subsequent actions with a certain amount of 

relish he wrote: 

 

I got behind a tree and kept quite still.  After a little while I saw six blackfellows 

crawling on their hands and knees.  They were in the act of taking something out 

of a box when I fired at them four shots.  They cut stick in quick style.  I think I 

must have wounded one of them as I took good aim. 254 

 

Auld’s heightened belligerence towards Aborigines was undoubtedly due to the 

fact that he was now under Finniss’s direct control.  Another contributing factor 

may have been Wiltshire’s criticisms of his lack of “bush fighting” experience.  

As leader (coxswain) of the boat crew Wiltshire’s prolonged interaction with 

Finniss had seen him rise to the very pinnacle of the “Finnissite” hierarchy.  That 

he had Finniss’s full confidence is evidenced by the fact that in 1864 he was the 

                                                 
252 Official Diary, entry for 30 July 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 14. 
253 Letter to Manton dated 8 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 17. 
254 Register, 13 December 1864, 3.  J.P. Stow alleges that the shots aroused Finniss who “after 
taking more than the usual military precautions, sallied forth and fired his revolver rapidly and 
furiously”.  See Advertiser, 31 July 1865, 3. 
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only individual other than Auld to have been officially sanctioned to conduct an 

exploring expedition.  Given Wiltshire’s propensity for personal aggrandizement 

it is unlikely that Auld’s tactical shortcomings on the Windmill Plain escaped 

Finniss’s attention for any great length of time. 

 

Auld’s first encounter with Aborigines at Escape Cliffs did not involve firearms 

but was nonetheless a foretaste of things to come.  On 4 August 1864, while 

using a horse and dray to cart water to the camp, he and William Dougal 

encountered ten “natives all armed with spears”255 at the Sandy Beach wells.  

Auld and Dougal were unarmed, “having foolishly left [their weapons] 

behind”,256 but the “natives” made no attempt to molest them.  Instead after the 

customary greeting of “very good, very good”, they attempted to steal a pannikin 

and a bucket.257  Auld retaliated by “thrashing the whole lot [with his stockwhip] 

[…] the first [he] cut, ran like fury and brought the chap who stole the bucket 

back”.258  

 

Auld’s next encounter was with the six Aborigines interfering with the stores on 

the beach below the derrick; his four well aimed shots would have serious 

repercussions at the River Camp on the following day. 

 

3. Pearson’s Fight 

 

                                                 
255 Webling Journals, 22. 
256 Register, 13 December 1864, 3. 
257 Ibid. 
258 Ibid. 
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It is probably no coincidence that the cessation of large scale visits by the River 

Camp Aborigines coincided with the advent of the war-band.  With the exception 

of “a few blacks”259 who visited the camp on July 23 to barter for red cloth, no 

visits were recorded until August 1, when Murray and Edwards fired on the 

Aborigine who had stolen the cutlery from the officers’ mess.  The transgressor’s 

narrow escape was witnessed by his three companions who, despite the repeated 

reassurances of the more humane “very goods”, left soon after.260 

 

Perhaps surprisingly, subsequent encounters with small groups of Aborigines 

were remarkably cordial.  Three days after the stolen cutlery incident a shooting 

party from the River Camp shared their mid-day meal with a small group of 

“natives” they met in the vicinity of Beatrice Hills – exchanging biscuit and 

bread for roasted snake.261  On August 5, another small group of “blacks” 

remained all night at the River Camp, cooking the day’s forage - “snakes, 

kangaroo rats, a teal, and a guano” - on the expedition’s camp fires and 

particularly relishing the “hawks” that had been shot for them.262 

 

Late afternoon of August 8 saw the return from Escape Cliffs,263 of what must 

have been the River Camp horde – a group of some forty Aborigines, which 

included three well known individuals – Dombey; the “old one eyed chief” who 

was Mira’s “brother”; and at least one member of the Tommy Policeman 

                                                 
259 Official Diary, entry for 23 July 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 14. 
260 Storekeeper’s diary entry for 1 August 1864, State Records of South Australia (Government 
Record Group): GRG 44/49 (n.d.).  “Storekeeper’s/Assistant Storekeeper’s  Diary”, n.p. 
261 Ward’s Diary, 98. 
262 Official Diary, entry for 6 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 14. 
263 “On Monday last we were visited by about 40 natives, the same who had just left Escape 
Cliffs”, Telegraph, 11 November 1864, n.p.  The horde arrived at the River Camp at 
approximately 3p.m. on the afternoon of 8August, suggesting that it – or some of its more fleet-
footed members - had covered the intervening 50 or 60 kilometres in less than 18 hours. 
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group.264  Many other individuals were recognized as having previously visited 

the River Camp.265  On this particular day they were “more troublesome than 

they had ever been” – refusing to disarm before entering the camp, and 

demonstrating an alarming propensity “to resort to violence” when thwarted in 

their attempts to steal whatever took their fancy.266  Repeated attempts to placate 

them were to no avail.  Eventually by means of sign language it was revealed that 

the reason for this uncharacteristically aggressive behaviour was the fatal 

shooting of a horde member at Escape Cliffs the previous night.267  Writing to 

Freddy from the River Camp a week later Auld said: 

 

When [the horde] came the afternoon before the fight they made signs to Mr 

King and many of the others that they had been shot at at the Cliffs and that one 

had died.268 

 

The horde was most troublesome at the river landing where a large quantity of 

goods had been stockpiled awaiting trans-shipment by the Yatala to Escape 

Cliffs.  With the main camp some 300 metres distant and dense mangrove forest 

close by, the guards were hard pressed to protect the stockpile from the horde’s 

depredations.  In their evidence to the Commission, John Roberts and Henry 

Baumgartel related how, in separate incidents, they had each been threatened by 
                                                 
264 The group which had boarded Beatrice on her first upriver exploration some six weeks before. 
265 Official Diary, entry for 6 August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 14. 
266 Ibid., 14.  In separate incidents during the course of the day the horde threatened to spear John 
Bohn, John Roberts, Fred Litchfield, and Henry Baumgartel.  See also Litchfield’s letter of 16 
September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 23 and Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866), 
Question Nos.1544 (Roberts) and 4384 passim (Baumgartel). 
267 Ward notes: “They continually pointed to our firearms and then made motions as of falling to 
the ground” - Ward’s Diary, 99.  See also Telegraph, 11 November 1864, n.p. 
268 For some reason Auld, in this letter, did not link the killing at Escape Cliffs to the shots he 
fired on the beach below the derrick.  Auld was sent to the River Camp the day after Pearson’s 
Fight to bring the horses and bullocks back to Escape Cliffs.  Auld to Freddy, 14 August 1864, 
State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 35/643/122 (n.d.).  “W.P. 
Auld letter of 14 August 1864”, n.p. 
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armed Aborigines whilst on guard alone at the stockpile.269  Roberts’ assailant 

was most probably “the spare built old fellow with apparently a good deal of 

Malay blood in him” who, having been prevented from stealing a quartpot, 

“fixed a spear to his woomarah as if ready to throw it on the slightest 

provocation”.270  Baumgartel was also menaced with a spear and when he 

persisted in his efforts to stop the blatant plundering, two “blacks” took hold of 

him by the shoulders and turned him around so that he could not see what their 

countrymen were doing.271 

 

Despite their extreme vulnerability neither Roberts nor Baumgartel was injured 

in any way, which suggests that surrogate revenge killing272 by the Adelaide 

River Aboriginals was not exercised indiscriminately but was subject to cultural 

authoritarian processes.  It is probable also that in the matter of apportioning 

blame the River Camp horde was confused by the splitting of the expedition into 

two parties and uncertain of the inter-relationship between the River Camp and 

the Escape Cliffs groups.  In the latter part of 1865, on the assumption that 

Manton’s survey party (then located on the upper reaches of the Adelaide) was 

an autonomous band, the local Aborigines asked the surveyors to assist them in 

their fight with the Finniss group by firing on the crew of the Julia.273 

 

                                                 
269 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866), Question Nos.1544 (Roberts) and 4384 passim 
(Baumgartel). 
270 Ward’s Diary, 99. 
271 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Baumgartrel’s Evidence, Question No.4384. 
272 The practice of killing someone other than the actual perpetrator of the crime. 
273 The Julia was Finniss’s main instrument of terror.  She was regularly dispatched to harry the 
“natives” and beat up their camps.  See Finniss to Daly, 5 April 1865, South Australiana Vol 12, 
No.1, (March 1973): 7. 
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The horde left at dusk but contrary to their usual practice remained in close 

proximity to the River Camp - concealing their presence in the mangroves by 

suppressing their voices and masking their fires.274  For more than an hour the 

Europeans remained unaware of the situation.  Then, alerted to the fact that 

something was amiss by the continuous barking of the River Camp dogs,275 32 

year old labourer Frederick Henry Litchfield went to the river to investigate.  

Litchfield was accompanied by another labourer - Samuel Baker.  At the landing 

place they found the area unguarded and “about 30 natives”276 pillaging the 

stockpiled provisions - not for the foodstuffs themselves but for the sake of the 

bags which contained them.  According to Litchfield the river bank was "strewed 

a foot deep" with a mixture of discarded commodities - flour, sugar, oats and 

bran.  Litchfield drew his revolver and fired five shots from close range as the 

horde fled into the mangroves. 277  They were aimed and deliberate shots, meant 

to kill or wound,278 but in a deposition to the Coroner’s Inquest on the death of 

the Aborigine shot the following day by Alaric Ward, Litchfield stated that he 

had fired at random and with the intention of alerting the camp.279 

 

Litchfield lied to the Coroner’s Inquest to protect himself against a threat made by 

William Pearson, the first officer to reach the scene after the shots were fired.  In 

admonishing Litchfield for his action, Pearson said “that if any native had lost his 

life by that piece that had been discharged he would do his best to hang the man 

                                                 
274 Edwards, who discovered the hidden campsite after the attack, describes it as “a little clear 
place” some 70 meters inside the dense mangrove scrub, Register, 10 July 1905, 8. 
275 Pearson’s letter, Observer Supplement, 12 November 1864, 3.  Every expedition member 
seemed to have owned at least one dog. 
276 Litchfield’s statement, 15 September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 23. 
277 Ibid. 
278 Ibid. 
279 Report of Coroner’s Inquest, 9 August 1864: Litchfield’s deposition, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 
8. 
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that fired it, by God”.280  Pearson’s threat sparked a minor mutiny amongst the men 

who had accompanied him to the river bank, and who now refused to guard the 

stores, saying that if they could not use their weapons to deter the Aborigines, “they 

would return to the camp and protect their own lives and their own property”.281  It 

was only after the bulk of the men had acted on this ultimatum that Manton gave 

the guards permission to fire on the “natives” should they return and attempt to 

continue their pilfering.282 

 

In an exculpatory283 letter written seven days later, Pearson was careful to avoid 

any reference to his instigating role in this minor mutinous confrontation, but 

claimed authorship of a plan to recover the stolen property - without bloodshed - by 

surprising the “natives” in the mangroves284 early the next morning (9 August 

1864) with a force of ten men – four on horseback and six on foot.285  Pearson 

discussed his plan with Litchfield and Manton before turning in that night, and was 

accordingly surprised to discover, when saddling up at first light, that the force he 

was to lead against the “blacks’ camp” would comprise only himself and three other 

horsemen – Litchfield, Murray, and Dyer.286 

 

Some twenty minutes later all four of these men would be fighting for their lives 

against an angry and determined horde of Larrakia and Wulna warriors. 

 

                                                 
280 Litchfield to Finniss, 16 September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 23. 
281 Ibid. 
282 Ibid. 
283 Observer Supplement, 12 November 1864, 3. 
284 The Aboriginals were camped in the thick belt of mangroves which divided the open ground 
on which the expedition had pitched its tents from a similar area of open ground to the west. 
285 Observer Supplement, 12 November 1864, 3. 
286 Ibid. 
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Pearson’s Fight was no mere skirmish.  It was a deadly confrontation - the 

intensity of which appears to have been deliberately minimised to protect the 

reputations of the River Camp officers, who took an inordinately long time 

(some fifteen to twenty five minutes)287 to respond to the emergency.  Ebenezer 

Ward was one such officer.  During the Commission hearings Ward angrily 

refuted suggestions that he and his fellow officers288 had failed in their duty by 

not responding sooner to the sounds - shouts and gunshots – of the 

commotion.289  Ward’s diary account (written contemporaneously – or very 

nearly so) compresses the duration of the fight into such a brief interval that the 

officers have virtually no time to organize a rescue party before Pearson and 

Litchfield arrive, wounded and bloody, back at the River Camp.290  By and large 

the accounts of most other contemporary commentators are similarly compressed 

– not so much to protect the officers as to deprecate the spirited Aboriginal 

resistance.291 

 

Such minimalist rhetoric has had the effect of reducing the significance of 

Pearson’s Fight to the level of a minor fracas.  C.C. Manhood for example refers 

to the incident as “a punitive expedition” which attacked “the nearby native camp 

[with] complete success; the aboriginals, [sic] threw a few spears and then 

fled”.292  Samantha Wells also contributes to the diminution process by 

questioning the fact that spears were actually thrown: “within a short distance 

                                                 
287 Ibid. 
288 The other officers at the River Camp were Manton, Goldsmith, King, Watson, and Wadham. 
289 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866), Question Nos.1810-1825. 
290 Ward’s Diary, 103-106. 
291 “Cosmopolite’s letter”, Argus, 21 December 1864, 6 and 7. 
292 Cleve Charles Manhood, “The life of Boyle Travers Finniss: 1807–1893” (M.A, University of 
Adelaide, 1966), 207.  See also L. Coltheart, “Australia misère: the Northern Territory in the 
nineteenth century” (PhD., Griffith University of Queensland, 1982), 122. 
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from the Depot, the punitive party came across a group of Aboriginal people who 

allegedly [emphasis added] threw their spears wounding two of the 

horsemen”.293 

 

Manton and Pearson would undoubtedly have taken issue with the description of 

the encounter as a “punitive expedition” on the basis that the horse party was 

under strict instructions “to get the property but not to fire upon the natives”294 – 

a stricture which, if the tone of the General Order issued four days after the fight 

is any criterion, must have infuriated the militaristic Finniss: 

 

The sending of Mr. Pearson with three men only on horseback, without the 

support of a party on foot, was an act of weakness which really led immediately 

to the defeat of the party.  But the sending them away to follow up the natives 

who were not to be molested in the possession of their plunder was a mistake.  

It was an aggression on our part which could only lead to disaster unless well 

planned and well supported.295 

 

The degree of complacency and unpreparedness displayed by individual 

members of Pearson’s party as they approached the Aboriginal encampment that 

morning suggests that they were operating on the assumption that the mere sight 

of an armed and mounted party would be sufficient to disperse the River Camp 

horde.  But the Larrakia and Wulna were in their strategic element – the 

mangroves; and in marked contrast to Pearson’s party seemed to know exactly 

what they were about. 

                                                 
293 Wells, “Negotiating place in colonial Darwin”, 51. 
294 Litchfield’s statement, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 23. 
295 General order: 13 August 1864, SAPP 163 (12 October, 1864), 2. 
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Litchfield and Dyer, who were leading the party, were allowed to pass 

unmolested and to proceed on towards the main camp where a group of 

Aborigines was in plain sight.  Pearson - following some 25 metres behind and 

closer to the tree line - was then set upon by a second group of “natives, who 

raised such a sudden and ferocious war cry”296 that he was unable to control his 

skittish horse and was thrown.  Dyer rode off to recover the horse leaving 

Litchfield, who was still mounted, and Pearson now on foot, to continue the 

advance towards the encampment.  Their progress was quickly halted by a rain of 

spears, one of which struck Litchfield on the left arm disabling it, while another 

pierced the sole of Pearson’s boot (without injuring him).  At this juncture 

Pearson opened fire on the “natives” and was soon supported in this by Dyer who 

had abandoned his pursuit of the horse, and by Murray who had been some 

seventy metres in the rear.  Litchfield was unable to fire because of the injury to 

his arm.  Murray fired at a “rather stout native” who had emerged from the cover 

of the mangroves shouting “very good, very good” as he launched a spear.297  

This man is mentioned in a number of accounts as being very prominent during 

the initial stages of the fight but was not seen after Murray began firing, so it is 

probable that he was the first Aboriginal casualty.298  Meanwhile Pearson had 

been hit by two spears – one transfixing his left arm, the other lodging in his 

                                                 
296 Murray’s deposition, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 9.  Also see Litchfield’s deposition, 16 
September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 23.  Litchfield describes the cry as “a most hideous 
and horrid yell, sounding as if emanating from a single voice”. 
297 Murray’s deposition, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 9. 
298 Mira said two other Aborigines were shot during the fight – one died in the mangroves after 
swimming the river; the other was shot in the hip but survived the wound.  See SAPP 16 (1867-
1868), 2. 
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torso.  Litchfield called on Pearson “to get further away from the natives”,299 and 

the horse party began a general retreat.300 

 

The next development revealed an instinctive grasp of battle tactics by the 

Aborigines and the deadliness of their intent.  On seeing the whites retreating 

they counter attacked - emerging en masse from concealment and attempting to 

drive the party into an embayment in the mangroves at the southern extremity of 

the scrub, where they might surround and kill them all.301 

 

The natives on seeing us retreat became very bold and from fifteen to thirty kept 

up a continual succession of spears. […] One native, more daring than the rest, 

came within eighteen yards of Mr Pearson, and was about to throw a spear at 

him, when Dyer and myself rushed him.  The natives then came out in a body 

and rushed us.  Murray’s horse was wounded with a spear and bolted off to the 

camp.  The next spear that was thrown struck Mr Pearson in the head; the 

natives were still determined to have him.  When Murray left, Mr Pearson asked 

us not to leave him; we told him we would not leave him.  I then cried [out] to the 

camp for help.  Some minutes elapsed before we heard any shots fired.302 

 

The deadly pursuit continued for over half a kilometre and for a period of 

perhaps twenty minutes before a rescue party led by the blacksmith Thomas 

Brennan dispersed the horde.303  Pearson himself estimated that a quarter of an 

hour had elapsed between the time the first shots were fired and the intervention 

                                                 
299 Litchfield’s statement, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 23. 
300 Observer Supplement, 12 November 1864, 3. 
301 Ibid. 
302 Litchfield’s deposition, 16 September 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 23. 
303 See annotated copy of “Sketch of the First Encampment”, in Janet Dickinson, Litchfield’s 
Gold: the life of Fred Litchfield (Self published, 1988), 27.  See also Blue Book Volume II 1865.  
End paper: Paper No. 89. 
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of Brennan’s party.304  Murray, who was afterwards branded a coward because 

he was unable to prevent his wounded horse bolting back to camp, put the 

interval at twenty minutes.305  Both estimates are perhaps conservative given the 

fact that Pearson had to cover the entire distance on foot with a spear through one 

arm, another in his rib cage, and a third lodged in the sole of his boot.306 

 

An analysis of the official diagram of the encounter casts doubts on the validity 

of the accusations of cowardice against Murray.307  This diagram identifies the 

place where Murray’s horse was speared as being at the southern extremity of the 

mangroves – a location that was not reached until the very last stages of the 

battle.308  Murray was said to be a strong man easily capable of controlling a 

bolting horse;309 however his stigmatization might have had more to do with the 

fact that when he got to the stockyard he discovered most of the officers still in 

camp, than with his leaving the battle in its final phases.  In any event Murray 

wasn’t the only one said to have lost his nerve.  Writing to Freddy five days after 

the event, Auld noted with a touch of irony: “your friend [Ebenezer] Ward was in 

an awful funk along with two or three more”.310 

 

                                                 
304 Pearson’s letter, Observer Supplement, 12 November 1864, 3. 
305 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Murray’s Evidence, Question No.4353. 
306 Pearson was speared in the torso during the retreat. 
307 See annotated copy of “Sketch of the First Encampment” in Janet Dickinson, Litchfield’s Gold: 
the life of Fred Litchfield (Self published, 1988), 27.  See also Blue Book Volume II 1865.  End paper: 
Paper No. 89. 
308 See location “F” on the annotated “Sketch of the First Encampment”.  The sketch may be a copy 
of the diagram which was attached to Pearson’s letter.  See Observer Supplement, 12 November 
1864, 3. 
309 Ward’s Diary, 105. 
310 Auld was not at the River Camp at the time of the fight - Auld to Freddy, 14 August 1864, 
State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 35/643/122 (n.d.).  “W.P. 
Auld letter of 14 August 1864”, n.p.  
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According to Ward the first attempt to mount a rescue was by a disorganized 

group of men who ran into the scrub when the first shots were heard and began 

firing indiscriminately.  They were recalled for fear they might shoot each 

other.311  Another more disciplined party was formed by Thomas Brennan the 

blacksmith.  It was this party which “went through the scrub and fired on the 

natives in the rear, and so turned the tide of battle”.312  A third party seems to 

have been formed by Alaric Ward, a labourer.  In proceeding to the battlefield 

via the bullock track (Alaric) Ward encountered an Aboriginal man who had 

become detached from the main body of combatants.  In his deposition to the 

Coroner’s Inquest Alaric Ward claimed that the Aboriginal man had menaced 

him with a spear and that being in fear of his life, he had fired his revolver at him 

several times.  One bullet hit the man in the forehead and he fell mortally 

wounded.313  The man was taken to the River Camp where he died several hours 

later.  He was identified as one of the group which had boarded Beatrice in June 

1864314 and as one of two brothers who had been pilfering the stores.  According 

to Stephen King Sr. the other brother was also shot.315  These were the only 

Aboriginal casualties the colonists were aware of until 1866, when the Wulna 

“chief” Mira informed Manton that there had been a second fatality – a man who 

had swum the river after being wounded but who had then died in the 

mangroves; and a fourth man who had been shot in the hip but had survived.316 

 

                                                 
311 Ward’s Diary, 105. 
312 “Letters to the Editor concerning the Northern Territory Expedition”, Argus, 21 December 1864, 6 
and 7. 
313 Abstract of an Inquest taken before F.E. Goldsmith, JP, at Camp Adelaide River on Tuesday, 9 
August 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July, 1865), 9. 
314 Webling, Journals, 23. 
315 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  King Sr.’s Evidence, Question No.2285. 
316 Manton to Blyth, 3 December 1866, SAPP 16 (1867-1868), 1. 
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On his return to Adelaide Ebenezer Ward claimed that Alaric Ward had shot the 

Aborigine “not in ‘open fight’ but in a private duello in the scrub” and that “no 

spear or even woomerah was found near the body of the dying native”.317  Ward 

was not accusing his namesake of any wrong-doing but was attempting to justify 

his own position on the Coroner’s Jury and his part in framing the infamous jury 

rider.  The allegation does however raise questions about the incident which had 

its tragic culmination in Alaric Ward’s murder and the savage mutilation of his 

body almost a year (to the day) later.318  Alaric Ward’s strange behaviour in 1865 

– especially his renunciation of the use of all weapons - suggests that he may 

have been suffering from remorse and that the Aborigine he shot was in fact 

unarmed.  

 

“Jimmy” the Aborigine who was responsible for at least one of Pearson’s 

wounds was known to the colonists but no attempt was ever made to punish or 

apprehend him.  In 1865 he visited Manton’s Up-river Survey Camp319 and in 

1866 was seen at Escape Cliffs.320 

 

True to his humanitarian principles William Pearson expressed his regret at 

having to fire on an Aborigine who was attempting to spear him at close range: 

 

I took aim with my pistol, fired and he fell.  I did not see him again but as we did 

not find his body he could not be killed.  I am thankful for this for I don’t think I 

should feel comfortable now if I had killed him, although at the time I certainly 

tried to do so. […] I had a very narrow escape indeed; for either of the three 

                                                 
317 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Appendix Item 13. 
318 Alaric Ward was murdered at the Escape Cliffs settlement well on 31 July 1865. 
319 Edmunds’ diary, entry for 11 September 1865. 
320 Official Diary, entry for 26 March 1866, SAPP 80 (28 September 1866), 9. 
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wounds if two inches to one side would most probably have killed me.  They 

came with such force that I did not feel the spears entering the flesh.321 

 

In the light of the sustained intensity of this encounter and the evident 

determination of the Aboriginal combatants to annihilate Pearson’s party it is 

perhaps time to reexamine the popular notion of the Larrakia as an essentially 

docile and peaceful people who were never hostile to the European colonizers. 

 

4. The Killing of Dombey 

 

As outlined in the preceding chapter Finniss’s attempts to suppress the facts of 

Dombey’s death during the (September 6, 1864) attack on the Billy’s Creek 

Camp322 were to no avail.  Within days of the incident Ward and Goldsmith had 

obtained sufficient eye witness testimony to enable them to deduce a reasonably 

accurate scenario of what had transpired at Billy’s Creek on that fateful 

September day.   

 

On sighting a group of Aborigines on the beach at Chambers Bay William 

McMinn, who was in charge of the foot party, asked seventeen year old Freddy 

for orders.  Freddy replied: “Oh I don’t know.  Fire on the bastards.  Shoot every 

damn nigger you see”.323  After firing a ragged volley at the fleeing Aborigines 

who by then were almost a kilometre away, the foot party proceeded northwards 

along the beach until they came upon a horde camp at the mouth of Billy’s 

                                                 
321 Pearson’s letter, Observer Supplement, 12 November 1864, 3. 
322 See details of the Goldsmith Feud in Chapter 4. 
323 Ward’s Diary, 152. 
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Creek.  In attempting to flee this camp “one poor old fellow who was known to 

us as having worked for us hoisting bags of flour from the hold of the Yatala”324 

was disabled by a shot in the leg (fired by Francis Packard) and captured by 

William Dougal.  Dougal’s stated intention was to take “the old man, who was 

quite unarmed having nothing in his possession but a small yam stick”325 

prisoner and escort him back to the settlement.  But suddenly, according to 

Ward’s diary account: 

 

Patrick Auld galloped up and with an oath placed the muzzle of his revolver to 

the right nipple of the old man’s breast and deliberately fired.  The victim 

staggered on a few yards and Dugald [sic] to put him out of his misery as he 

says, fired an Eley’s cartridge into him from his fowling piece.  Not content with 

this, others of the party who had now come up, bayonetted the carcase of the 

poor wretch and, after locks of hair had been cut from it as souvenirs of the 

noble deed, it was left to rot where it fell.326 

 

In a somewhat less graphic article written for the Telegraph immediately on his 

return to Adelaide, Ward described the incident as the butchering of “an unarmed 

old man [by] an avenging army […] with orders to kill burn and destroy […] 

under the command of Adjutant Master Frederick Finniss”,327 but did not 

identify Auld as the principal perpetrator. 

 

In a private letter published in the Telegraph a fortnight before, Auld had already 

admitted (albeit indirectly) to the shooting. 

                                                 
324 Ibid., 153. 
325 Ibid. 
326 Ibid., 153. 
327 Telegraph, 13 January 1865, n.p. 
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The Colonel gave orders that seven horsemen and nine footmen were to be in 

readiness to start next morning to find the natives’ camp and to recover the 

goods they had stolen from us, and to treat them as felons.  We went over to 

Chambers Bay with two others as scouts.  Fifty niggers tried to surround us.  I 

shot at one and sent one of the men to tell the footmen to come as they were 

showing real fighting.  They came crouching up in the long grass.  Directly the 

footmen appeared however the blacks disappeared like magic into the scrub.  

We recovered hats, forks, spoons, trousers, books.  The doctor I believe has 

brought a charge against me for shooting the black.328 

 

 

Auld’s account of the incident was endorsed by Charles Bright, the journalist 

who had traveled aboard the SS South Australian.  In an article published in the 

Melbourne Argus Bright said that having ridden over the scene of the killing with 

“the alleged murderer Auld”, and having had “the position of affairs described to 

[him]”, he had formed the opinion that “the whole affair took place in the heat of 

the raid and without any of the cold blooded accompaniments which some of the 

party would attach to it”.329 

 

Despite repeated calls from the press for more information, the Government 

refused to release any official correspondence on the matter, stating that His 

Excellency, the Governor in Chief, “considered it inadvisable to publish any 

further letters or extracts until the Executive had determined how to deal with the 

                                                 
328 Telegraph, 16 December 1864, n.p. 
329 Argus 10 January 1865, 5. 
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correspondence as a whole”.330  Governor Daly did however consent to receive a 

delegation from the Aboriginals Friends’ Association whose members were so 

gravely concerned by the “circumstances of peculiar atrocity”331 surrounding the 

killing that they believed an official Enquiry was warranted.  In reply to the 

delegation the Governor said that “a full Enquiry would be instituted and justice 

should be done”332 but that it was his own personal belief that the facts of the 

matter had been “somewhat exaggerated”.333  Not only had he discussed the 

matter in some detail with Charles Bright on his return from Adam Bay, but from 

his own knowledge of Patrick Auld he believed him to be incapable of such a 

barbarous act.334 

 

On 12 April 1865 a Board of Enquiry, comprising Surveyor Robert Henry 

Edmunds and two senior officers from HMSS Beatrice - Lieutenant Frederick 

Howard, and Dr Belgrave Ninnes - began hearing evidence at Escape Cliffs into 

what the extremist elements of the Finnissite faction contemptuously dubbed “the 

nigger affair at Chambers Bay”.335  Initially those same elements paid the Board 

little respect, but over the course of the next two days as the witnesses, speaking 

freely for the first time, began revealing more and more incriminating details 

“some countenances assumed a decidedly more serious aspect”.336 

 

                                                 
330 Register, 17 December 1864, 2.  The embargo was retained until July 1865, thus effectively 
denying Finniss the opportunity of a public response to the majority of the allegations made against 
him in the press.  SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), which contains the bulk of the Northern Territory 
correspondence, was not published until 27 June 1865. 
331 Advertiser, 14 January 1865, 3. 
332 Telegraph, 14 January 1865, n.p. 
333 Ibid. 
334 Ibid. 
335 Telegraph, 29 July 1865, n.p. 
336 Ibid. 
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Four individuals were implicated in the killing: Francis Joseph Packard who shot 

the Aboriginal man in the leg in order to prevent his escape; William Patrick 

Auld, who shot him in the breast and possibly also in the back rather than take 

him prisoner; William Dougal who shot the man twice in the back of the head 

with his shotgun as an attempted coup de grace; and Stephen Chandler who 

throttled the man with the butt of his rifle as he lay dying on the ground.337  Not 

one of these men admitted his own guilt; all were incriminated by the evidence of 

their fellow witnesses.  Auld who would admit only to firing one shot from his 

revolver at medium range, was directly incriminated by Packard and by his own 

admissions to other witnesses after the shooting.  Dougal who refused to answer 

any questions concerning the use of his weapons against “the natives” was also 

directly incriminated by Packard.  Packard would admit only to firing in the air 

but was incriminated by Auld and later (in a deposition to Inspector Peterswald 

of the Adelaide Police)338 by Dougal.  Chandler who said he did not approach the 

body until after the man was dead was incriminated by his own admissions to 

other members of the foot party.339 

 

Many of the witnesses made a point of saying that the body was not “ill treated” 

in any way, 340 which suggests that something untoward did actually happen to it.  

It may have been the bayonetting which Ward had noted in his diary, or, what is 

more likely, a trophy mutilation.  William Murray admitted to cutting off a tuft of 

the man’s beard as a souvenir but it was more likely the man’s ears which were 

                                                 
337 Edmunds’ diary, entries for 12 and 13 April 1865. 
338 “Brief for the Defence: Mr Bruce.  On information of (Inspector) Peterswald against William 
Patrick Auld.  Murder: 18 May 1866”; Dougal’s Deposition, 9.  Auld Family Papers.  Copy in the 
possession of the Author. 
339 Chandler’s evidence: Edmunds’ diary, entries following 13 April 1865. 
340 Ibid., Gilbert’s evidence. 
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the trophy hunters’ real target.  Dougal admitted that the taking of the dead 

man’s ears as trophies had been mooted, but was adamant that it had not been 

carried out.341   

 

The majority of witness saw only a handful of Aborigines.  The claim by Auld, 

Dougal, and Packard that they had been attacked by a group of fifty or more 

could thus not be substantiated.  The deceased man had been part of a small 

group of Aboriginal men and women attempting to escape into dense pandanus 

scrub half a kilometer distant from the camp.  Hampered by his leg wound, the 

Aboriginal man was unable to evade the pursuing horsemen and at some stage 

appears to have raised his arms to them either as a gesture of submission or to 

show that he carried no weapons.342  While Packard and Dougal were debating 

the merits of taking him prisoner Auld rode up and shot him “without parlay”.343  

Later, when John Roberts, a member of the foot party, asked who had killed the 

man Auld said: “I did.  I said I would be revenged for [the spearing of the horse] 

Young King”.344 

 

In what was probably a deliberate oversight, the Board members did not attempt 

to establish the identity of the slain man.  Had they done so they would 

undoubtedly have incriminated Finniss, who, but a few days before the punitive 

raid, had (verbally) ordered that Dombey be shot on sight.  In what would 

eventually become the settlement’s most celebrated anecdote, Finniss, in front of 

                                                 
341 Ibid., Dougal’s evidence. 
342 Ibid., Packard’s evidence.  Edmunds’ diary, entries following 13 April 1865. 
343 Ibid., Auld’s evidence. 
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possession of the Author.  “The horse, “Young King”, was a particular favourite of Auld’s; it had 
been bought by him as a colt from the Stuart Expedition”, Observer, 1 May 1926, 26. 
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a group of men gathered round the derrick, instructed Freddy on how he must go 

about it: 

 

‘Now Freddy, if you see Dombey, before you fire you are to say “Dombey” so he 

will know why you fire’. 

One of the men [Arthur Hamilton] who was standing by, and who had a short 

pipe in his mouth, covered with his hand during puffs, interjected, ‘Yes, Freddy’ 

– puff – ‘and if Dombey’ – puff - ‘has a piccaninny with him’ – puff – ‘you must 

say “Dombey and Son”.345 

 

The only reference to Dombey in the Board’s evidence was made by Murray.  In 

an attempt to exculpate himself for cutting tufts of hair from the dead man’s 

beard, Murray said he had done it to confirm the man’s identity as “Dombey, 

who had insulted the Government Resident some time before”.346 

 

In the more formal and forbidding atmosphere of the Adelaide Police Court 

Packard testified that he had recognized the deceased man as Dombey before 

Auld had shot him and that to his knowledge there was only one Aborigine at 

Adam Bay who went by that name.347  Packard who seems to have been the only 

witness to fully cooperate with the police was never arrested or charged with an 

offence in connection with the incident - a fact that was bitterly resented by 

Dougal who (together with Stephen Chandler) had been arrested at Escape Cliffs 

soon after the arrival of the Ellen Lewis.  Dougal was also bitter against the 

Adelaide Government which he believed was doing him “a great injustice”.  “It 
                                                 
345 Alfred Searcy, In Australian tropics: 14 years sub-collector of customs, Pt. Darwin, Northern 
Territory and now clerk assistant of House of Assembly, South Australia, 2nd Edition (London, 
George Robertson & Co., 1909), 283–285. 
346 Murray’s evidence, Edmunds’ diary, entries following 13 April 1865. 
347 Daily Telegraph, 23 April 1866, n.p. 
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was taken for granted,” he said somewhat artlessly “that the whole party was sent 

out to shoot the natives”.348 

 

The Board’s failure to specifically identify the deceased man as Dombey 

probably would not have mattered had Manton not identified an Aborigine who 

visited his upriver survey camp on 28 Sept 1865 as the individual he knew by 

that name.349  When this information became known in Adelaide, Auld’s defence 

team was quick to corroborate it with a deposition from David Wiltshire, the 

erstwhile coxswain of the Julia.  Wiltshire had not participated in the punitive 

raid but said that he was familiar with a “native” named Dombey.  Wiltshire 

claimed that prior to the raid he had seen Dombey “frequently at the River Camp 

on board the Julia and Yatala, and at the Cliffs”.350  He knew only one Dombey 

and had never heard of there being another.  Wiltshire said that he had seen 

Dombey alive on the Vernon Islands some three months after the alleged 

shooting.  He had been within fifty meters of the individual in question, and 

although some of the party were dubious as to the person’s identity Wiltshire was 

in no doubt that it was in fact Dombey.351 

 

Auld would later use the doubts and uncertainties raised by such claims as a 

major component of his defence.352 

                                                 
348 “Brief for the Defence: Mr Bruce.  On information of (Inspector) Peterswald against William 
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Auld was amongst the “Bengal” returnees who reached Adelaide on 29 July 

1865 aboard the SS South Australian.353  He was a free man for some twenty six 

days - the time it took for the Cabinet to digest the Board of Enquiry’s report 

which had arrived on the same vessel.  On the afternoon of 24 August 1865 Auld 

was arrested and formally charged with the “willful murder of an aboriginal 

native named Dombey at Chambers Bay on 8 September 1864”.354  The case 

would drag on for twelve months, by which time the charge had been amended 

to “murdering an aboriginal native, name unknown, at Chambers Bay, Northern 

Territory”.355 

 

Auld’s co-accused, William Dougal and Stephen Chandler, were charged with a 

similar offence.  On 15 February 1866, two days after they arrived in Adelaide 

aboard the Ellen Lewis, they appeared before Police Magistrate Samuel Beddome 

charged with murdering “an [unknown] aboriginal native man”.356  Packard was 

the Prosecution’s only witness.  His evidence was essentially a repeat of the 

evidence he gave at Auld’s committal hearing, except that he made no reference 

to the Aboriginal man’s name.  The only definitive information that Packard was 

able to supply was that Auld’s shot had hit the Aboriginal man in the breast and 

had emerged from his back; and that “Chandler did nothing”.357  Packard saw 

Dougal pointing his shotgun at the man but was unable to state categorically that 

Dougal had aimed at the man or that had hit him when he fired.  Packard 

“supposed the man was dead because his eyes were nearly closed and because he 
                                                 
353 The Bengal passengers returned via Sourabaya, Batavia (Djakarta), and Melbourne. 
354 Express, 25 August 1865, 2. 
355 Advertiser, 19 May 1866, 3. 
356 Express, 15 February 1866, 3. 
357 Express, 15 February 1866, 3. 
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saw no signs of breathing … but would not say for certain that he was not now 

home with his wife and family.  (Loud laughter)”.358 

 

Despite the fact that he had been warned three times (that very morning) that he 

was required in Court,359 John Roberts - the witness who heard Chandler say that 

he had throttled the man with his rifle butt - refused to appear.  Inspector 

Peterswald requested an adjournment in order to subpoena Roberts; but Mr 

Beddome who had no great opinion of either the efficiency or the integrity of the 

Adelaide Police Force360 said that there was no evidence at all against either of 

the prisoners and discharged them.  Dougal and Chandler left the packed 

courtroom to loud cheering.361 

 

Auld’s trial dragged on until August 1866.  By then the question of whether 

Dombey was alive or dead was of little relevance as the case had been overtaken 

by much weightier questions concerning the validity of the application of South 

Australian law in the Northern Territory.  Ultimately, the deciding factor in the 

case was the absence of credible Crown witnesses.  Stephen Chandler had been 

killed in a drunken fight in a Flinders St brothel some five weeks after his 

acquittal.362  Dougal was said to have left the colony,363 and in a suspiciously 

fortuitous coincidence Packard drowned in the River Murray the day before he 

                                                 
358 Ibid.  See also Telegraph, 15 February 1866, n.p. 
359 Telegraph, 15 February 1866, n.p. 
360 Greg Taylor, A great and glorious reformation: six early South Australian legal innovations 
(Kent Town South Australia, Wakefield Press, 2005), 147.  Mr Beddome was renowned for his 
ability at “detecting the many barefaced falsehoods uttered by unscrupulous police [in the course 
of presenting their evidence]”. 
361 Telegraph, 15 February 1866, n.p. 
362 Chandler “had not been sober a single day for six weeks”.  Register, 4 April 1866, 3. 
363 “Regina Versus Auld”, Express, 28 August 1866, 3.  Dougal appears to have returned to 
Victoria.  He died at Mount Franklin on 7 July, 1903. 
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was to return to Adelaide to give evidence.  Packard’s body was never 

recovered.364 

 

On 28 August 1866 after much preliminary legal argument, William Patrick Auld 

was called in front of a Supreme Court jury and pleaded not guilty to the charge 

of murdering an unknown Aboriginal man.  Mr Justice Boothby then briefly 

addressed the jury saying that he had some doubts that they could find the 

prisoner guilty as he had only obeyed the orders of the leader of the expedition.  

The jury then returned a verdict of not guilty and Auld walked out of court a free 

man.365 

 

In December 1866 Auld was naive enough to petition Parliament for 

compensation.  Before his petition was negatived in the House it was savaged in 

debate by H.B.T. Strangways who said that had he been aware of the full facts of 

the case when he was a member of the Government, “Mr Finniss himself would 

have stood in the criminal dock”.366  To a stunned House, Strangways described 

the incident as “the cold blooded murder of an old man by a cowardly young 

brute”.367  Had the victim been a white man, Strangways said, “Auld would have 

been hung to a certainty”.368 

 

The furore over the Dombey killing did not deter Finniss from mounting other 

punitive expeditions against groups of Aborigines who breached or otherwise 
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threatened his Cape Hotham sanctuary.  Nor did the severe rebuke369 (from 

Ayers), directing him to adopt more conciliatory measures when dealing with the 

“natives”, deter him from authorizing the use of lethal force.370  As a member of 

the newly constituted Northern Territory Police Force, William Dougal was 

instructed to shoot to kill.  “I am one of seven”, he wrote to his brother, “who 

have been appointed to act as a mounted trooper force to scour the country and 

catch or shoot blacks”.371 

 

Such draconian measures were however unnecessary in the months immediately 

following the Chambers Bay punitive raid.  In December Charles Bright the 

Argus reporter, saw no sign of Aborigines when he rode over the peninsula with 

Patrick Auld to see for himself the place where Dombey had been killed.372  “At 

all events,” he wrote “this business has had one beneficial consequence – it has 

cleared the peninsula […] of savages and left it open for English settlement”.373  

Similarly Jefferson Stow could undertake a number of explorations of the 

peninsula and the Chambers Bay hinterland without ever sighting or 

encountering an Aborigine.  The last two such expeditions were conducted on 

foot with Charles Hulls and involved an arduous trek into the creeks and 

billabongs of the relict river mouth – the (previously) thickly populated area on 

the Windmill Plain from which Auld had had such a narrow escape.374 

 

                                                 
369 Ayers to Finniss, 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 63. 
370 Edmunds’ diary, entry for 18 June 1865. 
371 Dougal’s letter to his brother, State Library of South Australia (D Piece Archival): D6999(L) 
(n.d.).  “Letter written by William Dougall”, n.p.  
372 Bright, Article II, Argus, 10 January 1865, 5. 
373 Ibid. 
374 Register, 14 August 1865, 3. 
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The respite was not permanent.  In March 1865 the Larrakia and Wulna returned 

to the peninsula en masse and began to make nightly raids on both the Cliffs and 

the Narrows camps.375  By June the situation was so bad that Finniss - quite 

uncharacteristically - began to directly challenge the Government’s commitment 

to conciliation.  “Unless those steps are taken which in warfare would be 

justifiable and necessary”, he wrote to Ayers, “we shall be subject to be 

continually plundered, continually harassed, and perhaps even a night attack may 

be made on our camps”.376   

 

Finniss blamed the officers and the men of HMSS Beatrice for the return of the 

Aborigines to the peninsula.  In May 1865, galvanized by Ayer’s stinging 

criticisms of his lack of initiative and exploring zeal, Finniss had used the 

Beatrice to undertake an extensive exploration of the upper Adelaide in which he 

himself had played a major role.  Finniss was powerless to prevent Beatrice’s 

crew from fraternizing with the many Aborigines encountered during this 

fourteen day trip377 - particularly with some thirty members of “the tribe which 

have all along been the great depredators” encountered in the vicinity of Tommy 

Policeman plain.378  Finniss was convinced that the lack of appropriate 

aggressive action by the Beatrice against these people had induced them to 

reoccupy the peninsula.379 

 

                                                 
375 Finniss to Ayers, 20 June 1865, SAPP 83 (26 January 1866).  “Dispatches from Northern 
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376 Ibid, 5. 
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378 Finniss to Ayers, 19 June 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 2. 
379 Ibid. 
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The peninsula was however such a prolific food source that it is unlikely that it 

was ever completely devoid of Aboriginal people.  The ease and suddenness with 

which they could appear and disappear suggests that that they had secret camps 

in the peninsula’s interior as well as in the mangroves.  Only one such camp was 

ever discovered.  Although within a few kilometres of the Narrows survey camp, 

it had been continually missed by the search parties and was found by a 

stockman who was out searching for the bullocks.380 

 

Finniss was utterly baffled by these hit and run tactics.  “Their tracks are about 

both camps in several directions and in different groups,” he wrote; yet armed 

parties sent overland and by sea to intercept the marauders always returned with 

the same report: “Not a black could be seen”.381 

 

The “blacks” were masters of the night.  They pillaged the Julia, which had been 

beached for repair, under the very noses of the watchman and his dog; stealing 

carpenter’s tools, sails, and the very awning from over his head.382  At the 

Narrows, their nightly prowlings and depredations so disturbed R.H. Edmunds – 

a man who liked to contrast his own humane attitude to the “natives” with the 

barbarities of the Finnissite faction – that he devised a plan to capture one of the 

marauders by shooting him in the leg.383 

 

The depredations ceased in July when the Narrows camp was struck and the 

survey parties reassigned to upriver locations between Fred’s Pass and Goat 
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Island under the overall command of James Thomas Manton.  Thereafter the 

Aborigines were hardly ever seen; but it was a rare morning when evidence of 

their nightly prowlings could not be found on the outer perimeters of the 

settlement.384 

 

5. The Killing of Alaric Ward 

 

Late morning on 31 July 1865, a cry was heard at Escape Cliffs from the 

direction of the settlement well.  In later discussions about the incident it was 

said that the cry sounded somewhat “strange”,385 but there was little about it at 

the time to distinguish it from the general hubbub made by men at work in the 

bush around the camp.  A second indication that all might not be well was the 

appearance of a small group of sheep outside the stockade at dusk.  There was no 

sign of the shepherd, Alaric Ward, but his absence did not unduly alarm “his 

brother stockmen”,386 who assumed that, because it was a bright moonlight night, 

he was attempting to muster the remainder of his flock.  When, several hours 

later, Ward still had not returned, the alarm was raised and horse and foot parties 

were dispatched to search for him, without success.  At daybreak a foot party led 

by David Wiltshire went to the settlement well and discovered the unmistakable 

signs of a struggle; soon after the foot party discovered Ward’s naked and 

horribly mutilated body.  He had been speared twice in his right torso and once in 

his right arm; and had been beaten so savagely about the head that the lower 
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jawbone was all that remained of his face.387  His genitals had been cut off.388  

The only clues to his assailants were the tracks of two individuals seen (amid the 

tracks of many others) in the immediate vicinity – one with a club foot, the other 

with a foot some fifteen inches (thirty eight centimetres) long.  Both individuals 

had been persistent nocturnal prowlers at the Narrows survey camp.389   

 

At the time of his death Alaric Ward was some forty years old.  He was known as 

“Old” Ward390 presumably to distinguish him from Ebenezer Ward.  His 

principal occupation was that of shepherd; when there were no sheep to mind he 

was assigned to general duties, his last such assignment being the excavation of 

the well where he had met his death.391  In March 1865 he had resigned his 

position, drawn all his pay and lived independently for six weeks.392  The only 

record of his activities during this time is his refusal to participate in the Board of 

Enquiry.393  When he was re-employed in May he did not apply for the re-issue 

of his revolver and from then on habitually went about his work unarmed.394  In a 

letter to Ayers outlining the circumstances of the murder Finniss cast Ward as 

“one of those men in my camp who hold the blacks in contempt and apprehend 

no personal danger from them” – a statement which was subsequently refuted by 

Litchfield’s evidence to the Commission.  Ward was generally very cautious 

                                                 
387 Edmunds’ diary, entry for 7 August 1865. 
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about “the natives”, Litchfield said, “because he had been nearly killed [by them] 

in South Australia before”.395 

 

Finniss’s immediate response to the killing was to send two parties – a foot party 

by the Julia and a ten man horse party under the command of Fred Litchfield - to 

intercept the culprits at the Chambers Bay bottleneck.396  By the time the two 

parties reached the rendezvous the marauders were of course nowhere to be 

found.397  Accordingly Litchfield, who had overall command of the expedition, 

sent the foot party home and continued the pursuit “on his own hook”.398  

According to Freddy they were two days “on the tracks” before an Aborigine 

was sighted.399  By then they had penetrated deep into the pristine wilderness of 

the lower Mary River floodplains. 

 

With her customary hyperbole, popular historian Ernestine Hill depicts the 

“raiding party […] burning two hundred camps and shooting blacks” as far afield 

as the East Alligator River - some one hundred and sixty kilometres east of 

Escape Cliffs.400  Litchfield’s party did discover several camps but only one was 

pillaged and burnt.  Most contemporary accounts put the location of this camp at 

approximately fifty kilometres from the Cliffs in a south easterly direction.401  

                                                 
395 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Litchfield’s Evidence, Question No. 3947 passim. 
396 The only overland access to the Cape Hotham peninsula is via a narrow corridor of sand dunes 
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(Government Record Group): GRG 35/643/Vols.1-3 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, 282–285.  
The text of Freddy’s letter suggests that Litchfield’s party tracked a group of Aborigines from the 
bottleneck deep into the delta of the Mary.  Whether or not they were the actual perpetrators is 
unclear. 
398 Ibid. 
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400 Ernestine Hill, The Territory (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1951), 84. 
401 Dougal’s letter to his brother, State Library of South Australia (D Piece Archival): D6999(L) 
(n.d.).  “Letter written by William Dougal”, n.p. 
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Freddy’s eyewitness account puts the distance at between sixty and eighty 

kilometres and describes the camp as being on “a large fresh water creek under 

the tidal influence”.402  The only locations on the “Julia Plains” answering to that 

description are the middle reaches of Tommycut and Sampan Creeks.403  Both 

creeks are situated on the eastern fringe of the Mary River delta, and in their 

pristine state may have been somewhat less difficult to access from the west than 

they are today.  Had Litchfield not been following the tracks of the supposed 

Aboriginal perpetrators it is unlikely that his party would have been able to 

negotiate the complex maze of swamps and waterways which constituted the 

Mary River mouth. 

 

It was not until the afternoon of the second day that the raiding party found the 

camp.  According to Freddy they saw a column of smoke arising from a belt of 

“mangrove scrub near the coast” and then found a “native path” leading in that 

direction.404  They closed to within half a kilometre and then charged “at full 

gallop”,405 only to find the camp deserted and its erstwhile inhabitants warily 

observing them from the sanctuary of the surrounding mangrove scrub.  The only 

contact made was with:  

 

a large nigger who had the cheek to rush out for some spears he had left 

behind.  Three of us immediately let drive at him but as he was running like the 

                                                 
402 Freddy to his brother William, 19 August 1865: GRG 35/643/Vols.1-3 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: 
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devil we did not hit him although we saw the balls strike all about his feet. […]  

We burned everything we could find belonging to them and collected such 

things as belonged to us – quart pots, plates, chisels etc.406 

 

This group of Aboriginal people, who were most probably Limilngan tribesfolk, 

seems to have been taken completely unawares.  Whether their surprise was an 

indication of innocence or of complacency is a matter for conjecture.  One thing 

however is certain.  The raiding party had interrupted their preparations for a 

religious ceremony.  When the horsemen entered the camp they found large 

quantities of red ochre and bird feathers “strewn about in all directions”.407  

Drawn on the ground were totemic designs “including large centipedes, large and 

small alligators placed head to head, and fishes in the same position, with many 

other hieroglyphic figures not understood”.408  After burning “all the spears they 

could find along with mats, nets, baskets, water buckets, and a model canoe”,409 

and waiting in vain for the “niggers to come out and fight”410 the raiding party 

left and made camp on the open plain some five kilometres away. 

 

Early next morning, in a vain attempt to surprise the Limilngan, the horse party 

made a second raid on the camp.  About one hundred individuals were sighted 

but as before they quickly vanished into the surrounding scrub.  This time some 

                                                 
406 Ibid. 
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of the horsemen dismounted and entered the mangroves in pursuit, only to find 

“there was not the ghost of a nigger to be seen”.411   

 

Further upstream the horse party “found several large camps which had been 

deserted the night before”.412  After delivering two volleys at a group of 

Aborigines watching them from the scrub some four hundred meters away the 

party turned for home, reaching the Cliffs “at 9 o’clock that night after a ride of 

40 or 50 miles”.413 

 

The fact that articles stolen from Escape Cliffs were found in the Limilngan 

camp is not necessarily proof of that particular band’s involvement in Alaric 

Wards murder.  The items may have been acquired by trade or by kinship 

obligation.  Given the extreme fluidity of Aboriginal society it would be most 

unusual if there were not many such ties between the Cape Hotham horde and the 

Limilngan group. 

 

There can be little doubt that the punitive party set out with the intention of 

finding and attacking the nearest horde camp on the Julia Plains on the 

presumption that it must be the marauders’ main base.  To bolster the case 

against the Limilngan horde it was claimed that one of its members was wearing 

Alaric Wards boots;414 yet two days after the discovery of Ward’s body an 

Aboriginal man seen running from a deserted hut at Escape Cliffs was said to be 
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wearing his trousers.415  In the four days the raiding party was in the field there 

were numerous sightings of Aborigines at Escape Cliffs.  Wrote Freddy on his 

return: 

 

The brutes had been about the camp all the time we were away.  One day after 

we returned Fred Litchfield and three others went to the Narrows along the 

beach, and when they were returning saw the tracks of two natives on their 

horse tracks following them.  So you see we are pretty closely watched and it 

behooves us to be careful when we leave the camp.416 

 

For as long as Finniss remained in command at Escape Cliffs this deadly cat and 

mouse game would continue.  Only at Manton’s upriver camp were there the 

faintest glimmerings of mutual respect and genuine integration. 

 

6. The Road to Rapprochement 

 

James Thomas Manton won few accolades for his Northern Territory 

endeavours.  Like Finniss Manton fought bitterly with his officers and men.417  

Like Finniss he came under intense criticism for his inactivity and his 

passiveness.418  Yet his explorations of the Adelaide and the South Alligator 

Rivers were valuable contributions to the store of Northern Territory knowledge, 
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and his report on the potential of Port Darwin prompted Goyder to choose the 

Palmerston (Port Darwin) Peninsula as the site of his first depot and ultimately as 

the premier location for the capital.  Manton's enduring legacy was however, the 

rapprochement reached with the Larrakia and Wulna people during the course of 

his administration.  When Goyder landed at Fort Hill in 1869 he found 

Aborigines who could sing Negro spirituals and a population inured - if not 

generally amenable - to the mysterious ways of the “Very goods”.419 

 

Manton had no illusions about the Aborigines.  At both his survey camps ten 

rifles were kept loaded and piled in a special watch tent; and each man was 

issued with his own revolver and a quantity of ammunition.  At night two 

sentries always stood guard.  “[The natives] appear to be very friendly at 

present”, he noted in a dispatch to Finniss, “but of course we keep a strict watch 

and keep them a distance from the camp as it would not be safe to place any 

confidence in them whatever”.420 

 

Manton’s upriver surveys were conducted in the vicinity of Fred’s Pass and the 

Daly Ranges421 - an area which according to J.W.O. Bennett comprised part of 

the estate of the paramount Larrakia chief Deringeeaboon.  As with Neurlunger’s 

territory Deringeeaboon’s estate seems to have been accessible to a whole range 

of different Aboriginal bands and peoples.  Of the several local identities named 

by R.H. Edmunds, (whose diaries are the main sources of information on 

Manton’s camps) only two are known from other references: Lonalka Der-
                                                 
419 John W. Harris, “Killing me softly with his song: why did the Larakia people sing to Goyder in 
1869?”  Northern Perspective Vol. 6 Nos. 1 and 2, Darwin Community College (1984): 1-3. 
420 Manton to Finniss, 8 August and 30 September 1865, SAPP 17 (1866), Appendices 25 and 26. 
421 Manton’s first camp was between Kilometres 97 and 98.  See Harry Messel et. al., The 
Adelaide, Daly and Moyle Rivers (Sydney: Permagon Press, 1979), 65.  
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ringae-arboone, who was undoubtedly a member of the Deeringeeaboon dynasty, 

if not the traditional owner himself; and Ly-loone-me, a Wulna man who was 

implicated in the fatal spearing of J.W.O. Bennett at Fred’s Pass in 1869.  In 

1866 “Lialoon-me” was a regular visitor to Manton’s (second) survey camp, and 

was described by Edmunds as “a very intelligent native”.422 

 

Contact at Manton’s camp was established in much the same way as at the River 

Camp.  The first visitors were old and infirm men and adolescent boys, followed 

by young men and adult males in gradually increasing numbers.  This contact 

process was interrupted to a certain extent by Alaric Ward’s killing but was 

enthusiastically resumed when Manton shifted camp to a location some eight 

kilometres down river.423  The most constant visitors – referred to by Edmunds 

as “our natives”424 - seemed to be members of small local kinship groups who 

made themselves scarce whenever large groups appeared, and who, once the 

danger had passed, would re-emerge with dire tales of the visiting band’s evil 

intent.  One such band comprising “74 as fine savages as you could wish to see, 

all armed to the teeth”425 may have been the River Camp horde, as there was 

mutual recognition between Manton and “the greater portion” of its 

constituents.426  After this band had departed a local group member, whom 

Edmunds was doctoring, said that they had planned to attack and plunder the 
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camp.427  Similarly the thirty nine individuals of another band who visited the 

camp on 1 October 1865 were described as cannibals.  These men, “a splendidly 

built lot, tall and muscular”, who almost certainly comprised a war band, were 

from the east bank, and “appeared to be looking out for any natives on this side 

[of the river]”.428  In reference to the visit of this war band an anonymous 

Advertiser correspondent wrote: 

 

It is the general opinion that it was a portion of this tribe that murdered [Alaric] 

Ward; and it is certainly more reasonable to impute the cruel deed to them than 

to those who have up to the present time been on the most friendly terms with 

us.429 

 

That the fraternal bond was felt equally as strongly by the local Aborigines is 

evidenced by the fact that some individuals felt they could call upon the 

surveyors to use their “littungs” (firearms) against the crew of the Julia – the 

local group’s mortal enemies.430  Cordial relations continued until the surveys 

were abandoned following Finniss’s recall.  In a final demonstration of fidelity 

not a single theft was reported when the local people helped recover the many 

items which had been scattered far and wide across the floodplain after a “fearful 

hurricane” had demolished all the tents. 431  It was a group of these men who on 

Christmas Day 1865 - some nineteen days after the upriver survey camp had 

been abandoned - appeared at the gates of the Escape Cliffs stockade “and were 

treated with every kindness; and bread, sugar and even plum pudding in a small 
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quantity were given to them”.432  These men with their wives and children 

formed the nucleus of the Escape Cliffs Aboriginal camp and in return for flour, 

sugar and other (damaged) European commodities, were soon supplying the 

settlement with bush foods such as turtles, crabs and fish, and magpie geese eggs 

by the bucket full.433   

 

Manton’s refusal to retaliate against the Larrakia and Wulna people for minor 

infringements of European moral conventions was perhaps the most important 

and enlightened aspect of his administration.  Despite the close relationship with 

Mira, he could never entirely overcome his initial distrust of them.  In his final 

report written aboard the steamship Eagle on 11 January 1867, he noted: 

 

The behaviour of the aborigines has been as good as could be expected from 

savages.  We have had no disturbance with them on any account and I think 

they now seem to feel that we have no desire to injure them if they do not 

commit any depredation. […] They have certainly committed a few petty thefts, 

but the articles taken away were of small value and to some extent my own men 

are to blame for leaving the things out of their proper places.434 
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433 Manton to Chief Secretary, 21 July 1866, SAPP 80 (28 September 1866), 1. 
434 Manton to Chief Secretary, 11 January 1867, SAPP 16 (1867-1868), 7. 
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CHAPTER 6:  THE STOW FACTOR 

 

The Bengal’s mail was the last straw for the Blyth Government.1  Most potent 

amongst the many missives it brought to Adelaide were: Finniss’s responses to 

(i) the private settlers’ letters2 and (ii) the Executive Council’s reprimand;3 the 

Board of Enquiry's report on the Dombey killing;4 and Jefferson Pickman Stow's 

vituperative "J’acuse!"5 letter6 - his no-holds-barred condemnation of Finniss 

and his Escape Cliffs proceedings.7  

 

Stow’s letter begins: 

 

Sir—I beg through your columns to give my views as to the state of affairs at 

Adam Bay, and the prospects of land holders in the Northern Territory. Every 

one will admit that the present state of affairs is extraordinary, unparalleled, and 

disgraceful, and it becomes every independent person at Escape Cliffs, who is 

acquainted with the facts, to give his opinion on the matter, and endeavor to 

show who is to blame for the waste of 12months and £40,000.  Some blame the 

officers, some the Government Resident, some the Government, and some the 

territory.  I shall undertake to show that the Government Resident alone is 

                                                 
1 The Bengal’s mail arrived in Adelaide per the SS South Australian (ex Melbourne) on 29 July 
1865. 
2 Finniss to Ayers, 15 April 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866).  “Northern Territory Correspondence: 
correspondence from B.T. Finniss, Esq., Government Resident, Northern Territory to the Hon. H. 
Ayers, Chief Secretary”, 1-8. 
3 Finniss to Ayers, 1 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 10-13.  See also for the reprimand: Ayers 
to Finniss. 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 63 and 64. 
4 The Board of Enquiry report was never published.  Details of its proceedings are recorded in 
Edmunds’ diary, entries following 11 April 1865.  As detailed in the preceding chapter the 
findings of the Dombey report eventually resulted in the arrest of William Patrick Auld on 26 
August 1865 on a charge of murder.  See Register, 26 August 1865, 2. 
5 "J'accuse ...!" was an open letter published on 13 January 1898 in the newspaper L'Aurore by 
the influential French writer Émile Zola concerning the unlawful jailing of Alfred Dreyfus. 
6 Advertiser, 31 July 1864, 3. 
7 Ibid. 
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responsible; or that the only serious blame to be attached to the Adelaide 

Government is for not recalling him more promptly.  In dealing with this subject 

faithfully it is absolutely necessary to make use of some severe language; but 

severe language, if essential and truthful, has in it nothing to condemn.  I would 

not, however, carry on such a warfare in the spirit of a footpad, or fight behind 

the black crape of an anonymous signature.  I would state that I forwarded on 

the same date a copy of this letter to Mr Finniss; also, a copy of an official 

complaint against him, containing charges couched in far stronger language 

than any appearing in this letter.8 

 

and ends: 

 

There are four or five charges against the Government Resident, any of which 

being proved would justify his recall.  But the case might be made to hinge on 

two questions, either of which being answered in the affirmative, it would be the 

imperative duty of the Government to remove Mr Finniss without delay.  First – 

Did the party under the Government Resident’s leadership fall into and remain in 

a state of disorganization and idleness?  If so he was unfit to have the command 

of a body of men or the affairs of the Northern Territory.  Second – Did Mr 

Finniss make not simply a wrong but a preposterous choice of site – did he 

select a site having almost every possible disadvantage and without a single 

recommendation except that of a safe harbour – and did he persist in his choice 

in spite of all argument and remonstrance? … P.S. – The Government Resident 

has been ungrateful enough to return, without comment, the copy of this letter I 

forwarded to him.9 

 

 

                                                 
8 Ibid. 
9 Advertiser, 31 July, 1865, 3. 
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1. The Voyage of the Forlorn Hope 

The impact of Stow's J’acuse letter was greatly magnified by his new-found 

celebrity as instigator and survivor of the 2500 nautical mile open boat voyage of 

the Forlorn Hope,10 "the welcome and heart relieving intelligence"11 of the safe 

arrival of which vessel at Champion Bay (Geraldton in Western Australia) 

having but recently (12 August 1865) arrived from King George Sound via the 

SS Rangitira. 

 

Further eroding Finniss's credibility was the commonly held notion that the 

perilous voyage had been undertaken as a last resort - as the only means of 

escaping the desperate situation and intolerable living conditions at Escape 

Cliffs.12  Such was indeed the case for at least two of the Forlorn Hope's crew: 

Charles Hake and Arthur Hamilton; but not for Stow.  Hake, a member of the 

first party, hated Finniss with a vengeance because he had been passed over for 

promotion (in the Store) in favour of Charles Hulls, a member of the second 

party and the Register's Our Own Correspondent.13  Hamilton, who had first 

proposed the idea of the voyage to Stow and who was a close friend of Finniss’s 

                                                 
10 The name Forlorn Hope, which is sometimes thought to be an original Stow witticism, was in 
fact a British military expression in common use during the Age of Empire.  It was bestowed 
(ironically) on the volunteer force which stormed a breached wall in the face of enemy fire.  See 
http://www.bartleby.com/61/33/F0263300.html. 
11 Register, 12 August 1865, 2.  Stow and four other members (William McMinn, James Davis, 
John White and Francis Edwards) of the seven man crew arrived in Adelaide aboard the SS 
Rangitira.  The other two crew members - Arthur Hamilton and Charles Hake - remained in 
Geraldton intending to start a photography business. 
12 “It shows what the state of affairs at Adam Bay must have been when ten [sic] men preferred to 
encounter a voyage of many hundreds of miles along an imperfectly known coast rather than 
remain there”, Register, 26 July 1865, 2.  See also: “The Forlorn Hope’s Voyage”, Adelaide 
Express , 21 August 1865; “To the Editor”, Advertiser, 23 August 1865, 3. and Register, 12 
August 1865, 2.  Also see C.L.A. Abbott, Australia’s Frontier Province (Sydney: Angus and 
Robertson, 1950), 19. 
13 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Question Nos. 1104 (Hake’s Evidence) and 1524 
(Roberts’ Evidence).  Hake asked Finniss to appoint him to the expedition as “a favour”.  See 
Question No. 1100. 

http://www.bartleby.com/61/33/F0263300.html
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eldest son William, had had a major falling-out with Finniss over his policy of 

withholding cash payments to the men to prevent desertion.  Hamilton, who was 

owed money for wages, had been refused cash to pay for a passage aboard the 

Bengal.14  

 

Stow's participation in the voyage had little if anything to do with desperation; 

rather it was a calculated attempt by Stow to outshine Finniss, and to win lasting 

fame for himself by discovering a more suitable settlement location on the west 

coast.15   

 

Is it [the voyage of the Forlorn Hope] not a blind to conceal some other actual 

intention? [...] It is much more probable that these men disappointed by the 

incapacity of the Government Resident have purchased the boat with a view of 

making either river or coastal explorations on their own account.  Mr Stow went 

out as a specially commissioned agent to select land; but can see none to suit 

him.  It is therefore highly probable that he intends to try and do what Colonel 

Finniss has failed to do.16 

 

In his five months sojourn at Escape Cliffs, Stow attempted three overland 

explorations of the Cape Hotham peninsula and the Windmill Plain.17  On the 

                                                 
14 Register, 31 July 1865, 3.  “One day Mr Arthur Hamilton a junior surveyor came to me in my 
tent and proposed that some of us should sail in an open boat to some port in Western Australia”, 
Chronicle, 26 May 1894, 5. 
15 “The main object of most of the crew of this little craft was of course the return to Adelaide: 
but several including your correspondent wished to visit different parts of the coast of our own 
Territory”.  Among the toasts at their farewell celebration was one: ‘To the great work of 
exploration’, Adelaide Express, 21 August 1865, 2.  See also “Some believed that it was the 
intention of Mr. Stow and party to explore the coast to demonstrate that a better locality for a 
settlement existed than Escape Cliffs”, Register, 31 July 1865, 2. 
16 Adelaide Express, 2 August 1865, 2. 
17 The relict river mouth delta to the east of the peninsula where Auld and party were ambushed 
by the Wulna.  Stow crossed the peninsula successfully on horseback twice more – in the 
company of Stephen King Jr. and George Warland, both of whom were experienced bushmen.  
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first of these he managed to drown his horse,18 lose his rifle and all his 

equipment and was eventually discovered by one of the stockmen in a virtually 

naked condition trying to find his way back to the settlement.19  J.W.O. Bennett’s 

description of the incident was tendered as an exhibit to the Commission.  

 

Stow intended to show the Government Resident how he ought to conduct 

exploring parties, and after one day’s trip inland with Stuckey, both on their own 

horses, [Stow] lost his horse by plunging him into the mangrove creek, and both 

man and horse turned over and over in the water.  Stow lost his fowling piece 

and after unseating himself from the saddle swam for the bank and the horse up 

the creek with everything on.  Stow came ashore with nothing but his shirt, all 

torn to pieces, and his boots.20 

 

The two other less dramatic but equally futile explorations were made on foot in 

the company of Charles Hulls and featured prominently in Stow’s J’accuse letter.   

 

All the land between the Cliffs and the Narrows abounds in swamps. […] From 

the Cliffs to Point Hotham is principally swamp. […] Between the Cliffs and 

Chamber’s Bay, six miles distant it is considerably damp.  I have been there 

twice lately in March and the beginning of April.  I went on foot having 

unfortunately drowned my horse at the mouth of a creek near Point Hotham, 

and was accompanied by Mr Hulls.  On the first walk we walked through two 

miles of water to say nothing of mud.  On our second trip we walked through a 

                                                                                                                                    
See Advertiser, 31 July 1865, 3.  See also “D.B. Wiltshire’s account of the Auld expedition into 
this area”, Kapunda Herald and Northern Intellegencer, 6 July 1866, 4. 
18 In the salt creek on the mainland opposite Ruby Island. 
19 The incident happened on 11 January 1865 and was aired with mutual acrimony at the 
Commission.  See Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Stow’s Evidence, Question Nos. 
1419 to 1432. 
20 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Appendix: Exhibit 61.  Extracts from a letter from 
Mr. J.W.O. Bennett to his father, State Library of South Australia (D Piece Archival): D7425(L) 
(1864-1866).  “John William Ogilvie Bennett: Bennett Papers”. 
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mile of water and returning (by a different route) [sic] through a mile and a half of 

water.21   

 

On the Windmill Plain Stow found the terrain so difficult that “to get inland in 

that direction on horseback one would have to travel at least 15 miles along the 

coast – some say 20”.22   

 

Such disparaging descriptions were refuted by both Litchfield and Freddy23 at 

the Commission.  Neither had any difficulty riding dry-shod over the peninsula 

on numerous occasions during both Wet and Dry seasons.  Litchfield was of the 

opinion that Stow had deliberately led Hulls through every swamp he could find 

so that Hulls would communicate his disgust to his readers.24   

 

Stow’s Forlorn Hope explorations were equally as futile.  Bypassing Port 

Darwin the boat made its first landing near Cliff Head in Anson Bay.  Stow and 

other members of the crew spent three days exploring inland and along the coast 

without discovering Anson Bay’s most prominent feature - the Daly River, which 

lay within easy walking distance of their landing place.   

 

                                                 
21 Advertiser, 31 July 1865, 3.  These swamps were all part of Billy Swamp, which every Wet 
yielded magpie goose eggs by the bucketful.  See Auld’s diary, entry for 13 January 1865, State 
Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 140 (1862-1907).  “William Patrick 
Auld: Summary Record (1862-1907)”, n.p. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Freddy’s Evidence, Question Nos. 2628–2643.  The 
author’s own explorations of the peninsula support Freddy’s description of the country. 
24 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Litchfield’s Evidence, Question No. 3137.  Litchfield 
recalled a conversation with Packard and his wife in which he was told that “Stow in order to 
disgust Hulls led him through every piece of water he could find at Chambers Bay”.  That Stow 
and his various companions were able to wade (sometimes up to their necks in water) through 
numerous swamps, both on the Cape Hotham peninsula and on the Daly River floodplain– 
something no sane man would attempt today for fear of saltwater crocodiles – would suggest that 
the Aborigines had, over centuries of co-existence, instilled a healthy fear of man into these very 
dangerous predators. 
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We have naturally at times felt mortified that we did not see the River Daly that 

was discovered some months later by explorers from the Government camp at 

Adam Bay; but we could console ourselves by the reflection that Anson Bay had 

been frequently visited by vessels of explorers who one and all failed to observe 

this stream and this fact naturally prevented us from having any notion that such 

a river was likely to exist.25   

 

The next exploration was a failed attempt to reach the Barthelemy Hills from the 

shores of Hyland Bay; once again Stow and his companions missed the locality’s 

most prominent feature – the Moyle River. 

 

Wiser heads would seem to have prevailed in the matter of exploring the Victoria 

River.  Despite Stow’s conviction that the region was far superior to Adam Bay 

the Forlorn Hope’s next landfall was Cape Bernier on the western shore of 

Joseph Bonaparte Gulf.26  Again, Stow was ingratiatingly apologetic for the 

shortcoming. 

 

Had we found the weather too much for us we might perhaps have run up the 

gulf and away into the River Victoria, but that would have taken us far out of our 

course, greatly delayed us and, kept our friends in South Australia so much 

longer in suspense and anxiety, and possibly led us into even still worse storms 

than those we encountered, or so timed our course that the storms might have 

caught us on a rocky lee shore.27 

 

                                                 
25 Chronicle, 9 June 1894, 5.  There is no record of Anson Bay being visited by any other 
explorers. 
26 Chronicle, 23 June 1894, 5. 
27 Chronicle, 23 June 1894, 5. 
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Stow's major contribution to the Forlorn Hope voyage was providing the 

wherewithal to buy the boat from the captain of the Bengal, “a simple minded 

Swede with a smile as childlike and bland as that of a heathen Chinee”,28 who 

would not part with the vessel (a Colin Archer style ketch) for less than ₤62/15/- 

- some three times its actual value.29  Grasping and manipulative the Bengal's 

captain may have been but his insistence that they buy a sea kindly double-ender 

rather than a boat with a transom stern undoubtedly saved their lives when 

running before the wind in wild seas off the Kimberley coast.30 

 

The Forlorn Hope reached the West Australian settlement at Camden Harbour 

on 29 May 1865 - some twenty two days after departing the Narrows.  Finding 

the settlement in a condition as parlous as Escape Cliffs and with no prospect of 

obtaining a passage aboard a merchant ship the party had little option but to 

continue the voyage and eventually arrived at Geraldton on the morning of 8 July 

1865.31  

 

By the time Stow reached Adelaide (11 August 1865) the newspapers were 

already speculating about Finniss’s recall.   

 

The talk is that the news from the Northern Territory is very disappointing; that 

Mr Finniss should be at once recalled; that if the reports which have come to 

hand are to be believed he is utterly incompetent for the responsible position he 

holds; that it might be wise to despatch a steamer at once with some competent 

                                                 
28 Chronicle, 26 May 1894, 5. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Chronicle, 4 August 1894, 5. 
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person to enquire into the whole matter and if necessary supersede Mr 

Finniss.32 

And: 

It is, of course, natural that the Government should decline coming to a final 

decision respecting Mr. Finniss until they hear what he has got to say; but it is 

equally reasonable that the Parliament should wish to have some distinct and 

satisfactory assurance that vigorous and immediate action is to be taken to save 

the new settlement from ruin. We very much doubt whether it is within the 

bounds of possibility for Colonel Finniss to make such a defence, or to offer 

such an explanation as would justify his continuing at Palmerston.33 

 

Finniss’s fate was (unofficially) announced on 25 August 1865;34 he was to be 

replaced by his second in command J.T. Manton; and John McKinlay, South 

Australia’s most famous living explorer, was to examine the Northern Territory 

countryside between the Victoria and Roper rivers for a more suitable capital city 

site. 35  That Stow’s polemic had been a significant factor in the Dutton Cabinet’s 

deliberations may be inferred from the text of the letter recalling Finniss to 

Adelaide: 

 

in consequence of the little progress hitherto made by you in effecting the 

settlement of the Northern Territory, the unsatisfactory nature of the information 

contained in your despatches, and the charges that have been made against 

you of general want of good management and of disregard to the comfort and 

well-being of the party under your command, the Government have determined 

                                                 
32 Observer, 29 July 1865, 2. 
33 Advertiser, 2 August 1865, 2. 
34 Advertiser, 25 August 1865, 2. 
35 Advertiser, 25 August 1865, 2.  The Cabinet comprised Henry Ayers, Chief Secretary; Thomas 
Reynolds, Treasurer; R.B. Andrews, Attorney General; F.S. Dutton, Commissioner of Works and 
Premier; H.B.T. Strangways, Commissioner of Crown Lands”.  See Chronicle, 6 June 1865, 12 
and 13. 
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to recall you to Adelaide in order that you may have an opportunity afforded you 

of explaining in person the various matters respecting which such conflicting 

statements have been made and as to which it is necessary that an 

investigation should take place. 

I enclose a copy of a letter addressed to me by Mr J.P. Stow, in which you will 

perceive he makes several most serious charges against you.36 

 

It wasn’t as if the j’accuse letter contained any startling new facts or allegations.  

Everything it had to say had been said before in one form or another.  Its power 

lay in its presentation - its remorseless and precisely measured excoriation of 

Finniss’s personality and leadership capabilities.  

 

Support for Stow was not universal.  One columnist expressed astonishment at 

the extraordinary increase in descriptive and argumentative correspondence 

emanating from Escape Cliffs’ “quiet settlers, unassuming foreigners, and hardy 

labourers”, before reflecting on the fact that “there may possibly be some ground 

for the insinuation that many of the letters could be traced to three or four 

writers, and that many more have been subjected to the polishing process, to 

which they are indebted for their ultimate attractiveness”.37  A second, equally 

cynical but less discrete, commentator pointed the finger squarely in Stow’s 

direction. 

 

We can hardly understand how the writer of the long letter published in another 

column was able to bring out his points so tellingly and round off his paragraphs 

so smartly amongst all the discomforts and disappointments which surrounded 

                                                 
36 Ayers to Finniss, 21 September 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 19.  The letter was delivered by 
the Ellen Lewis and reached Finniss at Escape Cliffs on 5 November 1865. 
37 Advertiser, 27 September 1865, 3.  See also Register, 31 July 1865, 2. 
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him.  All this shows a tendency to literary pursuits which one would have hardly 

expected at Adam Bay.38 

 

By the same token not everyone was critical of Finniss.  In commenting on the 

series of carefully argued propositions comprising his riposte39 to the private 

settlers’ anti-Escape Cliffs litany of charges and criticisms, the Register noted 

that Finniss’s “calm, able, and dispassionate vindication of himself [had] done 

something to alter the public feeling which was strongly excited against him”.40   

 

This [Finniss’s riposte] is a very different view of the case from that which has 

been presented in correspondents’ letters.  Taking the despatches altogether, in 

fact, they show that Mr Finniss is not so black as he has been painted.  He 

objected to obey the orders of Messrs Stow and Stuckey, but he says he was 

preparing to explore the country fully before the arrival of the Bengal, and he 

states that the site of Escape Cliffs will be useful even if a better place for a city 

should be found.  Throughout his letters there is a temperance of expression 

which is very different from the tone assumed by his adversaries.  They try to 

provoke him but they fail.41 

 

 

2. New Blood, New Enemies  

Escape Cliffs: December 1864 to May 1865 

 

The SS South Australian’s (Incoming) Mail 

                                                 
38 Register, 31 July 1865, 2. 
39 Finniss to Ayers, 15 April 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 1. 
40 Register, 26 August 1865, 2. 
41 Register, 26 August 1865, 3. 
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Reading the mail brought by the SS South Australian must have been an anxious 

time for Finniss, given Ward’s confident and oft repeated predictions of severe 

reprimands and summary dismissal.  But Finniss need not have worried.  The 

rebukes were mild42 and the praise was genuine if unofficial.  Wrote Henry 

Ayers: 

 

The Public, the Parliament and the Government are all well satisfied with the 

news on the whole.  The reports respecting the character of the country agree 

as to its fertility and I have no doubt that it will prove a success.  There is no 

sympathy whatever here with Mr Ward; it is all on your side.43 

 

There was even a letter from Hart expressing his personal disappointment with 

Ward’s conduct and sympathizing with Finniss “in the trouble and vexation his 

insubordination has caused you”.44 

 

The effect on Finniss was immediate; whereas before he had been somewhat 

hesitant in his claims for the Escape Cliffs site, he now waxed eloquent on its 

utility and potential.  Replying to Ayers he wrote: 

 

I am fully satisfied that I have chosen the best site on the north-west coast – 

having seen quite sufficient of the country to come to this conclusion.  I never 

felt more satisfied with any opinion on which I may have acted than that which I 

have formed as to the propriety of the site I have selected.  Palmerston with its 

                                                 
42 Ayers to Finniss, 28 October 1864, SAPP 36A (1864).  “Settlement of Northern Territory: 
additional instructions to Boyle Travers Finniss, Esq, Government Resident of Northern 
Territory, together with the names of the officers appointed to reinforce the expedition, and list of 
stores forwarded per the Steam Ship South Australian (1864)”, 1 and 2. 
43 Ayers to Finniss, no date, State Library of South Australia (D Piece Archival): D3141/1-8 
(n.d.).  “Finniss to Ayers: Private and Confidential”, n.p. 
44 Hart to Finniss, 29 October 1864, State Records of South Australia (Government Record 
Group): GRG 35/643/Vols.1-3 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, n.p. 
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outer harbor in Adam Bay and its minor harbor of Port Daly connected with it by 

a road less than six miles in length, may safely look to the future in support of its 

pretentions to be hereafter a flourishing settlement.45 

 

Writing the next day (9 December 1865) to the Agent General, G.S. Walters, 

Finniss was equally as confident.  Having confirmed Escape Cliffs – “the very 

spot where the officers of the Beagle had to dance for their lives” - as the site of 

the first town he went on to say that he was now in a position to prosecute the 

surveys “with all possible vigour”.  Some two thirds of the city would be laid out 

“fronting the sea at the cliffs, which is a fine healthy situation open to westerly 

sea breezes”.  The remaining portion would be laid out at Port Daly – the “deep 

and capricious” inner harbor situated between the river mouth and the Narrows, 

where vessels of any size could anchor safely within a few metres of the shore.  

The peninsula land, while not as fertile as that upstream, was still suitable “for 

many descriptions of cultivation” and “would be profitably occupied by future 

settlers”.46   

 

The future settlers who had arrived on the SS South Australian begged to differ.  

On 16 December – eleven days after landing – they expressed their reservations 

in no uncertain terms. 

 

Sir - We would respectfully state it as our opinion that the proposed site of 

Palmerston is ineligible [for selection as the NT capital] upon the following 

grounds.  That the land about and around Escape Cliffs, for many miles is of the 

most worthless description being principally scrub sand and swamp utterly unfit 

                                                 
45 Finniss to Ayers, 8 December 1864, Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866): Appendix Item 
83. 
46 Finniss to Walters, 9 December 1864, Adelaide Express, 3 January 1865, 3. 
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for arable or pastoral purposes. […] That while the capital of a new settlement 

requires everything to attract, the proposed site of Palmerston has everything 

about it to repel, settlers.  It will have neither open country, pastoral land, 

elevation, agriculture, commerce, surface water, nor building materials, and we 

feel ourselves after the most serious consideration utterly unable to imagine on 

what grounds we could expect the proposed capital to attract population or 

become a commercial town. 

For these and other reasons we beg respectfully to urge the desirability of a 

further examination of the coast before making a final selection of a site for a 

capital.  In the case of the settlement being fixed at Adam Bay we shall decline 

on behalf of any who may have entrusted us with their interests to select town 

allotments or sections in the neighbourhood.47 

 

The Private Settlers 

The only private settlers ever to immigrate to Finniss’s Palmerston arrived 

aboard the SS South Australian.  They were five in number: the Bauer family - 44 

year old Jacob, his 33 year old wife Eliza, and their 8 year old son Carl (Charles); 

50 year old John Vigar Stuckey; and 34 year old Jefferson Pickman Stow.   

 

Bauer, who had a history of business failures in England and Victoria, probably 

had nowhere else to go.  Remittance man and failed revolutionary he was under 

sentence of death in contumaciam, in his native Germany for his participation (as 

a young lawyer) in the democratic (1848/49) Pfalzer Revolution in the Rhineland 

– Palatinate.48  His most recent employment was at Melbourne’s Flagstaff 

                                                 
47 Stow, Stuckey and Bauer to Finniss, 16 December 1864, Chronicle, 26 August 1865, 5. 
48 “Bauer Collection of 69 autographed letters”.  Sale brochure prepared by Brisbane antiquarian 
bookseller Harbeck Rare Books: www.harbeck.com.au.  Neumayer was one of the 32 original 
members of the Burke and Wills Exploration Committee.  Burke’s second in command William 

http://www.harbeck.com.au/
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Observatory where he worked for a number of years as assistant to the Director, 

Georg von Neumayer, an acquaintance from his home town of Speyer, whom he 

had met by chance in a Melbourne street.49   

 

The Northern Territory may have been Stucky’s last resort as well.  Writing in 

December 1890, his obituarist noted that he had “fully experienced the 

vicissitudes of colonial life”,50 - a euphemism surely, for straitened 

circumstances in his final years.51  As an original pioneer settler in South 

Australia Stuckey “secured the town acre [now] known as Waterhouse Corner”52 

and commenced business there as a baker,53 only to lose the property, 

presumably through bankruptcy,54 to the canny Thomas Greaves Waterhouse – 

one of the celebrated “shop-keeping nobodies” who made their fortunes investing 

in the Burra Burra mine.55  Following the death of his wife (1851), Stuckey tried 

his luck in the Victorian, New Zealand, and Californian gold rushes without 

appreciable success, a melancholy outcome which seemed to plague all his 

commercial ventures and those of his sons.56 

 

                                                                                                                                    
John Wills worked alongside Bauer during his time at the Observatory.  See Burke and Wills 
Web: www.burkeandwills.net.au. 
49 Ibid. 
50 Register, 6 December 1890, 6. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Corner of King William and Rundle Streets, Adelaide. 
53 Register, 6 December 1890, 6. 
54 http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~deadsearch/insolvency_1846.htm 1/ 
55 See Waterhouse Chambers, Adelaidepedia; available [Online]: 
http://adelaidepedia.com.au/wiki/Waterhouse_Chambers 
56 The Stuckey Family, Flinders Ranges Research; available [Online]: 
www.southaustralianhistory.com.au.  See also Mary Louise Simpson, ed., Memoirs of Mixed 
Fortunes: Samuel Joseph Stuckey a pioneer of the North and South East of South Australia 1837–
1912 (Kent Town, South Australia: Wakefield Press, 2014). 

http://www.burkeandwills.net.au/
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/%7Edeadsearch/insolvency_1846.htm%201/
http://adelaidepedia.com.au/wiki/Waterhouse_Chambers
http://www.southaustralianhistory.com.au/
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While Stow’s self-avowed intentions of settling permanently in the Northern 

Territory57 were undoubtedly less than credible, there can be no doubt whatever 

as to the settler credentials of Stuckey and Bauer.  Each had sensed profitable 

business opportunities in the embryo colony and each had come prepared – 

Stuckey with some 50 tons of assorted merchandise to start a general store and 

butchery,58 Bauer with an impressive range of scientific instruments to enhance 

and promote his professional status as an astronomer.59  Their strident criticisms 

of Escape Cliffs notwithstanding, both were soon on the Government payroll – 

Stuckey as the settlement baker,60 Bauer as its meteorologist and statistician.61   

 

In describing his relationship with Finniss prior to Escape Cliffs, Stow referred to 

it as “merely a bowing acquaintance”.62  But they had met before in somewhat 

cryptic circumstances when Stow was lost in the bush at Wallaroo and was 

rescued by Finniss.63  Finniss raised the incident in an attempt to discredit Stow’s 

bushcraft while cross examining him at the Commission.   

 

As noted above, Stow took only a few days to reject the Escape Cliffs site on 

behalf of the 200 or so land order holders he represented.  There is no record of 

prior (or subsequent) discussions with Finniss on the settlement potential of the 

Cape Hotham peninsula, but Stow most certainly had discussions with Ward on 

                                                 
57Register, 14 August 1865, 2.  See also The Inquirer and Commercial News (Perth), 26 July 
1865, 2. 
58 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Stow’s Evidence, Question No. 1478. 
59 Arnhem Land in 1865, 8. 
60 Freddy’s Diary, 8 February 1865, State Records of South Australia (Government Record 
Group): GRG 35/643 70/204 (n.d.).  “FR Finniss: Reminiscences”, n.p. 
61 Stuckey was a contract employee; Bauer received rations in return for his meteorological 
observations, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG35/640 (29 
December 1864).  “B.T. Finniss: General Orders”, n.p. 
62 Register, 31 July 1865, 3. 
63 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Stow’s Evidence, Question Nos. 1447–1454. 
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that subject in the four days prior to the South Australian’s departure.  An article 

written by Ward and published in Perth after the steamer reached Fremantle 

asserts that Stow and his fellow Land Agents had already declared their 

unwillingness “to select sections there”.64  Finniss believed Stow to be a much 

more dangerous agitator than Ward because of the “prestige attaching to being 

the brother of the Attorney General”,65 and, more significantly, because of his 

fearsome reputation for satire and sarcasm,66 which, as a founding member of the 

Gawler Humbug Society, had preceded him.  Finniss had good reason to be 

concerned.  One only needs to read the Gawler Bunyip of 2 April 1864 to see the 

damage wrought by the Humbug Society’s madcap satire on an individual’s 

reputation - particularly one who had the temerity to sue for libel over an article 

in the paper’s first issue!67  

 

Stow seems to have found his literary voice in Gawler, the eponymous “Modern 

Athens” - an epithet he was instrumental in coining,68 and to have honed it to a 

lethal edge in the Bohemian fraternity of the Humbug Society, an organization he 

was instrumental in forming.69  Before settling in Gawler (as a commission 

                                                 
64 Perth Gazette and West Australian Times, 23 December 1864, 2 and 3. 
65 Arnhem Land in 1865, 8.  Randolph Isham Stow was Attorney General from 22 July 1864 to 
22 March 1865, see J.P. Stow, The voyage of the Forlorn Hope from Escape Cliffs to Champion 
Bay 1865: with the author’s account of the first Northern Territory settlement and of the 
condition of Western Australia (Adelaide: Sullivan’s Cove, 1981), 8. 
66 Arnhem Land in 1865, 8. 
67 “The Great Gawler Humbug Society Trial”.  Bunyip, 2 April 1864, 1.  The plaintiff was a 
certain Dr W.H. Popham who was ridiculed for his elaborate claims concerning the efficacy of 
his medical practice, the self styled “Self Supporting Hospital”.  The offending article contained 
descriptions such as: “Brother Rayson [Popham] begs to announce he has opened a SELF 
SUPPORTING HOSPITAL for infected Bedsteads and Chairs with infirmities in their legs”.  
Stow’s elder brother Randolph Isham appeared (pro bono) for the defendant. 
68 “Notes and Queries”, Register, 16 April 1903, 6. 
69 Brian Samuels, “Flam! Bam!! Sham!!! The Gawler Humbug Society”.  Journal of the 
Historical Society of South Australia No. 18 (1990): 135-142. 
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agent) he was a farmer and then “an ordinarily successful” digger on the 

Victorian goldfields.70 

 

In all Stow’s voluminous correspondence, there is but one reference to Finniss, 

which has even a hint of sympathy.  In his first “Our Own Correspondent’s” 

letter Stow describes Finniss boarding the South Australian:   

 

Mr Finniss after firing three guns came on board about 10 a.m.  He looked very 

thin and anxious.  Whatever we may think of his government and policy, of 

which I shall speak presently, Adam Bay has evidently been no pastime to 

him.71 

 

On boarding the South Australian that day (5 December 1864) Finniss was 

somewhat taken aback by the peremptory tone adopted by “one of the land 

agents, Mr John Stuckey,”72 in requesting to be taken at once to the Victoria 

River “in the Yatala, that he might have an opportunity of seeing the locality”.73   

 

He [Stuckey] almost urged this request as a right and seemed astonished when 

I informed him that the site of the capital was already fixed and that I had no 

present intention of going to the Victoria even had a vessel been available to 

take me there, which however was not the case as the Yatala was on her 

voyage to Timor.74 

 

                                                 
70 Border Watch, 22 July 1891, 4. 
71 Express, 3 January 1865, 3. 
72 Finniss to Ayers, 15 April 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 1. 
73 Ïbid. 
74 Ibid. 
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In subsequent conversations with other passengers, including members of the 

Government relief party, Finniss discovered that the Queensland Surveyor 

General, August Charles Gregory, whom Stow had visited during the South 

Australian’s stop-over in Moreton Bay, had strongly urged “the superior 

advantage of the Victoria for a settlement”.75  Gregory, whose (1855/56) 

expedition had camped for ten months on the banks of the Victoria, told Stow 

that “they could get there a good site and good country together, and that the 

dangers of the navigation [were] exaggerated”.76   

 

It is unlikely that the meeting was impromptu.  There must have been a letter of 

introduction from a prominent South Australian - and who more prominent than 

the incumbent Treasurer, Captain John Hart – or so Finniss must have thought; 

for Hart had tried to convince him of the merits of the Victoria over the Adelaide 

before the Henry Ellis sailed.  Finniss suspected that Stow had been approached 

in a similar fashion “and hence was from the first a determined opponent of 

[settlement] on the Adelaide”.77 

 

No one who reads the last letter of Messrs Stow Stuckey and Bauer78 can avoid 

the conclusion that a favoured view of the Victoria exists in their minds.  I 

anticipated the question which I foresaw would arise from the feeling existing on 

board the South Australian by entering in my dispatches79 to the Government 

sent by that vessel, somewhat fully into the considerations which in my 

estimation would be conclusive against the eligibility of the Victoria and which I 

think justified and undoubtedly guided the Government in directing my attention 

                                                 
75 Ibid. 
76 Adelaide Express, 3 January 1865, 3. 
77 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s summing up, xx. 
78 Stow, Stuckey and Bauer to Finniss, 20 January 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 8-9. 
79 Finniss to Ayers, 8 December 1864, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 57-58. 
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to the Adelaide River as a site for settlement in case I should find a suitable spot 

for the capital in its vicinity.80 

 

This was the opening thrust of Finniss’s riposte to the private settlers’ rejection 

of “the correctness of [his] statements and qualifications to decide on the 

capabilities of a country”.81  Invoking authorities as unimpeachable and diverse 

as Stokes, King, Earl, and even Gregory himself, Finniss presented some eight 

pages of logical argument designed to dispose “of the alleged superior suitability 

of the Victoria for the first settlement” and to demonstrate “the advantages of the 

River Adelaide, irrespective of the results of Enquiry through the means of the 

expedition which I have the honour to command”.82 

 

The riposte was either a Freudian slip or a direct challenge to his political 

masters.  He knew a week before he wrote it that the Escape Cliffs settlement 

had been vetoed and that he would now have to explore the coast and inland for 

a better site.  By that stage he may not have cared.  Writing to Daly on 5 May 

1865 he said “as far as my pecuniary prospects are involved I am likely to be 

sacrificed.  Still I know that I am right [sic].  My vindication will come.  I do not 

fear that”.83   

 

It is significant that he did not withhold from Daly his previous letter, written a 

month before (5 April 1865), which painted a picture of the future Cape Hotham 

settlement as a veritable cornucopia producing “cotton to perfection”, ten 

                                                 
80 Finniss to Ayers, 15 April 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 1-7. 
81 Ibid., 1-8. 
82 Finniss to Ayers, 15 April 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 2. 
83 Finniss to Daly, 5 May 1865, Arnhem Land in 1865, 10. 
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thousand tons of hay; and, from dairy farms abutting on both towns and “fielding 

one cow to the acre”, milk, eggs, and poultry not just for local consumption but 

also for the passengers and crew of visiting ships.84 

 

 

3. Finniss Coronat Opus 

Surveys and Explorations 

December 1864 to November 1865 

 

Port Darwin and the Victoria River 

One of the great ironies of the Finniss controversy is the fact that he was recalled 

for inactivity during the period (December 1864 – April 1865)85 when he had 

been most active and productive in prosecuting the surveys of the townships of 

North and South Palmerston (Escape Cliffs and Narrows).86   

 

Despite the fact that these projects had been discredited by the Ayers Ministry, 87 

they were continued by Finniss after receiving the Executive Council’s 

                                                 
84 Ibid., 9. 
85 “The delay in taking steps to ascertain the nature and capabilities of the country is most 
apparent in the inaction which took place after your party had been so considerably augmented in 
December last, from which time until April following, scarcely anything had been done towards 
advancing the settlement of the country”, Ayers to Finniss, 21 September 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-
1866), 19. 
86 Ayers to Finniss, 21 September 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 19. 
87 “There is no subject of greater importance in connexion with your duties than the judicious 
selection of a site for the metropolis, or principal town of the territory; and there is no other 
subject on which so much dissatisfaction has been expressed.  The selection of Escape Cliffs for 
that purpose, the suitability of which you so strongly and decidedly support, is condemned by 
everybody, including those resident there and those whose only knowledge of it is derived from 
reports”, Ayers to Finniss, 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 61. 
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reprimand, on the basis that the surveys were by that stage so far advanced that it 

would have been a waste of effort to abandon them.88 

 

Finniss was exploiting an ambiguity in the dictates of the Executive Council’s 

reprimand, which, while relegating Escape Cliffs to the status of a secondary 

settlement, had left the possibility of its ultimate acceptance or rejection as the 

principal city site, in abeyance pending the discovery of a more suitable location.  

Unfortunately (perhaps inevitably) for Finniss, the Executive Council’s 

reprimand also identified the main weakness in the elaborately constructed 

edifice that was his Palmerston Solution – the inadequacy of his preliminary 

explorations.  At the Commission of Enquiry Finniss was able to counter such 

accusations by claiming that settlement rather than exploration was the primary 

object of his expedition and that the Adelaide River locale which had been 

indicated (indeed selected)89 by the Government prior to the expedition’s 

departure actually possessed all the necessary attributes for successful 

colonization.90  He had the good sense not to foist such a patently confected 

explanation on the Executive Council, and on receipt of their reprimand (8 April 

1865) wasted no time in complying with their two most important directives - the 

explorations of Port Darwin and the Victoria River.91 

 

Six months before (October 1864), Finniss had condemned the entire Port 

Darwin area on the basis of observations made over a twenty four hour period at 

                                                 
88 Finniss to Ayers, 19 June 1865, SAPP 83 (1865-1866).  “Dispatches from Northern Territory: 
from Government Resident to Hon. Chief Secretary”, 2.  See also Finniss to Ayers, 2 May 1865, 
SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 14. 
89 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s summing up, xviii. 
90 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s summing up, xxi. 
91 Ayers to Finniss. 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 63 and 64. 
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Talc Head.92  Despite a thorough exploration of both outer and inner harbours, 

his Executive Council incentivized Port Darwin expedition (18 to 24 April 1865), 

yielded an identical outcome. 

 

I find Port Darwin a magnificent harbour as far as shipping and landing 

convenience are concerned.  [But] as a site for settlement it is greatly inferior to 

Escape Cliffs.  The harbour is landlocked, shut in by rocks [and] low mangrove 

shores which are covered by a rise of tide of twenty four feet.  The harbour is 

excluded from all breezes of a refreshing character and those from the 

eastwards when they do prevail, which is seldom, must travel over a malarious 

region.  Calms and intense heat prevail at the anchorage and on shore when 

other more favoured places open to the sea enjoy a climate ten degrees 

cooler.93 

 

Predictably, his reluctantly undertaken voyage to the Victoria River resulted in 

similar damning reports – not just of the Victoria, but of the Daly which he 

discovered en route, and which, after an exploration lasting no more than a few 

hours, was rejected because of the bar obstructing its mouth.94 

 

Finniss spent twelve days (23 August to 4 September 1865) at the Victoria, 

during which time he and Lieutenant Howard of HMSS Beatrice explored the 

river in open boats,95 from Blunder Bay to the fresh water above Palm Island96 - 

                                                 
92 Advertiser, 15 December 1864, 3. 
93 Finniss to Ayers, 2 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 13-14. 
94 Finniss to Ayers, 1 September 1865, SAPP 83 (26 January 1866), 8-10.  See also “Adam Bay 
to Victoria River in the boat Julia”, Kapunda Herald and Northern Intelligencer, 3 August 1866, 
4. 
95 The Julia, the settlement’s dinghy (taken from R.H. Edmunds under protest), and the 
Beatrice’s gig.  See D.B. Wiltshire, “To the Editor”, Kapunda Herald and Northern Intelligence, 
17 August 1866, 4. 
96 Palm Island is (or was) a few kilometres east of the junction with Timber Creek. 
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a distance of some 240 kilometres.97  By Howard’s reckoning the river had 

shoaled considerably since the Beagle’s (1839) survey;98 and as a navigable river 

he considered it far inferior to the Adelaide.99  Its one major (settlement) attribute 

– the Whirlwind Plains - some 800 square kilometres of alluvial flats, which 

Finniss thought might be “fit for all the purposes of settlement and for every 

variety of cultivation which the climate may admit”,100 was 90 kilometres 

upstream (from the Blunder Bay anchorage), across shifting shoals and rocky 

bars, and was accessible only on spring tides to vessels drawing less than a 

metre.101 

 

I could not recommend the formation of a capital city or of a first settlement on 

[its] banks.  A port useful only for shipping should hereafter be laid out near 

Blunder Bay; and an isolated town near Steep Head, where the produce of the 

upper Victoria may be collected to be taken down the river in barges at spring 

tide. 

 

There is no river to compete with the Adelaide, either for navigation or the 

productive capabilities of its valleys and flats; every reach of the river is a port 

for shipping.  The capital must be placed so as best to command these 

advantages.  A city containing in one block the necessary number of allotments 

to satisfy the requirements of holders of preliminary land orders must now be 

surveyed either at Escape Cliffs or at Mount Daly, where a surveying party is 

now engaged laying out rural sections.102 

                                                 
97 D.B. Wiltshire, “To the Editor”, Kapunda Herald and Northern Intelligence, 17 August 1866, 
4. 
98 Ibid. 
99 Howard to the Governor-in-Chief, 9 September 1865, SAPP 84 (1865).  “Marine Survey of 
Northern Territory (20 Decemnber 1865)”, 8. 
100 Finniss to Ayers, 1 September 1865, SAPP 83 (1865-1866), 8-10. 
101 D.B. Wiltshire, “To the Editor”, Kapunda Herald and Northern Intelligence, 17 August 1866, 
4. 
102 Finniss to Ayers, 1 September 1865, SAPP 83 (26 January 1866), 8-10. 
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The West Bank Surveys: Foresight or Folly? 

In 1884, a party of experienced Palmerston (Port Darwin) agriculturalists 

inspecting land on the west bank of the upper Adelaide River, unanimously 

declared it to be superior to any they had yet seen in the Northern Territory.103  

Owned by the Adelaide land speculator W.H. Gray, the rural sections in question 

were situated in the vicinity of Mount Daly,104 and were almost certainly part of 

the Finniss survey referred to above. 

 

Comprising an area of some 15,000 acres between Kilometres 81 and 98 and 

extending west to the foot of the Daly Ranges,105 Finniss’s West Bank surveys 

were conducted over a period of some 14 weeks between July and November 

1865, by a party of 25 men under the authority of J.T. Manton and his 

professional colleagues R.H. Edmunds and (Junior Surveyor) R. Watson.106 

 

Unlike the Port Darwin planters, Manton and Edmunds were openly sceptical of 

the agricultural prospects of the Mt Daly area – so much so that Finniss accused 

them of deliberately attempting to sabotage his west bank development plans by 

“carefully recording [on every drawing] everything which can be conceived 
                                                 
103 Register Supplement, 16 August 1884, 1.  The agriculturalists were: Maurice Holtz, the 
Government Gardener; F. Biddles, the manager of the Delissaville sugar plantation; and Otto 
Brandt, a sugar planter from Shoal Bay.  The party was led by the Government Resident, J.L. 
Parsons. 
104 Register Supplement, 16 August 1884, 1. 
105 J.W.O. Bennett, “Sketch Map of the North Territory Country in the vicinity of Adam Bay 
constructed by J.W.O. Bennett, Draughtsman, from data and instructions furnished by The Hon 
B.T. Finniss L.Col V.M.F., Government Resident Northern Territory”.  Composite map ex 
Borrow Collection in the Author’s possession.  Manton gives the area as 14,252 acres.  See 
Manton to F.S. Dutton, 18 July 1866, SAPP 80 (1866-1867).  “Northern Territory 
Correspondence: J.T. Manton, Acting Government Resident, Northern Territory of South 
Australia (28 September 1866)”, 2-4. 
106 General Order 123, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 
35/640 (29 December 1864).  “B.T. Finniss: General Orders”, n.p. 
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damaging to the place; and not an acre of ground mentioned in the references fit 

for human habitation or cultivation”.107 

 

It was all useless country and all under water, Stuckey told the Commission.108  

Stuckey had travelled overland from the Narrows with the camp stores and stock 

– bullocks, drays and spare horses, and had seen no high land on the west bank 

for over fifty kilometres.109  Sighting Manton’s camp some four kilometres in the 

distance, it took another four hours rounding swamps, creeks and bogs to reach 

it.110  “This was the spot directed by the Governor to be surveyed and no other”, 

Stuckey wrote.  “Too blind to his own faults he has grossly misrepresented the 

country and everything connected with it”.111  The surveyors for “this useless 

work” were strictly forbidden “to explore any other part further up or in any 

direction or take observations of any description.  Mr Manton and others are 

anxious to go out but are prohibited from doing so by the general orders and 

instructions”.112 

 

Manton and Edmunds’ aversion to the country was highly contagious.  When 

Litchfield visited Manton’s camp on his way back from the Daly River (11 

October 1865)113 and reported “a spirit of dissatisfaction prevailing from the 

highest to the lowest”,114 Finniss was not surprised.  

 
                                                 
107 Finniss to Ayers, 16 October 1865, Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Appendix Item 
No 74. 
108 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Stuckey’s evidence, Question Nos. 2023 to 2049. 
109 Ibid. 
110 The Hobart Mercury, 30 December 1865, 3. 
111 Ibid. 
112 Ibid. 
113 Edmunds’ diary, entry for 11 October 1865. 
114 Finniss to Ayers, 16 October 1865, Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Appendix Item 
No.74. 
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I anticipated it to a great extent from the obstacles and difficulties that were 

thrown in my way when I proposed to start [Manton’s] party.  Mr Manton cannot 

discover available land anywhere.  The plains are too wet, the hills are too 

rocky.  There is a thorough disgust with the country because men’s position and 

prospects are not what they expected.115 

 

Sustained confrontation was a new experience for Manton, who, where Finniss 

was concerned, was usually compliant to the point of weakness.  “Anyone 

knowing Colonel Finniss as a commander as well as I do”, wrote Manton, 

“would never think of disobeying his orders”.116  In writing about Manton, 

Finniss was by no means as restrained.  In a series of derogatory character 

sketches of individual members of the expedition Finniss described Manton as 

weak, vacillating, disloyal, and treacherous - a complete failure as a senior 

officer of the expedition.117  While many of Finniss’s specific criticisms such as 

Manton’s failure to protect him (Finniss) in the officers’ mess clearly fall into the 

(psychological) realm of denial, other criticisms are much closer to the mark:  

 

[Mr Manton] seems to strive to do as little as possible and to confine his 

exertions as much as possible within the limits which would just secure him from 

the charge of neglect and disobedience.118 

 

“Cautious Tommy”119 Manton to a T! 

 

                                                 
115 Ibid. 
116 Register, 13 January 1891, 7. 
117 State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 35/643/Vols.1-3 (n.d.).  
“B.T. Finniss: Letters”, 291. 
118 Ibid. 
119 The settlement punt acquired after Finniss was recalled was named “The Cautious Tommy” by 
the men as a satiric comment on Manton’s persona.  See Jack Cross, Great Central State (Kent 
Town, South Australia: Wakefield Press, 2011), 93. 
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Despite being close friends (and remaining so for the rest of their lives)120 

Edmunds and Manton were often at loggerheads over various aspects of what 

Edmunds regarded as Finniss’s maladministration, and Manton’s reluctance to 

challenge the more extreme examples of it.  When D.B. Wiltshire arrived at 

Manton’s camp (7 August 1865) with the news of Alaric Ward’s murder, he 

(Wiltshire) was overheard to say that the two Aborigines visiting the camp a few 

hours before the boat’s arrival were lucky not to have had “their damned hides 

[punctured]” by his crew, as they had orders to shoot any blacks they 

encountered.121  Infuriated by Manton’s refusal to “interfere with any orders 

issued to the boat party by the Government Resident”, Edmunds took it upon 

himself to caution Wiltshire in the strongest possible terms.122  But having no 

real authority over the boat crew the most he could achieve was Wiltshire’s 

assurance “that no natives would be interfered with at this end of the river”.123 

 

With his dual qualifications - surveying and civil engineering - 51 year old 

Manton was the most highly credentialed professional at the Escape Cliffs 

settlement.  In England he had been employed in railway construction under the 

two foremost engineers of the day – Robert Stephenson and Isambard Kingdom 

Brunel.124  He immigrated to South Australia with letters of recommendation 

from the Earl Grey, Secretary of State for War and the Colonies, and was 

                                                 
120 Edmunds’ diary, Endpapers. 
121 Edmunds’ diary, entry for 7 August 1865. 
122 Ibid.  Edmunds told Wiltshire that if he or his party fired on “any unoffending natives within 
fifty miles of this camp, so help me God, if I could get a rope around his or his parties’ necks, I 
would do so”. 
123 Ibid. 
124 Register, 12 January 1853, 1. 
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immediately employed on the construction of the Cape Willoughby 

Lighthouse.125   

 

At Escape Cliffs, because of his age and Finniss’s low opinion of him, Manton 

was relegated to supervising the day to day running of the camp.  For the same 

reasons perhaps, the surveys he was occasionally tasked were, with one 

exception, relatively minor.  The exception was that most difficult and 

controversial aspect of the (Cape Hotham) peninsula surveys – the laying out of 

the Narrows - “the sub-marine township of Mudlarkington”,126 where 

“allotments were in ten feet of water and corner pegs were thrown in as they 

could not be fixed”. 127  “Most of it,” wrote John Stuckey to his friend and 

mentor Thomas Elder, “has been surveyed by men up to their waist in mud and 

water, or in a boat; and no one but a blind man or an idiot would have chosen 

such [a place], on the wrong side of the river and away from the known good 

country”.128 

 

Surveying the west bank in the vicinity of Fred’s Pass would seem to have been 

a logical step for Finniss to take - given the soil quality and the abundance of 

fresh water in the area.  Yet he does not seem to have seriously considered it 

until he received the Executive Council’s reprimand admonishing him for not 

ascertaining the nature of the country between the Adelaide River and “the head 

of the waters which are called Port Darwin”; and instructing him to survey “rural 

lands on the banks of the Adelaide and in any other good localities that may be 
                                                 
125 Observer, 17 June 1899, 15.  Cape Willoughby is the eastern extremity of South Australia’s 
Kangaroo Island. 
126 Daily Telegraph, 14 February 1866, n.p. 
127 Advertiser, 20 December 1865, 3. 
128 The Hobart Mercury, 30 December 1865, 3. 
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discovered pending selection and approval [by the Government] of the 

capital”.129 

 

Finniss’s foray into the fresh water reaches of the Elizabeth River during his 

exploration of Port Darwin’s East Arm looks very much like a targeted response 

to the Executive Council’s admonition; so too does his stated intention “to 

dispatch a strong survey party under Mr Manton to proceed with the survey of 

rural Sections” along the “high land on either side”130 of his overnight campsite 

on the Elizabeth River,131 which he assumed was part of the “dividing ridge 

between the waters of the Adelaide and Port Darwin”. 132  This ridge was never 

surveyed, nor was the west bank at the Narrows, which was Finniss’s next 

settlement initiative133 - Manton’s report “of the locality and of the difficulty of 

land carriage”, based on a three day reconnaissance on horseback, abruptly 

putting paid to the plan for a 200,000 acre survey (81,00 hectares) in the Malacca 

Creek/Koolpinyah area.134   

 

To forestall a similar fiasco over the Fred’s Pass location, Finniss himself 

selected the survey area by making a rough triangulation of the country around 
                                                 
129 Ayers to Finniss. 10 February 1865, SAPP 89 (14 July 1865), 63 and 64. 
130 Webling’s Journals, 39. 
131 Finniss’s Camp on the Elizabeth River is marked on Bennett’s “Sketch Map of the North 
Territory Country in the vicinity of Adam Bay”.  The location is several kilometres upstream 
from the site of Goyder’s satellite township of Virginia. 
132 Finniss to Ayers, 2 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 13 and 14.  On Bennett’s “Sketch Map 
of the North Territory Country in the vicinity of Adam Bay”, the Elizabeth River is shown as 
passing through a gap in this ridge. 
133 “Mr Manton proceeds today with an escort to cross the river at the Narrows to fix on a site for 
his camp to commence with a party of twenty five the rural surveys on the west side of the 
Adelaide River which I have entrusted him to carry on to the southward taking in the river flats 
where they are not swampy and lay out a block of about 20 miles north to south by a width of 10 
or 12 miles.  This will supply about 200,000 acres for selection when surveyed”, Finniss to 
Ayers, 19 June 1865, SAPP 83 (26 January 1866), 2. 
134 Finniss to Ayers, 31 July 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 6 and 7.  See also Manton’s report of 
the reconnaissance, State Records of South Australia (Government Record Group): GRG 
35/643/241 (n.d.).  “Manton’s Report”, n.p. 
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Mt Daly before the arrival of the survey parties,135 and by fixing the location of 

Manton’s first camp “in the vicinity of the site of a township which the 

Government may ultimately decide to make the capital”.136 

 

The message to Manton was plain; Finniss wanted him to nominate a site or sites 

for a capital on the west bank.  But Manton was having none of it, as the 

aggrieved tone of the following memo from Finniss would suggest.   

 

Sir - In my last instructions I referred to a site at the base of low hills extending 

north from Mt Daly and to the westward of Beatrice Hill.  The site I mean you 

cannot fail to have seen from some of your camps and positions.  You will, when 

there, be within the rectangular area which I sketched on the tracing which 

accompanied your original instructions.  You will find the ground there is firm 

and sufficiently level for the site of a town. 

 

I am thus particular in describing this locality because you say that you cannot 

find a site suitable for the capital.  Mentioning that amongst the difficulties that 

the plains are inundated and the hills rocky; I presume therefore that you have 

not visited the place I mean.  You cannot find as good a place anywhere else 

convenient to the land which you have to survey. 

 

I do not wish you to incur the responsibility, in this instance at least, as you do 

not seem to desire it, of giving any opinion on the merits of such a site for the 

capital.  I merely want sites pointed out in connection with your rural surveys 

                                                 
135 Finniss to Ayers, 31 July 1865, SAPP 83 (26 January 1866), 6 and 7.  See also Commission 
Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Freddy’s Evidence, Question Nos. 2991-2993. 
136 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866): Commission Appendix No.57.  General Order 132. 
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that would be suitable to be laid out into streets and allotments.  It will be for the 

Government in Adelaide to decide such questions and for me to recommend.137 

 

Manton was probably unaware that Finniss had already selected three other 

potential town sites in the area he (Manton) was surveying - one under Mt Daly; 

another somewhere along a broad axis connecting Fred’s Pass and East Arm; and 

the third, on the east bank at Manton’s Hill.  A fourth site had been mooted at 

Port Darwin but Finniss did not specify its location, which on the assumption 

that Goyder’s satellite township surveys (Daly and Virginia) were based on his 

(Finniss’s) original recommendations, was probably on the Elizabeth River.138 

 

Finniss’s real adversary was not Manton but the topography of the Adelaide 

River flood plain.  To gain permanent access to river transport, each of his (two 

identifiable) town sites required major road works to cross the pristine water-

world (swamps, creeks and billabongs) of the riverine fringe.  Manton’s Hill, on 

the east bank, was closest to the river (about a kilometre away) but was 

otherwise totally isolated - the nearest high ground (Marrakai No. 2 Station 

Ridge) was some 6 to 8 kilometres away across the most difficult terrain.139  The 

proposed Mt Daly settlement was connected directly to the high ground 

stretching north and west to Port Darwin, but was at least 5 kilometres from the 

river.140  

 

                                                 
137 Finniss to Manton, 20 October 1865, SAPP 134 (1865-1866).  Northern Territory 
Correspondence (20 February 1866), 2. 
138 Goyder’s township of Daly was centred on Mt Daly; his Virginia township was on the 
Elizabeth River a few kilometres upstream from Finniss’s overnight campsite. 
139 See Map Pocket.  Joint Operations Graphic Map. 
140See Map Pocket.  Joint Operations Graphic Map. 
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Finniss was unable to find a place on the river where there was deep water in 

close proximity to an area of high ground large enough for permanent settlement.  

But such a place does exist.  Three kilometres up Marrakai Creek (on the east 

bank at Kilometre 80) there is a hill or mound approximately a square kilometre 

in area, which in 1888 was the site of the first Marrakai Station homestead,141 

and whose southern extremity comes to within a few metres of a deep water 

section of the creek.  Approximately one kilometre across the flood plain to the 

east is the high ground of Marrakai No. 2 Station Ridge with its permanent 

overland connection to the Mt Bundy area.142 

 

For Finniss the die was cast.  Nothing that he said or did after the May 1865 

Northern Territory mail was forwarded via the Bengal could alter the fact that his 

days at Escape Cliffs were numbered.  But he might have fared better at the 

Commission had he been able to produce a settlement plan endorsed by his most 

senior officers.  By the time of the upriver surveys however, his aloofness and 

operational incompetence had alienated most of his officers and polarised the 

expedition to such an extent that it would have been impossible for him to have 

obtained a favourable consensus on any proposed settlement location.  The need 

for consensus in achieving the goals of the first expedition was paramount but it 

had not been foreseen by the Government planners; nor was it compatible with 

Finniss’s temperament.  The Top End terrain was so difficult that the exact 

combination of elements required under the Hart plan did not exist at any coastal 

or hinterland location - Port Darwin included.  Round-table discussion involving 

the most prominent and influential members of the expedition’s hierarchy was 

                                                 
141 Northern Territory Times and Government Gazette, 25 February 1888, 3. 
142 See Map Pocket.  Joint Operations Graphic Map. 
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the only feasible way to resolve the many valid and significant objections which 

could be raised against any suggested location; instead, for what were essentially 

selfish personal reasons, Finniss chose to isolate himself and ignore all advice 

other than that offered by those he considered his social equals - the Royal Navy 

officers of HMSS Beatrice.143   

 

The west bank surveys continued until November 1865 when news of Finniss’s 

recall to Adelaide reached Manton’s (second) camp.  Work was stopped 

immediately and was never resumed. 

 

4. The Commission of Enquiry 

 

Finniss in Adelaide and at the Commission 

Eleven days after the Ellen Lewis reached Adelaide (13 February 1866), 

unconfirmed reports of Finniss claiming that the Commission would “take at 

least twelve months to go through the enquiry”144 brought a swift reaction from 

the press: 

 

Mr. Finniss cannot have said anything of the kind; cannot desire anything of the 

kind. He and the public are alike interested, not only in making the truth known, 

but in making it known as quickly as possible. Delay will be ruinous to the infant 

settlement, and the Commission should be limited as to the range of their 

enquiry. When we say "limited" we mean that they should be instructed to 

enquire only into such matters as are of public importance. If every trivial 

                                                 
143 His main confidants were Commanders Hutchison and Howard neither of whom was 
particularly well qualified to advise on the suitability of settlement sites. 
144 Advertiser, 24 February 1866, 3. 
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dispute, every petty quarrel and misunderstanding, every "order" and every 

movement of the party is to be sifted and reported upon, the investigation might 

last not only for one year, but for seven years. Such an enquiry might be spun 

out indefinitely, like the Arabian Nights Entertainments, with this difference - that 

it would not be so entertaining.145  

 

The reports attributed to Finniss were undoubtedly true.  He had had ample time 

to ponder his future and to prepare a lengthy defence during the ten weeks the 

Ellen Lewis took to claw her way back to Adelaide against persistent head 

winds.146  Amongst the many accusations, rebuttals and recriminations written 

during the return voyage is this rare and poignant glimpse of the man behind the 

authoritarian mask. 

 

I am returning a victim to credulity, envy, malice and the incapacity of our 

Government.  I shrink from the trials and examinations and controversy which 

are inevitable.  I contend that I must finally triumph but with my public career and 

my future crushed.  South Australia is a thoroughly inhospitable land to me, in 

which my early hopes and manhood have been barren and wasted.  [I am 

disappointed] at all things political.  I look forward to seeing my children and my 

many dear friends with satisfaction and happiness.  I derive scant pleasure in 

the accidents of my career which bring me back to them and I find I have always 

thought that happiness is not to be found out of such associations and that 

[happiness] alone is all that has meaning to [individuals] of my frame of 

[mind].147 

 

                                                 
145 Ibid. 
146 “The voyage of the Ellen Lewis was so prolonged that fears were held for her safety”, 
Advertiser, 14 February 1866, 3. 
147 See State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 527/6/5 (n.d.).  “Finniss 
Papers”, n.p. 
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As required by his instructions Finniss’s first official action in Adelaide was to 

report his arrival to the Chief Secretary.  His visit to Hart on 14 February 1866 

was brief but ominous.  Hart was about to depart for the Assembly with a letter 

from John McKinlay, which “totally condemned” both the Escape Cliffs and 

Fred’s Pass surveys, and which, when “laid on the table in Parliament, caused 

considerable excitement”.148  Wrote McKinlay: 

 

To form any estimate of the state of matters found on my arrival [at Escape 

Cliffs] is beyond the power of my pen.  A greater scene of desolation and waste 

could not be pictured.  As a seaport and city this place is worthless.  The land up 

the Adelaide I have visited where the survey parties have been employed, and 

not one individual land holder out of every hundred could make a selection upon 

which he could erect his homestead without the almost positive certainty of 

being washed off by the floods that must certainly occur nearly every season.149 

 

The publication of McKinlay’s letter in various newspapers the following day 

prompted Finniss to appeal to the Register’s Editor for fair play. 

 

Sir – On arriving from the Northern Territory I find that I have been the subject of 

many attacks in the public Press.  I find also that a despatch or report from Mr 

McKinlay apparently damaging to my proceedings at Escape Cliffs has been laid 

on the table of the House of Assembly.  As I cannot anticipate the course 

intended to be taken by the Government I am necessarily precluded for the 

present from entering into any vindication before the public.  In the meantime I 

trust that the public will not form their judgement until my side of the question is 

before them.150 

                                                 
148 Hart’s diary, entry for 14 February 1866. 
149 Register, 15 February 1866, 2. 
150 Register, 16 February 1866, 2. 
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Finniss was not the only one in a quandary; the Hart Ministry had no idea what 

course of action it should take.  Hart had not been part of the Dutton Ministry 

which recalled Finniss, and which in any event had left no instructions as to what 

to do with him on his return.151  Hart believed that Dutton should have 

immediately dismissed him - that at any rate is what he told the House (9 March 

1866) his Government would have done had they been in office at the time,152 

adding, in what must have been a singular demonstration of his much admired 

“talent for mystifying what he did not wish to explain”, 153 that his Government 

could not dismiss Finniss without an Enquiry.154   

 

Finniss’s fate was eventually decided on the evening of Thursday 15 February 

1866 when, after a hard fought day in the Assembly, Hart, Duffield, Boucaut, 

and possibly Daly met in the Government Offices to draw up the charges against 

him and to set the quasi-judicial parameters under which the Enquiry would be 

conducted.155   

 

The quasi-judicial nature of the Commission was discussed in Chapter 2, where 

it was suggested that Hart’s clandestine attempts to change the locus of 

settlement from the Adelaide River to the Victoria, may have prompted the 

                                                 
151 Ayers was chief Secretary but not Premier.  Ayers regained the premiership when Dutton 
resigned to take up the appointment of Agent General in London, but lost it to Hart because of his 
(Ayers) consistent support of Goyder’s valuations.  Hart stayed in office only long enough to pass 
a few measures which afforded some relief to the squatters before setting out for London to 
reclaim his wife from the clutches of the Anglican High Church.  See Hart’s diary, entry for 17 
February 1866, State Library of South Australia (Private Record Group): PRG 218 (1865-1875), 
n.p. 
152 “Parliamentary Proceedings”, Daily Telegraph, 9 March 1866, n.p. 
153 Advertiser, 31 Jan 1873, 3. 
154 “Parliamentary Proceedings”, Daily Telegraph, 9 March 1866, n.p. 
155 Hart’s diary, entry for 15 February 1866.  Duffield was Treasurer; Boucat was Attorney 
General. 
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politically astute Governor Daly to seek closer ties with Finniss, and to reach an 

understanding with him about committing to a settlement in the Adelaide River 

region.  The existence of such a pact could explain Finniss’s suicidal obstinacy in 

continually recommending the Escape Cliffs site, and, more significantly, the 

excessively punitive nature of the Commission procedures.  If such a pact did in 

fact exist, a makeshift judicial process capable of delivering a very public guilty 

verdict was probably the only safe way of extricating Daly from his debt of 

honor. 

 

Hart’s diary records two meetings with Daly on the day (15 February 1866) 

Finniss’s fate was sealed - each focussing on “the Northern Territory affair”.156 

 

February 15.  12.30 pm.  Governor asked about the Northern Territory affair.  

Told him I propose acting promptly.  1.30 to the House.  Hard fought all day.  

Had a long conversation with the Governor who was suffering from gout.  I told 

him what I proposed doing about Finniss when he [the Governor] appeared at 8 

at the Government Offices, and with the Attorney General and Treasurer drew 

up the charges we propose to bring against Finniss and drafted a letter 

enclosing them.157 

 

The Commissioners originally chosen by Hart were: Captain W.L. O’Halloran, 

the colony’s Auditor General; William Milne, MLA for Onkaparinga, who was 

being groomed by Hart as a Cabinet replacement when he (Hart) resigned to go 

to London;158 and Samuel Davenport, who had been Commissioner of Public 

                                                 
156 Hart’s diary, entry for 15 February 1866. 
157 Ibid. 
158 Milne was replaced on the Commission by Henry Edward Bright, the (newly elected) Member 
for Stanley, on 6 April 1866. 
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Works in Finniss’s 1857 Ministry.159  Davenport who was a close friend of 

Finniss’s withdrew, as did Richard Davies Hanson another former colleague and 

friend of Finniss, who was subsequently offered the post.160  Thirty years later 

Finniss was still bitter at Davenport and Hanson for “abandoning” him.161  The 

third post eventually went to Charles Henry Goode, co-founder of the South 

Australian Advertiser and newly elected (March 1865) MLA for East Torrens.162   

 

The Prosecutor, 29 year old Frank Rymill was not chosen until after the first 

sitting (7 March 1866), when it was mutually decided to dispense with 

professional legal council.163  Rymill, an Ayers protégé, was Chief 

Correspondence Clerk at the Post Office and had no legal experience other than 

serving as Clerk of the Adelaide Police Court.  In his (September 1866) Petition 

Finniss claimed to have been “ humiliated by the appointment of a young 

gentleman of subordinate rank to conduct the prosecution in the name of the 

Government, who allowed his zeal in the discharge of his duties or his ignorance 

of the duties of such a position, to carry him into statements not in evidence but 

apparently collected from what he had heard outside of the Court, which 

statements must have tended, as was their object, to influence the report of the 

Commission and the opinion of the public”.164 

 

                                                 
159 Hart’s diary, entry for 16 February 1866. 
160 Finniss to Freddy, 4 November 1891.  Copy from K.T. Borrow Collection in the Author’s 
possession.  
161 Finniss to Freddy, 4 November 1891.  Copy from K.T. Borrow Collection in the Author’s 
possession.  
162 Adelaide Express, 26 February 1866, 2. 
163 Register, 13 October 1866, 3. 
164 See SAPP 81 (1866).  “Petition of B.T. Finniss (26 September 1866)”: Item 20. 
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When the Commission finally got underway, Finniss gave no hint of the self 

doubts that had plagued him aboard the Ellen Lewis.  It was his familiar 

imperious persona which confronted his adversaries, and which (during the 

prosecution phase of the hearings) sought to dominate proceedings almost to the 

point of usurping Rymill’s role and authority in conducting his examination in 

chief. 

 

The Commissioners have not as yet interfered much with the way in which 

witnesses have been examined.  They have occasionally hinted that the 

evidence was wandering from the point but they have plainly from a feeling of 

delicacy showed Mr Finniss the utmost latitude in his questioning.  It is just 

possible that this indulgence may be carried too far.  We have no wish to write 

or to hint a single word against Mr Finniss.  We utterly disclaim the slightest idea 

of injuring him or of prejudicing his cause in the minutest particular; but we 

believe it would conduce to the advantage of all persons concerned if the 

Commissioners were to insist upon greater strictness in the mode of examining 

witnesses.165 

 

For all his court-room theatrics Finniss rarely gained the upper hand in the 

evidentiary (direct and cross-examination) phases.  The one attack-strategy he 

might have employed to good effect – exposing the detrimental effects of “the 

acts and omissions of the Governments of the day”166 – was perhaps too 

explosive to pursue.  Though highly relevant, the many (alleged) instances of 

neglect by successive South Australian Ministries could have been introduced 

into evidence only by putting himself on the witness stand, or by the far more 

hazardous tactic of calling (or attempting to call) Hart and/or Ayers as defence 

                                                 
165 Adelaide Express, 17 March 1866, 2. 
166 Petition of B.T. Finniss, SAPP 81 (1866).  Item 30. 
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witnesses.  The main points at issue - “the want of food and the neglect to furnish 

funds for payment of the men in proper time; the neglect to send the promised 

reinforcements at the end of two or three months, instead leaving the settlement 

in want and despondency; the not supplying of requisitions for men, working 

cattle, and sheep by the Ellen Lewis to enable the officer in charge to push on the 

surveys and keep his men in health; the abandonment of the surveys and the 

stoppage of all progress in settlement, first by disapproving the choice of a 

capital and location for settlement, and then rendering nugatory the surveys made 

at great cost and under great difficulties; the sending by the Henry Ellis and by 

the South Australian of young men, expectants of office, and accustomed to 

indoor occupations instead of well disposed hardy labourers trained to work with 

their hands”167 – these and many other instances of neglect and parsimony were 

included in Finniss’s closing argument, but in ways designed to minimise the 

chances of offending his political masters. 

 

Finniss’s closing argument was his main defence weapon.  The menial status of 

his witnesses (they were all labourers) precluded the presentation of authoritative 

evidence during the direct examination phases of the defence case; and cross 

examination of high status prosecution witnesses such as Ward, Stow and 

Stuckey yielded little more than a practical demonstration of the acrimony which 

had confronted him at Escape Cliffs.  Finniss’s closing arguments on the other 

hand presented logical and sometimes eloquent explanations for his most critical 

operational decisions, and were specifically designed to gloss over his 

incompetence as a field commander.  The crucial six week period on the 

                                                 
167 Petition of B.T. Finniss, SAPP 81 (1866).  Item 30. 
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floodplain was presented as the inevitable outcome of a series of events and 

conditions beyond his control; the ongoing clash with the Aborigines was cast as 

the melancholy but inevitable consequence of the onward march of European 

civilization; and the selection of the Escape Cliffs site, as an implicit or logically 

deducible course of action stemming from the mix of instructions, directives, and 

ancillary advices emanating from the Executive Council.  

 

In accordance with my instructions which obviously contemplated a settlement 

at Adam Bay unless on examination it should appear unsuitable, I decided on 

fixing the capital at Escape Cliffs.  There has been no point of my administration 

which has been more assailed than this and there is none upon which I feel 

more confident in the soundness of my opinion and upon its being ultimately 

universally admitted to be correct.   

I know opposite opinions have been expressed but I believe it is sufficient to 

appeal to the common knowledge of everybody to say that a tract of land 

comprising more than half a million of acres watered by a river deep enough for 

large vessels for more than fifty miles and for light steamers for more than 100 

miles from its mouth, in part consisting of swamp and alluvial flat and in part of 

low hills rising as they recede from the coast to an elevation of 800 feet, must be 

a suitable place for a settlement. 168 

 

 

The Commission Evidence: a Final Analysis. 

Mismanagement (Charges 1 and 2) 

Chapter 3 of the thesis identified a number of critical flaws in the decision-

making process which led to the selection of Escape Cliffs as the site of the 

Northern Territory’s capital city.  It showed how Finniss was physically 
                                                 
168 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s summing-up, xxi. 
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incapable of coping with the exigencies of the Top End’s climate and terrain and 

how this failing combined with his manic enthusiasm for a riverine settlement 

and the loss of the Yatala to effectively maroon his survey expedition on the 

Cape Hotham peninsula.   

 

Instead of seeking consensus on ways to resolve the operational dilemmas 

confronting him - instead of initiating round-table discussions with his senior 

officers on the environmentally-dictated compromises to his settlement 

instructions required to meet the expectations of both speculators and intending 

settlers, Finniss devoted the greater part of his energies to defending the Escape 

Cliffs location against its many detractors by proclaiming it to be the most 

logical outcome of a carefully reasoned selection process which deviated only 

marginally from the letter and spirit of his settlement instructions.  Finniss’s 

attempts to curb on-site opposition to his development plans by the imposition of 

military protocols to which he himself did not fully conform further weakened 

his authority as leader. 

 

It was incumbent upon the prosecution to expose these critical failings.  To 

conclusively prove that the Northern Expedition had been mismanaged, Rymill 

needed to show that the storm of controversy surrounding Finniss had more 

substance than a mere series of personality clashes – however ugly and persistent 

these may have been.  Rymill needed to show that the Escape Cliffs settlement 

was an afterthought – that Finniss had initially committed his expedition to the 

Adelaide River valley on little more than an assumption that a suitable settlement 

site must exist somewhere within its confines - and that his abortive endeavours 
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at the River Camp had physically exhausted his men and significantly eroded 

confidence in his leadership.   

 

This Rymill failed to do; no clear picture of the crucial first six-week operational 

period emerged from the mishmash of evidence solicited by his questions.  In his 

closing arguments Rymill referred briefly to the initial bypassing of Escape 

Cliffs as a mistake but failed to pursue the issue with any great vigour during the 

evidentiary phases of the hearing.  Instead he attempted to substantiate the 

mismanagement elements of the first and second charges by amassing an 

overwhelming body of evidence on Finniss’s character failings. - failings which, 

if subsequent public reaction was any criterion, were not all that unusual in other 

contemporary South Australian leaders and prominent citizens.  That Finniss’s 

martial and dictatorial idiosyncrasies had loomed large in the small isolated 

Escape Cliffs community, there could be no doubt; but in the civilized and 

ordered atmosphere of an Adelaide courtroom their import was greatly 

diminished.  Had such incidents not been repeatedly sensationalized by Ward and 

Stow, most of them would have long since been forgiven and forgotten.   

 

Neglect of Stores (Charges 1 and 2) 

The prosecution’s case for the neglect of stores and the destruction of many 

valuable commodities was substantive and creditably presented.  Rymill was able 

to show that stores from all three supply ships (Henry Ellis, SS South Australian, 

and Bengal) had been left exposed to the elements for long periods of time, and 

numerous items including foodstuffs had been left on the beach to the ravages of 

the spring tides.  In his evidence Ebenezer Ward alleged that stores trans-shipped 
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from the River Camp were “strewed about the beach [Sandy Beach at Beatrice 

Bay] in utter confusion” with bags of sugar and flour half buried in the sand 

below high water mark.  Significantly, Ward’s evidence was corroborated by 

Stephen King Sr. – the extreme caution and reluctance which characterized King 

Sr.’s statements to the Commission notwithstanding.  King said that his own 

repeated attempts to remove the endangered stores were vetoed by Finniss on the 

basis that there were more urgent matters to attend to.   

 

Given Finniss’s mania for order and discipline it is difficult to understand why he 

allowed the situation to deteriorate to such an extent.  The most plausible 

explanation is the low morale and physical exhaustion of the Escape Cliffs labour 

force.  The work involved in setting up the cliff-top camp was far more onerous 

than establishing the River Camp; the many tons of stores not only had to be 

winched nine or ten metres up onto the plateau, but, in the absence of draught 

animals, had to be lugged a further half kilometre to the settlement site.  There 

was no better illustration of the party’s mismanagement than the chaos on Sandy 

Beach and the apathy on the cliff top, but Rymill chose not to persist with this 

line of questioning. 

 

The Commissioners’ findings on the first and second charges were a diplomatic 

compromise.  Finniss was found wanting in tact, skill, and energy in the 

organization of his men, but the Commissioners stopped short of declaring him 

incompetent.  In reaching their verdict, the Commissioners appear to have gone 

to considerable lengths to appear even handed, tempering their report with 

mitigating circumstances such as Finniss’s exclusion from the selection of his 
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senior officers, and the failure of the Adelaide authorities to supply (and 

resupply) the expedition with a scale of provisions commensurate with the 

difficult and onerous work of colonizing a tropical environment.169 

 

Finniss would later use the Commissioners’ equivocation as a basis to petition 

Parliament for compensation for loss of reputation and income.  His petition was 

presented on 26 September 1866,170 by which time his main exculpatory 

arguments had been compressed into a sequence of some twenty odd succinct 

points,171 which if presented to the Commission in a similar format may have 

been very difficult to refute.  But alas, any faint chance of success the document 

may have had was quickly extinguished by news of the catastrophic failure of the 

McKinlay expedition, details of which were announced in the House following 

the formal reading of the Finniss petition.  Unlike William Patrick Auld’s 

petition to the Assembly,172 which provoked harsh criticism and fiery outbursts 

from the floor of the chamber, Finniss’s petition appears to have been denied 

without discussion or debate.173 

 

The Settlement Potential of the Cape Hotham Peninsula and the Adelaide River 

Valley (Charges 2 and 3) 

The evidence presented on the suitability of Adam Bay as a major settlement 

location was so contradictory that, in the absence of a personal inspection of the 

area, it was impossible for the Commissioners to make an informed judgement 

                                                 
169 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Commissioners’ Report, 3. 
170 Advertiser, 27 September 1866, 3. 
171 The petition comprised 44 points or arguments – not all of which were specifically related to 
the six charges.  See “Petition of B.T. Finniss” SAPP 81, (26 September 1866). 
172 Lodged after his acquittal on the charge of murdering the Aborigine Dombey. 
173 Advertiser, 27 September 1866, 3. 
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on its development potential - a point made by the Register several weeks before 

the Commission convened. 

 

If [the Commissioners] sit until Doomsday they will not be able to form any 

judgement on the main point in dispute.  Mr Finniss maintains that Escape Cliffs 

is the best site for a settlement on the northern coast; other people say it is the 

worst and Mr McKinlay’s report favours the [latter] opinion.  How then can the 

Commission come to any conclusion on this point unless they take ship and go 

themselves on an Argonautic visit of inspection to the debatable land?174 

 

By exploiting this impasse Finniss was able to mount a spirited and partially 

successful defence.  Basing his arguments on nuanced interpretations of various 

Executive Council operational directives he was able to convince the 

Commission Chairman – the only former military man and nonpolitician on the 

panel – of the legitimacy of his choice of Escape Cliffs as the site of the principal 

town.  A settlement at Adam Bay was a virtual fait accompli, Finniss told the 

Commission.  The location had been chosen on the basis of favourable reports of 

previous explorers (Stuart and Wickham/Stokes) and had virtually been selected 

by the Government itself, the only impediment to its ratification being a failure 

on his part to discover a secure harbour, a sufficient quantity of arable land, and a 

healthy site for a town, all of which prerequisites were present at Adam Bay in 

proportions commensurate with – and in some respects superior to - those which 

had been encountered at the site of Adelaide by the first South Australian 

colonists.  He was, he said, never more confident of any one aspect of his 

administration, but that his choice of Escape Cliffs would ultimately and 

                                                 
174 Register, 27 February 1866, 2. 
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universally be acknowledged to be correct.175  His task was not to explore, but 

to prepare for settlement as expeditiously as possible, ample proof of which 

fact could be found in many official dispatches, but especially in those which 

assumed that by the time of their receipt, the site would have already been 

selected and surveying commenced.176 

 

O’Halloran was the only Commissioner swayed by Finniss’s rhetoric.  He 

found that Finniss “faithfully (and almost literally) [sic] carried out his 

instructions in respect to [selecting] a site for a settlement”, adding that it was 

quite probable that Adam Bay and its hinterland could prove “(with the aid of 

Asiatic and Creole labour) [sic] to be the best that offers on the northern 

coast”.177  Commissioners Bright and Goode were not fully convinced; in 

their opinion the possibility of finding a site “no better or healthier than 

Escape Cliffs […] did not justify Lieutenant Colonel Finniss in fixing upon a 

locality surrounded by swamps and so little elevated above the level of the sea 

without sufficient previous examination of the coast and adjacent country”.178  

But Commissioners Bright and Goode were far from thinking the land 

surveyed was “utterly worthless”.  The evidence placed beyond a doubt the 

fact that the soil was rich and that the land adjacent to the Adelaide River 

would prove very valuable for the cultivation of tropical productions such as 

cotton, sugar, coffee, rice. &c.179 

 

Retaliation against the Adam Bay Aborigines (Charges 4 and 5) 
                                                 
175 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss summation, xxi. 
176 Ayers to Finniss, 28 October 1864, SAPP 36A, 2. 
177 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Commissioners’ Report, 1. 
178 Ibid. 
179 Ibid. 
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Nothing caused greater outrage in South Australia than the mounting of punitive 

raids against Aborigines who refused to meekly accept the expropriation of their 

tribal lands.  Public discourse on such matters was, by convention, muted and 

heavily euphemized - as in the Advertiser’s discussion of the “abstract 

proprietary of the summary measures adopted by the gallant” Major T.S. 

O’Halloran180 during his punitive raid against the Coorong’s Milmenrura people 

for killing the survivors of the wrecked brig Maria. 181  The public hanging of 

two Milmenrura men chosen at random from O’Halloran’s captives was “in 

reality the wisest and most merciful thing for both races - no organized attack 

ever afterwards [being] made upon Europeans by natives in that part of the 

colony”.182 

 

A similar degree of cultural manipulation can be discerned in the discretionary 

manner in which Finniss’s retaliations against the Adam Bay Aborigines were 

examined by the Commission.  The Board of Inquiry (Edmunds Howard Ninnes) 

Report on the Chambers Bay raid was not introduced into evidence, nor were the 

circumstances of Finniss’s subsequent punitive raids.183  The prosecution witness 

most closely examined over the death of Dombey (William McMinn) was not an 

eye witness to the actual killing, while Frank Packard and John Roberts, who had 

seen Dombey shot and who were key informants in the Crown’s case against 

Auld, were examined only superficially. 

 

                                                 
180 Advertiser, 12 September 1870, 4. 
181 Major Thomas Shuldham O’Halloran was Commissioner O’Halloran’s elder brother.  He 
conducted many punitive raids throughout the colony in his position of Commissioner of Police.  
See Advertiser, 12 September 1870, 4. 
182 Advertiser, 12 September 1870, 4. 
183 Against the Larrakia and Wulna bands of the hinterland and the Limilngan peoples of the 
Mary River delta. 
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A key component of Finniss’s (September 1866) petition to the Legislative 

Assembly was the assertion that no Aborigine had been killed during the 

Chambers Bay punitive raid,184 much less Dombey who had been seen hale and 

hearty by Manton at the upriver survey camp in September 1865,185 and later 

(June 1866) by Clement Young at Escape Cliffs.186  If this information was 

available to Finniss during the Commission hearings he chose not to use it in his 

defence, the main thrust of which was to portray the Adam Bay Aborigines as a 

major threat to colonization, which could only be neutralized by resorting to 

extreme measures.  They were a fierce race, Finniss told the Commission, who 

resented the occupation of their country.  Their numbers and strength and the 

nature of their weapons and the nature of the country, made them formidable 

enemies.  He had endeavoured by the most scrupulous forbearance and by 

kindness and liberality to win their confidence, and to establish friendly 

relations with them but to no avail.  Neither property nor life was secure so 

long as they were lurking in the neighbourhood of the camp, and neither 

work nor exploring or surveying could be carried out.  It was the height of 

absurdity to suggest that the formal mechanisms of British Justice – the 

swearing of warrants, the taking and confinement of prisoners pending 

legal proceedings - should apply “to natives, ignorant of our language and 

our laws, and independent of our authority”.187  As outlaws they should be 

made to feel the power of the Government to repress and punish aggression.  

If a permanent settlement was to be established in the Northern Territory he 

                                                 
184 Finniss Petition, SAPP 81 (26 September 1866), Item 36. 
185 Edmunds’ diary, entry for 28 September 1865. 
186 “Northern Territory Correspondence”, SAPP 80 (28 September 1866), 10. 
187 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Finniss’s Summing up, xxiii. 
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was sure that it could only be done by means similar to those which he had 

employed.188 

 

The Commissioners’ findings were a mere slap on the wrist for Finniss.  His 

retaliatory actions against the Adam Bay Aborigines were found to be contrary to 

the spirit of his instructions for dealing with the “native race”; and “the sending 

of an armed aggressive party against them in charge of an inexperienced youth 

and without precise written instructions (which resulted in the shooting of a 

defenceless prisoner) [sic] was highly indiscreet and reprehensible”.189 

 

Finniss had tested the limits of his immunity from prosecution and won.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
188 Ibid. 
189 Commission Evidence, SAPP 17 (1866).  Commissioners’ Report, 1. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The Commission of Enquiry failed in so many important aspects that Finniss’s 

confident prediction that the outcome of a detailed and unbiased examination of 

its proceedings would deliver justice for his memory proved untenable.   

 

Ideologically, the Commission neither tested the South Australian Government’s 

assumption that a remote British settlement in Northern Australia could emulate 

the economic success of Singapore, nor did it challenge the Hart Plan’s basic 

assumption that there existed somewhere in the Northern Territory a location 

possessing environmental attributes in a combination conducive to establishing a 

settlement based on Wakefieldian principles.  By the time of the Commission 

hearings a body of evidence sufficient to question (if not discredit) both 

assumptions had been amassed, but this resource was ignored by the 

Commissioners.  Their task was not to assess the feasibility of the Hart Plan but 

to facilitate the employment of a more energetic and amenable Northern 

Territory Government Resident to implement the Plan by forcing Finniss’s 

resignation. 

 

Judicially, the Commission failed not only to deliver a clear and unequivocal 

verdict but also to elicit an accurate picture of the deficiencies of the Finniss 

administration.  The evidence presented by both Prosecution and Defence was 

poorly orchestrated and invariably biased by the adversarial nature of the 

Commission’s terms of reference.  Direct examination of witnesses was 

frequently unclear in its logic and rambling in its analysis; cross examination was 
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equally disorganized and in the case of the Defence often degenerated into 

personal abuse.   

 

Conflicting settlement philosophies, rampant egotism and difficult terrain 

combined to make the choice of a site for the Northern Territory capital 

exceedingly difficult, and while each of these topics was probed to some extent 

during the course of the hearings none was discussed or pursued with any degree 

of specificity or with a view to securing long term solutions to the many 

questions associated with Northern Territory colonization.   

 

Modern day attempts to fairly assess Boyle Travers Finniss’s culpability for the 

failure at Escape Cliffs are invariably complicated by doubts as to the economic 

potential of the Adelaide River floodplains and the suitability of the Narrows and 

the Cape Hotham tableland as major settlement sites.  A third complicating factor 

is the existence - a mere 50 kilometres to the west - of the modern city of Darwin 

with its high aesthetically pleasing cliffs and commodious harbour. 

 

In Finniss’s day the floodplains of any major freshwater riverine system were 

automatically assumed to have significant agricultural development potential;1 if, 

as in the case of the Adelaide River, the system also possessed innumerable 

deepwater anchorages and relatively unobstructed access to the sea, its value was 

greatly enhanced.   

 

                                                 
1 Secondary Towns Association (London England), Secondary Towns Association: formed for the 
purchasing of one or more special survey or surveys of land in South Australia, for sites for 
secondary towns ( London: CJ Hailes, 1843) n.p. 
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In 1870 the agricultural blocks most eagerly sought after by the first batch of 

Northern Territory Land Agents2 were those which had been surveyed by 

Manton and Edmunds in the Fred’s Pass area, but which had been discretely 

omitted from Goyder’s (1869) Port Darwin hinterland survey.  This omission 

was progressively rectified by successive Northern Territory Administrations but 

all subsequent agricultural development projects on the Adelaide River 

floodplains failed3 - some catastrophically as in the case of the (1957/60) 

Humpty Doo rice project.4 

 

Finniss’s failure to acknowledge the incompatibility of the Adelaide River 

landscapes and environment with the dictates of the Hart Plan blinded him not 

only to the many disadvantages of Escape Cliffs but also to the development 

potential of nearby Port Darwin.  A true visionary would have sought an 

intelligent compromise between the two competing locations.  Finniss had 

already recognized the settlement potential of the corridor connecting the more 

fertile parts of the upper Adelaide with Port Darwin’s East Arm - but not as a 

compromise solution.5  To facilitate development of this corridor he proposed the 

establishment of a township at each location; these townships were later 

surveyed by Goyder (as Daly and Virginia respectively) but were never 

developed.  Finniss had proposed the two supplementary settlements as 

                                                 
2 William Bloomfield Douglas to the Commissioner of Crown Lands and Immigration, 25 
October 1870, SAPP 148 (25 October 1870).  “Dispatches from Northern Territory: from William 
Bloomfield Douglas to the Commissioner of Crown Lands and Immigration”, 1.  Prominent 
amongst this group of Land Agents was John McKinlay whose letter had condemned the area out 
of hand. 
3 Successful cultivation was not achieved until World War 2, when farms were established at the 
township of Adelaide River which is on the headwaters of the Adelaide. 
4 Wayne S. Mollah, Humpty Doo Rice in the Northern Territory (Monograph, Darwin: Australian 
National University, North Australia Research Unit, 1982). 
5 Finniss to Ayers, 2 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866).  “Northern Territory Correspondence: 
correspondence from B.T. Finniss, Esq., Government Resident, Northern Territory, to the Hon. 
H. Ayers, Chief Secretary”, 13. 
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something of a last resort, but they, in fact, held the key to the only feasible 

solution to his dilemma.  By linking the Adelaide River with Darwin Harbour 

along a Fred’s Pass - East Arm settlement axis Finniss could have availed 

himself of the unique natural advantages afforded by these two major 

geographical features in whatever combination was most palatable to the various 

factions and interested parties.  Instead, he remained committed to the Adelaide 

River as his principal development axis; and thus to the Narrows as its main port 

and Escape Cliffs as its major commercial and administrative centre.  

 

The questionable quality of the floodplain land apart, the main deterrents to 

Finniss’s Adelaide River development scenarios were the unattractive landscapes 

of Escape Cliffs and the almost total insularity of the Cape Hotham peninsula.  

Dotted with shallow wet season swamps, the Cape Hotham tableland is low and 

uninspiring and is accessible overland only via a narrow corridor of chenier 

beach ridges connecting the south eastern corner of the peninsula to the 

(marginally) higher ground of the Woolner Ridge, some 30 kilometres away.  

Drainage works, embankments and landscaping could, to a certain extent, have 

beautified the tableland and made more land available for settlement, but 

constructing and maintaining a network of all-weather roads across the vast 

Adelaide River floodplain was almost certainly beyond the technologies of the 

day.  It being the grand age of canal building in Europe and North America, 

Finniss believed that river transport was an appropriate and adequate solution to 

the site’s insularity.  Steam could have solved the river’s difficult navigation, 

and, when the telegraph came, undersea cable could have overcome the barriers 

posed by river and floodplain.  A rail link was feasible via the more or less 
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permanent overland connection between the west bank at the Narrows and the 

Port Darwin hinterland, and, pending the bridging of the river, may have 

facilitated the development of a third port in the Glyde Point area.  Finniss 

committed no such plans to paper, but the commercial development of the 

deepwater channel6 between the Vernons and the mainland would have been a 

natural extension to the surveys of the Koolpinyah area which he planned but 

which Manton refused to undertake.7 

 

Whatever its merits as a settlement site the Escape Cliffs location was 

irrevocably tainted by the manner of its selection and by Finniss’s volatile 

temperament and siege mentality.  Finniss committed his expedition to the 

Adelaide River valley on little more than an assumption that a suitable settlement 

site must exist somewhere within its confines.  In so doing he must have 

reasoned that should the area prove unsuitable, he could easily transport the 

expedition’s goods overland to the high ground to the west, or alternatively 

evacuate by sea using the Yatala.  Only after trans-shipping the greater portion of 

the stores to the River Camp did he discover that neither option was available to 

him.  The floodplains - even in the middle of the Dry Season - were impassable 

to heavily loaded vehicles; and the Yatala’s stranding on Vashon Head had 

rendered her unfit for sustained ocean voyaging.  Finniss’s only other means of 

extricating himself from the morass of the Adelaide River floodplains was the 

Henry Ellis.  He was authorized to charter the vessel for a further six months if 

                                                 
6 The South Channel. 
7 In 2004 the Northern Territory Government Department of Infrastructure Planning and 
Development began the process of preparing a Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the 
industrial development of this area.  See “Guidelines for Preparation of a Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Glyde Point Development Project in the Northern Territory”, May 2004. 
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necessary.8  But her master refused to enter Port Daly,9 and in the absence of 

lighters the task of reloading her at the Adam Bay anchorage (some two nautical 

miles offshore) would be difficult and dangerous.  In any event, the loss of face 

associated with reloading the Henry Ellis was undoubtedly more than Finniss’s 

proud spirit could have borne.  His only practical alternative was the Cape 

Hotham peninsula which, despite its rejection by the majority of the expedition’s 

officers, could (with appropriate allowances for its inherent natural deficiencies) 

legitimately be considered as falling within the ambit of his settlement 

instructions.  

 

When his resolute and passionate defence of the Escape Cliffs site failed, Finniss 

saw himself – with some justification - as the victim of a credulous South 

Australian populace.  But he was equally the victim of his own South Australian 

pioneering experiences.  His Palmerston solution was conceived as a re-

enactment of the South Australian settlement process - an historical precedent 

which provided him with an inventory of ready-made explanations, arguments 

and raisons d’etre to bolster his stance on Escape Cliffs.  Every flashpoint, real 

or imagined, had its precedent: the attack upon the separate locations of North 

and South Palmerston had its counterpart in the attack on the separate locations 

of Adelaide and its port;10 the flooding at the Narrows had its counterpart in the 

                                                 
8 Charter Party: Appendix to Finniss’s instructions, SAPP 36 (1864).  “Settlement of Northern 
Territory: instructions to Boyle Travers Finniss, Esq., Government Resident of the Northern 
Territory of South Australia, and the several officers under his command; together with extracts 
from letters etc. from Messrs. Earl, Helpman and Pascoe”, 5-6. 
9 Finniss Supplementary Journal entry for 20 July 1864, State Library of South Australia (Private 
Record Group): PRG 527 (1826-1900).  “Boyle Travers Finniss: Summary Record”, n.p. 
10 John Stephens, South Australia: an exposure of the absurd, unfounded, and contradictory 
statements in James's "Six months in South Australia” (London: Smith, Eider & Cox, 1839). 
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much more extensive flooding at Port Adelaide;11 even the discarded goods and 

chattels littering the beaches of Beatrice Bay had their precedent in the 

abandoned household items littering the mangrove fringed shores of Port 

Adelaide and the road to the capital during the early days of South Australian 

settlement.12 

 

The essential difference between the two pioneering scenarios was the 

unrelenting barrage of negative publicity which engulfed almost every aspect of 

Finniss’s Escape Cliffs proceedings.  The promoters of South Australia went to 

great lengths to ensure that no unfavourable accounts of Light’s Adelaide 

activities appeared in any major media outlet.  Colonel Torrens is on record as 

asserting that Adelaide’s proximity to the Murray River would afford it 

economic advantages equal to those New Orleans enjoyed with respect to the 

Mississippi, the fact not withstanding that Adelaide is over 60 kilometres from 

the Murray and separated from it by the Mount Lofty Ranges.  In London an 

enthusiastic promoter of South Australia produced a coloured plan of Adelaide 

showing a 400 ton ship anchored in the Torrens opposite Government House.13 

 

If Finniss was unfitted by temperament and physicality to lead an expedition in 

the field, Hart was no less unfitted to plan strategically for the birth of a new 

colony.  His plan contained no genuine incentives for starting the Wakefield 

economic engine – no elaborate promises of exponential speculative gains to 

                                                 
11 H. Hussey, Colonial life and Christian experience with notes of travel, lectures, publications, 
etc. (Adelaide: Hussey and Gillingham, 1897), 55-56.  “Like most other places at the Port [the 
Hussey family tenements on North Parade] were built on piles so that the high tides could pass 
under; but sometimes the water would take entire possession of the floors”. 
12 Samuel Sidney, The three colonies of Australia: New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia: 
their pastures, copper mines and goldfields (London: Ingram Cooke and Co, 1852), 196. 
13 Ibid. 
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attract capital and capitalists, no “new society” ethos to attract the altruists, no 

assisted immigration to attract the hardy labourer who might one day become the 

sturdy yeoman farmer – master of his own 160 acre plot; and, as Finniss pointed 

out to the (1868) indignation meeting, there could be no self supporting 

community without a tax paying population.14  

 

Hart’s personal commitment to Northern Territory affairs was equally 

problematical.  Entries in his diary suggest that he was more focussed on his 

business interests than on his Ministerial duties.15  This is particularly so in latter 

part of 1865 when his family situation was deteriorating to such an extent that he 

resigned as Premier to save his marriage.  Hart’s lack of commitment is no more 

evident than in his (1868) suggestion that the land order holders be given land in 

the (South Australian) Fowlers Bay salient in lieu of the Northern Territory.  

While this is perhaps more an indictment of the impermanent nature of South 

Australian factional politics, his belief that the capital would eventually be 

established at an inland location in the Adelaide River valley16 implies a critical 

lack of understanding of the real issues confronting the expedition – one which 

he made no effort to rectify.   

 

The hallmark of the Hart Plan was its parsimony.  Hart and the Adelaide planners 

appear to have been seduced by the concept of self funding and the prospect of 

                                                 
14 Observer, 4 April 1968, 13.  
15 Hart feared the influence of the Anglican High Church on his wife and family who were then in 
England might lead to an estrangement; and in March 1866 resigned his premiership and sailed to 
London to effect a reconciliation. 
16 Hart’s diary, entry for 2 January 1865.  Hart thought that “the head of navigation is the spot 
which should be selected for the chief town” and that the seaport would “in all probability” be on 
the Daly Ranges side of the river. 
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charging 10% for administering the Northern Territory fund.  As Finniss (writing 

in 1867 under the pseudonym “Political Economy”) put it:  

 

The commission of 10% on the total land sale revenue was ₤9191.  This bribe to 

the Parliament of South Australia was the golden bait which silenced all 

opposition to the scheme when the Bill was steered through the House of 

Assembly and now must be disgorged.  South Australia with her true mercenary 

spirit could not found a colony without deriving a profit from the transaction.17  

 

Hart and his fellow planners made the mistake of seeking to bend the principles 

of the Wakefield system to their own ends without a complete understanding of 

its mechanisms and in apparent ignorance of the myriad shortcomings which had 

surfaced during the colonization of South Australia – in particular the failure of 

the forces of free enterprise to provide the public infrastructure necessary to 

sustain and enhance the growth of population centres.  Gawler’s attempts to 

rectify the situation in Adelaide not only ruined him and bankrupted the colony, 

but resulted in South Australia being declared a Crown Colony.  Perhaps this was 

Hart’s ultimate objective for the Northern Territory.   

 

The quasi-judicial nature of the Commission of Enquiry remains something of an 

enigma.  Despite Hart’s assertions to the contrary its processes were overtly 

vindictive and most probably designed to force Finniss’s resignation, but also to 

nullify or otherwise sever any informal agreements he may have entered into 

with Executive Council members – especially Sir Dominick Daly.  It was in any 

event a completely wrong strategy.  The most effective tool the Government had 

                                                 
17 Register, 18 January 1867, 3. 
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to elicit factual information on the Northern Territory’s climate and terrain was 

the cross examination of Finniss himself - an initiative they surrendered by 

adopting a process which did not require Finniss to take the witness stand.  

Finniss’s summation revealed little of the true situation at Adam Bay and was 

carefully orchestrated to minimise or gloss over the most contentious issues. 

 

Paradoxically Finniss emerged from the Commission with his public reputation 

largely intact.  In his September 1866 petition he claimed that his spotless 

reputation “founded on many years of past honorable services had been 

damaged” 18 but the truth was that public opinion was most decidedly on his side.  

Not so for Hart; for the next four years the failure at Escape Cliffs was laid fairly 

and squarely at his door.  When he spoke at the 1868 indignation meeting he was 

booed and heckled and constantly interrupted.  Finniss on the other hand was 

cheered and loudly applauded by most of the 268 strong audience members when 

he rose to speak. 

 

It was G.W. Goyder’s spectacular success at Port Darwin that sounded the death 

knell for Finniss’s reputation.  Acting on J.T. Manton’s recommendations19 

Goyder selected Port Darwin as the site for the capital, and within six months 

had surveyed a total of some 270,000 hectares in the Darwin and Bynoe 

hinterlands, and had laid out the obligatory gridiron pattern of the city on the 

high tableland between Emery and Fort Points.  As noted elsewhere, Finniss had 

also suggested Port Darwin as a possible location for the capital, but only as a 
                                                 
18 B.T. Finniss Petition, September 1866, SAPP 81 (1866-1867).  “Petition: B.T. Finniss to the 
Honourable House of Assembly, 1866”, 1. 
19 Manton to the Chief Secretary, 20 December 1866, SAPP 16 (1867-1868).  “Northern Territory 
Dispatches: from J.T. Manton, Esq., Acting Government Resident, Northern Territory, to the 
Chief Secretary, Hon. A. Blyth”, 1-8. 
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last resort.  At no time did Finniss consider the tableland between Emery and 

Fort Points an appropriate location for the capital.  With its high cliffs, deep 

water anchorage, and abundance of building stone the Palmerston Peninsula 

tableland was an immensely better site for settlement than Escape Cliffs; but it 

did not meet the original settlement criteria laid down by Hart.  The inner 

harbour was landlocked and in its pristine state was so choked with mud banks 

and mangroves that it was difficult to land from salt water at any point on its 

entire periphery.20  In his 1866 recommendations on the suitability of the Fort 

Point area Manton set the stage for the settlement of Port Darwin by defusing - if 

not debunking - George Windsor Earl’s proscription on landlocked harbours. 

 

With regard to the harbour at Port Darwin […] being in the form of a horseshoe, 

and shut in by the cliffs which prevent the winds from the sea blowing up it, I 

presume this, with plenty of deep water, is what constitutes a good harbour, for 

unless it be sheltered it is no harbour at all.21 

 

It is interesting to speculate on what the outcome might have been had Finniss 

been equally as pragmatic - or more receptive to such advice from his senior 

officers - and had chosen Fort Point as his depot site.  While his more vociferous 

critics may have been satisfied with the aesthetic aspects of the location for 

speculative and commercial purposes, the lack of good agricultural land in the 

immediate vicinity would undoubtedly have seen the emergence of a whole new 

raft of criticisms and complaints, which, as we have seen, Finniss lacked the 

temperament to resolve. 

                                                 
20 Which is to say at any place on the shoreline between Fort Hill and Talc Head.  See Webling’s 
Journals, 39.  See also Howard to Daly, 1 May 1865, SAPP 15 (1865-1866), 18. 
21 Manton to the Hon. Chief Secretary, 20 December 1866, SAPP 16 (1867-1868), 6. 
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To the end of his days Finniss continued to believe in the economic potential of 

the Adelaide River and to rail against successive South Australian Governments 

for persistently overlooking its unique natural advantages.  “I cannot help 

thinking” he wrote in a letter to Freddy some two years before his (Finniss’s) 

death, “that a town will arise near the bridge for the railway and that it will 

ultimately become the commercial city of NT, whilst Port Darwin [will] only 

[ever be] a war station for the British fleet”.22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
22 Finniss to Freddy, 25 February 1891, State Records of South Australia (Government Record 
Group): GRG 35/643/Vols.1-3 (n.d.).  “B.T. Finniss: Letters”, n.p.  Today, (2016) the town of 
Adelaide River, which stands at that location, has a population of some 300 souls. 
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